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I., SEEING 1943 " Am-ffi'? 1943

i. xntroduction

Decline of the German Air Force

The decline in the fortunes of Germany which set in

during the last months of 1942 was nowhere

disphityed than in the air.

war the Gers

iTiore clearly

In the three 3rears prior to the

lan Air Force had beon perliaps the imst important

single military factor in Europe. Instructed and uninstructed

were alike impressed by its potential striking power wMch to

no sraall extent explained the

war deflate its reputation,

that the force was well trained and v/ell

success of German policy. Nor d

The first tvro years demonstrated

eq'uipped. It was

id

certainly checked in the August and September of 1940;
dur-ing the following v/inter and spring the night attack of

but

Britain continued; and in the Mediterranean the

as load inarked the earlier

same efficiency

oampaAgns in Poland, Scandina.via and

Western Europe ms displayed in the Bo.llcans and Crete.

■ Hov/ever, this turn on the i:art of Germany first to
the south-easi and then to Russia eased the pressure of the air

offensive against the United Kingdom,

German Air Force was

tlreat.

c v/orst a nuisa

Moreover

ThencefoCT^Jurds, the

and chiefly a menco,

fiom the end of I942 the offensive

so x“ar declined

ai

,

so much needed for

re

strength
of the force

 othor

attacks on the scale of I940/I

or wa

taslcs that a repetition of

becane practically impossible. Thus tlxroughout the period

projaratory to the Allied Evasion of Eranoo it ■was unlikely

country and the forces assemblingtha.t the economy of „tliis

here would bo subjected to a scale of attack so heavy that it
mght jeopardise the plans tho.t had been laid.

The Role of Long i-te-nge Weapons

But by 2neans of flying bombs
bombardment of London ViS-s made possible

and rockets the

 at a time when

were almost out of the question. Tliis

more

orthodox methods
 does

/not
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not mean that the Gen'nans had this object clearly in mind

throughout the phase in which the Vi/eapons vrore developed.

It is certainly untrue for the rocket; for experiments

directly linked vri.th this weapon vrere talcing place in

Germany before war broke out. It may be true in the case of

the flying'bomb, tho development of v/hich does not appear to

However,
(1)

have begun until the first half of 1942.

intensive development of both vroapons dates from the middle

of 1942 when the Germans may rrell have realised that they vrare

committed to the Russian oanpaign for much longer than they

had visualised and that, in consequence, heavy bomber

attacks on the United Kingdom, in reply to those which vrore

beginning to be made on Germany, v/ere problematical.

ii. Early Intelligence.

The first serious evidence to fall into British

hands that the Gormans wore developing rockets for military

as early as November 1939 in the form of

information which became known in this country as the "Oslo"

Later events proved this to be an especially

reliable document on prospective Gorimn weapons some of

which were in the very early stages of development,

example, the Hs.293 glider bomb, which the report mentioned,
(2)

did hot come into \ase until the summer of 1943.

It \vas not until the end of 1942 that fresh

Then, on 18 December 1942, a

hitherto untested source of intelligence sent in the first

/of

purposes came

Report.

Nor

information was received.

(l) In conversation v;ith the Senior Narrator, Air
Historical Branch, Goneralfeld Marschal Itfiloh has
stated tliat the flying bomb ms conceived in February
1942. He also said tha.t he Imov/ nothing about the
rocket and vra.s not interested in it. It is known,

hoT/ever, that the A»4 rocket is based on rockets made
in the early thirties by the Berlin Cosmonautical Society
T/hose principal engineers v/ere absorbed into the research-

organisation of the German Army between 1932 and 1934
(Air Ministry Yfcekly Intelligence Summary, No.293,
Nfth April 1945).

(2) This was an important argument that was used in 1943
against those v/ho attempted to discredit the evidence in

favour of the rocket, on the grounds that the Germans
were attempting an elaborate hoax. It v/as pointed out ttiat

no hoax v.vis likely to be so elaborate as to have misled

an obviously well informed agent more tlian three years 
"

before further evidonoe of development began to accumulate.
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of tluroe reports i/liich together indicated that on the last day

of Novcinber 1942 and the first tv/o in December trials of a long

rango rocket l:iad been carried out near Sivinemunde on the

Baltic coast. At least four more reports wore received in the

first quarter of 1943 linlcing similar tria-ls more precisely

■vdth Peenomunde. This place was known to be important as a

research centre and ttxrco photographic reconnaissances had

The wholebeen flo'wn over it between May 1942 and March 1943*

story v/as given added credibility through the unv/itting

indiscretions of two high ranMng G-ernh-n prisoners.

TOiat was the size and performance of the rocket

Most reports indicatedtha.t v/-as being tested vra-s doubtful,

that it had. a range of some one himdred and thirty kilometres;

a wai'’;'ioad containing five tons of explosive had also been

The latter was thought at first to be an

According to Dr. A.D. Crow, Director of

Projectile Development of the Ministry of Supply, the weight
(1)

of the w^ailioad was more likelj?' to be about one ton.

mentioned.

exaggeration.

But by April 1943 there appeared to Fiilitary

Intelligence at the YfD.r Office to be sufficient e\ddence

to justify informing the Tice-Chief of the Imperial G-eneral

Lieutenant-General A.E. Wye, who after consultation

the Scientific Advisor to the

(2)
Staff,

with professor O.D. Elli

c.o.s.(43)
184(0),11
April.

Array Oouncil, and Dr. Grow, brought the matter before the

other Vice-Chiefs of Staff on 12 April 1943*

•=■5

/This

(l) This was a much more accurate assessment than most tliat
vrore to be mde during the next tvrolve months. But Dr. Crovir
was right for the v/rong reason, as Ids estimate vas based
on the assuinption that the Germans v/ore using a more
primitive form of propulsion than ms actually the case.

(2) The same information ms amilable in the Air Intelligence
Department of the Aii- Minist-ry, v/here it aame within the
province cf the Assistant Director of Intclligenco (Science),

He has stated in an interview vdth the
narrator tlTa.t ho did not consider that sufficient ms kneava
to warrant inforndng the operational staff.

' Dr. K.V. done
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Tills would havo boon a serious step to take on any matter

where only preliminary and imprecise intelligence was

It T/as especially grave v/hen the threat thatavailable.

vas apprehended had such extensive implica.tions both for

the defence of the country and for the security of tho

For in effect.it asked that specialprojected inva.sion.

notice should bo taken of tho threo-t, commensurate vdth the

dangers that might arise from it.

iii. The Saridys Investigation,

It is not surprising, therefore, that the main

result of the meeting of tho Vico-Ohiofs v/as that a special

investigOvtion v/as set in train. Its direction, however,

v/as put in tho ha.nds, not of a serving officer, but of a

momber of the government, Ivir, Duncan oand3^s. Joint

Parliamentaiy Secretary to the Ministry of Supply. His

(1)
appointment dated from 19 April 1943. To begin v/ith, he

v®.s rotpaired to ansv/cr a number of specific questions:

whether a rocket of the dimensions and performance indicated

by V.C.I.G.S. v/as technically possible; what stage of

devclopncnt the Germans lad reached; wliat counter-measures
(2)

vrore possible and hov/ they could bo iraproved. Hu v/as

instructed to report back to the Chiefs of Sto.ff; and it was

vdth the authority of the latter that ho could &all upon

scientists in other departments besides his own, for advice

It soon beciune clear, hov/over, that tho process

of obtaining conclusive o.nswers to the various questions

/that

and help.

(1) This was the dat
appDi’oval. It seems fairlpr blear, however, that the
VicQ-Ohiefs of Stoff had at first not visualised this

method of a special investigation, though they had
obviously not been sure what was the right method to
adopt. According to the records of the Chiefs of

Staff Oonmitteo, the suggestion that they might
sidor putting tho matter in tho hands of a single
individual came to then from tho Secretojry of tho
Coriimittee (G. 0.S. (43) 189(c)). Thepr approved the
suggestion and fozwvojrded the name of Mx\ Sandys to the
Prim.e Ivlinister.

(2) For his exact terms of reference see Appendix.2

o on which tho 'Frime Minister gave his

con-
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thT-t I'/Ir. Sr>-ndys had been asked T»t5.s likolj'- to to-kc a long time.

Consequently, the vai’ious individuals and branches of

departments which Mr. Sandys relied upon for istanoe weren c* r«
o

embraced during Hay and June 1943 ia an extraordinary

organiso.tion v;hich overrode the usual divisions of responsib'

ility, the whole being under the direction of Mr. Sandys,

organisation lasted until November 1943.

Th

Through its v<oj?ious

is

parts practico.lly all the work of investigo.tion during this

period was ccaried out.

iv. The Problem of identifying the Rocket

That vrari: '.3 chiefly of tvro sorts: first, the

osto.blisiiing of the chru-acter of the threat-

planning of counter-measures.

wo

second, the

Ideally, of course, the second

task was best attempted when the first had been settled. But

tl'iis I'vas never possible during these first six months of

investigation, o.nd the two activities ho.d perforce to go

concurrently.

The Nature of the Evidence: Estiiaations of the
Size o.nd Effect of the Weapon.

on

As was to be expected, the most difficult problem

facing the invostigo.tors was to discover oxactl3r what sort of

weapon the Gei'irm.n were devcloj)ing. Their approach took a duo.l

form: first, to collect, collate and analyse a.11 the relevant

intelligence that was obtained from our sources in Gerwany and

where and from photogrr.phic reconnaissance; second, to
e

reconstruct the sort of weapon which the Germans might ivoll have

developed in the existing state of scientific knowledge and

teolrinical sldll.

The irrG'G of these tasks was principally in the

sphere of e^dsting agencies of intelligence. Mr. Sand3G could

and did, requo-st photographic reconnaissances and the special

interrogation of prisoners of viar. Ho also arranged thod all

intelligence information should be transmitted to him and to

scientists and technicians whom he consulted, although no
the

ne

/of
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of them T/ero Intolligcnce officers,

service branches in tliis type of work,

of intelligence was entirely the work of those

contacts which supplied us mth infornxition from Europe;

and the role of photographic reconnaissance chiefly to

follow up lines of investigation which came first from

agents on the ground.

For four months, from April.to July 1943, nothing

came from tiiis sort of source which made it possible to

establish beyond doubt viiat siae of vreapon the Gernmns v/ore

developing. A genei-al picture emerged, hov/ever, the rno.in

■, features of which were tho,t a rocket was certainly being

•.developed and tho.t Peonommdo was undoubtedly the main

experimental sto.tion and possibljr also a centre of

production. A photographic reconnaissance on 22 April 1943

gave the information necessary for a comprehensive report

tracing the structural developments that,had taken place at

Peenemunde during the previous year. It told us nothing

about long range, -weapons, but at least it showed that a groat

deal of . heavy construction liad alr-'eady taken place and that

He thus everlapped the

But the collection

sources and

We "were to discover dio’ing the next

few v/ceks that- largo, nuirbcrs of foi-oign \vorkers vrore employed

there, most of who-m had been recruited in Belgiimi and

L-uxerabourg.

more was in progress.

(1)
Two more reconnaissances on 12 and 23 Juno

supplied photographs sliov/ing tvro large objects which

appeared to be rockets, some forty feet long and seven feet

One of.them surprisingly called attention to itselfvdde.
...*5

Ay

(l) It .mc4.y be that the Geimans considered -workers from
these countries more tractable than others and .
therefore more suitable for the highly secret
constructions on. v/-hich -bhey wore employed,
received, however, numerous va.luable reports, first
hand as vrell as second-hand, itrorn these

We

men.
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by its light coloui’; but both were sufficiently unobtrusive
as only to be rcoognisod on photographs of oxcollont “ ‘

Photogruphic roconno-issanco
quality

also confimed report

.

s of heavy

As early as July 1943construotions in Northern JVance.
See Map N0.I. suspioious and lo,rge excavations

near Calais, at Wizernos and at Bruncva.1,
were detected at Fatten,

But there was

nothing to conneot them for certain vdth what v/aa talcing

- and apart from the fact that

the CV3.donee that had acoumulatod

would boo-r no positive oonolusions

unplace at Poenemunde,

Peenejarade was important

by the beginning of August

about the rocket,

In s

save that it vr.s being developed,

there wo,s nothing definite about the
Certainly

size and performance of
the weapon. Looking back it is

details from the reports that
we

no'w possible to select aocurate

re coning in; but usually

'-ssociated with other details that were clearly
these v/ere a

false; nor ms there any single report sufficiently

and comprohonsiTc to furnish intolligonoo vdth a clear line
to follow

accurat

up.

e

During the sarae four

scientific advisers also idelde

months the approach of ¥jr, Sandys’

Early in the

very approximate

d no results,

investigation it was calculated tho.t the

characteristics of the

feet, a diameter of ten
rocket might include a length of twenty
feet, and 0. total weight of seventy

This implied a much

that postiiLated in the initial report

scientific.factors

more

C.0.S.(A3)
259(0),
17 May.

tons mth a warhead of up to ten tons,

destructive projectile than

of the V.G.I.G-.S; but quite apart from the

involved the estimate

information as liad been obtained

was in faet more in line vdth such vague

up to that time from agents,

the rockets photographed atNor -wo-s it much amended when

Ibia. 349(0), Pecnemujide
28 June. were examined; for these

were reckoned to be nearly
forty feet Ion

seven feet -wide, sixty to one hundred tons in
weight and oontaining two to eight tons of explosive,

difficulty in estimating the weight of the warhead and the
The main

/porforoance
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pcrfdr3-.TD.nbG of the wapon v/rxs thc.t ataost nothing v®.s known

of the propol3nnt that tlx' GorrAans hcui developed. It ̂ vaa

suspected that they had evolved an entirely ne'w fuel; and

the oalculations nontionod above v;ere based on the assumption

propellant v/ith tvd.oc the calorific content of cordite i'
of a

noivn that no variant of cordite could possibly

have been produced to give such results. The probability
therefore, that some form of liquid fuel had been

developed; and one of I'lr. Sandsrs'

Itrank Smith to investigate the possibilitie

Yet it avr.s

was,

Goa-nitteos sat under Sir

s.

If the Germns had indeed succeeded in producing

a rocket of these diioensions the implications wore truly
terr.ible.  Erorly in June the Mnisti’y of Horne Security

estimated that a rocket containing ton tons of explosive

might cause complete or jnartial demolition over a,n area of

radius of 850 feet and might kill six hundred people,

months later Ivir. Herbert Morrison infomned the

that if one such rocket fell in the London area

for thirty days the cumulative

Prime M

every

casualties might be

Two

inister

 hour

Ibid.469(0),
4 August.

108,000 Idlled and as many seriously injured,

made no allowance for overlap of craters nor for the large

scale evacuDdion, official and unofficial, that vrould take

The figures

place. But even if thejr were discounted by as much as a

even three quarters the results might well be such

that it would be impossible to i-iaintain London as a centre

of government and an area of production.

half or

(1)

(1) Even at the lowest figure of 50,000 Id.lied and
seriously injured the casualties would be more than
five times as big as those of September 1940. The
basis on which the Ministry's calculations rested was
an incident at Hendon on the V,  ̂ . night of 13 Pebrurry 1941
when a 2,5000 kg. bomb, falling in an area whoso
population density^was I50 to the acre, Icilled eighty
people, seriously injured one hundred and fort^^eight
and slightly injured tliree hundred. This original
estimate ms, however, considerably sealed do\m before
the end of 1943 (see p. 37 ).
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b. Qriticians by Lord Chcn/cll.

And e.s the inplications ̂ vorc so gro.vo, yot nothing

positive knovm o.bout tho wenpon which mght bring about

this disastrous situation^ it is not surprising that a

dcteiTiinod effort \ms nado betT^oen Juno and Soptembor 1943,

chiefly by Lord Cherwoll, to shake tho foundc'.tions of the

oaso in favour of the rooket.

were pc-rtly soientific.

Lord Ghcrv/ell's argunents

He fastened on wlaat ms a weak point

in tho case as prosonted up to that date, nanoly that the

D.0.(43)
5th Meeting,
29 June,

Poenenunde rockets T;ore clc<arly single stage, vdiich raoant,

accox’ding to the best informed opinion in this country, that

its raxinu/i range would only be forty nLles. Ho also pointed

out that nost of the agents’ x'oports nrantionod that the rockets

would be steered by radio,

inpossiblo as

This seeiond to hiti pra.otically

tho projectile -vrould be rotating so rapidly,

s also the point that^ the only concoivablc fuel for

so large a body was one that was xinknom to scientists in this

There wa

country.

But his o-rguiuents were partly based on the grounds of

He could not believe that the Germns would

develop a weapon of sixty tons

comon sense.

or more that v/ould roquiirc

huge launching installo.tions which would be iiupossiblo to

conceal ord would therefore bo hoo.vily ̂ attacked. Then tho

firing trials of such a Bissilo v/ould suroly be accorapaniad

by terrific flashes of lightj 3^ot there liad been no such reports

from the Ba.ltic area.
(1)

Finally, his suspicions that tho vdiole

stoiy/ was a, hoixx were heightened by \vlxit appeared to bo

rcnm-kable negligence on tho Geivinn's i».rt: that they had

failed to carnoufLage the rocket-like objects that hr.d boon

photographed a,t Peenemunde,

hoax j.

If the Gormans were attempting a

he thought it probable that they hoped thereby to conceal

/some

(l) In I'eply it wtis pointed out bh'-xt certain areo-s of tho
Ba.lt.ic were kno™ to bo closed to shipping.
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sono other project, possibly, ho

of pilotless aircraft.

li'agg -- st o d, the dove dopiaont

Events were to show, of course, that there was no

hoax.  The rocket v/as certainly being d

■  ■vft'io believed this

d

vrore not convinced by

.VCloped; and those

 lord Gherwell's

In fo-irness^ to hin, howe'^cr,
forgotten that sonc of his objections

arg-uraents. it should not b

were quite valid

e

, not

for the rocket that the Gemans

but for the hypothetical rocket

with which Mr, Sandys and his' advisor^
threo-tening the country at this time,
.Vj, The Beginning of Goimter-ivroasi

actual

jres.

ly developed and used,
of far grerve ej> dlnensions

to speak,were / '10

It was in this atmosphere of belief in the rocket
a threat, yet mthout any certain Icnowlcdge of the nature

of the rocket

as

or the organisation of supply and

tho-t must undoubtedly have been behind it, that

production

the first

counter-measures were planned and cr,u-ried out,
civil defence and radar were concerned

As far as

, the v/ork of planning
and establishing wliat would be rOquiroc] v/ent chiefly throuon gh
tv/o oornmittoes. one presided over by Sir lindlatcr Ste-\wirt

of the Hone Defence Corxiittee and the other, the
Intordepo-rtmontal Radio Oomittee, by Sir Robert Watson Watt
P.R, O', activities were also a vital ;^rt of coionter-raeasures;
and some indication has been given of the wr:rk tmt was done
in photographing Pcenemunde and Ifett But a beginning wason.

l:r-'bombing.also made in formulating a policy of -
a. Selection of Targets for Attam

It had been obvious Rrom the

-OX

o>.\

i. ;

moment that the

investigation began that the only
hand by which the German

means lyi.ng readily to

preparo-tions night be interfered

■with TiCis the bombing of all relevant targets So much was

olenr; but with the exception of Peeneramdo itself next to
nothing was known in the spring' and surxaer of I943 of any

centres of produotion. oro-bher experimental stations.

/launching
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1^-unching sites,

that ocrtain extensions to the I.G.

Lexma,

The Ministry of E

Ludv/igsriafen, and Opxxvu migh

conomic Warfare thought

Parben factories at

t be connected \vlth the
fuel of the rocket: 5'riodrichshafcn was also suspected of

being a centre for the manufacture of electrical components.
These factories vrare down for attack as part of the rain

bomber offensive against Gerixan industry (Operation
katten a

and the other new construction

Pointblank").

s in northern Prance
v/ere also thought to be possible targets,

of the best places to attack.

Otherwise little

was

The question of an attack

seriously considered tovrards the end of

on Pcenemunde \7as first

June, when it vro-s

decided to despe.tch a strong Bomber Command force as soon as

C.O.S.(43)
349(0),
28 June,

sufficient hour-s of darkness, vrhxah would not be
there wore

until orjrly August. A directive to tils effect, in v^hich the

V7erc also specified for attack.

General Eakcr,

at this time, \]a.s also

Lcuna and Ludvlgshafen factories

Ibid. 369(0)
9 July. v/as issued to Bomber Command eoxly in July.

v/ho was ooim-xinding the 8th U.S.A.A.P.

consulted- “ "
• and he agreed to supplement, if necessary, Bomber

PolSr°S2/2’°*'' attacks on these targets by attacks i
Encl.kA,
Eaker-Bottonloy,
29 July.

i

out as soon as possible afterwards.

prepT'-i-ation of the

Also ear

n daylight carried

technique of radio-Cvided bombing m

ly in July the

special charts required for the "Oboe"

s put in hand against the

possibility the.t attacks would be called for against launching
sites in northern Prance. This \c.s entirely a preliminc-ry

the purpose of the suspicious

region or of the details of their construction

neasm-e. So little vwi.s Icnown of

v/orks in that

tlm-t no decision to attack them ms wide until early August.
In any case, It seamed likely that the best method of attack

would be to employ Lanco-storss using Oboe" and dropping

rth displacement ("Tallboy")12,000 lb, or 20,000 lb.

bombs, neither of which

ea

expected to be available before

Meanwhile, Pl3d.ng Portressos of

attacking in daylight and dropping 2,000 lb.

was

September at the earliest.

Perce,the 8th Air

/demolition
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donolition bonhs, v/ould bo the rest sih.treble aircraft j  ojid

it W.S this type that was actually used for the first

attacks against Watteii.

~b.. Attaclcs on 3uspccted Production Centres,
Poonenundc, J\me - August 19UT.

Watten and.

*  Pricdrichshafon, Ludvdgshafen. and Oppau wore all

a.ttacked during this period. Little doxiago v/as thought to

ho.ve been co-used to the suspicious extensions at the I.d.

Parben factories; but reports filtered tlirough in August that
the attack on Priodrichshafen cairied out by, which had been

sixty Lancasters on the night of 20 Juno, had affected the

production of radio and electrical conponents of the rocket.-

The Asicania olcctrical plant in Berlin, v/hich aay hr.vo been

engaged on tho same sort of v/ork, T.ki-s o.lso heavily dar.Tagod in

an attack on the city in July.

Watton was not attacked until 2J August when 185

Portresses dropped 326 tons of bombs,

yrorc observed..

Nineteen direct hits

A further 0-tto.ck was inc.de by 58 Portresses on

T/as poor and only five direct

Nevertheless, work on the site vra.s

iracticc-lly suspended for over tv/o months; and not until

7 Scptei:l)er but the ’.J-cather

hits v/cro obtained.

December did the Gormans once more make big efforts to complete

•  In tho interval Wo.tten ivas not further attacked.it

The heaviest blow at the Gcri.ian preparations was

rightly reserved for Pcenoi.iunde.

v/as the first one that was

despatched by Bomber OorairAnd.

(dropped and forty uaircraft were lost. '

reconnaissance after tho attack and such information as came

out of Germa/iy showed that

Qspecia.lly in one of the two works a

workers and technicians and to the railway

technical and a,d:unistrative officers

Tv/o Large production shods

The night of I7 August

suitab?.o an(i. 597 ai.rcraft ■were

1,937 tons of bombs were

Photographic

very heavy dejnage was caused,

roas, in the comps for

systen.

wore believed to have

c

Numljorou

been Id lied. nd a number of

s

/suspected
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suspected firing points v/ere undrj-io.gGd; but as otherwise the

dai.iagc was so heavy and as the sheds presented o. difficult

target it was decided not to repeat the attack until more ms

As toknovm of what the Germans would continue to do there.

this it is knovm that the place remained in use, though it is

unlikely that it ftinctioned vdth the same efficiency; and

there is good reason to believe tho,t the oonsidero-ble

dispersal of research and development which subsequently

occurred was o.t least partly due to the bombing,

the attack v/as v/ell conceived if only from tho psychological

point of viev; in that it represented the first direct attack

on the enemy's preparo.tions r-fter fovir months of indecisive

In any cc-se

analysis cmd conjecture.
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II. sspram 1943 ̂  PEoa-iBER 1945

X, Introduotion.

To begin vdth, it xKia the long rojigc rocket which

almost entirely exorcised all those connootod vath Mr. 3andys

investigo-tion. Originally their attention had been directed

I

specifically to the rookot; and as tlioro vrfT.s indeed evidence

of its developnent it had rominod to their niinds the prime

But during the sunaer of 1943 reportsthroat to the country.

-ed which indicated another t}^ of weapon. Itswere rc^

As ocurly 0.3 J-une there was aprecise fona was not Icnown.

0.0.S.(43)
342(0),
27 June.

report of an "air nino with vdngs., long distance steering

and a rocket drive" v/hich v/ould be launched against London

by cata-pult. Other reports received dxring July and eorly

AiJgust a.lso suggested the use of pjilotleas aircraft; while one

of late July stated that there wore two long range TWOLpons

under development, a rocket and something alcin to the Queen

Bee (the radio controlled light a.ircraft thxt had been

developed by the Royal Air Force). Not until the end of August,

hov/ever, were reports received of such cirour;istance and

.authority o.s to make it fo.irly clear that some form of pilc^',de«s

aircraft wo-s just as real and inscedio-te a throat as the rocket.

Up to that time the studjr of this sort of weapjon and oven of

glider bombs and jet propelled aircraft, although these were

oloarly nithin the sphere of the Air Ministry and the Ministry

of Aircro.ft Production, had also come into Mr. dandys' orbit.

But on 6 September he pointed out to the G.A.S,. that his

responsibilities were becoming so wide that some

ro.tionalisation was necessary; and at his request the Air

Ministry foruially took over responsibility for investigodiing

Geruian jet propixlsion., in v/hich pilotless aircraft .were

incltided. Thus, vdthin a short time of our first .kna^”'ledgo

of the new weo-pon the Air Ministry were responsible for

obtaining further information about it and devising

/counter-

G.O.3.(45)
520(0)

%
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countor-ncasioros against it; though all the intolligenoe do-ta

on -flying- bombs continuied to be examined by i,tr. Sandys and

his staff, as v/ell o.s by the Intelligence staffs at the Air

Ministry and War Office, for some months to cone. Any

differentiation on the basis of the two sorts of wea.pon v/ould

in fact ha.ve,been impossible, so confused, and confusing,

were the reports.

ii. Early Intelligence of the Flying Bombs

A report dated 12 August 1943 from a particulajrly

relia.ble soiirce and one unusually well pLaced to learn of nev/

v/ea.pons developed by the German Amy reinforced all that had

been suspected of the rocket and at the sane time corroborated

G.0.3. (43)
493(0),
27 August,

the reports th:.it hr.d boon received of pilotless aircraft.

The source mentioned two weapons: a 'rocket officially called

"A.4", and a pilotless aircraft, "Hil7'', He claiiued to

Icnow very little about the latter as it was not being

developed by the Army^ and the designation ho gave it turned

out later to be, false. Moreover, he misled us by attributing

to the rocket the launpiiing. procedure of the flying bomb.

Even so, coming from him. the report to-s of great value, the

more so as it reached London sliortly before a.nother report

T/hich embodied a hurried sketch made of a pilotless aircro.ft

which had landed on the Dc.nish island of Bornholm in the

Baltic, Erom this it axjpeared thc.t the aircraft contairied

an explosive ohegrge, probably of the ,order of 1,000 lbs,

and that it had some form of rocket propulsion,

the vreapon renained conjectural, notably the form of

propulsion and the method of stoe ring; but by tho end of

(1)
September 1943 it w.s fairly certain that a flying borab vm-s

being developed and had reached an advanced stage.

Much about

There

/were

(1) The terra 'flying bomb' is preferred throughout the
narrative to 'pilotless aircraft' though it ms not
until June 1944 that the former became the official
description.
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were strong indications that the Goman Air Force v/ero

responsible for it, probably in rivalry with the German

and the A.4 rocket,

111. Confusion between the Rocket o.nd the Plying Borab;
Pihrther Attempts to Esto.blish the NatWe of the Rockot.

As between the two

still some confusion;

more certaan information had be

bomb than of the rocket

still 0.

Amy

v/eapons, however, there was

and insofar as v/ithin a few weeks

en obtained about the flying

over a much longer period there was

tendency to disbelieve the latter. The position

VOS not jio-do any clearer by a detailed report received in

late September of information obtained in July and August.

It purported to refer exclusively to the long range rocket
C.O.S.(43)
580(0),
25 September

;

.  mentioned Peenemunde and the neighbouring village o.t Zonpin

where an exporincntal unit, led by a Colonel Wachtel,

irrying out firing trials; and said that this miit would

T/O. S

ca

form the basis of a unit loriown as 'Plak Hogiment I53W’ v/hich

wr.s expected to move to northern Prance in late October or

early November. Eegiinental headquarters would be at Aaiens

and it would operate 108

Abbeville - Dunldrk.

catapult s' sited in a belt Amiens -

The report thus forecast with considerable

v/T-s eventuiilly to launch

Hying bombs; but the connection that tos erroneously traced

accuracy the organisation that

betv/een Colonel Wachtel and the

cleojred up until the end of November.

rocket v/as not finally

In the meantime a determined effort was made through
examination of such conci’ot'e evidenco

related' to the scientifd

establish the nature of the rocket.

an

as there vra.s,

io and technical problems involved, to

During the late sur.Tner

of 1943 a British fuel expert - Mr. I. Lubbock of the

Asiatic Petroleum Company - had visited the United States

and examined a liquid fuel vdiich vc.s being produced there

and which was sixltablc for rocket propulsion,

constituents were aniline and nitric a

The main

•cid. Using a fuel

/of
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of this sort it v;n,s possible to build a single-stage

rocket, such as those wliich had been photographed at

Poononundo, \/ith sufficient range to atto.ck the United

The dinonsions of such aKingdon fron north-vrast Europe,

v/ocapon \7hich were advovneed as a possibility by a coixiitteo

of oninent British sciontists included a warhead of 5 bo

130 niles, and of 1 to15 tons if the mzinm range wa'^

5 tons if it 200 railes.

the fuel (c.nd a lU/i

laboratory tests in the United States) a warheo-d of ten to

: J

If extra thrust was given to

lasG wras possible fudging fron•. i

0.0.S.(43)
652(0),
Annex,

twenty tons at the shozter ro.nge and of five to twelve tons

The overall weight ofat the longer r.ii.ght be acMeved.

the projectile woixLd be over fifty bons. As to its accuracy.

the scientists reported that half the rounds fired might

fall within a circle of about five miles radius round the

mean point of inpc.ct at a rapge of I50 mdlcs. The

estinr.tes, it should bo notDd, v/ero the work of eleven non

whose claim to oninence in this particular field of science

There v®.s one dissenterv/as unoontested in this country.

Dr, A.E. Crov7 of the Ministry of Supply,

there was little roli.^blc evidence from the usual

Unfortunc-tely,

intelligence sources wdth vdiioh the hypothetical estimto

could be conpajred,

in August from the source who had fix'st brought the terns

According to him, the

Poenemunde rocket \jo.s 16 metres long ?.nd b-.5 vdde (this

vra-s obviously an error),

One detailed report had arrived lo-te

'A.4’ and "rTH7" to our notice.

He did not knavr its weight but

C.O.S.(43)
493 (0),
27 August.

the explosive cha.rge v/as equivc.lont in effect to a, British

Its range was about two hundred kilometresfour ton bomb.

and it reached an altitude of sorae 35>000 metres.

indica.ted a less destructive T/eapon than tliat visua.lised

by the scientists; but in the cix’ounstancos confirira-tory

This

reports vrai*e needed.

/The
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The contradiction hetween. the two sorts of estimate

had not been resoXved when, towards the end of October,

itr. Sandys reported the possibility of an attack at an earlier

date than tiad been estimated previoiisly,

October evidence of production had been accumulating and there

was some.reason to believe that up to five hundred rockets'had

During September and

In consequence ,.,lir. ■ Sandys advised the

Ghiefs ,of Staff on 21+ October that there v/as a possibility of

been raanufact’ured.

C.0.S.(43,)
652(0),
24 October. ai'j attack on London vath the equivalent of some 2,500 to

10,000 tons of bombs during any single,.;week.in November or

Doceraberj v/hile by the ecrly TOiiths of 1944, by vrtiioh time

the rocket imlght be in full production, heavier and sustained

attacks might be possible.

On the evidence that was available at the time this

was undoubtedl3'- the worst case from the British point of

AWot surprisingly it caused no little concern,

special meeting of the Defence Gorm-nitteo was held on the

following day: the Erime iviinistor pi’esided and Ideld Marshal

VLOW.

D. 0.(43)
loth Mtg.
25 October.

Smuts v/as present. In rno.ny respects the meeting traversed the

sajnc gro'^cL as the last conference on rockets hold by the
(1)

Prime Minister in June . There were still three sorts

of opinion. There.were those who disbelie’vsd in the rodcot.

or at any.rata in rocket ..of the specifications suggested:

by the scientific committees, those who held by the latter,

and those vdio said tho.t intelligence pointed unraistalcably to

a rocket but that its nature was not jret clear.

Smuts, bringing a fresh mind to the subject, thought that

Field Marshal

sometliing was cei'tainly being develoijedj while the Prime

Ministei" himself was so far convinced that he decided to

make a statement in a secr-et session of the House of Commons.

It was a,lso decided tiiat some of the scientists previously

consulted shopld. exanino with Lord Cherwell the scientific

factors involved. On the operational sido, attacks v/ere to

/bo

(1) See pp, 9-1 0
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be made on the suspicious constructions in northern Prance

and on factories believed to be involved in i-ocket

production. Photographic reconnaissance of northern Prance

v/as'. to be givxin priority.

The results of

. held during the last week in October v/ere

series of meetings of scientists

suimnarised in a

a.s the

some sixty tons was concerned, the '

was theoreticalP.r possible and ’

a

As i

D.o. (2,3)27,
2 November.

report compiled by Sir Stafford Oripoa.

hypothetical rocket of

conolusion was that, it

capable of construction. As for the objects photographed

at Peenemunde there v>rere certain objections tc accepting
them as rockets. Per one thing they were fitted with fins

which would add greatly to the difficulty o;'

as had been assumed so far,

:i’P:’ing them if

some form of mo;.-:ar was

,

Furthermore, the objects had hemispherical heads
which T/ould seriously reduce their

be simply leractice warheads,

appeared to be making some kind of

necessary.

range; though they might

On the other hand the Germans

preparations for attack

and, therefore, they had confidencefrom northern Prance;

either in a
weapon already developed or in their ability to

any practical difficulties that

Consequently, the rocket could not be

overcome

night arise.

disGouirtod.

iv. .Transfer of Pull Eosponsibilitv

This was Judicious enough;

evidence little more could have been g

Ministry,

and on thri aval lab p3

Bv’t :.t wa.s not

satisfactory from the point of view of those virho were

xesponsible for opera.tions.

of Staff had instructed their Joint I

Committee to examine all relevant d

a second authority

the same body of evidence and

Staff. On this account Mr.

Chiefs, of Staff that the

Already;- in October the Chiefs

ntelligencc Sub-

intelligence; which made

— the other being Mr. Sandys - eirmiining

reporting to the Chiefs of

Sandys hdjnsoli* suggested to the

machinery of investigation should

,^e
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be rr.tionalised, cither b;,r the Joint Intelligence Sub

committee being placed under him for this p-orticulor*

question or by hhnself dropping out of the investigationo.1

together. As the Chiefs of Staff were by this time

anxious to pui'sue intensive opero-tional counter-measures

they preferred the second course; and on 11 November

they rocomionded to the prime Minister that all Mr, Sandys'

responsibilities should be transferred to the Air Ministry

in the person of the Deputy Chief of Air Staff. Nominally

the Air Ministry had boon responsible for the study of

flying bombs since early September; but as the tvro typos of

weapon were part of oi.u’ intelligence problem Mr. Sandys

had contimied to play an important part in rospeot of each.

Moreover, by the middle of November, although the rocket was

still 'Uiisubstrintial enoti£:;h for its vc;r3'' existence to bo doubted

by some exceptionally experienced and capable officers, the

flying boi.ib and the organisation behind it was being identified

r.apidly .and a progranune of counter-moasures against it wels

It was, therefore, iPi'oper that a service

depor’tment should be responsible for countor-mea.sures and for

further investigation. And -as there was a close connection

between the t’.-^o

talcing shape.

sorts of weapon, especially in intelligence

C.0.S.(43)
278th Meeting,

Vifork, so it was best to make the same, authority responsible

for both. The tra-nsfor of responsibilities from Mr.

to the Deputy Chief of Air Staff, Air Marshal Bottomley,

Sojndys

v;as effected by 18 November.

The Biiiei-gonce of the Flying Bomb and the Identification
of Laimching Site

V,

To understand how it v/as tlmt the flying bomb, having,

so to speal:, staerted later timn the rocket had yet overhauled

and ixasscd at, it is neccssai'y to taJ.ee up the intelligence

story in early October of l?i|.3.

XjrojeGted organisation in northern Pr'-.nce had not been

connected with-flying bombs.

At that date Colonel Wachtel's

But reports were coming in of

/nmerous
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nuraerous uncsoDlcdnod enplaccments in the Paa de Calais o.nd

Cherbourg Jireas. Sono of theao referred to -what bocamo

Icnov/n eventloally as large sites", of v;hich ¥attcn and

¥izernes had been the first to come under suspicion; and

large sites at Siracourt and Marquise-Mimoyocquos in the

Pasde Calais and at Martinvast in the Cherbourg peninsula,

in addition to Watton and Wizernes, were all under

observation by the end of October 1943. But there were

still others about whose purpose little v/as Icnpwn. Agents

were being briefed as thoroughly as avrailable information

would perroit; but their ta.sk wa.s complicated by the

enormous ajmount of defence construction being carried out

in northern France. Not until 28 October was a really

useful i-oport obtained. It referred to -vrork going on at

Bois Carre, ten mdles north-ea.st of ̂ '^bbcville, and

described a rough plan made.by a., worbuan shov/ing "a

concrete platform with a centre axis pointing directly to

London". Photographs were obtannod from a reconnaissance

floTO on 3 November. They showed a concrete platform

some tliirty feet long and twelve feet v,dde with its axis

aligned on London, two rectangulan buildings and one squiare

one, and tbnoe buildings shaped li]r.e skis. From this last

characteristic the tere "sld. site" arose. There were no

defences at Bois Carre and notliing to connect the site

either mth rockets or flying bombs

previous photographs were scrutinised and further recon

naissances flovm; and in less than

Nevertheless,

fortnight tv/onty-nineC.0.S.(43.)
715(0),
Appendix Ib. ski sites had been identified, v/hile agents' reports gave

.-a ■

the approximate location of seventy to eighty more,

great majority were disposed in a band of country betvreen

Dieppe and Calais,

the coastline or to any orthodox scheme of defence but they

were all between 130 and 140 miles fi*om London,

The

They bom no discernible relation to

There wras

/also
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also a group of a naxinum of ton sites v/ithijn ton miles of the

north coast of the Ghorbom-g peninsula.

l?hat v/as obviously required at this juncture ms a

fire link between this large progrojuae of constructions and
!l

v/ha.t vre.a happening at PcGneinundG. One was not long in being

Typically enough it c'uno only after many monthsestablished.

of careful woi-k in Germany. Saerly in 1543' it ha.d been

apprecia.tod that if the Germans were developing long range

projectiles thejr would v/ant to track them in flight beyond

visua.1 range, for v/hich ra.dfu'’ v/ould be necessary. For the

sld.ll and expci'ience roqired they v/ould almost certa.inly

call upon the 14th Company of the Air Experimental Signals

Eeginent, v/hich specialised in ra..dar. 'The regiment wan well

known to Air Intelligence for the part it had played in

devcloijing and ojperating radio beams during the night attack

of this country; nd a Twitch liad been ma.intained on its

later a.ctivities. Until October, however, .11 that could

be disGOVorod was thad the 14th Company was deployed round

the shoi’es of tho Baltic on the islands of Eugen and Bornholm

and as far cant as StoliT:iunde, Then one of ovr sources

succeeded in transmitting det.ailod report from which it

■ was cle;ir that the company wan plotting flying bombs

launched from Poenemunde .':nd a.lso from ScLTpin, a. few miles

along the coast from Peeneraundo.

Dva’ing October a. saiall airci'aft v/ith a wing

span of about twenty feet had boon photographed a.t Peenemmdo.

Previous cover was ro-exauained and ai similar adreraft \vas

identified on photographs taken on 22 July.and 30 September.

in view, of the. other roiaorts that were being received it was

fairl;/- certain that this wa.s a flydng bomb; but this v/as not

finallyr confinmed, nor wan a connection established vn.th the

ski sites in northern Pro.nce, until the activities of the

14th Comp.any had been followed up by photographic reconnaissance.

/Unfort unate Ijr,
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Unfortunr.tGl3r, the weather during raost of November was

■unsuitaJble and it was not until the 28th that photographs

could be obtained. But they were vrarth waiting for. The

sortie v/as so .tiiacd as to stand a good cha,nce. :of co.tching

an aircraft on a Launching ramp; and one nas in fact

identified in this, position .at Peeneraunde. t Zenpi-CJ. n there

.were buildings closely resembling the characteristic

structures associated \7ith the ski sites; and there were

also ramps elevated at about 10
o

and pointing in the

direction along which the German trials vrere Icnovm to have

been carried out. Altogether, after these photographs ha,d

been interpreted t’nore was no longer much doubt that the

ski sites in northern Prance wei’e intended for the launching

On k December photographic reconnaissance

of the whole of northern Prance within 11+0 miles of London

and Portsmouth \was ordered.

of flying bombs.

The range of this

reconnaissance y;as later extended to I50 miles. By the

end of 1945, however, the

finished.

cnorjj.ous task was three-quarters

88 ski sites had been identified,
fifty more -were suspected.

and at least

By the smne date, other details of the general

Chiefly on the basis of the

trials plotted by the 14th Company a.nd of photographs
estimate of the

picture had been filled in. .

an

performance and dimensions of the flying

boiiib i/as prepared w/hich in most particulars proved accurate.
(1)

/The

(1) The estmate was prepared by A.D.I. (science') at the Air
Ministry cjid wras coi'pleted by the end of December 1943.
It is compared below with figures
operations began in June 1944.

Sstlnato of Dec.1943
1 a'o-wer rjiles
300~k00 m,p,h.

compiled adler

Actual
N o n:.]ally 1~2b-140 r.iile s
Varying up to

400 m.p.h.
Approx, 1 ton.
1,000-4,000 ft. but
sor:c very low.

Magnetic,
•  17 ft.6 ins.

25 ft.4|- ins.
4 feet

Operational Kange
Speed

Warhead 1-2 tons

Operational Height Generally ab:ut 6,5GOft,
but as low as 1 ,500 ft,

I'lagnetio
19-22 foet.

17-5-20 feet
feet

Control

Yfing Sp£in
Length
Root Chord 14-5-2
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The only point on which there v/as sonc doubt was the size of the

warheo.d. This was due to lack of evidenco concerning the

The tlirco most likely nothods of propulsion

considered to be, (a) a continuously burning rocket using

liquid fuel, (b) a jburbo-jet, (c) the propulsive duct or

"athodyd" system.

engine. ViTore

The last finally proved correct; but it

was not until a flying bomb crashed in Sweden in May 1944 that

this was definitely established.

4s for production, a number of factories connected

with rockets and flying bombs had been correctly identified,

but on the whole very little was Imovm. This is not surprising.

In the xirst place, output nay v/cll have been kept low throughout

1943 in case technical modifications wei'e required,
the G-eivna

Secondly,

ns went to extreme lengths to disperse the manufa-cture

of components through the engineering and electrical industries.

Lastly, it is now/ known that final assenbly

by industrial concerns but by a nuaber of G-eman Air Force

nunitions depot

was not carrie

o •

d out

One feature was fairly cleojr, however, and tho.t was the

responsible for the actua.l lauinchings. This

was q'uite definitely Pl:U-crGginient 155(^‘''') under the coiTimand of

Colonel ■'dachtel.

unit that would be

It ^/as lcno\'m that besides a headquai-ters at

Zompin there v/ore four Abteilungon either at full strength
in cc-dre forra.

elements, of the unit had oxrrived in Prn.nce about the middle of

or

It was knovm also that Colonel T/achtcl with

November 1943. On the other hand Air Intelligence had been led

to believe that the regiment would operate 108 "catapults",
which seemed too many even for a reglacnt containing four
.dbteilungen (tlrree

to a mistaken seou'ch for a

was raore usual); and the discrepancy led

larger organisation than in fact

As t.he Germans actually built approximately thal

/number

existed.

■(-1) For c. toolmioal note on the flying boml: «co Appendix
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nui:ibcr of ski sites the ejq)Le,nation nay be that a nuiTibor

of reserve sites vroro constructed as. an insurance against

bonbing, thougli there i c.lsD the possibility, for v/hich

evidence only becoane available la.te in 1944, that a

further firing regirAbnt was planned.

But in sun, as frer as Air Intelligence was

concerned, real progress had been r.iade by the end of

1943 in identifying the nature of the weapon and the

organisation that would operc-te it: enough vfas known, at

any rate, for a. big progranne of counter-neasures to be

embcoorked 'upon,

year had seen the flsdng bomb replace the rocket as the

more immediate

Moreover, the last tln-ee months of the

menace; not until the summer of 19<'+4 v/as

there to be quite the

been shoAvn betvraen April a.nd November 1943.

more willingness to leo.ve the scrvzLce dep.artments, the Air

Ministry in particular, to continue their study of rocket

development withoA.it undue interference either from the

UTie concern about the rocket as hadsc

There was

Chiefs of Staff or the '■'ax Cabinet. Partly this signified

a somewhat belated recognition of tho ability of the normal

agencies of intelligence to discover what sort of rocket

the Germans w/ere developing; but partly it reflected the

extent to wrhich tlie flying bomb had ousted the rocket as

the main tiureac. Poi’, as we shall now see. it v/as against

flying bombs, and in p.articulcr, tho flying bomb launching

sites that counter-measures wrare jprinoipally directed.
vi. The Organisation of Oounter-dvieasvres.

Prom the middle of Nov mber 1943 the Air Ministry

long range weapons, the

planning of counter measures and, through the Deputy
\

Chief of Air Staff, for the

was .responsible for tho study of

co-ordination of the work that

T/as going on in oivil as well as service dopcjAtments,

Until the end of the year this responsibility was expressed

/in
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in c% somev/hat i.inorthodox fom.

Direotorcite of Operations (Special Operations) was sot up in

the Air Ministry to co-ordinate all intolligencc Vfork on

"Cross'bo'w" (the code nnjrio now in use to describe all Goman

long range woo.pons) and to plan operations,

.responsible to the Doj)uty Chief of Air Staff,

responsible to a body outside the Air Ministry the Joint

Intelligence Sub-Gornraittco of the Chiefs of Staff, in his

capacity as cha.iruan of a specially croo.ted offshoot of the

Chiefs of Sto.ff, the "Crossbow" Sub-Comiitteo,

A ncv7 directoro^te - the

The Director wa

But ho was al

This was an

s

so

intcr-departrnental intelligence coramittce which ano.lysed all

Certain practical difficulties

■arose in the daily working of this coimnittoe and it v/as

abolished early in Ja.nuary 1944.

transferred to the Director of Operations (S.O.) who ronained

responsible both for co-ordinating intelligence end formulating

Thus, except for the closing laonths of 1943?

it was tills Directorate which was responsible, tlirough the

Deputy Chief oi' Air Ctaff to the Chiefs of Staff and the Defence

Committee, fox’ raost of the detailed plo.nning and intelligence

of "Crossbow".

i-elevant intelligence data.

Its functions v/ere then

comter-measair Gs.

On tne civil side, the Deputy Chief of Air

Staff exercised his general responsibility tlirough an inter

departmental co-ordinating coiinittoe. ■ This tended to be a

body that siniplj'' rc\dewed progress: the details of civil

defence, evacuation and security schemes being in the hands

of the Ministry of Horne Security and the Home Defence

Executive.

vii. Bombing Policy and Operations Oct. - December 1943.

a. Attack of Large Sites,

In addition to the large sites at Watten,

Wizernes, Marquise-Miraojrecques, and Martinvast which had been

located before the end of August, three more suspicious

constructions wcire discovered in the next two months and

/•wore
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vrorc put in tho sono co.tcgory. They wore at Sottevast in

See Map No.1 the Oherbourg peninsula and Siracourt and Lottinghen d

the Pas do Calais.

i

hatten had hoon badly drjnaged by t

n

ho

8th Air Force in August and early SeiDtember. It was

decided, however, as there v/as so grer.t a demand for

Portress' atto.cks a.gainst Germany and

■ most cconoroical attacks against this

only be possible V7hcn tho 12,000 lb. bomb iia.d boon

, in any caseas

sort of target w

, the

ould

produced, that an attoivi|')t should be made to interfci'e with

the work at the sites by fightcr-bonibers of Fighter

CoHiaand and Marauders of the. 9th Imr Force,

attention was confined to Mimoyecquos

Their

and Martinvtast and,

when intense a,ctivity reconiincncod there in December, to

F.atten. Construction at the other sites vaas not

sufficiently advanced to warra-nt a.ttack. In a.ddition, the

villtage of Audinghom, which had been tadeen over by the

Todt organisation, was heavily attacked,

of December, 206o tons of bombs had been dropped

four targets; and the danage a.t earh was

attacks were temporarily suspended,

on all sites.

By the

so great

A close T/a.tc

middle

on these

 that

G.O.S.(43)
760(0)
17 December, maintained

h ivas

hoiTevor; for although thoir

purpose ̂ 7as not yet knoivn they could not be connected vriLth

orthodox means or requirerienta

ttack of Production Centres.

of \7rrfarc.

b. A ■

The attack of the production centres of long A

range, weapons was largely a matter of reliable and

intelligence. Throughout the last months of 1943

precise

.agents

were reporting mary firms tha.t wore manudactiring rocket

con^ononts; which might have meant

planned on a largo scale, that it wa

thad false inforraadion was being put out 2

September the Ministry of Economic

of seven firms that might be buildim? rocket

tha.t production i/as

v/idely disiaersed

in Germany. In

arfare compiled a list

casings and

four that mij^t be making electrical and other components.

or

/Seven
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Sovcn of those y/ore doiaaged, four of then severely, in Bonhor

Ceixiand attacks of September and early October,

in Schy/einfurt "which were also thought to be in^velvod in rocket

production wore hea"vily damaged in an attack by the 8th Air

Force on 13 October.

Three fa.ctorie

But in ea.ch oa^se the daxir.ge was a

s

subsidiary effect of attacks that y/ere priraorily designed

injure Gorman industry in general and the aircraft industry in
particular.

to

jVs la.te as the end of October n":-ither Bomber Command

nor the 8th Air Force had clear instructions on the place vvliich

atta.cks on rocket production should occupy in the.ir respect!

offensi"ves.

•TO

At the meeting of the Defence Gonimittee on

25 October on the subject of rockets the Chief of the Air

Staff agreed to arrange for all suspected factci-ies o be

included "on a high priority'

British and American hea"V3- bombers.

in the targets attacked by t

Yet when he had exami

D.0.(43)
loth Mtg.,
Concl. (d).

he

ned bhe

matter further he felt botnd to conclude that it was practically

impossible at this stage to brief the bombers to a+tack

factories and he informed the Prime Minister to this effect

4 November. There were a number of

spec!

on

In the first placeD. 0.(43)29, ,

there was not enough evidence to show that the destruction of any

one of the factories so far named vyould affect rocket

SecondljT-, the na-vigational equipment of Bomber

reasons.

production.

onimand. while it

accurate enough to put a force over an uiiean area, vtouIc. not

permit the bombing of specific factories.

yras

As fox' the ihnerican

heavy bombers, their primary task was to destroy the industry

behind the German fighter force; and unless there yyas definite

l<nowledge of some particule.r foctis of rocket production which if

damaged vrould severely limit output he considered it unju;

to divert the American effort.

fiabl

He suggested that the Ministry of

e

Economic Warfai-o and the Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee should

re-examine the question of rooket production and produce a short

list of relevant factories. These vrould be allotted the

degree oi in^ortance as targets in the Gexman aircraft industry
/and

same
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ajid v/ould bo attacked as conditions allowed. The Chief of

the Air Staff pointed out, however, that Bomber Command

would probably be able to attack only those factories

located within an industrial area.

The suggested inquirjr was put in hand and was

completed by the middle of November. By that time the fly

ing bomb had assumed far greater imr)ortancc than before;

and the search for factories connected with "Crossbow" was,

therefore, not confined to those thought to be providing

C.O.S.715(0), rocket components.
17 November.

Nive factor! were advanced as profit

able targets, though simply on the grounds that they v/ere

es

the most frequently referred to of the many factories that

had been mentioned in intelligence reports. Each was

thought to be making either A.4 rockets or flying bombs.

They were the llaybach works and the Zeppelin works at

Priedrichshafen, Julius Pintsch at Purstenwalde,

Berlin, Klein Schanslin Becker at Prankenthal, near Mannheim,

and the Henschel vrorks at Nicner Neustadt.

thought to be going on at the Opel v/orks at Russelsheiu

and the VoUeswagen vrorks at Pallersleben, both in the Mainz

area, and at the Hanomag works, Hanover,

factories were added to this list of secondary targets.

The first four of the primary targets were passed

to Bomber Command vdth instructions tliat they were to be

attaclced in the course of their current operations against

The new significance of the fifth factory

at wiener Neustedt vros brought to the notice of the

Mediterranean Air Ooimand.

hovrever, during the rest of 1943.

near • ■

Nork v/as also

Eleven other

German industr3?-.

No attacks were carried out,

Sufficient damage had

C.O.S. (43)
690(0),
Appended
Brief.

C.0.S.(43)
760(0).

already been caused at Eriedrichshafen and Wiene-; NeustadtIbid.

to justify delay.

Frankentlial were unsuitable targets for Bomber t,-mmand.

But the factories at Purstonwaldo and

D. of Ops.
(S.O.).,
C.O.S. folder practicable when special navigational equiument (3 cm.HZS')
Enel. 92. \ /

Both were in isolated positions and to attack them was only

/was
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was available. Even then a large force would be necessary; and

as the rate of fitment of the new equipment was e^ipectcd to be

only tliree a week the prospects of heavy attack vrerc not

favourable.

This UTJsatisfaotory situation caused little

which would be remarkable except that the "Crossbow"

had changed so much since Ocotber with the positive identifica

tion of the flying bomb and the extensive programime of ski sites,

IVom N.:.\Acraber 1943 attention v/as concentrated far

northern Prance, where there appeared to be targets of undeniable

validit3^, than on the production centres in Germany, on v/hich

information was fragmentiury and imprecise.

G. Attack of Ski Sites.

concern,

sitmtion

more on

The identifica-tion of the ski sites and their

connection with flying bombs marked the biggest advance in our

lmoi7ledgo of Gorman preparations since the threat had first

been realised. But before a.nj bombers were diverted to the:Lr

attack a S'lrvey of the construction of the sites and the

degree of completion in each case carried out in order to

determine v/hat v.r.s the most economical weight of attack and in

what order the sites v/ere best attacked. A report v/as rendered

n.o.s.(43)
745(0).

to the Chiefs of Staff on 2 December. All available

infomation went to shovr that the degree of reinforcement

the V8..iou^, ski site buildings v/as very light; and Jiidging

by the accuracy achieved in attacks on large sites it viras

estimated that the follovdng scales of effort would be

necessary before a site was so badly daxnaged that it

required almost complete reconstruction

of

/Bomb Tonnage for Ono Site
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/-N
Bomb Tonnage for One Site Nmnber of Sorties

a. For One Site b. Bor IDO Site

Heavy Bombers

Portress (by day)
Lancasters (b
using "Oboe"

Light and Medium Bombers

90

ight
125

 tons 25 2,500

 tons 28 2,800

Mitchell

Marauders

390 tons

170 tons
215 21,500

9,500

At the same date some thirty of the sixty sites

so far identified were estimated to bo half complete for

civil engineering but no military engineering appeared to

have been started at any of them.

95 .

Initial attacks were to

bo carried out by the 2nd Tactical Air Porco and the

American 9th Bomber Oommnd
(2)

against sites at least half

completed in order to discover wliat wore the best methods

of attack to employ: thereafter all sites v/ere to be bombed

as they reached this stage of completion,

of an experimental kind were also to be carried out by

heavy bombers; but unless the medi-um and fighter-bomber

attacks proved insufficient it was not intended to divert

heavy bombers to this type of target.

A few attacks

The training of the

two forces would be interfered \7ith by this programme but

/T-vas

(1) The reason why Bomber Command uvere prepared to attack
a small and isolated target such as a slci site but not '

equially isolated target deep in Germany^ such as the
Purstenwalde_ factory, was that the blind bombing
equipment which ma.d.e the first possible could not be
used^ for the second. "Oboe" entailed special gromid
stations in the United Kingdom which could only control
aircraft up to a limited range, approxirna.tely two hun
ted and fifty miles. 3cm. "H2S", the equipment which
Bombor Oomiriand thought they might eventually use to
attack siTiall and distant targets by night, was carried
xn the axi'craft and could therefore be used anywhere
vathin:the _range of the aircraft. But it was a less
accurate aid than "Oboe"; hence the Command's unwillin^r-
ness_to attack targets such as Ptlrstenwalde until
sufficient air^aft had been fitted with H2S to counter
balance the inherent inaccuracies of the equipment.

an

(2) The resources available in December I943 wore as follows;-
No. of Squadrons. Aircraft

9th Bomber Command
Light Bombers
Pighter-Bombers

32 288
12 1922nd T.A.P.
12 192
5^
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vras expected to bo offset by the increase in battle experience.

Moreover, it r/as hoped that the attacks -would pro-voke the

German fighters in northern Erance to battle and thus gi-ve

escorting British ond American fighters the opportunity of

destroying the defensive power- of the German Air Force in the

west.

’^hen 2nd To.ctical Air Force and 9th Bomber GommaJid

began their attacks, which was 5 December, the expectation was

that -twenty-fi-ve ski sites would have been neutralised by theIbid, para, 10

end of 1943. But the expectation v/as soon belied. The

vei-y first opero.tion - in which 198 Marauders were despatched

against three sites - demonstrated hov^f difficult it vrould be

for medium bombers to find and attack their targets i

vreather andmth the bomb sights availo.ble at this time; for

only 32 Marauders dropped their bombs, and these vd.thout

success. Bad gro-und haze persisted d-uring the next: se-ven days

in T/inter

and at least seven operations had to be cancelled or were

abortive. Three sites which had been allotted to Bomber

Command for attack by night were also left alone because of

In view>- of the delay Genera.l Baker was asked to

consent to a hea-vy attack on -as many sites as possible by the

hea-v2^ bombers of the 8th Air Force; and this was agreed to.

the Tfeather.C.0.S.(43)
305th Mtg
15 December.

• >

For the raoment, however, all that was contemplated was an

isolated operation. There was no question of interfering with

the attack of the Gorman aircraft industry.

/The

(^1^ Fnn ~hbn Bn-m-h -hnnnngn nnH c;nr*-f--i P'tj -r-oqu-i -r-orl  -fV-nTn rl-i -P-Pn-ni^n-f:
t\qvi.q nf nirprpfb be-Fn-ptri.j tik-i n'+rr. wnn dnirhTinynrl

~Stp]?mirlix ■ Si,—

/l) The Marauders of Ninth Bomber Command were equipped with
the Norden Mk.XIV bombsight, with which excellent results
had been achieved in the Mediterranean area, where -visi
bility was generally much better than in north--west
Europe. The Mitchells of the Tactical Air Force were

quipped with the same sight less the computer box, and

v/hatevor the conditions could not be expected to achie-ve
such good results as the Marauders.

0
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Tho Tifeather improved a little during the third

week in December and more attacks were made by raoditim and

fightcr-borabers and one by Bomber Oonnaand.

December a total of about t\To hundred aerman fighter

crane up to meet our attacks and twelve %7ore believed to

have been destroyed.

Qn 20 and 21

s

Thereafter there was rarely any

attempt on the part of the enemy fighter force to oppose

' attacks on ski sites. .Wot until 24 December was tho

weather suitable for the 8th Air Force; but on thad day

672 Fortresses attacked twenty-four sites, dropping

nearly fourteen hundred tons of bombs. Serious damage

T/as believed to have been eaused at thirteen sites.

Wo more attacks were ccorried out by the 8th Air

Force during the last v/eek of the 2nd Ta.oticoyear. .1 Air

Force and 9th Bomber Command were active,

attacked twenty-five sites v^ith o'ver five hundred tons of

in addition. Bomber Gomi'iiand attacked four sites at

hoT/ever, and

•bombs:

night. Altogether, between 5 December, when the attacks

began, and the end of the year tho following tonnages were

dropped on sld. sites
Bomb

Tonnage.Wo. of Sites Attacked.
Tactic,al Air Forces )
8th Air Force
Bomber Command

47c.o.s.(44)
4(0). k?

3465 iil^
Twelve sites vrerc thought to have been neutrcalised in these

(0
attacks and nine more seriously damaged: fifteen others

had been affected, six were untouched, juid ten liad not

/been

(1) Results Vv'ere reported in four categories: Category A
~ concentrated groups of hits in target area vdth
or more direct hits on essential b-oildings; Category
B - Mts within target area near enough to'cause
probable dmmge to essential buildings; Category 0 -
some hits in target area but none near essential
buildings; Category D - no hits in target area.

one
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been photographed.

viii. Conclusion.

These were tho beginnings of a borabing campaign that

VO.S oventualljr to bring about the abandonment of tho sld. sites.

But the polic5:^ governing tho borabing of ski sites had not boon

There v;as still doubtproperly defined by the end of 1943.

concerning tho role of tho heavj'' bombers, both American and

British; or, to make the same point in a different ’.Ta.y, it was

still not clear what proportion of bombing effort was to be

Nor aras itallocated between "Crossbow" and Genman industry,

clear how tho invasion expedition (Operation "Overlord")

It was in fact to be an influence onmight be affected.

bombing policy and even more on air defence; for tho areas

frora which the invasion of llrance were to be launched wore not

those T/hich were jprincipally threatened by "Crossbov/"; and the

question of alloca.ting the resources of air defence was

thereby complicated. Ilhat was eventually decided belongs

chiefly to an account of wlxit took place in 1944, though some

preliminary steps Imd been taken during December 1943*

This lack of clarity about operational plans at tho

end of 1943 is only to be expected. Up to that date "Crossbow"

had been primarily an intelligence problem. Only in the last

few weeks of the year, by the identifying of one of the new

vreapbns and the means whereby it was intended to launch it,

had the problem so far been solved tha.t it could be passed

Thereafter the main intereston to the operational staffs.

4^-

lies in tho offensive comter-measures that were executed

and the defensive ones that were planned; and intelligence

than played its more usual role of handmaid to operations.
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Ill, jmmia, - 12 junb, 1944

i. First PLans for Dofcncc Against "Crossbow"

a. Civil Defence and Security Erocautions.

One resvilt of the first vague rutnours of long range

rockets had "been the formation of a sijecial coianittoo of the

Home Defence Executive under Sir Pindlator Stewoxt to consider

various questions of civil defence: e.g., a system of public

Tforning, the deception and confusion of the eneny, control of

the press, ovacua.tion from London, transfer of G-ovornment

departments, provision of additional shelters and the rein

forcement of existing casualty and rescue services. Hu-icrous

plans T/cre raade and embodied in a report tha.t was apjprsved by

A warning S3''sten hadthe Defence Coivmittoe on 30 June 1943.

been devised v^hich was to be ready by 15 October; a plan had

been prepared to confuse the enemy by the extensive use of

and flash sii-iulai.tors, but as it entailed a good deal of

labour and material it remained a paper scheme; plans v/ore also

ready for the evacuation of 100,000 of London's priority classes

and 20,000 were also to be ovr<.cuated from Portsmouth and

Southampton; accommode.tion in the London .area had been earmarked

for half a million homeless people; and reserves of Morrison

smoke

shelters were being concentrated near London and in the Solent

area.

This sort of problem, hovrover, could only be tackled

satisfactorily if there was fairly definite -hrifomation, first.

of the likely scale of attack, second of the date at which it

Nothing certain was Icnowu on

But on the whole as the

could be expected to begin,

either of these points during 1943.

year vrent by the civil departments becarne less disposed to

tlireat whichoo:TTiit themselves to big preparations for meeting

might not materialise, and which, if it did, might not be so

terrible as had at first been thought. 3y November 1943 the

original estimates of casualties had been scaled down to

between ten and twenty killed by each rocket that fell in

/London;

D.e.(43)
13th Mtg.
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Londonj and there vas general agreement tho.t the

earliest date at vhxLch attack might begin was Jan-uarjr 1944.

Gonsoquentljr, at a meeting of the Defonco Oonanittce on

18 November, it w'as decided that all plans covering the

security of the piopuLation in gener.al and the government

very

, Ibid.

in particular should be completed on paper but should rcniain

at that stage. The decision v/as the more willingly made in

D.O.(43)32. view of the C.A.S.'s advice that if heavy att^acks began the

whole T/eight of the British and American bomber forces would

be diverted to the bombing of the firing points.

Up to the date of tliis meeting the main danger

appeared to be the rocket, which with its short tir:ie of

flight and invulnerability to the usual means of air defence

created a special and difficult problem. It is significant

at once of'the lessening apprehension of rocket attack and

of the increasing concern vrith flying bombs that betv/een

November 1943 and June 1944 little was added to the policy

laid down by the Defence Committee a,t the earlier do.to.

Only v/hen flying bomb attacks began did questions of civil

security become onco more a major concern of government,

b. Radar, Sound Ranging and other llrospective Counter-
Measures.

A nunber of counter-measures otlicr than bombing

and orthodox air defence were also considered.. In the months

when the only threat appeared to be rockets it was

appreciated t’nat the onl5?- way in which it might be possible

to diminish the enemy’s rate of fire vrauld be to bomb tho

centres of production, the linos of communication between

Germany and the areas from which the projectiles were being

laimched and the firing points or launoMng

Very little was knovm, as we iiaye already noted, about tho

first of these three types of target,

points themselves been identified.

itos themselv

Nor had the firing

Something could bo don

es.

e,

however, for it seemed practically certain tliat the attack

would come li'om iiorthorn Erance; and counter-measures would

/be
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"be greatly sirnplified if equipment was prepared that vrould

locate firing points within tha.t area.

The obvious means that lay at hand vfas radax.

Consequently, one of Mr. Sandys' earliest measures was to

set uiD a committee under Sir Robert Watson Watt to see whether

existing radox ecjuipment could track rockets and plot the

positions from which they had been fii-ed. It appeared that the

requirements of long range and a vd.de field of view were best

met b^r the existing Chain Home Stations round the south and

south-east coasts. Hov/ever, except in rare cases and with

highly skilled operators, they could not be expected to identify

rocket traxks unless special apparatus was installed. Portuna.te-

Ijr such was due to come into service in the summer of 1943 in

the form of Cathode Ray Direction Finding (C.R.D,P.) equipment.

This had been developed to improve the location of aircraftC.0.S.(43)
312(0),
Annex. and displayed instantaneously, and in a form suitable for

e-utomatic photographer, the range o.nd bearing of all targets

in front of the C.H. station.
o .

vd.thin a field of view of 120

Early in July 1943 the first of these sets was installed at

Rere; and by August five C.H. stations betvreen Ventnor and

Dover had been fitted. From July omvards oiDerators were

trained to identify the characteristic trace that was to be

expected from a rocket. A continuous watch was also maintained

at these sta.tions which, v/ith three more to the v;est of the

Isle of Wight, wore the basis of the public v/arning system that

had been devised. In December, hovrever, the v/atch was

abandoned subject to reinstitution at eight hours notice.

Plying bombs were not thought to demand special

radar measures to the same extent as rockets. If they flew

ad tliree to four thousand feet, as the majority were ex^pected

to do, and on a straight and steady course, the radar equip

ment in service on the south and south-east coo-sts for norma.l

A procedure foraircraft tracking v/as expected to suffice,

identifying flying bombs and transiaitting data v/as la.id dovm

/early
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early in 1944 ̂ ’-nd opcro.tors wore tra.inod in it.

Erolirninary measures were taken in the summer of

1943 to locate rocket firing points hy means of flash

spotting and sound rangingO Coastal artillery units betrvTOen*

EoUcestone and Dover were responsible for the first. For sound

ranging, four troops of the 11th Royal Artillery Survey

RegiiTient were allotted two deployment areas in Kent from

Y/hich they could cover the area Calais - Boulogne and, less

efficiently, Abbeville - Fecamp. Like most e.arly measures

against rockets there was a period between the end of 1943

and the summer of 1944 in virhich little Viras done in this

field.

Ty/q other sorts of proposed counter-measures are

also T/orth noting, although little came of them. The back

ground to their consideration wa.s the lack of intelligence

about Y/hat the Germans \?ere preparing in northern France. It

wsis therefore suggested as early as July 1943 that a Commando

raid might be launched against the suspected firing points in

the Pas de Calais. The operation Y^ould have been extremely

hazardous; there was a likelihood that information obtained

would be delayed in reaching England; and so little Tfas

IcnoYn about the sites or likely launching technique that it

would have been difficu.lt to give otir men the precise Briefing

that is a necessarj'- iDreliminary to this sort of ventm’e.

Consequently, nothing wan arranged. However, v^hen the ski

sites had been identified and connected v/ith flying bombs

C.0.S.(ii4.)
12th Mtg.,
14 January.

the Air Ministry a.gain suggested that a Commando raid might

bring back some valuable information. On this occasion

Mo-jor-General Laycock, the Chief of Combined Operations,

reported that simultaneous raids by parties of four or five

men on eight to tv/elve sites might have some chance of

success; but ho considered such an operation justified only

if intelligence could be obtained in no other v/ay. Thez'e the

C.0.3.(44)
208th Mtg. ,
24th June.

proposal was dropped. It came up) again tov/ords the end of

/June
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June 1944 lut it v/as still considered impracticable. In

any case the Commandos •wore fully conmitted at that time.

The second type of operation that was proposed

It was to obtain information from aT/as not dissimilar.

captured German technician about the purpose of the large

This was a task that camesites in northern liance.

within the sphere of the Special Operations Executive. It

invol-ved even more than the usual difficulties. Not only

had an S.O.E. agent to be dropped in one of -the most

hea-vily guarded areas of occupied Europe and picked up again,

he had to capture a suitable techniciajn and bring him back

to this country for interrogation; for an agent sioitable for

the job of kidnapping v/ould not be the mem to ask the right

technical questions and ensure that the answers he received

S.O.E. reported unfavourably

attached to it

were reliable and accurate.

on the project; but such importance v/as

C.0.S.(44)
131(0),
5 Eebrucjc-y.

Itthat a suitable indi'vid'ual was selected for capture.

turned out, however, that he and others lice him were so

closely guarded that the enterprise would have been too

hazardous even for the determined and resourceful men upon

whom S.O.E. could call.

c. The pla.ee of A.D.G-.B.

iii these pla.ns and-proposa.ls for defence both on

the ci'vil and military side, were necessariA.

the air defences already in being that the security of the

This was not actuall5'- the case to

Fighters (at any rate in a defensive role), g-uns

and balloons were helpless against rockets; and only the radar

stations, of the various‘components of the air- defence of

But it -w on

co'untry chiefly depended.

begin with.

Great Britain, appeared to have any value, and that entirely

The position was altered, however, when the threat

Against this sort of

passive.

took the form of a'pilotless aircra.ft.

attack the existing defences could expect some success.

Indeed, it is vrorth remarking tha.t no other defence v/as '

/possible.
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possible. The indications vrerc tho.t the new weapon would

not be dii’ected by radio, so jojrming by ro.dio counter

measures was out of the question. The possibility of

diverting the missiles by setting up a powerful magnetic

field neai’ London \ras also considered; but the aj-nount of

copper and electric power that vrould have been required

was so great that the scheme was pronounced quite

impractice.ble. Thus mthin a fortnight of the purpose of

the ski sites becoming loiov/n the Deputy Chief of Air Staff

C.o.s.(43)
792(0), 1?
December.

0.0.S.(43)
760(0).
ILi- Decembci'.

reported to the Chiefs of Staff that an appreciation of

the threat from pilotless -aircraft hc.s been forwarded to

the i'xir Conmander-in-Chief, A.D.A.F., vdth instructions to

consider in consultation with ;G..0.0.-in-C., Anti-Aircraft

counter-measures possible with the resources at

his disposs.1 and to prepor’e plans accordingly,

of December I943 Air Marshal Hill, Air Me-rshal Oommandi:ng

A.D.G.B., had prepared sja outline plan which wa.s approved by

Adr Chief Majrshal Leigh-Mallory and submitted to the

(1)
Coffli'nand

B,y the end

C.O.S. (43)
800(0),
31 December. Chiefs of Staff. Fighters, guns o.nd balloons were to be

deployed in three separate aa'eas on the approaches to London

and deployments were also proposed to cover Bristol euid

/Southampton,

(1) This was a curious phrase that gives the irrpression
thc.t the Aar O.-in-G. , A.E.A.F., - Air Chief Marshr.1
Leigh-i'/Iallorjr - was the officer responsible for the
air defence of the country and that G.O.C.-in-C. Anti
ii.ircx'etft Command - General Pile - v/as his chief
consultant. The first' was true in the sense tliat the

defensive part of the old Fighter Command, under the
name of Air Defence of Great Britain, was one of the
forces under the conimand of Air Chief Marshal Leigh-
Mallory who was nominally responsible to the Chiefs of
Staff for the air defence of the country. Nevertheless,
the operational control of all the air defences of the
United liLngdom, including Anti .Aircraft Command,
remained the responsibility under Air C-in-C., A.E.A.F.,
of the Air Marshal Coriimanding, A.D.G.B.
supposing that the la.ttci' ox'ganisation had not been in
being and tho± Air Ohiof Marshal Leigh-ilallory had
directly controlled the air defences it is ra.ther sur
prising the.t he should be instructed to consult' the anti
aircraft comraa.nder. He would do that as a matter of
course but he vrould do it also as a.natter of grace on
the pcjrt of a comma-nding officer.

But even
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Southampton, No important changes in the disposition of

searchlights, v/hich already covered London and the other

tlirea.tened areas, were visua-lised. In the London defence

: scherac the fighter anea was .nearest to the South coast. By

day, standing patrols were to be maintained over the coast

and inland. By night, similar patrols would be organised

and intruder a.ircraft would be , eimploycd to intercept the

flying bombs near the point of launching. On the North

Downs all available A.A guns - some five hundred heav3'-

and seven hundred light - would be deployed, Iiirnedia-toly

behind the guns would be a balloon belt where as many

balloons as possible would bo kept permanently at a

suitable opcrations.1 height.

The scheme at once raised the problaii of providing

the necoss3r3'- guns and balloons without seriously vrealcening

dofenocs already in being or budgeted for the future. In the

case of balloons the Chiefs of Staff were at the time

considering the reduction of the balloon defences of the

United Kingdom; and if the saving proposed was devoted to

defence against flying bombs the problem could be solved.

The question of guns was more difficult. The most convenient

sources of supply were 21st Amy Group and tho anti-aircraft

training and firing caiaps.

forces required for the invasion of Krance and most of its

21st Army Group was part of the

guns vrould only be available until D-day at the latest.

Consequently, the plan for defence against flying bombs had

to-be so arranged tha,t as few guns as .possible vrere taken

from this source, which made it necessary' to find the majority

from formations of Anti-Aircraft Coimand remote from the areas

ttreatened by flying bombs. In all, 264 heavy guns were to

bo provided, in this way.

objected; and in February the plan was .abandoned.

But to this the Chiefs of Staff

/ii.
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(1)
Overloi’d" and "Grossbov/'.ii. ThG RoLation Betv/een

. EstiraatGs of tho Direct Effect of PlyiriR Bomb Attack.a

To imderstand why this was done it must be

appreciated to what extent the: requirements of the invasion

of Erance were dictating military plans during the closing

months of 1943 and early 1944. Invasion wa,s a project long

and carefully prepared.. The Atlajntic povrers were committed

to itj for,

of early victory,

project in' general, they were committed by the end of 1943

despite the ho^zards, it offered the one means

And not only were they committed to the

to a .particular plan which was inflexible in most of its

essential parts if the invasion was to take place at the

Eor most of 1943 the obstacles to itsappointed date.

success were appreciated and had been discounted as far as

As fax’ as the preparatorjr period and the actualpossible,

seaborne expedition T/ere concerned the most obvious tlireat

was air attack. But the position in the air -was such

that it could be faced with confidence; a.lthough an attack

as heavy and susta-ined as the Luftwaffe in the vrest could

launch might well cause serious damage at the invasion

ports and the shipping oonoentrated there.

The new German v/eapons, however, created an

.... \anf ore seen, and largely unforeseeable, problem. Not much

could be done about it until something was knovm of the

But as soon as thelikely fonti and direction of attack,

ski sites had been identified a.nd it was known that the

immediate threat was attack by flying bombs the possible

effect on "Overlord" vras ex.amined.

/A

(l) It will perhaps assist the reader if he is reminded
of the code v/ords for' a number of operations, v/hich
ai’e used in the narrative vdiere convenient.,

"Crossbow" “ German long-range attack in general;
"Diver" - atta.ck by flying bombs; "Big Ben" - attack
by roclcets; "Ovcrloi'd" - the opcx'ation for the
invasion of Erancc.
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A first report was prodiiccd by Lieut.-General

P.E. Morgan, Chief of Staff to tho Supronc Ooj-xr.ndcr, on

It was bo.scd on a nunber of ass-uiyptions,

tv/o of which reflected the ino-dequatc intelligence of the scale

These were first, that

(1)
20 December 1943-

and direction of tho Gerrnajo attack.

C.O.S.(43)
774(0).

one hundred launching sites would be used against the

"Overlord" ports and asscnbljr arca.s, second, that the maximum

Gcrnr.n effort would be cquiya.lcnt to 2,000 tons of bombs each

This v/as quite

At the time

24 hours susto.inod tliroughout the 24 hours.

the worst case from the defenders' point of viev/.

only ten per cent of the identified ski sites vrere a.ligncd

One third of the remainder were in range ofon Bristol.

The rest were aimed at London and at LondonSouthajapton,

not so much a.s an "Overlord" port but CuS a centre of

popula.tion and government.

However, the conclusions T-Tere that the present

invasion plan T/as ir:q)Ossible unless it v/as carried out ii’on

the South coast; that movement of the assault force vrostwards

from Southampton, where it would be in less danger of attack,

would require transport and supply re-arrangements that could

hardly be completed if the expedition was to be launched

punctuallj/'; thf-v'c the existing plan should stand and the risk

of cc^suo-lties be accepted; but that if it was decided to amend

it the decision must be trlcen imediately to allow as much time

as possible for new arrangements to be made.

No major changes were in fact made; and with the

mounting success of the a.ttack on ski sites.during the first

tliree months of 1944 the danger of attack appeared to

The fina.l vex'dict c:ume at the end of March from

Crossbow" attack vfill

recede.

Deneral Eisenhovrer, v/ho stated,C.O.S. (44)
290(0),
28 March. not pi'celude the launching of the assault Drom the South

coa^st p)orts o.nd the pi-obable incidence of casuo.lties docs

a.

/not

(l) See iippendix 4
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not nnlcc it necossrj?y to o-ttompt to novo assault forces west

of Southoj-.-roton.

b. Though soiae interfererico v.ath the loading

o.nd 3.ircraft in 'the Thrjaos and Soutliajupton cjtco.s must be

expected, it is no^: sux’fioicnt to Justify plo.ns for

displacenont of shippinr

This remained the authoritative statement of the effect to

be expected from fl^^-ing bons.

of shipping

and civaft li’o-m these au’eas.

No attempt was in fa.ct made

to attack the invasion fleet bjr these means| and a.ltogother

the direct effect of "Crossbow" on the expedition was

negligible.

b. Effect on Overlord" On Defence Against "Crossbov/".

But there were a nmber of less direct ways in

which the two projects vrei'c roL^ted;

might not itself be seriously tiireatened it made such

demc-nds upon the forces, both ilnerican and British, in the

United Kingdom, that both defensive and offensive, counter-

for altho-ugh invasion

measures against "Crossbow" v/ore inevitably affected,

was on this account that the original defensive plan

against flying bombs was modified. This 3.S it stood

It

could

onljr hcwve ‘been carried out a,t the expense of the defences

of numerous tov/ns in southern and south-west England and

of the training of anti-dircraft units of 21st ikrmy Group.

Moreover, vfhen the question of special defences against

flying boiobs was being considered early in 1944, the

disposition of the air defences of the "Overlord" port

ha.d, already been a.gfeod upon.

s

leaving wha.t was regarded as

the minimum number of fighters and ancillary defences for

the rest of the United Kingdom. Consequently, if flying

bomb attacks began when the "Overlord" defences wore

required, as might well happen, either these would ha^ve to

be reduced, which was hardly to bo accepted when so much

depended on the expedition, or the defences of the rest of

/the
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the covmtry, r.lrco.dj'' roducGd, would have to be reduced still

further.

It was in an attempt to overcome this difficulty

that on the instructions of the Chiefs of Staff what v/as lonoivn

Overlord" and "Diver" plan was prepoxod

during Pcbrucxj'- 1944 to talcc the place of t

for defence against flying bombs prepexed two months earlier.

It WD.S designed to make the most of the available air defences

in a situation ̂ vhere defences v/ere required at the saioo time

3 the ConcurrentC.I.

he original plan

C.O.3.(44)
33rd ivitg,,
3 Pebruaxy.

both for the inversion expedition and against flaring oonibs,

In other words itwith the former rocoiving prior attention.

situation whore flying bomb attacks coincided with the

with invasion itself.

met a

final prepaXcations for invasion or

c. The Concurrent "Overlord" and "Diver" Plan of
Air Defence.

which v/;\.s prepared at Headquarters,

adhered to the same disposition of tne various

the origina.1, discarded plarj.

Tho' plan.

A.D.G.B«  y

components ■ of aii' defonco

Tho.t is to so.y that fighters were to, be the first line of

defence against flying bombs :md would man pa,trol lines by

dj:.j and night over tho coast and inland as fax

This, for.the defence of London, vrould bo on the

as

a.s the gun

bolt.See Mcap
No, 2.

Worth Downs* fox* the defence of Bristol, in tho Yeovil-

London wa.s also to be pi-otocted by a beltShaftesbury area.,

of balloons on tho high ground betT/cen Oaterham in the west

Additional searchlights v/erc to beand Cobham in the cast.

plo.ccd forward of ".ha gun belt south of London to assist the

o-llottedIn the Solent area the defencesgunnors a.t night,

for the protection of the invasion expeditions vrere, with the

addition of two secrc^hlights batteries (48 lights), reckoned

sufficient to deal with fly^xg bombs as vrell as piloted

aircraft.

/Ihc
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The plan involved allotting eight day fighter

squadrons specially to flying bonb patrols. Six vrould be

dravna frqr. No. 11 Group and vould rnan the patrol lines

forward of the gun bolt on the North Dorms,

from No. 10 Group \vould defend the Bristol

Two others

ojoea, using normal

methods of interception, i.e. standing patrols would not be
flown

.  As for fighter patrols at night, it was hoped that

five squadrons would bo available in the south-east and tliree
further west.

oii-nilarly, the balloons and searchlights that the

Diver" involved little or no reduction

The London balloon belt was

plan earmarked for

in the defences of "Overlord".

to contain 480 balloons, most of which v/ere available by the
end of March 1944 as a result of reductions in the static

balloon barrages of the United Kingdom,

still in operation that would be

The only balloons

required were those in the

bcorrages at Swansea, Cardiff and Ne^^ort.

^vithdra■v7n for the belt only when flyin
The eleven batteries of

bo

searchlight s add

These were to be

omb attacks began.

, itional to those

already deployed in the south, that the plan entail
be found without much difficulty from

ed cou

existing defences in

ld

Sohth Wales and north-east England.
Altogether,

and searchlights to flying bomb defence,
was little,more than

involved no special problems.

as far as it allotted fighters, balloons
the Concurrent Plan

a restatement of the original plan and
The disposition of the

Three situations had

- was that v/hich would

the date at whicli the defences

gun

defences, however, was another matter,
to be considered. The first - Case A

apply prior to 1 April 1944,
of the "Overlord" base

that it was planned to allot
s were to bo at full strength,

to flying bomb defence under

Case A included 128 fricrican heavy guns;• and'Case B covered
the situation that would

The g

.arise if for some reason these

uns

guns

/v/cre
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Ce.sc C could not Ic expressed precisely?-

for it denoted the situation idiioh i.iight a.pply

were not r-vo.ilablo.

in terms of guns,

after 1 April v/licn there v/as some likelihood that more

j.haerico.n guns could be utilised.

In each of these tliree situations there were

tlTTcc Licdn requirenents for anii-aircraft guns in the United

Kingdom,

basesj second, defence against flying bombs,

the defence of London; third, the defence of the rest of the

country, including London, o.gainst attacks by piloted

aircro.ft. That the latter was necessary the night atta.cks

of January to March 1944 were a sufficient reminder.

Under Case A, i.e, before 1st April, the complete

anti-E.ircrcLft defences of the ’OTCrlord' bases were not

required; for not until thc.t date would the last and most

ir.portont stages of o..ssembly be reached, ITnen they were,

some six hundred heavy airbi-aircraft guns and eight hundred

light were to reiziforce the defences already in position

First and foremost, the defence of the -"Overlord"

and in prrticulai-

giving a total of no less than 1442 heavy and 1122 light

Thus, between the da.te by which the Concurrent Plan

192f4, and the beginning of

Api'il, a large nuabor of guns v/us available to be called

Nevertheless, the

guns.

had been prepared, 4 March

upon if fl3dng bomb attacks began,

allotment of guns for the latter purpose under Case xl wa.s

numcricalljr the sane as in Case B, partly because the time

in which Case A would apply was so short, partly beca.usc the

Chiefs of Staff were determined to let nothing interfere

with what they regarded as an adequate defence for the

large number of gunsinva.sion expedition; and if once

went into action against flying, bombs before the 'Overlord'

a

pi'epax'E.tions rca.chcd their peak it might have been difficult to

redeploy any of them for the defence of the 'Overlord' bases.

With insignificant exceptions the total gun

resources before azzd after 1 April but prior to D-day were

/the
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They a33c>unted to 2735 hcavj'- guns ejnd 1870 3-ight

21st iinay Group and 1st U.S. i'irny Group accounted

for 432 heavy and 67O light guns.

the sarae.

guns.

The rest T;ere in hnti-

Under Case B, which wasAircraft Coma,nd ojod Horiie I Forces.

the worst in tliat it envisaged separate deployments Both

and also the absence of 128for ’Overlord’ ond 'Diver

iunorican gxins, the 'Overlord' defences and the gxms in

anti-aircraft regiinents detailed to novo on or shortly

after D-day, embraced 1258 heavy and 950 light guns, leaving

some fourteen hundred heavy guns and nine hundred light for

defence against flying bombs and the i-est of the country.

The needs of the latter dictated the scale of the former.

Thirty-tvTO gun defended areas in Anti Aircraft CoiBnand at

which 943 heayj'- gions wore deployed were selected as suitable

areas from v/hich v/ithdrav/als could be made for the needs of

invasion as v/ell s.s 'Diver'. Not 0.11 these guns could be

withdra-wn while the threat of normal air attack remained;

and the minimum security was estimated to be some 546 guns.

A more drastic reduction ViTd.s planned in the defences of

vital points protected by light guns. Forty-two trere to be

stripped of all protection, thus making available some two

Out of these resources of Anti Aircraft CoimTand,

192 heavy and I38 light guns were held in readiness to man

the 'Diver' gun belt defending London.

h-undred guns.

If j.\nerican heav3r gims

could be called upon (and by I5 April it appeared that 96

might be available) they would replace a similar nxjmber of

Anti Aircraft Command guns, not be additional to them,

told, the gun belt was ;

guns and 246 light guns

by 21st .ibrmy Group,

until D-da3r by 96 heavy and 36 light guns of 21st Array Groiip.

As .Bristol was only mena.ced by the flying bomb sites on the

All

planned to contain these 192 heavy
(1)

,  108 of the latter being provided

The Bristol gun belt was to be manned

Oherbour peninsula, which it v/as hoped would be neutralised

/shortly

some intk)terminable dc.to prior to 6 June this
amended to 192 light guns.

was
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shortly after the landing in France, no arrangements were mdo

for mintaining the Bristol defences after D-day*

This allotment compared unfavourably udth that which

had been recommended in the original plan of defence against

hs against the 528 heavy guns and 804 lightflying bombs,

which the original plan envisaged only 288 heavy and

282 light guns were to bo deployed under the Concurrent Flan.

guns

It was hoped tluat the ..joerican guns night prove more efficient

than the British; but even so, so big a reduction needs

02cplaining.

In the first place it should not be forgotten that

the origina.l plan v/as prepared on the asswnption that fl3dng

bomb attacks would begin before the preparations for invasion

were completed. Thus a greater proportion of the reduction

in the defences of the rest of the country could be devoted

to 'Diver' than in a situation where additional defences were

Secondly, the policy ofalso needed for the invasion bases,

the Chiefs of Staff was to ensure the fullest possible

protection for the invasion expedition from normal air attack

which, as has been seen, was reckoned a greater danger than

Consequently, the scale of defences

available for other piurposes was dictated by that required

It T/as, however, anticipated that the

attack by flying bombs.

for 'Overlord'.

position would be easier after D-day; and in fact more guns

vrere deployed in the London gun belt v/ithin a fortnight after

allowed for in theflying bomb attacks began than were

Ooncxjrrent Plan. Finally, the original plan was drafted

in D®*^®'‘^'8sr 1943? i.e. before the attacks on ski sites

The Concurrent Plan, however.were properly under way.

was prepared ii:i February 1944 and approved by the end

/of
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(1)
of tbo month T/hen the attacks on sites had hcon going on

for over tvfo months vrith such success that there was good

reason to believe that the potential scale of flying bombs

attack had been seriously affected. In short, there did

not at the later date appear to be the saioe urgent need for

powerful defensive system as in the lc.st weeks of 1943; ■

and in any case

"Overlord".

a

Qrossbow" had to talce second place to

It is the bombing operations, and in particular

the attacks on ski sites, that brought about this happier

state of affairs tlnat must now be considered.

iii. Bottling Oounter-ivleasures.

a. General Considerations

The review of counter-bombing v/as left at the

stage reached by -the end of 1943, when no comprehensive

policy had been formulated but when such of the Allied

bombing effort as was being brought to bear on German

preparations was being applied ahaost entirely against the

ski sites in northern Franco. The large sites were also

receiving some attention, although their purpose was not

yet known, and certain suspected centres of rocket and

flying bomb production had been .attacked, but only insofar

as they were centres of piloted aircraft production,

wras Icnovm of this aspect of German preparations.

l?hat forces ought to be employed against ' Crossbow' ,

Little

what sort of attacks should be carried out, what size of

effort would be required, wrere not easy questions to

at the beginning of 194^.

answ

it had first been thovighbthat

er

/the

(1) The channels wrhereby the plan was approved are signif
icant of the unusua.l division of responsibilities for'

defence.. It was noiiiinall3r prepared by Air 0. in G.
n.S.A.F. at the "invitation" of the British Chiefs of
Staff, and was in fact the work of the Air Marshal
Commanding, A.D.G.B. Having been approved by Air Chief
Marshal Leigh-ilallory, it vas approved in turn by
General Eisenhowrer, the British Chiefs of Staff and,
lastly, by the Ikime Minister. The Air Ministry ap;^ars
to have had no status in the matter.
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tho best instruments would bo the /ijiierican 9th Air Force and the

British 2nd Tactical Air Force, (including No.2 G-roi^ of Bomber

Command), which wore the offensive components of the Allied

Expeditionary Air Forces,

capable of neuti’alising the sites in northern France the main

obstacle to the efficient distribution of the Allied bomber

If these formations had been

resources in the United Kingdom would have been overcome.

Not that this vj-ould have been eas3'-; forces had an

essential part to play in the bombing preparatory to invasion,

and even more in the invasion itself and the subsequent battles.

Moreover, their tactical role demanded a high and peculiar

standard of training to fit then for tho task of co-opero.ting with

ground forces; and their o'wn comnandors, not to spealc of the

army coiananders, were loath to allow their training schedules

to be interfenjod with. Against this, however, could be set the

experience that would be gained, and was gained, in actual

operations.

But tho first attacks by the medium bombers and

fighter-bombers of A.E.A.F. were disappointing. Their

perfonmnee could be expected, to iiiprove with practice,

especially that of the 9th Air Force whioh was a new and

inexperienced formation. Nevertheless, it was calculated

early in January 194^f that A.S.A.P. squadrons were not likely

to destrojr more than foixrteen ski sites a month; and as the

existence of ninety-three sites had already been confirmed

this meent that A.E.A.F. would be forced to maintain a heavy

scale of attack well into the suinraer, which would seriously

affect its role in invasion. Consequently, it was impossible

to escape the conclusion that regular attacks would have to

be carried out by heavy bombers if the German preparations

were to bo restrained. The raain body of the heavy bomber

forces of Bomber Command was hardly a suitable instrument for

the attack of sites, though good results could be expected

from some of the specially trained squadrons of tho Command.

/On

G.O.S.Ciflf)
22(0)
9 Janviary,

• V
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On the other hand, the Fortresses of the 8th Air Force,

adnirabljr suited; and it liras estimated tliat in any one major

attack by tliis force six sites could be expected to be

destroyed.

were

Hovrever, this force, like Bomber Conraand, was

committed to the attack of German industry. It v/as not, it

is true, irrevocably oomitted; but Lieut. General Doolittle,

its ooanander,
(1)

no less than Air Chief Marshc.l Harris of

Bomber Comma.nd, regarded the offensive against German

industry as vital to the success of the invasion of France

and the defeat of GeriTiany; and both men were loath to direct

their forces to any other task.

Staff, who exercised a responsibility for the strategic air

offensive to the Combined ClrLefs of Staff, himself convinced

that ’Crossbow’ was such a threat that it warranted

change in bombing policy.

Nor was the Chief of Air

any major

Yet the fact remained that the

/imerican heavy bombers would have to bo employed if the

Germans were not to have a good proportion of sites ready for

use by the tine thai the invasion of France Virould be launched,

if not eajrlier. The principle was therefore agreed upon

bet>.veen the British Chiefs of. Sta.ff, and Lieut. General Spaatz,

Commanding General of the U.S. •Strategical Air Forces, that the

C.0.S.(44)
46(0) Draft,
19 January.

sites in northern France should only be attacked by the 8th

Air Force "whenever weather conditions over Germany do not

allovr of nm-jor attacks there but pei’mit precision bombing

northern France".

ov

In addition, Air Chief Marshal Harris ms

er

instructed to regard the destruction .of eight selected ski

slices as the primary task of his Stirling squadrons whenever

these were not operating c>.gainst targets in Germany,

principle, as we shall see, was only departed from in exceptional

circumstances; and only a little more than one tenth of the

effort of the 8th Air Force between December 1943 and June 192f4

But it is abundantly clear

/that

The

was devoted to 'Crossbow' targets.

(1) General Doolittle succeeded Genei’al Ealcer in January 19Z(4,
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that Lieut-G-eneral Doolittle and, later, when Bomber Oornmand

•were required to attack sites in strength, Air Chief Marshal

Ha^is -were antagonistic to what they regarded as  a ooranitnent

of. far less importance than either the offensi-ve against

Germany or against the enemy forces in the 'iTOst.

But there was at least one type of target that they

■vTcre allot/ed to ignore: namely, suspected centres of flying

bomb and rocket production. Our intelligence on tliis subject

remained weaJc throughout the period under re'viev/, January ~

June 1944. Consequently, the Chiefs of Staff agreed on

1 February that production centres should not be attacked

until more definite e'vidonce was available, V/horc, however,

a suspected factory was also a part of the German aircraft

industry attacks were made on it in 'virtue of its latter

function. Thus, on 24 April the Dornier assembly works at

Lowonthal was attacked by 98 Fortresses.

27 April, 291 Lancasters attacked Friedrichslxifon.

hydrogen pei'oside plants •vrare attacked naore by virtue of their

importance to the Gen'nrjn production of Jet-propelled piloted

to that of flying bombs and rockets,

the time of writing little is kno-wn of the effect of our

bombing upon the production of the latter, and as such as it

was, Yfas Icrgely a secondary result of attacks on the Gerriaii

aircraft industry and on the German eoonony in general, no

attempt avill be made here to trace a relation between the two.

That there w'as d. relation is hardly to be doubted; but what

T/as its signifioaiice can only emerge when the bombing

offensive against Germany as a YTholo is analysed.

On the night of

Similarly,

And as ataircraft tha

In sum, the baokgro'und to the bombing of the German

The obvious target,preparations ’for attack is

and one well v/ithin I'ojige of every type of bomber in the

United Kingdom wa.s the complex system of sites that the

Germans wore preparing in northern Franco,

of target upon which attack v/as concentrated to the virtual

/exclusion

follovfs.nr;

It T/as this type
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exclusion of other trjrgets that ivoro suspected of heing

connected v/ith flying bombs and rockets. But as the sites

presented a difficult target their attack could not bo

loft to the light and nediuio bonbors and fighter-boribers

of the 9th Air Force and the 2nd Tactical Air Forcej in

C'.ddition, the heavy bombers of the 8th Air Force, and a few

of Bomber Comnand, had to bo sv-Tployed,

tactical and strategical bomber forces had other tasks to

perform. The first liad an iir^jortrnt prograr.Txj of training

to carry out which, so it was believed, could only be

neglected at the expense of its efficiency as the chief

air am supporting the troops who would land in Franco.

Moreover, from March onwards it was needed for bombing

attacks directly related to tlic plan of invasion.

Sixailcurly, in the weeks immediately preceding invasion the

heavy bombers were required to assist the expedition as well

However, both the

as to continue the offensive against German industry which

they had been pursuiiig for so long. It happened,

therefore, that although there were ver';/ Large forces of

bombers in the United Itingdom during 19A4 and although the

total nuraber of identified sites in northern France v/as

little niore than one hundred, the scale of attack against

"Crossbow" targets was never, to sajr the least,

insurance against the ooE^lotion of the German preparations.

b. Intelligence on the Gorman Site Ero,gramme,
January - April 1944.

By tine beginning of January 192t-4 ninety-six ski

sites had been identified in northern France,

some evidence from ground sources that the Germans would

build aa many as one hundred and fifty; but the additions

That the sld. sites were intended

for the launching of flying bombs was beyond doubt: indeed

this, and the performance of the weapon itself, were the

onlj'" points on which there v/as real assurance.

an over-

There was

were never constructed.

Map No.1.

/By
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Ibid. By the sarnie date seven largo sites had been found.

They were at Ifetten, Wizernes, Miraoyecques, Siracourt,

Lottinghen, Sottovast and Martinvast, of which the last two

were on the Oherbourg peninsula. At all of then nuch

Labour and naterial was being expended; all were v/ithin one

hmdred and fifty miles of London on which all seemed to

be oriented with the exception of Martinvast which was

aligned on Bristol; and none of them could be connected with

any ordinary military or industrial purpose. And as our

agents' rojjorts almost invariably connected then with rocl<ets

it was assumed that they were intended to play some ii:nportant

part in the German attack, /uo eighth site at Hidrequcnt, near

Calais, had also cone under suspicion; but even less could be

deduced from the constriiction there than at the other large

sites.

There was also a third category of site. The fact

that none of the ski sites vroro served by railways of normal

gauge had early suggested that the Germans probably intended

, to doliwr supplies to them by road from supply depots which

would bo linked with railway communications with Germany,

Groiond sources offex-ed no. relevant information but towrards the

end of 1943 evidence of \?hat came to be called "supply sites"

began to acoumulate from successive photographic reconnaissances.

It was not until February 1944, however, that the evidence wo.s0.0.S.(44)
150(0),
5 February. sufficiently conclusive for a report on the subject to bo

passed to the Chiefs of Staff. This specified seven places

where supply sites appeared to be under construction. One of

them was on the Cherbourg peninsula,

arc just inland from the belt covered by the ski sites, and

v/ith one exception were evenly s]paced at intervals of tvrenty

miles. All wore served b:/ rail and had good road communications;

The others extended in an

v/ork on them had started about the same time as on ski sites;

/certain
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certain standardised buildings vrore coinnen to them; and all

were heavily defended by anti-aircraft guns.

If supply was their purpose they would obviously

be a profitable target at the right time. A close photo

graphic watch was accordingly maintained on them; and by the

end of April another site liad been identified and a ninth

(malcing the second in the Oherbourg peninsula) was suspected.

By the sarao date three were considered to be complete; tlu-ee0.0.S.(/j4)
375(0),
28 April, more were expected to be complete within a fortnight; the

others vrould not be ready for about a month,

boGu xio aotivity at any which indicated that

But there ha

supplies were

d

moving in; and attacks upon them load been withheld for this

reason.

o. The Problems of Attacking Sites

Thus the first half of 1944 saw attacks confined to

ski sites and large sites. Neither presented easy targets.

Each type’ was contained v/ithin a square of three hundred to

four hundred yards and only a small proportion of this area

T/as occupied by essential oonstaructions.

attack therefore depended to a great extent on good visibility.

Eor example, the bomb aij'ner in the Marauder, which was the

most up-to-date of the medium bombers, had to identify his

Accurate visual

target at a range of at least six miles if he was to bomb

accurately. Blind bombing with the aid of radio navigational

devices had to be no less accurate; and only "Oboe" of the

various aids in service at the time v/as sufficiently precise
for the task.

Low-level and dive bombing had their advocates; and

both methods v;-ere comparatively successful,
former,

than those suffered bj?- the medium and heavy bombers,

although it was only on rare occasions that the German

fighter reaction to our attacks v/as at all spirited, anti

aircraft defences wore increased to the point at v/hioh the

especially the

But the success was at the cost of higher casualties

For

Pas

/de
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de Calais and the Cherbourg peninsula v/ere amongst the most

heavily defended areas in Europe,

between Dieppe and St. Omer there were only some sixty heavy

and sixty light anti-airci'aft guns in December 1943 j  "but by the

end of the following May there were about five hundred and

twenty and seven hundred arid thirty of the respective t3rpes.

In the ski site bolt

The sites in the Cherbourg peninsula wore already covered

by strong anti-aircraft defences. These were further

increased, however, until there wore at least two hundred

in the area. Moreover, in the case of the large sites the

problem of how to attack successfully and econoiioically

made especially difficult by the strength of the main

constructions. Pev/ attacks with 12.000 lb. bombs wore

was

carr

guns

ied

out until after 6 June; uiitil then 2,000 lb. bombs

normally used, more to smash rail and road communioations at

the sites and to interfere with work than to destroy the

massive concrete buildings,

robustly constructed,

sufficient to cause serious darmige.

of the Attacks, January - March igH,

During the first half of January seventy-nine ski

but no large sites, were att:iclccd (some more than onco),
/the

(1) Experiments oarried out by the Proving Ground Command of the
U.S, '\rmy Air Forces at Eglin Field, Florida, during
February 1944 indicated that the most satisfactory weapon
to enploy against ski sites was the 2,000 lb. bomb, which
was not confirmed in actual operations. The explanation
apxjears to be that the replicas of ski sites which
constructed for the trials were based on inaccurate
sped!ications. It is clear from the American report
that the roofs and wd.11s of the various bdldings
constructed of reinforced concrete, which was not the case
in the German originals. How this error, which nullified
a careful and elaborate experiment, arose is difficult to
say. A British report of late December 1943 on the
constructional details of the sites (J.I.C.(43)523(o),
Appendix O) stated enpliatically that the walls of the
main buildipgs wei’e not reinforced, and the roofs only
lightly reinforced at the side angles. Whether or iiot the
Americans Trore able to make use of the British note is
not knovm, Theia- report says only that "plans wrere
obtained from British and American Intelligence officers".

wore

The. ski sites wex’o not so

500 lb. find oven 250 lb. bombs wore

(1)

d. Progross

site

were

were
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the bullc of the effort being made by the squadrons of

A.E.A.F. Bomber Comraand carried out eight attacks and

the 8th Air Force' operated on 14'January only,

were not very' good.

Result

Only eight sites vroro certa.inly m

s

ade

Category A, four by the 8th Air Force in their single

operation and four by A.E.A.P. squadrons,

policy, so the Chief of Air Staff stated, to neutralise the

German building programi'ae completely, the rate of neutralis

ation would have to bo increased, othervdse the Germans

would have as niany as sixty sites ready bjr-the end of

Pobr'uary.

As it was our

This was the more certain in that there v/as

C.O.S.(W-)
8th Mtg.,
11 January.

oivdenoe that the repair of. damaged sites liad begun.

Moreover, there v/ere good reasons for using some of the

hoixvy bomber resources against the large sites, four of

which - Siracourt, Watton, Sottevast and Lottinghem - had

reached, or vrtjuld reach -Vvathin a month, a state of

development VT-here they could -well be attacked again.

■  All this meant that an increased scale of effort,

or alternatI'vely a more accurate one, was required,

■v^diolc week, however, fm'thor.operations were hold up by bad

For a

weather end it was not until 21 January that attacks

recommenced, both the 8th Air.Force and, at night. Bomber

CoOTiiand talcing part. Forty-five sites were attacked but

first reconnaissances showed that onljr four had been made

Category A, all as the result of attacl b3r the 8th Airrci

Force. Six Fortresses, two Mosejuitos and two fighters

were lost,* but there was some compensation as out of

approximately sixty Gormaii fighters tha.t came up to meet

our aircraft eighteen were claimed as destroyed.

Yet despite the fact, that Fortresses had so far

G.O.S.(liif) been the most .successful aircraft employed the Chief of
23rd Mtg.,
25 January. Air Staff was still loath to divert hea-vy bombers

from their other tasks. Indeed, the Stirling squadrons of

/Bomber
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Borabci- Co'.:r-.and, • which liad iicl; with little success in

their night attacks, were diverted frora citos at the end of

January in order to drop ams to ITonoh resistance groups in

Haut c “So-vo io. It was held that while the attack

not come up to expectations nciorly ono-third had been

on sites had

neutralised sin-co 5 Decenber and another third dajuaged less

severely, and more accurate bombing by A.3.A.F. could be

expected as. esp)erience accumulated

The performance of the A.E.A.F.

and the 'weather improved,

squadrons did in fact improve

during the last week in Janu-’jrj^, even though the v/cather over

northern France was still At least six sites were made

Category A in attacks in which only nine hundi-cd tons of

poor.

bombs wore dropped and only four aircraft were lost.

Unfortunately, during the v/oek 30 January
■weather wr.s bad.

- 5 February the

Only a very small effort - 2^8 tons -
... ontirel^r by A.E.A.F.

ViTcre vitall37- doanaged.

squadrons, was possible and no sites

By this time a good deal of data had boon

accuixaulatod on the damage that had been caused to sites

and on tne rate of repo.ir of clrmaged sitos. It v/as not as

,  con^rchensivo as was v/ished but it allowed

the TjTogross thab could be expected under v

a prediction of
(1)

arying conditions
On the assumption tha.t the G-orm ' ‘working to a programme

it was calculated that if

.A.F. only on all suitable days,

existing rate of repair,

v/ould probably bo complete at the

(2)

.E

no

0.0.S.(A4)
138(0),
7 February.

of one himdrod and twenty sites
attacks w-orc carried out by A

and if tho Gerrnans maintained the

loss that eighty-nine■sites

/end

(1) Tl'U-s was prepared by tho Operational Research Centre
Axr Mxnistry.

at

(2) There was intelligence evidence at tho time that this
was the Goi'n^s planned- but no Eoorc than ninety-six
ski Sites were bvalt in the area Ch(m-bourg-Pas do Calais.
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ond of iioJTch.. If double sorties wore oarried out, as vrould

'  bd" possible with the--longer .,_dr-ys,. the- nuxaborv conplcted

''Fould be about seventy-tv/o. If the 8th Air ii’orce

j50xticipated . on a,ll do.ys that wore suito-ble- for visual

bonbing over northern Pranpo but not oyer Gerxiany sixty-

t"i/o sites would be ready,

suitable days irrespective of the conditions over Gernany

If. they psxticipated on all

the figure would fo.ll still further to tyronty-oight.

the t\TO lattcar erases, if A.E.A.F. rmde double sorties

betvroen I5 Pebrurry _ord the end of March, .the nuaber of

sites .that wouM bo conpletcd'v/ould be fortjr-six and twelve

respectively. • . ,

In

.  The implications of this prediction v/cro obvious

enough; --they v/erc tha.t 1 A.P. Hust continue, and if

possible increase., their effort and tha.t the 8th Air Force

nust operate more frequently tlian hitherto. Hovrover,

no new instructions xvcrc issued to either force that woulld

In February the

total: T/oight of bonbs dropped on sites was 552? tons,

by twelve hundred tons than tlmt dropped

In the sane month sixty-seven per cent of

F. bonbei- sor-ties were against sites compared to

nearly ninety-four licx cent in .tine previous month.

8th Air Force effort fell by comparatively little in

terns of sorties and bombs but it.was onl3?- thirteen per

cent of its total effort as ■coixpared with twenty-three per

cent in Januerjm

InavG ensur'od a heavioi’ scale of attack.

which., v/as le ss

in Janu^rja

ili',

The

In March the effoi-t of the two forces

against sites fell still more. The heavy bonbers of 8th

Air Force made altogethez' eleven thousand -sorties of v/hich

onlj'- nine hundred and seventy were against site Theo •

comparable figiu-Gs dm'ing the same month for the bombers

of A.S.A.F. wero six thousand one hundred and two thousand

throe hundred.
A he

(-1) a- table showing the tot.aI offoi't of the tnvo forceo
of sites sec■and tho proiportion allotted to the atta

..bTyrjendi;: 5
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Tho weathci'' durincr the two months WO.S often a

liindrojnco to operations

other factors that helped to

over northoi'n Prance but there uve-ro

account for the fall in the

Thu 8th Air Force had first claira on th
scale of attack.

e

j-ighters of the 9th .lir Force v/honever targets
were to be attacked- Which r-ioant that

fev/cr fighters loft for
covering operations by

in G-ornany

on thoso days there were

9th Ada- Force,

Tho opera-tions against Berlin earM^ in March
Minutes

jj. A. F.

Coi-ixmder' s
Gonfcronces

Mtg. 8 ivierch, o-nd there was a

bombers.of

oxoriplo, omploy

, for

9th Air Force fighters;ed practically all the

period during tho sauG montn when a complete

,5Toup Of modim bombers (54 airo.-o.ft) vas only allovajd a
fighter escort of one squadron, th the i

in the anti-oaircraft defences of tho ski site

Secondly, wi ncrease

area, and in

paxticulor rouid Abbeville and St, Pol, modiuu altitude and
lo\r level attacks be cane increr■singly haz,ordous , which led

Air Ohief Mra-shal Loigh-Mallory that
including most of the large

should bo attaclied only by heavy bombers. But it V7a

to repi'oscntations by-A'

certain heavily defended sites,
sites,

not until the middle of March t
s

hixt the 8th

over this responsibili-fcy;
1>3^ A.A,.,i.F. against such sites was low Th

Air Force took

in the moantijne, the scale of effortibid., Mtg.
16 March.

. irdly, as the time
for invading France drew nearer, more of tho Marauders of the

9th Air Force v/eroo  required for preliminary bombardment,
Copecially oi railways; and while from the beginning of March
a minimum of seventy Marauders was
sites tho At.;

allotted to the attack of

.uF. effort against sites inevitabl

ibid,,Mtg. 1
March.

y dropped,

an ii.aprovenent in bombing accuracy during
compensated for the somewhat lov/er effort

compared to tlnat of the jpre.ceding two montlis.

However-,

February and March

Oboe"

cquiijped Mosquitoes vrare used to load format!

bombers; and good results continued to be
i

obt

ons of mediun

ained by

Fortresses, and by Mosquitoes and Bostons of No.2 Group in
lo\/-level attacks. Mitchells aMso boga Alt.n to improve. ogotlror,

Ay
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the end of March sixty-five sites v/cre Go.togory  A and

another tv/enty Catepjory B. LL nunber of sites had been

repaired by the Gomans but there was good re on toas

believe tha.t a.lthough our scale of attack had not been as

it night, have been it was still hoa.vier than theheavy 0.S

Labour appeared to have beenGernans had bud,gcted for.

soriousls^ disorganised to the point at which repair work

was chiefly c;arried out by pioneer conpanios of the Gernan

iirny and at only about one laalf of the original ninetj''-

we slrall shortly sec, not without soncsix sites, though

In sun, therefore, the piosition was fairlysuccess.

satisfa.ctory; and on 4 April the Chief of Air Sta.ff said

C.O.S,(44)
lD9th Mtg. ,
4 April.

at a Chiefs of Staff neeting tha.t providing the nunbor of

conpleted sites could be kept down to ten to twenty a

concentrated bombing attack should see the ’v/hole of the

ski site prograioxie neutralised.

But thds applied only to s]ci site The situation

in respect of large sites v/as not considered to be as

sohisfaotory. Attacks on these had been c:rried out since

the end of January chiefly by the 8th and 9th Air Borces. 
'

Thirty-nine attacks were made and nerrly four thousand tons

lia.d been dropped. At Ma.r-tinvast the daimge v/as such that

the site could be ignored for three .month; even if vigorous

rcpo.irs were undertalcen. Lottinghai.i and Wizernes had also

been soriousl3/- damaged and were reckoned to bo out of

action for at least six weeks. At the four others, hov/ever,

onljr slight dainago appeared to have been inflicted. It Y/as

true, of course,' that as far as v/as IcnoAvn, these sites v/ere

connected v/ith rockets, not flying bombs, and that the former

was not believed to be as hnimodiate a tlmeat as the latter.

But as construction went ahead at the large sites the massive

main buildings bccar.ie pro.gressivoly less vulnerable to

attack. Consequently, from the end of M:.urch a heavier weipjht

of attack was brought to beor upon then.

/How



Progre of the Attacks, April-12 June 1944«

How quickly the rate of neutralisation could be

altered becario evident during the

reduced effort of March had been :

in neutralising sites

second week in April,

successful proportionately

than any previous month; but it seems to

liavc given the Germans an opportunity to'iraprove the rate of

The

more

(1)
repair. xi.nd ■\aiercas in the middle of March it had been

ostriatod that there vrould only be the equivalent of ten sites

ready for action by I5 April, by tint date it seemed tliat as

many as , tv/enty-five might be completed,
felt conpollod to tak

they c.ddrossed a nmiber of

zo

The Chiefs of Staff

action; and in late March and April

communications to the chief air force

GOl.ii.ianders wliich were designed to bring down  a bigger freight of
attack on flying bomb sites,

both

After their meeting on 21st March

chief Marslial Leight-Mallory and Lieutena0.0.S.(44)
344(0),
para.I5.

nt-General

Spaatz were requested to intensify the attacks of their forces-
to which they responded that bad weather

After their nooting

Chief of Air Staff again vrotc

,ir

continued to hinder

a fortnight later the Deputy

to Air Chief Marshal Leigh-i'/iallor

D./S.A.G./H.21,operations,
Enel.12B.

y
and emphasised the importance of mintaining attack on the site b«

ibid.
End. 120*

Again, Air Chief M.orshal Loigh-jiallory pointed out on 11 April
tluat on nearly half the days of the previous month operations
hid been impossible owinr.; to the' vroather. In addition, targets

other than ski sites had been given priority of attack; while
most of the ski sites still intact were in heavily defended
r:CCQi\3 where tactical bombers liable to heavy losses A.

Chief Marshal Leigh-ivlallory asked, therefore, tha.t the 8th

v/ero ir

Air Eorce should make at least one full-scale effort each week
against ski sites in ordei' to ensure that the menace was kept
under control.

A

(1) Up to 11 M;irch 194i(. it y/a
liad been rep£iircd,
were r-Gpaired.
oieven had been

s  believed tlmt only six sites
Bcty/een that date and 8 April

jElro^pv)ss was maintained and a further
repaired by the end of the month.

tV/G IVG
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A •'.voc’c Later the Chief3 of Staff pursued the

matter fvrther in a letter p.ddrcsscd still hio;hGr in tho

cliain of coraaand, to Gcnoral Eisonho\/er hiuself.

Supreno Allied Gomander lx>.d by this tine tolcen over the

direction of the operations of the stro.tcaical and tactical

air forces in. the United Kingdom, but responsibility to tho

Ifer Cabinet for action offoctiny the secuirity of the

United Kinydon still reraained v/ith the British Chiefs of

The

/A

C.0.S.(1<4),
126th Mtg. ,
18 April,
Annex 1,

Staff. Accordinylj;-, on 16 April 19A4 a letter was sent to

bin in v/hich the Chiefs of Staff exi^ressod tho Wxr Cabinets

concern - and their ovm - at the deterioration of the ski

(1)
site position. The Suprene Coolandcr w;as told that

unless action was talccn irncdiatoly to bring to be.ar a

hoa.vy scale of attack the eneoy might be a.ble to recover

from previous bombing and build a tlireat which v/ould

divert strong Allied air forces, perhaps at a time when the

invasion of I'Lance called for our greatest effort in the

He was also made av/are of the dissa.tisfaction of theair.

Chiefs of Sto.ff at the fa,ilure to damage seriously the

majoritjr of the. large sites,

fought shy of demanding a reduction of the effort against

But still tho Chiefs of Staff

G-erman industrj^, which v^as the biggest obstacle to increasing

tho weight of att,ack on ’Crossbow^' . Their roqui.rement v/as

(^Tho Chiefs of Staff) request that you give

attacks on 'Crossbow' objectives priority over all other

phrased thus:

operations except 'Pointblonk' ;vuntil such time as the threat

IS overcome and tliat both the 8th iir Force and the Tactical

Air Forces be instructed to take tho fullest advantage of a;

opportunities to attack both large sites aaid ski sites from

ny

/now onwards.
(.1)

It liad been laid dov/n in a ilirective dated 27 blarch 1944
from the Combined chiefs of btaff to General Eisenhower
thaA tlTo control of the Allied Air forces by the latter
"would no.turally be subject to intervention by the
British Chiefs of Staff should their requiror.x3nts for
the security of the British Isles not be fully met."
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nov/- om/ards.

The close I’elationship "between the two operations was

cei-'tainljr aropreciated "by the Supreme Commander and his deputj^,

Air Chief Maorshal Tedder. On 19 April the latter varote to

Air Chief iiai's'nal Leiyh-IIalloiur^ ^wlth reference to the Chiefs

of Staffs request to General Aisenhower, and agreed that both

the shi sites and large sites could not be allowed to develop at

their present I’ate. But lie did not indicate any interference

with the hea^nr bomber offensive; he laid down simply that

"attacks on 'Crossbow' objectives by the Taotics.1 Air Forces

should be given prioritA^ ovei’ all other air operations,"

This limited concentration of the available bombing

Ibid,

Enel. 13A.

forces against Crossbow' fell short of wliat Air Chief Marshal

Leigh-Jviallorjr wanted. I'^or was it v/-hat the Chief of Air Staff

understood as Ain^ Chief Kopu-shr.! Tedder's policy; for at a

‘"^'taff on 20 A]pril he reported that

at a meeting of the Bar Cabinet Defence Committee on the

meeting of the Chiefs of OC.O.S. (42h)
129 th Mtg.

previous meeting Air Chief Llarshal Tedder had said that a

isfactory degree of effort against 'Crossbow' targets

vfould only be' forthcoming if they were given priority for

attacjc over 'pointblanlc'; and the Chief of Air Staff

sat

understood tliat Air Chief Marshal Tedder had already arranged

In the light of the hitter'3 letter of the 19th to

Air Chief Marshal LeighMial'lory it appears that the Chief

of Air Staff had misunderstood him.

this.

(1)
TiTiat is important,

is ti:iat while the 8th Aix* Force v;as not, apparently.hovfe ver,

iven a fresh instruction covering the proportionate effort

/to

rr

(1) The whole question is verjr confused.
Marshal Teddci’ is recorded as

On 3 May Air Chief
saying at a meeting at which

A.E.A.F. , Bomber Comiiand .and the U.S. Strategical Air For
wore represented tl'iat 'Crossbow' targets
have overriding priority for the present." Yet three days
later Lieut.-General Spaatz informed a meeting a-t which Air
Chief Hav'Aial Tedder was present that "Pointblank" ■

chief operation of the 8th Air Force to which 'Crossbow'
condary. Moreover, thx; arrangements whereby fighters of

the 9th Air Force could bo called on for "Pointblank"

oper.ations, irrespective of tlioix- other commitments, were not
rescinded until 26 June.

ces

should continue to

was the

■w’as

00
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to be devoted to 'ir^ointblank' and 'Crossbow' the tonnage

dropped on the latter notabljr increased from the middle of

April. Over four thousand tons of bombs T/ere dropped on

ski sites by the 6th Air Force and F. during-the second

half of the month compared with only as much for the whole

of March. Sixteen hundred tons of bombs v/ere also dropped

on large sites during the saaae period. Results were good

in the case of the ski site attacks: seventy-five sites

\7cro Oategorjr A and seventeen Categorj)' B at the end of

.  April compared to sixty-one and twenty-four in the respective

categories on l6 .Ipril. At the large sites, hov/ever, no &*osh

major damage could be discerned. Accordingly, on 2 May the

Chiefs of Staff agreed that attacks on lar\ge sites should

be carried out in preference to those on ski sites. It is

not untypical that far from this resulting in a larger

/
effort only eleven hundred tons were dropped on large sites

during the first half of May, which Vf only two-thirds theC'. o

tonnage dropped during the second half of April. A similar

weight of bombs i^as dropped in the' second half of May.

During May and early June attacks on ski sites

continued to bo as successful as those on large sites were

The number of ski sites reckoned Category A v/a-s eighty-

six, eight wore Categox'y B and only two were undai-oaged.

not.

Considering that the relative effort of the 8th Air Poroe

was only a little more than five per cent and that of

A.E;A.F. twontjr-five cent for the first Irialf of the

month and onRr ton 'oer 'cent during the second Imlf, this was

The fall in the second half of the monthD/3.A.C./H.21 very satisfactory.
End, 21A.

itself reflected the success of xerevious attaolcs and was the

response of A.E.A.F. to a request from the OMefs of Staff

that more effort should be into itirepai’ations for ’Overlord'.

There were, however, still four- largp sites wliich %Tore

reckoned virtual!;/ undamaged; but a.ftor 30 i.iay no further

UT)on them umtil after flying bomb attacks

/had

attacks were made
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had begun. In sum, T/ith the exception of two attacks

selected simply site (made for

against a

reasons which v/ill shortly be

3s practically came to an end atapparent), the attack of site

, the end of May. By then the needs of invasion, which had been

increasingly clmnant as D-Day approached. were demanding all

the Allied bomber x'e source 3.

iv. The Situation Prior to tlx2
Attacks "" ~ ~ Gommoncoment of Flying Bomb

a. Comparative Dangor oQd^/lng Bomb and Rocket Attack.

Of the tv/o types

in 1944 prior to D-day

the launchins

one

of fljring bom

of Crossbow' target that wore attacked

cho ski sites, was known to be for.

bs, the other,

onljr thought to bo connected Td.th

the large sites, Was

Our definite

comptired to our lack of certainty

concerning the second only reflected the state of intelligence

O

rockets.

information of the first

on all aspects of the two w Investigation into rocketseaxDons.

had gone on during the vanter of ®43 and in the following spring.
Now and important information had been

of development had been found

coming in, fresh evidence

and nov/ channels of intelligence

But the main problems had yet to be solved:

and in particular tluit of the

(1)
liad been opened,

i.e. the weight of the rocket,

warhead, the propellant fuel or fuels and the method of lavuiching.

Consequently, the few rocket targets that \rere Icno^vn or

suspected remiaied an objective subsidiary to the flying bomb
sites. Large sites were att, as we have seen. acked, but rather

as an insurance against a possible failure on the part of

intelligcncG and in ox-der to delay the time when successful

attack tpoti them \7oilLd bo exceptionally difficult than because
rockets were deemed as iimncdiato a menace as flying bombs,

,^_of the Scale and Time of Plvins Bomb Attack-
Gaps in our Intelligence. —

b. Dstimatc

It is significant that in all the estimates made

during the first months of 192f4 of the possible scale of

against the United langdom rockets were not taken into account;

attack

/The
(l) Bor details sec pp. 188 - 205.
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the calculations v/cre worked out in terms of flying bombs only,

some alloT/anco being imdo for attacks by piloted aircraft.

The possibility of dependable assessments v/as largely

determined by what v/as Icnovm of the cliaracteristics of flying

bombs, T/hat stage their development had reached, hov/ many had

been produced and vdmt was the rate of fire at the launching

But on most of these points there were gaps in our

intelligence; on some little or notliing v^as laiovm.

Thanks to tlx: informr.tion that had boon coming

through since the autumn of I943 on the trials that the

Germans were conducting on the Baltic coast most of the

sites.

details of the performance of the ¥;eapon had been established,

and, as it turned out, with fair accuracy. The iTcight 3,000

feet, at vrtiich flew the majority of tlie flying bombs that

¥vcrc launclxd against London v/as louver by t¥7o to three thousand

feet than had been anticipated,

serious discrepancies betv/een estims.tcd and actual performance.

The I'flethod of iDropulsion remained uncertain until late in

May 1944, when officers of Air Intelligence ¥7ore able to

examine a flying bomb that came do¥7n in S^/edon- and for this

Otherwise there v/ere no

recuson it Y/as not possible to be precise about the size of the

¥Ysrhead until a short time before the attacks begun. Hov/ever,

a warhead v/eighing approximately one ton was usYially assumed,

¥YlTioh Y/as not far removed from its size in fact.

Intelligunce soYirces on the Baltic coast continued

to transmit details of successive trials, from which it

followed tliat development v/ork ¥'/as still talcing place, and

D. I,(Science) and his staff ¥/cre able to v/ork

out the factor of accuracj^ for the vreapon.

of bombs launched that Y/ould reach the London area, this

from ¥7hich

Stated in terms

changed from 30 per cent in Januaxy to nercrly 60 per cent in

April, reflecting imp>rovod performance in the German trials.

But the fact that tris^ls Y/ere. still going on during

the early part of 1944, prcsmably in order to improve the

/accuracy
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accuracy of the veapon end perfect the technique of launching,

did not moan - nor vas it talcon to mean - ths-t flying hombs

Ho\7 many load been producedv/cre not alrcadj)- being produced.
(1)

and vhat Vifas the rate of production 'V7as simply not laaoTmj

and in the absence of this information ostij-na,tos of tlie likely

scale of attack ’i'ii’cre little more than guesses. However, some

sort of estimate was called for and one was proffered by the

Joint Intolligenco Committee through the Chiefs of Staff on

2 Hebruarjr 1944.

C.O.S. (44)
46(0) (Final)

It was as follows, mid-ivlarch being the date by which

it might become operative.

1. An initia.1 ’blitz’ equivalent to 430 tons of

bombs spread over a period of 10 hours ...

2. Two repeats of (l) at 48 hour intervals.

3. Thereafter, 600 tons a month ofuThich 4OO at

• * • I

most can be in one 'blitz' of 10 hours. If

sustained attack is adopted, 20 tons a day^

With the adva.nce in Icnowledge of the extent of

the ski site progreararae and as the'bombing of sites achieved

notable results f-urtter estimate was advanced in the middle

of March, though once more there Y/as no evidence of the

scale of German production, Hov/evor, assuming that tvro

thousand flying bombs had been produced and that monthljr

production was in the region of a thousand, it 'was calculated^

tliat the Germans T/ould he^ve so few completed ski sites

(probably about ten) by the middle of April that they would

bo capable of mounting only the following scale of attack,

/"i.

(1) The Hinisti’y of Economic T/'arfso'e tentatively advanced
the cstiiaate that the effort in man-hours required to

produce a flying bomb was one-eighth that for a complete
fighter aircraft. Air Intelligence no loss diffidently
suggested a somewhat higher figure, one sixth. Lord
Cherwell considered that the proportionate effort vrould
be more like two-fifths.
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"i. 5 ’blitz’ attacks in the first 15 days, each

being equivalent to l6o tons of blast bombs

over a period of 10-12 hours at intervals of

i

J+8 hours.

ii. Subsequently, 5 attacks in the next 15 days,

each equivalent to 80 tons of blast bombs

over looriods of 10-12 hours s-t intervals of

kB hours."

The Air Staff, for it was they who vrorc responsible for the

estimate, pointed out tint on the night of I8/19 February

German bombers had dropped 135 tons of bombs on London, the

implication presumably being that,prospective attacks by

flying bombs ■would be no v/orso than the raids that London

had been suffering.

And indeed as April and May v;ent by and the number

of ski sites capable of firing remained at less tha.n ten

there is no reason to doubt that the scale of attack from

This is, ofthis sort of site would have been negligible,

course, an index of the success that had attended the Allied

bombing; for while count or-mcas'uros had not gone as smoothly

as might have been wished it is beyond dispute that they

had neutralised almost oornpletelj?- the machinery of ski sites

from which the Germans had originally planned to launch

their attack.

0. Appearance of the Modified Sites

But it is oqu8.1l3r clear thai long before the

Allied attacks had beg-un to show such splendid dividends

the Genaans had decided on an aj’nendcd policy of site
(1)

Air Intelligence, however, kne'w nothingconstruction.

/of

(1) From information which was not rccci'ved until April
1945 it appears that the first attacks on ski sites in
December 1943 had sharply revealed to the Germans how
vulnerable was tliis type of site; and from January 1944
onvirairds work on designing, and later b-uilding  a new
type of site, smaller than the ski site and more
effectively concealed and cai-nouflagod, was pushed for-
v/ard energetically. (Air Ministry Ifcekljr Intelligence
Summery, I9 Ifcy 1945)-
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of this until tho end of April 1944. Then on 27 April

scrutiny of the results of a photographic reconnaissance

of the Cherbourg peninsuLa revealed v/hat Vvas suspected to

be a net/ tj^pc of site nean the village of Belha-hnclin.

During the next fortnight the exaxaination of previous

shoT/od tha.t anphotographs and foesh reconnaissance,

extensive program'ae of nov sites v/as indeed being carried

iS

thought, early inout, having been started, so it v/o.s

On 13 May A.C.A.S, (l) reported that tuenty of tiicA-pril.C.0.S.(A4f)
419(0)
13 May. nevr sites had already been identified, nine in the Pas de

Calais and eleven in the Cherboiicg peninsular. They vrare

termed "modified sites" by Air Intelligence for a good reason,

that wlrLle they included certain essential features of tho slci

sites they had none of tlTO ski-shaped btiildings that had been

Apart from thosuch a distinguishing feature of tlic latter,

launching ramp and square non-magnctic building, in which the

gjnro compass of the flying bomb T/a,s adjusted, the other

buildings of the modified site were not standardised as

were at ski sites; and further to confuse reconnaissance and

Mnder identification, many of the sites embodied innocuous

seeming farm buildings.

they

During the next t'.roe weeks intense pilotograplxLc

By 12 Juno, the day-reconnaissance ro-vealed many more sites

before the first flying bombs wore launched against London,

sixty-six modified sites had been identified; forty-two were

in the area Somine-Pas de Calais, all aligned on London, and

twenty-four in the Cherbourg peninsula and the Calvctdos

department, all aligned on Soveth coast ports and Bristol,

This implied a far sTdfter rate of construction than at ski

sites; and tine explanation was, so Air Intelligence reported

on 9 June, that prefabricated units were used for the sq-uare

building and the foundations of the la-unching ramp - the two

Once these structures hadessential components of the site.

G.0.S,(44)
509(0)
9 J-une.

/been
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been placed, in position the v/hole site could be completed

v/ithin a fortnight.

The threat v/as obvious enough and v/as appreciated

the more clearly coming as it did at a tine \?hen the ski

sites were being dealt with effectively,

vrore an oven more difficult target than ski sites.

But modified sites

An

erperimenbal a.ttack was carried out by I'j^hoon bombers of

the 2nd Tactical Air Force on a site in the Cherbourg

peninsuLar on 27 ffaw, but net v/ith little success, the pilots

reporoing tliat it had been extremeIjr difficult to find.

HoT/ever, there T,^iras .come doubt whether the nevf laionching

system was best attacked at the sites themselves. The

size and construction of a typical modified site included

no facilities,

assembling flying bombs.

so far as could be seen, for storing and

Therefore, the rate of fire night

bo most affected if the sources from which missiles and

fuel were transpoi'tod to. the sites vroro identified and atto.ckod.

Here the eight so-called suppl3?- sites

once more,

inactive;

and that of the iiddified sb

throe miles^ obher,3 as f;r?

presumably they had be

cojTic into the picture

Up to the middle of May those had remained

nor was there any correlation between their location

tes, some being as close as

avra.3’- as tiventjr-five. But

re etc d for a purpose, vdiich aoaaed

to be that of sup; ly, and presumably the Germans intended

en o:

C.O.3.(44)
158th Mtg.,
16 May.

to use them, fo.r all were v/e 11 defended. Thus on 16 May

invited the Air Ministry- to examine andthe Chiefs of St .0

faj.

report on bhe dosirabili.ty of attaclcirig suppljr sites rather

than the new tjrpe pilotless aircraft sites."

elapsed before a report was rendered.

Ten days

In it, it was

c.0.s,(44)
461(0)
26 May.

admitted rhat no rola'Gionshlp botv/een tlie tisro t^/pes of

could be established; but

alone could not settle wbrt was the '

photograplrLc reconnaissancas

site

e

purpose of the supply

an a.ttack by hao-vy day bombers

This would at least displaye.

sites it was 'recomraondod that

be made against a selected sit

/the
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the ononry's reaction and, if it was followed closely hy

photographic reconnaissance, night indicate the contents of

the various buildings.

The first a.ttaok v/as raade against the site at

The Cliiefs of Staff agreed.

Beauvoir on 29 May by sixty-four Marauders of the 8th Air

Force; a second attack by Liberators of the 8th Air Force

was made a few days later. In all, 295 tons of bombs wore

dropped. Results v/ore not considered satisfactory but there

Was this tliat was thought to bo significant: that up to

10 Juno the Germans had made no attempt to repair  a nuiiiber of

breaches the.t had been made in the railway line that led to

the site. Nor had there been o.ny indications at other supply

sites tha-t the Gorraans were moving in supplies. 12 June

arrived, therefore, with the sujjplj/' sites still an unlmov/n

quantity and with no connection established betTroen then and

the modified sites.

d. Final Reports on the Erospects of Flying Bomb Attack.

It liad always been appreciated tliat an indication that

attack v/as inuiinent v/ould be obtained partly from the state of

preparedness at the ls.unching sites, partly, and more particul'irly,

from reports of the movement of supplies tov/ards the sites. Up

to and including 11 June there T/as no evidence that supplies

on their way; and on 11 June the Deputy Chief of Air Sta.ffwere

reported that the general position was as follows.

"It is estimo.tod t'hOvt the fire power which might be

developed from those slci sites aligned on London is

equivalent to that of approxiiriadely 8 completed site

C.O.3,(44)
513(0)
11 June.

s.

This is on tlTC assumption that all the necessary

technical equipment and weapons oxe available at

sites; there is as yet no confirmation of this.

On this basis it is estimated that the scale of

attack on Greater London by pilotless aircraft does

not amount to more than the equivalent of 90 tons

of bombs in a period of ton ho-urs. The number of

/^tiner
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tines it v/ill be possible for the enemy to

repeat such a scale,of attack will depend upon

the reserve of wea.pons he is a,blc to accumulate

It is lilccljj- tliat the doanagein fiping areas.

caused to his conn\mications and the fact tha.t

other transport cooaitnonts have overriding

priority vd.ll so a.ffoct the delivery of pilot-

Ircraft from G-orrvany that, for the tineless

ho will not be able to sustain more thanbeing,

minor harassing attacks.

The above estimate of the scale of attack

Idoes not talco into account the rnodifiod sites.

Prom an examination of the evidence received

to date, it does not appear probable that these

sites vd.ll be conplotod and ca.pable of operating

pilotless aircravft on any appreciable scale

vdthin the next tlvree or four weeks.

Portionately for the credit of Air Intelligence

this wa,s not the last forecast before the-atta.ck opened.

On the sano day a.s the report wa.s rendered, photograpliic

reconnaiss3.nces vrcro flown over a. number of modified sites

in the Pas' de Calais, They vrere the first since 4 June,

the weather having been bad during the intervening week.

!

Photographs of nine sites were inmedio.tely exajuined by the • _1

G.O.S. (44)
517(0)
•12 J-une.

Central interpretdeion Unit, and the resulting interpretation

v/as embodied in a report that wn.s made to the Chiefs of

Staff by A.C.A.S.(l) on the morning of 12 June.

It appeared that there was much activity at six

out of the nine sites; rails had been laid on the launching

ramps at four sites; and at six sites the square non-

magnetic building Ixid been completed. A report had also

been recei'VGd on the 11th from a usually reliable source

tliat on the 9th/l0th a train of thirty-threo v/agons, each

nearly sixty feet long, and eo.ch loa.ded with three "rockets

/had

V
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had passed tlirough Ghent for Tourcoing. According to oxir

agent, further trains were expected. In the viov/ of Air

Intelligence the objects wore norc likely to be the fuselages

3.(1)of flying bonbs ro.thor than A-4 rockets. A.C.i

su'onod up the situo.tion thus.

"Without further evidence no definite conclusion

can be arrived at in regard to the intended scale

ajid ti'.xing of rm attack on this country, but the

indications are that the Germans are nalcing

energetic preparations to bring the pilotless

aircraft sites into opero.tion at an oarljr date,"

The next question was,'Vv'ho-t scale of attack would

the modified sites be capable of?

prepared on 12 Juno for the use of the Deputy Claiof of Air

Staff at a meeting of the CMefs of Stci’f on the folloxxdng

In 0. brief that was

da^r this vra.s assessed at much the scaue figure as had been

oxrivod at early in Pebru:r37-,

attack equivalent to four hundred tons of bonbs in ten hours,

i.c. an initial heayy

tv/o repeat attacks of the soxie sc<ale at interva.ls of fortj?'-

eight hours, and thereafter six hundred tons a month.

This, it should be noted,- Y^-as expected to be the raaxitnm

YYeight of attaclc: it was not anticipo.ted that the Geiroans

would be able to achieve it, so unreliable were coiixmunioations

Nevertheless, the signsbetYveen northern Prance and Gemnanj^.

tliat attack ytd.s iracinent vrcre not to be ignored, and the

Deputy Chiefs of Air Staff intended to ask the Oloiefs of

Sta.ff on the Ipth to o.grce to a.ttacks on the four supply sites

in the area Sonme-pas do Calais.

/But
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But by thr.t tiine the first flying bonbs.had been

Launched against the United Kingdom., The threat so long

apprehended had at last nc.terialised.

V. Survey of Oounter-Measures April 19L3 - Juno,19LL.

Between the beginning of the British investigation

range T/veapons and the coramenceinent ofinto G-err.ian long

flying bomb o.ttacks fourteen months had elapsed,

first six nx)nths of that period the min problem v/as thc.t

of obtaining inforiimtion about the

For the

development and

Iiroduction work that v/as going on in Germany,

exception to this wras the identification of

The

the pui

one

pose

of the heavy constructions thc.t

northern Hrance,

one for the Intelligence staffs to

were being built in

In each case the problem was entirely
solve.

As far 0.S Germany was concerned attention had

from the beginning been directed tov/ards the Baltic coast

and by the end of June it hr.d not only been established
that Peenemunde was the centre

tha.t some form of rocket

of much no‘w activity but

T/as being developed there Not,

even the powerful arguments of Lord Cherwell could shako the

belief either of Mr. Sandys or the majority of the
Intelligence officers who

weapon was being prepared for

were concerned, thai a da

against this co'un

ngerous

try.

was still only a presumption, however, that there

use

was a

It

connection betvTeen Peenemiiide euid constructions i

Prance such as tha.t at batten.

an northern

Nor was it knovm wha.t Vifould be the characteristics

say that the

construction were not appreciated in

Such estimates of its1944.

of the weapon. Indeed, it is not too much to

very principles of its

this country until well into

performance and effect
weas re )na.de during the summer of

1943 indicated a missile for heavier and

than that which the Gormans
.  v/ere actually

more destructive

 developing.

3 of civil security remained

It was

on this account that scheme

/embryonic:
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enobryonic; for vuntil it was more certain that the rocket was

indeed such as the scientists indicated there was some

luctance to commit the country to imssive preparations

Certain modifications to the radar organisation

re

against it.

•were put in hand and sometliing iTas done to establish a

Otherwise, concretewarning system for the general public.

measures v/ere fevir.

But there v/as at least this to go on; that whate'ver

fona the rocket took Peenemunde was a focus of work upon it.

Thus the next important step was the hea-vy attack on Peenemunde

The precisebjr Bomber Conmiand on the night of 17 August 1943.

effects of this raid wrere diffioult to assess but that it

Shortly aftenvards, attacksdelayed development is certain,

made upon Watten by the 8th Air Force with such successwere

that work -fcere was interiupted for the better part of three

Those measures, and a few attacks upon factories

thought to be connected 'with the production of rookets, v;ere

the only direct blows at the nev/ v/eapon until the last few

months.

weeks of the year.

The late summer and autumn of 1943, howe'ver, saw

first tho emergence of the flying bomb as a second long range

and second, the identification of the ski sites in

The processes

weapon,

nortliern Freuice as launching points for it.

of intelligence that led -up to this re-velation ha've been

sufficiently reviev/edj and it -vslll ha've been appreciated that

each liad a vital part to play in reconstructing what vrere the

But it is fair to select the photographic

reconnaissaaice of the peenemimds area on 28 Wo-vember 1943 s-s

the final link in the chain.

Thencefoarwards it was possible for the first time

to plan effective counter-measures -without being hampered

by the conjectures and controversies that had marked the

One, at least, of the

projected weapons was now Icnoim; and a definite policy of

/destro3dng

German intentions.

investigation into the rocket.
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destroying the sites from which it could ho launched

embarked upon. This did not mean that the rocket

neglected. The work of investigation went on and was

eventually not less successful tliaui in the case of the

But it went on quietly as part of the

ordinary responsibilities of Air Intelligence: the earlier

atmosphere oi urgency and alarm, of extraordinary meetings

of the Defence Committee and special inquiries, disappeared.

Moreover, some of the attacks against northern Prance

was

v/as

flying bomb.

vrore

directed against the seven large sites v;hich were thought

to be connected with rocket attack.

Broadly speaking, however, from November 1%3 to

June 1944 the rocket was, as it were, in eclipse,

was the flying bomb and the sites from v/hich it

was expected that attack would bo launched.

The main

concern

The offensive

against the latter began on 5 December and lasted until the

end of May. The progress that vra-s made in destroying sit os

was never constant, varying principally according to the

vroight of attac!: tliat wa.s brouight to boar. Nor wore the

arrangements that were made betvreen each of the attacking

forces, a.D.A.P. and the 8th Air Force, satisfactory.

Nevertheless, by the end of April the ski sites v/erc so

badly damaged that their potential rate of fire was no

serious menace,• and this v/as the position when the invasion

of Prance began. I'i'hat was not least notable about this

victory was that it had been aclaieved vdthout interfering

to any notable extent with bombardment prelimin<iry to
invasion.

This attack on ski sites was indeed aji Allied

victory in that it forced the Germans first to amend and

finally to abandon thoir original system of sites, none of

which, or possibly only one, was actually used,

that the Germans appreciated the vulnerability of

It appear

the ski

s

/sites
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sites almost as soon as attacks upon them had started

haTo thought they might have appreciated this even earlier -

one Vj'ould

but it Y/as not until the end of March 1944 that they began the

construction of the modified typo of site which they had

designed in the neantii/ie. 'while this ’.Yas evidence of the

success of Allied bombing it was a.lso proof of the G-omtian

determination to bring their novel v/oapon into action* and it

Yvas in fort from the modified sites that the main attack upon

London ivas launched. Thus it cannot be claimed that the

victory of the Allied bombers Y/as absolute. On account of

the bombing the Genmans Yverc forced to alter their plansj

but their plans were sufficiently flexible for an alternative

system of sites to be constructed and broiight into operation.

On the v/hole, however, there was much to be thankful for on

12 June 1944. For the invasion of France Imd been

successfully launched and Allied troops were established there;

YYhereas Yvhen the threat from the nev/ German YTeapons had first

appeared there seemed to be the possibility that it would

force at least the amendment of the invasion plans if not

their abandonment.
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IV. THE ATTACK ON IDNDON FROM EORTHfiRN IRMCE:

i« 13 Jime 15 July -1944.

i. The First iittack.

The first flying homh to fall in the United

Kingdom fell at C418 hours on 13 June at Swanscorahe^ fourA.?/.A.S.

SuiTirnary (l)
and a half miles west of Gravesend, Six minutes later a

second fell at Cuckfield in Sussex and was followed a

minute afterT/ards by one at Bethnal Green, where the

L. N.E.R. bridge over Grove Road was demolished,

boob fell at O506 hours at Platt, near Sevenoaks.

only casualties were at Bethnal Green where six people

.vrere killed and nine seriously injured.

These vrere the only flying bombs to fall on British

territory until the night of 15 Juneo ’ First reports from

the radar stations and the Royal Observer Corps indicated

that as many as twenty-seven \7ere launched, including four

from the Cherbourg peninsula towa.rds Lyme Bay; but after

analysis this figure was altered to eleven,,

A fourth

The

A wellS.I.R. iQfl

informed prisoner who was capt-uredin April 1945 said that

only four or five were despatched;

War Diary of Flak regiment 155W;

four of them unsuccessfully.:.

Vdiat is beyond doubt, hov/ever, is that the attack

v^-hile according to the

severi'were launched,A.D. I.K.Z^1l/45

was not a mere trial. It was intended to be the beginning

offensive ,of a full ■vvith piloted bombers of the G. A.F.

participating in at least the initial attack. One Me.410

/was

(1) All figures of flying bombs reported by the defences, all
those that fell on land and all claims for the various
sorts of defence are taken from an analysis carried out
by the Air YiTarfare Analysis Section of Air Ministry
during the autumn of 1944 s-nd afterv/ards.

(2) According to the prisoner mentioned above and, indepen
dently, Generalfeldmarschall Milch, orders to commence
the attack were given on 10 June, by Hitler himself.
Also according to Milch, those responsible for launching
had a.lT7ays estimated that it would take ten days from
the receipt of orders to fire to the beginning of heavy
and sustained attacks. It T/as, thereforo, reckoned
something of a feat to have begun the offensive proper
on 15 June,
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•  was certainly over the London area on the morning of the 13th,

.and was shot down by anti-aircraft fire near Barking at

bat the enemy found it impossible either to carry0305 hours;

out the joint operation or to bring more than one or two

(1)
*sites into action

Action taken in the United Kingdom.11.

At the morning meeting of the Chiefs of Staff

Committee on the 13th the Chief of the Air Staff reported that

it was not certain Y/hether the attack had come from such ski

sites as were complete or from modified sitesc On the vfhole,

C.O.S. (4^)
191st Mtg. ,
13 June,

the evidence pointed to the latter; the question was, there

fore, Yvhether the modified sites should be attacked* 'Por1y-

Wo of these had been identified in the area Somrae-Pas de

and it was estimated that some three thousand PortressCalais;

sorties or five thousand by Marauders vrould be required to

neutralise them, vfhich meant a large diversion from the needs

of the battle on land. On the other mmd, the four supply

sites in the same area - Domloger, Beauvoir, Sautrecourt and

Renescare might be neutralised in nine hundred to- a thousand

Portress sorties. Consequently, although there was still no

established connection between this type of site and either

T4P(i4-)320,
13 June,

the ski or modified’ sites, the Chief of the Air Staff recom

mended that the four sites in question should be heavily

attacked immediately and that all launching sites should also

be attacked YThenever effort could be'spared. He made it

■fc-'quite clear that the needs of the Battle of Prance should

/not

(1) It is interesting that just after midnight the Germans
also carried out a long-range artillery bombardment of
Folkestone and Maidstone spread over a period of nearly
four hours from 0010 hours to 04OO hours, Folkestone
received ti7enty-four rounds and Maidstone, ;?hich was not
shelled at any other time during the v/ar, received eight.
One further shell fell at Othara, tv/o and a half miles
south-east of MaidstonO.
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(1)
not be prejudiced .

A neto' senes c4 <vttacli5 c^-aa'inslT Supply s'lt'cs
.ri-t't'O.GkD against supply ■'^ites were made that ■■s.arae
»y aiTCTa>f’(r tKc U<S. v lU -ttj Ai'>' Po-rce obe*v
a-i-taetes—en-Bo-auveip being made D3r.-Fortress©s-ef '

borrtlped BeaUvoi-r' cv^ot T)o»v>l^c,'r' on "tlie 14-lb,■tl^^&'-dth Air Forces gfae^&-.;vv:Qr^-'T&IlowecUap--oft----t]:^. ■ 14th■ .by.

t>

further attacks on Beauvoir ajii ..also. n Domleger, Resultsr\

T/ere poor, however, in each caseo Another, attack on

Beauvoir on bhe 15th by Fortresses vra.s unsuccessful, but

on the 16th Bomber Command reported good concentrations of

bombs on each of the four sitesc Ro modified sites were

and it is true to say that betaiTeen the 13th and

l6th the Germans were able to complete their preparations

for the start of heavy attacks without interference from

attacked;

bombings

On the defensive side equally little was done.

The defences allotted to the invasion ports and bases were

in position and nothing was done to wealcen them in order to

protect London. Air Marshal Hill did not press for it;

it would indeed have been sui^prising if so light an attack

had been made the occasion for the large and complicated

deployment which was entailed in the e.xisting plan of

defence against flying bombs« Prom the 13th, hovfever,

intruder aircraft of A. D. G.B. were sent out to patrol the

area of the launching sites. .For the same reason - that

the attack was so light - the Y/ar Cabinet at their evening
a.- .*•

YY.M. (1,4), 77 th
Conclusions.

meeting on the 13th decided to v/ait for a heavier attack• ^

/before

(1) In a minute dated 13 June, Air Commodore Pelly, Chief
Intelligence Officer at A.E.A.F. Headquarters, informed
Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Malloxy:
are not unduly worried about 'Crossbow',
wish air support to be diverted to it from 'Overlord' ,
but w'ould like A, E.-A.P. to do, v/hat they reasonably oan
about it The Home Secretary is going to make a
fuss at the War Cabinet meeting this evening; but tho
Chiefs of Staff are determined that you should not be
made to divert effort from 'Overlord"'.

The Conolusions of the War Cabinet meeting that same
day include the follovving: "He (tbe Homo Secretary)
would be grateful if as much effort as could be spared
from the battle fronts could be diverted to attacks
on the pilotless aircraft sites and their supply
sites."

The Chiefs of Staff
They do not
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before any announcement, of the arrival of the

made to the general public. It was agreed th

new weapon was

at the terra

'Southern England' should henceforth be used in reporting any

incidents that occurred south of a line from the Bristol

Channel to the ¥ash.

The Attack of 13/16 June.111.

On the night of 15 June a heavy and sustained attack

Between 2230 hours and 2239 hours on the following

night 151 flying bombs were reported by the defences ,

144 crossed the coast of England and 73 reached the London

began,-.

area.

Of those that fell outside.London 14 were shot down by anti

aircraft guns, seven by fighters and one v/as destroyed by

combined gun and fighter action. Anti-aircraft guns of the

Innter Artillery Zone vrere in action and brought dov/n eleven

flying bombs inside the built' There were a number

One flying bomb fell near

Chichester, and a.nothcr as far north as Pramlingham in Norfolk.

Inside London seventy per cent of the bombs fell south of the

up area.

of gross errors in accuracy.

river.

Counter-measures of I6 June.IV,

By the Yifar Cabinet and the Chiefs of Staff,cl®

Clearly the country was faced with a very different

situation to that of I3 June. The Germans had obviously got

sufficient sites in action to subject London to a serious

scale of attack; though hov/ long.the attack could be continued

The Home Secretary made a state

ment in the House of Commons on the morning of the 16th,

■  was, of course, not known.

/which

(1) The total number launched by the Gormans v/as over two
It is believed that for the whole of the

attack from northern Prance a factor of 25 per cent
should be added to the number reported by the defences
to give the apprbxiniato total number that the Germans
fired against us.

hundred.
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which not least had the merit of correcting the more

C.O.S.(44)
196th i;itg,,
16 June.

The Chiefs of Staffextravagant speculalions of Londoners.

agreed on tho 'morning of the same day that the 'Diver'

deployment of guns and balloons should be put into effect.

•The searbhlights demanded by the plan vrere already deployed

as part of the ordinary defences of the south-east,

full deployment of balloons was expected to take about a

but some of the guns v/hich it had

The

fortnight to complete;

been intended to use vrere still in their 'Overlord

positions and the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff, as the

officer responsible in general for 'Crossbow', did not give

a date by v/hich the gun deployment would be completed.

On the evening of the same day a Staff Conference

was called by the Prime Minister and the following decisions

were made:

To request the Supreme Commander, Allied Expedi-1,

tionary Porce, to take all possible measures to

neutralise the supply and launching sites, subject

to no interference with the essential requirements

of the battle in Prance.

2. That the air raid warning should not be sounded on

the approach of a single pilotless aircraft. At

night, the sounding of the siren should be reduced

to the minimum and the warning should be only

sounded on the approach of the first 'covey'.4

3. That for the time being, pending further experience,

the anti-aircraft guns, both inside and outside the

London area, should continue to engage pilotless

aircraft.

That the Air Marsho.l Comiuanding, A.D. C.B

consultation with the G,O.C.-in-C

Command, should re-distribute the gun, searchlight

in• S

Anti-Aircraft•)

I[-•

/ and
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and balloon defences, as necessary, to counter the

attacks

That the Air Marshal Coiananding, A.D. G. B. , should5.

consider the use of armed cables on those balloons

deployed against piloted aircraft.

In short, these decisions meant that counter-mea.sures vrere to

be applied immediately; the defensive deployment was to go

ahead as planned; counter-bombing was to be begun on as big

a scale as possible so long as the battle in Normandy did not

suffer; and the general public v/sro to be encouraged to carry

on as norraally as they could*

By the operational Coiiimands.b.

Fighters of A.D. G.B. and guns of Anti-Aircraft Command

T/ere both in action on the night of the 15th and the folloviring

Eleven fighter squadrons, including tvm of Mosquitosday.

■p

v/hich operated at night, canned out eighty patrols. The

London guns and those deployed between London and the coast

were frequently in action and claimed tvTenty-seven flying

bombs destroyed. Thirteen of these, hovirevcr, came dovm inside

the London area, which profited little.

On the saiae day the first moves were ’made to put the

planned deployment into effect. The project entailed moving

192 heavy and 192 light guns and 48O balloons. Not much

could be done until the evening of the l6th owing to the needs
-#*•

of invasion traffic. On the follov/ing day, hov/ever, Anti-

Aircraft Goa.iand reported that one regiment had taken up its

new positions in the early hours of the 17th and that three

regiments of each type of gun would be deployed by that

It was expected that the full deployment would have ^

been completed within three or four days,

being all guns were drawn from Anti-Aircraft Command,

For the time

Fighter Ccmi.mnd night,
O.R.B., Appendix E,
Minutes of

Conference,
17 June,

/Balloon

(1) Tho wor.ciing of this decision is iivqjortant in connection
with the redeployment of the defences during July.
See pp. 131.-139,
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Balloon Gorainand also reportad on the same day that

their deployment v/as going ahead and vrould he completed in

about a T/eek« It was, in fact, completed on 21 June,

whereas under the Concurrent Plan a full fortnight had been'D. of Ops,(3.0.)
Polder- 'Crossbow'

Attacks on U.K.:

l/Iinute,D. of Ops,
(A.n) - P.S. to
C.A.S., 24 June,

allowed.

Energetic offensive action was also called for by

the opening of the attacks, the more so as the deployment

of the defences would take some tiine.

however, not much was done.

On the I6th itself.

Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory

had by’then been informed by Air Ministry that the four

supply sites in the Pas de Calais Mere regarded as prioriiiy

targets, followed by eleven of the original ski sites, then

A. E, A.P. Cdrs.

Conferences,
Mtg,, 16 June.

' %-■ ••

tvTelve modified sites which were believed to be in operation;

and in response to this he arranged vdth Air Chief Marshal

Harris that the four supply sites should be attacked that

same night. But beyond a v/arning to Air Marshal Coningham

that the fighter-bombers of 2nd Tactical Air Force night

have to' be diverted to the attack of modified sites he gave

no further instructions.

This is not surprising. In the first place, the

same bad weather that was hindering the invasion expedition

in Normandy made it impossible to launch effective attacks

against targets in the Pas de Calais, But in any case it

was still not clear v/hat ?rere the best targets to attack.

The target list issued by the Air Ministry, with its specify

ing of ski sites, is proof enough that we were not yet
that only modified sites were in action,

the following day that Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Malloiy v/as

informed of the true state of things.

aware

It was not until

Meanwhile on the

night of the 16th, and again on the follov/ing night, Bomber

Comiaand attacked the four supply sites, - it was thought
with great success*

type of site.

Otherwise there was no bombing of any

/li
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Amplifying of Counter-Measures, 1/-23 June,V.

There vfas a decline in the scale of flying homb

attack in the twenty-four hours follovdng dusk on the l6th.

Only eighty-three flying bombs crossed the coast^ of which

forty-eight cane dov/n in London^

hours sav/ as heavy an attack as that of the 15th/l6th;

the efforts to establish effective counter-neasures continued.

But the next tvfenty-four

and

The Pornaticn of the Yfor Cabinet 'Crossbow' Sub-a«,

Comittee.

On the evening of the I8th the Prime Minister hol'd

another Staff Conference to review Tfhat he.d already been done

Again, it was emphasised that the

supply and launching sites (including the large sites) should

be hit as hard as the Battle in Normandy vrould allow;

and what was planned.

every

effort should be made to improve the efficiency of the various

arms of defence; and the public should be encouraged to carry

on as usual, v/ith the proviso that they should sleep in as

The prime Minister alsosafe a place as they could find.

decided that-he 'would hold a daily meeting at v/hich the

departiiients and operational Coixiands most concerned in

countering the attack v/ould be represented.

" It appears to have been the Prime Minister's

intention to preside over this body himself, giving it that

saiae powerful authority as earlier specieil coixiittees that

as, forhe had established to consider vital operations:

example, the Night Air Defence Coixiittee and the "Battle of

the Atlantic" Committee, which had not, however, met daily. ■ T]
. t ■

C.B,C. (44)
1 st Htg. ,
19 June,

Field Marshal Smuts, theOn 19 June such a meeting was held;
!

•  f

Home Secretary, the Secretary of State for Air, the three

Chiefs of Staff and the Deputy Supreme Commander, were amongst

C.B.C. (44) 1,
Annex, 20 June,

those present. But on the*20th after consulting the Chiefs

of Staff, the Prime Minister caice'to the conclusion that the

day to day considoration of plans and policy v/ould be better

/carried
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carried out ty a siaaller body of less eminent men* The

connection with himself as Minister of Defence, was

.  . ' retained by_ uistructing the new body to report to him as

well as to the Home Secretary and the Chiefs of Staff;

its.phainnan was Mr* Duncan Sandys, and A.D.G.B., Anti-

Aircraft Ooramahd, the Air Staff, the"jS.upreme Allied

Commander and the Ministry of Home SeSurity were represented

on it* It Was not an executive body, but as it reviewed

the progress of evefy sort of counter-measure its delibera

tions form one of the most important records of the campaign.

b» Expansion of the * Divert defences.

n

f

During this first week of the attack the deploy

ment of guns, and balloons and the allocation of fighter

squadrons to flying bomb patrols was rapidly carried out*

As we have seen, the planned vpalloon deployment had been

completed by 21 June* . The deployment of guns was also

virtually complete by the same date, and eight single-

seater fighter squadrons of No. 11 (Jroup, A.D,G,B. , and

four Mosquito squadrons were being employed on flying bomb

patrols. But already ,Air Marshal Hill, General Pile and

'. Air Vice-Marshal Gell of Balloon Gommand'j' had-appreciated

that moie weapons were required than the Concurrent Plan

' had envisaged^' the 21st, Anti-Aircraft Conmand were

“ dxaii^ining a plan to increase the number of guns in the gun

;  .

C.B.C. (i44)' 2nd
_ Mtg#, 22 June,
Statement by
General Hie,

,  /

belt to 376 heavy (almost double the planned deployment)

and 540 light (almost treble)* Balloon Command, for their

part, were organising an increase of their-deployed strength

from four hundred and eighty' to one thousand balloons; • No

increase in the number of fighters was contemplated* '  The

pioblem here was not one of numbers but of increasing the

efficiency a!nd. effectiveness of the equipment already in

use; and not onljr in fighters but throughout the whole

/system
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.  system - _radar stations. Royal Obseryer Qorps .and operations

by which fighter operations were controlled.

Formulation of a Bombing Policy;
Bombardment,

An analogous examination of what form the counter

rooms ?-

First Effects of

offensive should take was being made during the same period by
A.E.A/F , Bomber Comnand and the 8th Air Force under the

suTveillahoe of Air Chief Marshal Tedder,* The necessaiy

intelligence came to the operational Commands through the Ml ■

Directorate of Operations (Special Operations) at Air Mnistiy,
On 18 June Air Chief Marshal Tedderi with'the full approval of

A.E.A.F. Odra.

Conferences,
Mtg, 18 June, the Supreme Commander, directed that a big effort should be •

made against "Crossbow" targets in the near future while the

battle on land was still going well,

have first claim upon the Allied bomber

its needs had been provided for, "CfossboV/" had priority
all other tasks

The latter was still t

resources; but once

over

o

Of the’ various sorts of "Crossbow" targets, large

sites were considered the most important, then came the supply
sites and then the forty-seven modified’ sites that had by
been identified in the area Sonane

now

- Pas de Calais, To these

was added, on 21 June a suspected railhead for flying bomb

supply at Nuoourt, fifteen miles north-west of Paris, and also

the electricity system in the Pas.de Calais, which was thought to

be important to the functioning of large sites and
D«/S« A*C*/Hi» 21, This last target
Enei.33A. was suggested by Lieut-General Spa

supply sites.

atz.

But during this first week of hekvyf,^ing bomb
attack the counter-offensive Was not satisfactory One r

t,- •

, eason

/is

General Eisenhower minuted Air Chief Man-hai
■  ; that my desires, expressed
V rbally at the meeting this morning, may be perfectly
clear ̂  of record, with respect of "Crossbow" targets,
exo^t everything
except the urgent requirements of the battle;- this prior-

until can be certain that we have
a.efinite:iy gotten the upper hand of this particular
menace." (D./S.A.C./H.21, End. 3OA).

\ '■
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is clear enough, and nobody could be blamed for it:

the weather, which severely curtailed flying during most of

It Tfas also the case, however, that neither

Air Chief Marshal Harris nor Lieut-General Doolittle, the

commander of the 8th Air Force, was convinced that their

forces could as yet play a useful part in countering the

enemy's attack.

it was

the vreek.

Neither v/as satisfied about the selectionA.E.A.F. Gdrs.

Conference,

Mtg. 18 June,

/-S

of targets. Air Chief Marshal Harris, after Bomber

Command aircraft had attacked supply sites on successive

nights - 16 and 17 June - intimated that he was unwilling

to attack this type of target again until photographic

reconnaissance had established the need. Nor were he and

Lieut-General Doolittle happy about the attack of modified

sites, v/hich T/ere so many in number that to be sure of

limiting the scale of attack a large number of exception

ally accurate attacks had to be carried out. There was

also a strong feeling that attacks should be suspended

until clear weather^”*)gave an opportunity for a veryibid. Mtg,
23 June,

Meanv/hile a much more attractive operation,

both to the 8th Air Force and Bomber Command, was projected;

heavy blcAV,

a massive attack on Berlin by tv/elve hundred aircraft of
I  .

the 8th Air Force and eight hundred of Bomber Command,

Air Chief Marsha.1 Tedder was in favour of it, pointing out

that one of its advantages vrould be to damp the spirits of

/the

ibid, Mtg,
20 June,

(l) During bad v;eather Liberators of the 8th Air Force,
using the 'G-H’ technique of radio-aided bombing,
accounted for most of the effort of this force against
'Crossbow' targets. This technique allowed blind
bombing up to a range of approximately 25O miles from
the controlling ground stations,
erected on the South coast early in 1944 for the
particular purpose of controlling attacks against flying
bomb sites, and Mitchells of No. 2 Group as well as
Liberators had been equipped for the purpose,
average bombing accuracy was of the order of 500 yards;
and vifhile good results were occasionally achieved, on
the whole the technique v/as not sufficiently accurate
for the imsoon attack pf such small targets as most of
the 'Crossbow' .sites, Lieut-General Doolittle held a
particularly poor opinion of its effectiveness,

*

Stations had been

The
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the German people which had been temporarily raised by the
*  ' .

exaggerated accounts of inlying bomb damage in London,

sense, so it v/as argued, such an attack would play its part in

But Air Chief Marshal Tedder did

In this

the flying bomb campaign^ ^.

not regard it as a substitute for the attack of the flying bomb

organisation proper, and on 23 June he instructed ,the Allied air

commanders that they must seize even a fleeting opportunity for

He suggested that the 8th Air Force kept

a force permanently standing by for 'Crossbow' worko

the attack of sites.

Lieut-

Ibid. Mtg,
23 June.

General Doolittle agreed to set aside two hundred aircraft.

Altogether, up to 23 June the counter-offensive, for

one reason and another, had not, .as it v/ere, settled dovm.

But it had not been barren of results. On the 23rd, three

supply sites - Doraleger, Sautrecourt and St. Martin I'Hortier -

were suspended from further attack, ■fatten, Wizernes, Sira-

court and Minioyecques, all large sites, had been badly damaged.
1  ̂

One attack on fatten by No, 6-17 Squadron of Bomber Command had

been particularly successful. This squadron, which v/as

specially trained in bombing i.vith 12,000 lb., bombs, attacked at

Fifteen bombs were dX’oppod, twelve falling

within a hundred yards of the aiming point,

on a. supply depot - Nucourt - was also successful,

and fifty tons of bombs were dropped by Portresses of the 8th

Buildings aind railway facilities were

damaged and in three places the ground subsided, indicating

that the roofs of underground store .chambers had collapsed.
In addition, at least six and ppssibly nine ski and modified

sites had been made Category A during the week.

dusk on 19 June,

The first attack

[pwo' hundred

Air Force on 22 June.

Much of this

/was

(l) It is difficult to.see how such an attack could be a
contribution to defence ag.ainst flying bombs except as
mare reprisal, it was in fact only partly carried out.
On 21 June the 8th Air Force went to Berlin, but not
Bomber Command.

a
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vras the work of 2nd Tactical Air Force; but the corrmander

of this force; Air Marshal Coninghani, vras already seeking

permission to be allowed'^-Jo concentrate on the support of

the battle on land®

Problems of Defence,VI,

It Was possible to discern some return for the

efforts of the Allied bombers in the scale of flying bomb

for only on the 17th/l8th and

the 22nd/23rd was there an attack comparable to that of the

15th/l6th; Y/hen 151 bombs had been reported.

attack during this period;

The average

for each dusk-dusk period over the whole week was 97 bombs.

But if there was any connection beWeen our

bombing and the diminished scale of flying bomb attack, it was

not one that could be precisely defined,

not such that there could be any slackening of the effort

It was certainly

It was in fact toto create an effective defence of London,

this problem that the attention of those responsible for

counter-measui-es was principally directed.

Intelligence on the Flying Bomb Organisation;
Characteristics of the Weapon,

a.

Nor was there ariy evidence that the Germans v/ere

not prepared to maintain the attack. On the contrary,

available,intelligence, while, it vms by no means complete.

pointed unmistakably to a well prepared organisation. Up

to 24 June fifty modified sites had been discovered in the

■VN
Pas de Calais; thirty-four were complete and twenty-one

had been identified as having -been in operation. Only tvYo

modified sites had been spotted between the Seine and the

Somme; but it was evident from radar plots that there

Y/ere other sites in that area that were actually in use.

Y/hat Y/as the next link in the chain of the

German organisation was not quite clear,

could vrell have been the supply sites;

Logically it

but even after

/tvro
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two such sites in the Cherbourg peninsula - Valognes and

•Bricquebec - had been captured and inspected it was still not

possible to confirm this. It seemed probable that special

fuels \7ere stored at supply sites and also that spare parts

and equipmen-t were kept there. Air Intelligence hov/ever,

could not and would not say that the destruction of this type

of site would seriously affect the scale of attack; nor did

they say that it would not.

Evidence was in fact accumulating during this third

week in June that pointed to the direct deliveiy of bombs and

equipment from storage depots^”')

modified sites, thus avoiding the use of supply sites,

such depots - one at Nucourt and another at St. Leu d'

at railheads to the

Two

See Map No, 'Esserent - had been identified by 24 June, and others T/ere

suspectedo Supplies were delivered by rail to these depots,

• which included much underground storage capacity, and from

there by road to the modified sites, usually, and probably

■  entirely, at nights

Summing- up the position, A.C.A.S.(l) reported'

"it must be expected that the enemy’s scale of

attack will be maintained at its xjresent level and might

Against this, however, must be set the damage

being done to. the supply sites, depots and other elements of

the enemy's rear organisation.

on

26 June,

eve

increase.

On balance it seems unlikely

C.0,S. (4^)
573(0),
26 June,

n

that the scale of attack vdll increase greatly before it

declines.

Scale of attack was one thing, the effect of the

and; it Viras the aim of the defenders to reduce

the latter even if the former remained the

first factor to be considered' 'was the performance of the

attack another;

same. Here the

/flying

(1) They were usually referred to
'storage depot' :
confusion v/ith 'supply site'.

supply depots' .
is here preferred in order to avoid

as The term

any
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flying bomb itself. First reports indicated two types:

one vath a v/ing span of 17 feet 6 inches, another v;ith

one of 16'feet, of which the first was thought to have

,(-0a heavier explosive charge Height and speed, the

two features v/hich most affected the defending guns

and .fighters, varied appreciably. Bombs were observed

at heights of betTreen 1,000 and 4>000 feet, flying at

speeds which appeared to vary between 250 and 400 m.p. h.

yheir accuracy was such that approximately 65 per cent of

the bombs launched reached the London area if not inter

fered -with; which meant that the majority of the bombs,

after crossing the coast between Beachy Head and the

South Foreland, converged upon the line Dorking - Gra.vesend

iind thence passed into the London a.rea.

b. The Time and Space Problem;
Solution^

First Attempts at

The speed of the bombs v\ras found to be betvreen

300 and 350 m,p.h, ^ v/hich, combined v/ith their low

altitude, made the \7Grk of guns and fighters, separately

and in co~ope.T'aticn, more difficult than in the case of

attacks by piloted aircraft. At a height of 3>000 feet

the bomb pre :nted a target-almost equally av/kward for

both hea.vy and light anti-aircraft gunners, being at

once on the low side for the one and too high for the

The heavy anti-aircraft regiments were trained

/ and

others.

(1) It was later reported that only flying bombs with the
larger wing span had been positively identified,
earlier confusion most probably arose from the fact
that the,flying bomb which had fallen in Sweden in
May, and which British intelligence officers had had
an opportunity to examine, had a wing span of 16 feet.
During July it v/as also established tha.t a proportion
of flying bombs was fitted T/ith warheads containing
more powerful explosive filling than the majority,

(2) It is fairly well established that most flying bombs
started at about 200 ra,p.h, and increased in speed
throughout their flight, crossing the coast at about
340 ra,p,h. and attaining as much as 400 ra.p.h. by
the time London was reached.

The

a
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axid equipped prinoipally to deal -with attacks by piloted

bombers at high altitudes. ' The flying bonb, however,

crossed the field of vision far more rapidly than any bomber

flying at normal operational height. G-. L. and predictor

operators had therefore to wohk much more quickly than usual

to obtain the necessary fire data for the guns, which in turn

had to be traversed and elevated at a speed which proved in

fact to be too much for manual laying,

suffered from some of the same disadvantages, with the addi

tional one that this type of anti-aircraft vireapon is best used

for the close defence of specific and small objectives, whereas

The light guns

in these novel circumstances they had to be v/idely deployed well

away from the target area of London, Up to 18 June both the

heavy and light guns that were sited for the close defence of

London were allowed to engage -flying bombs,

was prohibited.

Thereafter this
>  .

For one thing, their patent lack of

was not calculated to improve the morale of Londoners;
t  i ■

another, even when successful, the bombs they hit usually came

success

for

dovm and exploded in the built-up area.

As for the fi.ghters, their small margin of speed over

the flying bombs, coupled with the short time in which inter

ception had to be made, demanded that they should be

and accurately directed on to the course of the bomb,

wise,

quickly

0 ther-

the pursuing fighter reached the gun and balloon belts,

and London itself, before the flying bomb could be attacked.
There was thus a problem of warning and.control to be solved

of the same sort, though different in degree,
the co-ordinated working of radar

Corps and the system of telecommunication

had been solving vdth fair

stations, th

s an

for the intsuccess

as that which

e Royal Observer

d operations rooms

erception of

piloted aircraft since the outbreak of v/ar.

The same was true of the defence system as a v/hole.

.  , It was not just a matter of improving the efficiency of the

/guns.
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guns, searchlighl^s, ’balloons and fighters as separate

weapont but of co-ordinating tiieir activities so as to

obtain the optimum effect,

i-espect of guns and fighters.

This v/as especially so in

All the 'Diver' defences were controlled from the

operations room of the Biggin Hill sector - the operations

room at No. 11 Group Headquarters was fully occupied in

controlling operations over Prance. To it was passed all

information from the rad.ar stations and the Royal Observer

Corps aiid to it were linked the operations rooms of the

guns in the 'Diver' But the control that v/asarea.

exercised from Biggin Hill v/as general and not specific.

That is to say, it was not analogous to the procedure that

had normally been employed in defence against piloted

aircraft, where the direction of

the work of the, sector operations

intercepting fighters was

Instead, the

executive control of patrolling fighters was vested

room.

in the

same agencies as detected ;^d plotted the flying bomb

tations and the Roy;?.l Observer Corps Centres

v/ere used as fighter direction

s.

Thus,'radar s

at Horsham and Maidstone

stations. The reason for such decentralisation v/as,

course, that the time available for interception was
shorter than in tl aircr

of

,ie case of attack by piloted

Similarly, Anti-Aircraft Command found that to

aft.

 control the

firing of individual batteries from gun operations

was impracticable;

pendently except where the

fire to cease,

aircraft.

batteries were alloived to fire

gun operations rooms ord

ior example, for the safeguarding of

In both the Biggin Hill operations r

rooms

inde

ered

 friendly

oom and,

through the transmission" of information,
operations rooms

in the gun

a complete picture of the state of the

progressively recorded,' but neither

for the minute control of fighters and guns.

battle was
was used

/The
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>v
The system needed supplementing hy a number of

standing orders designed to avoid mutual interference between

Yfeather was an importantthe guns, fighters and balloons,

factor to be considered v/hen framing them.

Air Marshal Hill decided thatAs early as 16 June

fighters v/ould patrol over the Channel and the land betv/een

the coast and the southern limit of the gun belt.

}

They could

pass over the gun belt only when in pursuit of a flying bomb,

On 19 June itin which case the guns were not to open fire.

O.B. 0.(44) 1st
Mtg. Annex.
19 June,,

was decided that on days of very good visibility, only

on bad d^s, only the guns;fighters v/ould operate; on

moderate days, guns and fighters would operate, eaoh in their

These principles v/ere expanded on the 26th under

The three

own areas.

and 'Pickle' .the code names, 'Flabby Spouse

forms of procedure can be summarised as follows;-

ELABBT Condition - Weather

suitable for fighters.
Effect - Total prohibi
tion of gunfire.

SK)USE Condition - Vfeather un

suitable for fighters.
Effect - Complete free
dom to guns.

PICiYLE Effect - In 'Diver' belt,
guns allowed to fire up
to 8,000 feet. Fighters

•  prohibited entry except
when making a visual in-
' terception. Outside the
'Diver' belt, fighters
given freedom of action,
Light anti-aircraft guns
alloTOd to fire hy day
against visual targets
if no fighters present.

It cannot be claimed, however, that these rules solved the

Average v/eather
conditions.

Fighter pilots were frequently reporting that they

.had been engaged by the guns;

problem.

the gunners no less frequently

reported, that fighters had hindered their shooting; and as

YiTill be seen, it was not until the whole scheme of defence

radically altered in the middle of July that these difficulties

Meanwhile, the gunners and the fighter pilots

had not that mutual confidence that is essential to ,the full

success of combined operations.

■was

Mere overcome.

/c.
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Improvements in Equipment and Tactics.c.

The first weeks of the attack were the more

difficult for the defenders because the equipment that

available proved unsatisfactory in many respects and v/as

subjected to numerous experiments and changes,

the novel form of attack demanded novel tactics to counter-

was

Moreover,

act it.

Fighters. Tempest Vs, Spitfire XIVs, XIIs and

IXs, Typhoons and, at night, Ivbsquitos were the first type

of fighter aircraft to be used. Of the day fighters, the

first two were the fastest and, for this reason, the most

The Mustang III was also satisfactory and from

3 July onwards this aircraft began to play an important

Mosquitos were used at night with good results to

the end of the campaign but they were not as fast as the

job demanded and almost from the beginning of the attack

day fighters v/ere also employed at night,

unsatisfactory at first, partly because pilots v/ere also

required to fly by day, partly because they were not well

trained in night flying;

suitable.

part.

They proved

and it was not until volunteers

from Mosquito squadrons had been given short conversion

courses on Tempests that the faster day fighter achieved

good results, at night.

As. for the actual interception of flying bombs,

this Was largely a matter of obtaining accurate information

on the course of the missile and transmitting it rapidly

from the sources on the ground through the fighter

controller to the patrolling pilot.

The pilot, having been told where to look for

his.target, had to find it.

But it did not end

there.

'Ey day, this v/as not easy

even in good weather, for the flying bomb was small and it

travelled fast. Experience quickly showed that it could

/most
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1

most easily be identified in tvrilightj

complete freedom of action for the fighters, was frequently

At night, the

task of spotting the bomb was.relatively easy, thanks to the

glare from the propulsion unit, though this also made it

difficult to bring accurate fire to bear.

By the end of June the methods for controlling

fighters vrere of tv/o main sorts, one of which was^ used solely

for controlling fighters over the Channel, the other chiefly

for fighters patrolling overland,

'close control' method

and 'Flabby , 1. e.

instituted at davm and dusk for this reason.

The first of these - the

entailed the direction of' individual

fighters by controllers located at radar stations on tho coast.

Approaching flying bombs Yrore plotted in the control room of

the radar station, fi’om which, the co.ntroller, who was in r/T

communication with the patrolling fighter, v/ould issue detailed

instructions on course so as to bring the pilot into a

The factor limiting the extent to whichposition to,intercept.

the method could be used was the number of control -^x)ints

. Pour radar stations - Pairlight , Pairlight

(CtlL) , Swingate (GHL) , Beachy Head (CHL) - v/ere being used for

this work by the middle of July,

difficulty was that existing types of radar station could not,

for technical reasons, provide sufficiently early T/aming of

available.

The principal practical

The best of the, stations rarelyan approaching bomb.

whichdetected.the bombs at ranges of more than fifty miles;

meant that the fighter had, even in theory, only six minutes
• .

to intercept before a bomb reached the coast,

firstly, because there was a time lag between

In practice

it had less:

the initial detection of a bomb and the transmission of

interception data from the fighter controller to the pilot;

secondly, because patrols could not be.carried out at the

limit of radar detection because of the danger of being

surprised by enemy fighters. This was especially the case

/■

/in
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in tho Straits of Dover, where our fighters had at raost

three minutes in which to intercept a bomb before the Kent

coast v/as reached.

’Close control’ was persevered with, however, for

where successful it usually resulted in bombs falling

harmlessly into the sea. But it was no use overland,

where there vrare no low-looking radar facilities. Here

the running commentary' method was used,

using this technique'vrerc located, some at three radar

stations - Beachy Head, Ifythe and Sandwich - and others at

tv7o Eoyal Observer Corps Centres at Horsham and Maidstone,

In the ’running commentary' method, the position and
i

course of flying bombs was passed by the controller to all

patrolling fighters v^orking on the same R/T frequency, who

then worked out their ovm course to their target,

method was used for seaward patrolling fighters also;

but it was at its best overland where landmarks, shell

bursts, rockets from R.0.C, posts and searchlight beams

all helped the pilots to make speedy interceptions. ‘

chief fault that arose was that more than one fighter

frequently went after the same flying bomb, a waste of

effort v/hich meant that some flying bombs slipped through

unmolested.

The controller

The

The

s

Fighter Conraand
0.E.B

DZ^, A.D.G.B*
Tactical Memo,
8 July,

Appendix• >

Engaging and destroying the bomb had also its

Chasing a flying bomb from astern meant a long

and probably fruitless pursuit unless the fighter pilot had

an advantage in height at the moment of sighting,

bast method of closing to attack was, therefore, to fly on

the same, or nearly the same course, as an approaching

problems.

The

flying bomb so that it came to the fighter, rather than

the fighter to the bomb. Usually it was possible to

employ only brief deflection shots, so high were the

/speeds
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speeds at which combat took place; and the vast majorily of

destructions were the result of fire from astern. In this

position the effect of the slipstream of the flying bomb made

it difficult to hold a steady aim, and short bursts of fire

and frequent aiming corrections were necessary,

reason,.

For the same

the- shorter the, range the more effective the fire  , with

the,proviso that the fighter did not approach closer than two

hundred yards, otherwise the blast from an exploded bomb might

To cap it all, it was found that the flying bomb

was robust enough to take a- good deal of punishment before

exploding or being brought down.

be fatal.

•

Guns, The problems that-Anti-Aircraft Command

. faced vrere no less difficult than those of the fighters.

D.uring the first fortnight of the attack they were partly

_  .matters of organisation arising out of certain modifications

in the Concurrent Plan that were found to be necessary.

Under this plan the sites that had been selected for the heavy

guns v;ere located in hollows and folds in the ground so thatC.B.C. (44)5,
26 June,

^ G,U4 Laying radar might be as free as possible from eneny
j Jamming, . Counter-measures to jamming v/hich had been taken

prior to the invasion of Prance had reduced, this possibility,

and sites on higher ground could thus be^utilised,

meant relaying the extensive network of telecommunications'

that had been established under the earlie.r.plan,

detachments of Anti-Aircraft Command and the

the task by 28 June.

This

Signals

G.P.O, completed

Light guns had also to be resited. Originally,

the intention was to depiny these at searchlight sites over

the whole of the 'Diver' Defence Area so that they could
maJce use of the radar

i'

engaging of unseen targets,

started, Anti-Aircraft Command changed their requirement

equipment of the searchlights for t

But after the, attack had

he

/and
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and the light guns -were then concentrated in a belt forward

of the heavy guns in order to make the best use of their

C.B.C. {hJ+)5,
26 June;
Statement by
Gen. Pile,

This redeployment was still taking place onfire power.

26 June.

The deficiencies of equipment that rapidly became

apparent were mainly the result of the high speed of the

flying bomb and, so to speak, its ability to operate at

The first deployment ofall times and in all weathers.

15-21 June had been made entirely in terms of mobile units

of Anti-Aircraft Comiiiand, which were fully equipped with

transport and could therefore move quickly. But the guns

with which these regiments were equipped were 3.7" mobile

guns which were manually controlled when firing and proved

in practice to be too slow to obtain good results.

Hence it became essential to reinforce them by static

3.7" guns which could be automatically loaded and

remotely controlled (i,e. the gun was traversed and

elevated electrically as data v/as fed into it from the

They were .also fitted with the No. 11predictor).

Mechanical Fuze Setter which allowed a higher rate of

This type of gun, however,

took longer to move and epplace than the mobile 3,7".

fire and greater accuracy.

The

difficulty was met by the devising of a steel mattress by

the R.E.M.E, detachment at Headquarters, Anti-Aircraft

Command, which did away with the necessity for an elaborate

But it was not until 27 June thatconcrete emplacement.

the first static guns had been placed in position in the

Diver' gun belt.

Nor was it until that date that two new items

of equipment which permitted the accurate engagement of

unseen targets, began to come into service , These

/were
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vrore the SCR 584. and the No, 10 Predictor. The first was an

It v/as capable of a number of opera-American radar set.

tional functions but for defence against flying bombs' it was

used entirely &r controlling gun fire against both visual and

The No, 10 Predictor permitted more rapidunseen targets.

and accurate tracking of targets than earlier iBodels,

The introduction of both equipments at a time when

operations were in progress involved a large and difficult

retraining programme. No drill books, only a few instructors

and little training equipment vyere available; and only a

small number of personnel could be spared from a battery for

instruction at any one time owing to the need for keeping the

guns in action. These two equipments and the VT proximity

;■ ' 1

•f -• •'

fuse, which was only used on an adequate scale after the

middle of July, .were the prime mechanical reasons for the

success that, eventually attended the 'wo.rk of the guns.

The ..main development in respect of light guns was

to link troops of four guns to a No. 1 Predictor, which was

normally used v/ith .heavy guns,, .and ■ thence to a G.L. Radar set.

these means light guns could;be usefully employed against

unseen targets, whereas with the usual- light anti-aircraft

predictor, the Predictor No. 3, only fire against visual

targets was possible.

Balloons, No component .of the defences was the

subject of more experiments and suggestions for improvements

than the balloon barrage. The arming of balloon cables

commenced on 19 June and was completed for the first deploy

ment of 480 balloons by 21 June, The next additions to the

barrage, which more than doubled it, \¥ere also armed,

the final strength .of 1,750 balloons, though only after

serious difficulties of supply had been overcome.

as was

/The
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The arming device itself - the D.P.L. (Double

Parachute Length) was never entirely satisfactory,

had been designed to be actuated when piloted aircraft,

travelling at speeds of 250 to 300 ra.p.h., hit the balloon

But in the case of the flying bomb, which v/as

It

cable.

usually travelling at nearly 400 m,p.h. by the time it

reached the balloon barrage, the cable was not infrequent

ly cut through before the D.P.L. could operate. This

had been appreciated before the attack; and it Y/as for

this reason that the first balloons to be deployed had

been unarmed. However, when the D.P.L. did function

satisfactorily it was rarely that the bomb escaped

destruction; and it v/as by these means that the majority

of the flying bombs brought down through impact with

balloons were destroyed.

Other measures that vrere considered and tried

involved the use of kites and the suspension of nets and

lengths of piano Yvire, but none vYas generally adopted until

the attack had been in progress foi’ over a month. Mathe

matically, the devices increased the chances of impact.

but in practice loss of height, handling difficulties

and ground obstructions affected their performance.

Moreover, the thinner gauge wires had little capacily for

The Admiral-ty v/ere much to the fore in thesedestruction.

experiments, doubtless seeing an analogy between the

balloon barrage and the minefield of naval warfare,
i  '

was indeed this obvious similarity, that the balloons were

sited for the close protection of the eneny's target and

There

\rsTQ an obstacle that had to be overcome if the flying

bombs were to reach London, They vYere not, hov/ever, like

the naval minefield, a permanent hazard; for there were

often days of bad weather on which the barrage could only

/be

V
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be raised for a fev/ hours at a time. At one period the

question of keeping the balloons in operation ishatever the

weather was discussed; but on examining the.records of balloon

destruction during the war through bad weather it was agreed

that unacceptably 'high wastage might result and the proposal

was not adopted. There \7as one good logistical reason - the

shortage of hydrogen - which would have been aggravated by

heavy casualties.

On the vdiole, the balloons did what was expected of

They were responsible for a comparatively small

.proportion of the bombs that were destroyed;

them.

but they wore,

of course, presented with fewer targets than the guns and

fighters. That the Germans feared them is obvious enough from

the steps that they took to fit some at least of the flying

bombs v/ith devices for warding off or cutting cables.

The radar equipment that was located on the

south and south-east coasts at the beginning of the attack was

Sufficiently early warning

of the approach of bombs was obtained for the purpose of public

the tracking of bombs v/as fairly good and made

possible the direct control from radar stations of interceptions

by patrolling fighters; ' an indication of the direction and

Radar,

found not to be fully satisfactory.

warning;

height of attack could also be given to the Gun Operations Rooms

of Anti-Aircraft Command,

results as good as the■situation required.

But in hone of these respects were

In particular, the

continuity of tracking was poor and during a heavy attack not

all flying bombs were detected. The average range at which

continuous tracking was possible v:a.s about 3'j-40 miles, which

v/as less than had been anticipated. In one important respect

results were definitely poor, namely the location of the sites

from which bombs were,being fired,

for the area between the Seine and the Somme.

It was especially poor

V/ithout accurate

/plotting
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plotting of-this sort the' boinbing of the sites that v/cro

being used by the eneiay was so much the more difficult-.

The first noteworthy measures to improve the

efficiency of radar

June, which meant that the' new developments were introduced

after the period that is under review,

here, however, of r/hat form those took will bring out by

implication the deficiencies of the equipment that

us... during the early vreeks of t

'•ore not taken until the last v/eek in

Some indication

was in

attack.

One of the main prob]..ims was to distinguish

quickly betYveen ordinary,- a.i,rcr. t and flying bombs, a

problem v/hich was particularly lifficul'' when aircraft

Y/ere operating in .strength over ■northern Prance, which

frequently happened despite proi.'I.bitions to the contrary

Thus one of the earliest modifications was to provide

centimetre height finding equipment at two of the best

placed C.H.L. stations - at Beachy Head and Pairlight.

This work was completed by 14 July and at two other

stations - Swingate and Poreness

accurate information that v/as obtained also facilitated

the direction’of defending fighters,'

by 9'August. The more

The design of a device for detecting propeller

modulation was also hastened so as to distinguish beWeen

aircraft v4.th a normal airscrew and jet or rocket propelled

The first models were fitted at the Beachy Hea.d

and Hythe stations by 6 August,

appointing, ''loY/ever, and the effective contribution of

the device to the efficiency of the warning system v/as

very small,

especially useful -when flying bombs v/ere being launched

aircraft.

The trials were dis-

If it' had Yrorked vrell it would have been

from piloted aircraft.

The earliest, and possibly the'most important

addition to existing radar facilities was the resiting of

/an
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an American station - the M.E.W. (l/Iicrowave Early Warning).

This equipment, \?ith its associated British height finding set -

the Type 24 - gave a longer range, Better continuity of track

ing, and also permitted the simultaneous plotting of more

It'was useful, therefore,targets than any other radar set.

for all three of the main functions of radar, viz:- obtaining

early warning of attack, controlling fighters, and analysing

plots so as to locate the enerty's launching sites. It was

for this last purpose that the equipment was initially used.

At the start of the attack the M.E.Y4 was located at

Start Point to cover fighter operations over the invasion

and it was intended to move it to Prancebeaches in Normandy;

as soon as possible. During the third week in June, however.

arrangements were made through the commander of the American

9th Air Force for its use against‘flying bombs; and it

From 4 Augustcommenced operations at Pairlight on 29 June.

it v/as used primarily as an interception station with analysis

It could not bo withheld from Franceas a secondary function.

indefinitely, hov/ever, and it was transferred there late in

Steps had been taken to produce an equivalent

British set - the Type 26 - late in June.

August.

It v/as constructed

from a dismantled Type 20 station and certain American compon

ents which ■were obtained direct from' the United States, It

took the place of the M.E.W. at Fairlight during the second

week in August. A second Typo 26-station was installed at

St. Margaret’3 Bay.

The only other important 'modification that came into

operation during the main attack, v/as intended, like the

introduction of the M,E.Y4, to improve the location of

launching sites. This information was difficult to obtain

by visual means under normal operating conditions ov/ing to

the weakness of the res-ponse from a flying bomb at long

range and also because ao many tracks were frequently

/appearing
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appearing at one and the same time. Special cameras were

therefore installed at three stations - Beachy Head,

Pairlight and Hythe - to taJee photographs every few seconds

of the responses that ivere detected. ■ The pictures from tivo

or more stations could then be examined and collated,

technique was not in use, howeveh, until 25 July,

vii. Progress of Counter-measures, 17 June - 15 July.

General,

The

a.

It is against the background of these changes in

tactics and equipment, few of which had yet made their

contribution to a more effective defence, that the first

month of flying bomb attack should be set,

night of l6 June the attack continued on an average scale,

Prom the

in round figures, of one hundred bombs eveiy twenty-four

There were considerable daily and weekly varia

tions in the weight of attackii

hours.

The -v7orst day was the

twenty-four hours following dusk on 2 July, when l6l

flying bombs came close to the coast’ or passed overland.

On the ttvo lightest days, 13 and 15 Ju-ly, the comparable

figure was 1+2 in each case. The vreek ending 8 July, when

820 flying bombs were plotted, was the heaviest of the

whole atta.ck. The follov/ing week, however, the total fell

by mors than a third to 535,

Various factors account for these variations.

— That the Germans increased the weight of attack during cloudy

weather, which hindered the defenders, is certain,

know, too, that the supply of bombs to sites was hindered

by inadequate transport, which was partly due to attacks

made specifically against 'Crossbow' targets, storage

We

depots in particular, but partly due also to the general

Allied offensive against communications. But it is quite

impossible at the moment to say how far the irregular scale

of attack was the result of German tactics, how far it

was due to Allied counter-measures*

/The
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The^ great majority of tombs was aimed at the London

area; many, hoTOver, owing to the inherent inaccuracy of the

missile fell at vddely scattered points in.the Home Counties

and even beyond,

number of bombs.

The Solent area also received a small

There Tvas a definite attack on the night of

,25 June v/hen six bombs fell near Portsmouth, most of them to

' the west of the toxm-, vathin an hour; other bombs may have

been launched. a.gainst the same area on 19 June; and later on,

betv/een 10 and 22 July, some sixty bombs fell there at various

They forced the withdrawal of two fighter squadrons from

thp main area of attack further east; other.vise their effect was

negligible.

times.

The attack of the Bristol area, which the

orientation of certain sites in the Cherbourg peninsula had

led us to expect, failed to materialise.

The attack, in short, was almost, exclusively directed.

At v/hat part, or parts of it, is, however, not

The mean point of impact of the bombs was regularly

calculated by the Operational Research Section at A.D.G.B.

Headquarters and by the Deputy Directorate of Science at Air

at London.

certain.

Ministry,, Prom the analyses were,excluded all bombs which

were brought down by the defences, all bombs aimed at the

Solent area and all bombs v/hich fell more than thirty miles

On this reckoning, the mean point

of impact for the period up to the middle of July was at Alleyn's

School in North Dulwi,ch, the weekly variations being insignifi

cant.

from the centre of Lo,ndon.

;Di other words, the bombardment chiefly affected the

Pi

boroughs south of the river in the area Vfandsvrorth - Croydon -

Woolwich, which received nearly forty per cent of the bombs

falling on Greater London.

Casualties and damage were by no means negligible.

Up to 15 July approximately 5,000 people were killed,

10,000 seriously injured and 12,000 slightly injured, and

I  ..

/15,000
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13,000 houses v/ere irreparably damaged^'').
at least this to be thankful for, that if the mean point

of impact had been a few miles further north, vfhere the

But there v/as

density of population v/as greater, casualties vrould have

Horcover, the maintenance of abeen appreciably heavier,

fairly constant mean point of impact meant that a number

of bombs fell in places ekroady devastated or partially

As the Germans T/ere doubtless out to do asevacuated.

much damage as possible it was assumed at the time that

though their aiming point.was probably the centre of London,

Charing Gross, most of the bombs were falling short

To begin with, all bombs were launched from

modified sites in northern France and caiae inland over the

Then on

(2).
say

coasts of Sussex.and Kent as had been expected,

the night of 9 July bombs were plotted approaching London on

a vresterly course from the direction of the Thames estuary.

This suggested that sites had been constructed in the area

round Dunkerque pjid Ostende, where there had certainly been

no sites prior to the middle of June,

naissance of the area could not be carried out owing to bad

v/eather until 28 July, v/hen no new constructions could be

Thus it was not until 3 August that it was firmly

established that the bombs approaching London from the

Photographic recon-

seen.

east were in fact being launched from piloted aircraft,

/However

(1) These figures were reported on 15 July (C.B.G. (Vf) 22,
Annex) and as such are not fully reliable, Ftw

—goourato Dtatlatioo of oaoualtioo and daiaagc for the—

. wholo poriod of attack, doq Appondix 20—
in fact the German aiming point is still not
All the evidence available at the time of ■ • .

(2) What T/as in
certain,

T/riting comes from a prisoner captured in April 1945, ■ '

who stated that Tower Bridge was the chief aiming
point but that there,were a dozen others, the exact, 

•
location of-which he could not remember, but which
v/ere all centred on Tower Bridge,

fall of shot was further south than the Germans
Even so, the

intended.
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Hov/evcr, the- nimher launched by this method was small compared

to those launched from sites on land;

say that the attack of London at this period v/as almost entirely

carried out from the sites in northern Prance.

and it remains true to

b. The Bombing of Sites in northern France and Related

Targets. -

This being the case, it followed that the

bombardment of sites in that area remained a necessary counter

measure, despite the practical difficulties and the many other

calls upon Allied bombing resources.

Policy.

It will be recalled that up to 23 June bad weather

had interfered with both the weight and accuracy of attacks

upon 'Crossbow' targets; but there was every intention, at

least on the part of Air Chief Marshal Tedder, of carrying out

•  a heavy and sustained offensive. It will also be recalled

that at that time the targets to be attacked were, in order of

priority, the large sites, the■supply sites and the forty-seven

modified sites which had been identified in the area Somme-Pas

On 22 June a beginning had been made in the attackde Calais.

of stoi’age depots. The electric pov/er system of the Pas de

Calais was also to be interfered with.

General bombing policy from 23 June remained the

that is to say that after the needs of the land battle

had been met the attack of 'Crossbow' targets had priority

No written directive embodying this policy

appears to have been issued by the Deputy Supreme Commander;

but on at least two occasions Air Chief Marshal Tedder

same:

ove

all operations.

r

A. E.A.P. Cdrs.

Conferences,
Mtgs, 23 June ■ • personally infonned the command.ers of the bomber forces T/hat
and 27 July,

were the relative i)riorities. Moreover, on 29 June, A.E.A.P.

Headquarters requested Bomber Command and U.S. Strategic Air

Forces to observe the programme, first -

Railways and Bridges, third - Fuel Dumps.

Leigh-Mallory, who v/as still nominally responsible for

Crossbow' , second -

Air Chief Marshal

A.E.A.P./
T.S. 13165/
Air/Pt. IP,
Encl,45A

/'Crossbow'
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'CrossboTiT' operations, could properly issue such a request;

but there appears to have been nothing mandatory about it.

Indeed, the organisation of the chain of command v/as such

that the heavy bomber force commanders regarded themselves

under the direct command only of the Supreme Commanderas

or his Deputy,

Sven so, although they knev/ what were the views

of the Deputy Supreme Commander, Air Chief Marshal Harris

and Lieut-General Doolittle sent as many aircraft to attack

One half of thestrategic targets as 'Crossbow' targets,

effort of the two forces was exerted against battlefield

targets bcti^vesn the middle of June and the middle of July,

quarter against ' Crossbov/' and one quarter against

industrial tovms in Germany, aircraft factories and oil

That the attack of this, last type of target was

one

targets.

to the taste of both strategic forces is obviousmore

Moreover, the Chief of the Ain Staff also

considered that to prohibit it in order to bring to bear

Crossbow' targets v/ould be

enough.

a heavier scale of attack on

At a meeting of the War Cabinet 'Crossbov/' Sub

committee on 11 July he urged, "that nothing should be done

unv/ise.

C.B.G.

5th Mtg.,

11 July. to detract from what appeared to be the war vri.nning policy

of .air attack on the eneny's oil resources and essential

He reminded the meeting that whilesupport to the army,

the concentration on railv/ays and communications prior to

D-day might have given the Germans time to complete their

preparations for flying bomb attacks it had also prepared

the way for the consolidation of the Allied landings in

He was implying, in other words, that it wasPrance,

vital to keep a sense of proportion about .'Crossbow' and

put it against the wider and far more important background

But this does not alter the factof the land battle.

/ that
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that between the formulation of general bombing policy during

this period and its execution there was a gap which might have

(1)
been filled

If it is indeed the case, as the records of the

campaign appear to show, that the bomber force commanders

resented the effort that they had to make against ’Grossbov/'

targets, there is this to be said in their support, that

throughout the first five v;eeks of the campaign, the policy

governing the selection of ' Grossbo?/' targets, for which not

they but the Directorate of Operations (S.O.) at the Air

Ministry was responsible, Viras unsatisfactory.

In the first place priorities for attack were

frequently changed betvreen 15 June and 15 July. Large sites,

supply sites, storage depots, and storage depots equally v/ith

certain production targets in Germany, vrere at different times

first call upon the bombers. This in itself reflected the

imperfect current intelligence of the place which each

. /category

(l) That the bombing policy which the Deputy Supreme Commander
was anxious to pursue v/as not expressed in any formal
direotivo may be some explanation; but there is good evi
dence that the commander of the 8th Air Force did much as
he T,7ished on some occasions. On 17 August, for example.
Air Chief Marshal Tedder asked Lieut-General Doolittle wiiy
the 8th Air Force was only carrying out two light attacks
against storage depots that day and was reserving its main

effort for the attack of some thirteen bridges.
General Doolittle said that he thought the latter were the

more important targets; to which the Deputy Supreme
Commander replied that 'Crossbow' must come first.
Historical Officer at A.E.A.F. Headquarters, who attended
this and all other important meetings, has commented:
"This is a sympton of General Doolittle's reluctance to

bomb targets outside Germany, or to bomb targets that he
has not chosen himself".

Lieut-

The

There was never such a marked

clash on the question of 'Crossbow' targets between Air
Chief Marshal Harris and Air Chief Marshal Tedder. But

the former held the same view as Lieut-General Doolittle,
namely, that the only effective answer to the flying bomb,
as indeed to every aspect of the German war effort, was to
shatter the econony of Germany and deny the enemy the
means of making war,
pathetic to any policy that diverted their forces from
the main object, the attack of German industry.

Thus both officers v/ere unsym-
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category of tai’get occupied in the German organisation.

Large sites were indeed thought not to be connected with

flying bombs but with rockets;

insurance against v/hat as yet \7as only a throat,

sites were also a doubtful quantity,

originally intended to fulfil some function in the attack

and their attack was an

Supply

That they were

seemed to be confirmed by what v/as learned from the supply

sites in the Cherbourg peninsula;

gambled on their actually being in use, of which there was

no evidence.

but the bombing of them

Nor did evidence to that effect become

available during June .and early July; yet attacks were

made on them until 10 July, Similarly, ski sites were

still on the list of targets as late as 27 June, although

there was nothing to show that they were being used. ■

But where the position was most unsatisfactory

from the point of view of Bomber Command and the 8th Air

Force v/as in the relative effort to be assigned to modified

sites and storage depots. The fact was that the sites were

D./S.A.G./H. 21 ,
Enel, 47A.

an extremely unpopular target. They were small, hard to

find and vrell defended, and there were a lot of them -

forty-one were identified beWeen 15 June and 15 July,

sTheywere, therefore, a

difficult target for all types of bombers and, in addition.

For heavy bombers

both by day and night they were an uneconomical target;

for a heavy weight of bombs had to be dropped to ensure

making eighty-eight in all.

a dangerous one for fighter-bombers.

the destruction of even a single site which, where there

were so many, was no great loss to the eneny.

case, sites could be repaired, and new sites constructed.

Thus, unless a group of related sites, or,

better still, all the sites, could be attacked simultane

ously, it T/as difficult to about a reduction in the scale

In any

very rapidly.

/of
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and tliroughout these first five v/eeks there wasof attack;

no apparent return for the effoi’t against them.

On the other hand, the storage depots, of vdaich seven

had been identified by the end of June, covering as they did aSee Map No,

large area, could be very effectively attacked by the

techniques in current use by Bomber Command and the 8th Air

and the commanders of both these forces were stronglyPores;

in favour of concentrating against them and abandoning the

attack of modified sites. These depots, and also supply sites

and production targets in G-errnany, particularly those factories

making gyro compasses, which were essentia.1 to flying bombs,

T/ere suggested as the best 'Crossbow' targets by Lieut-G-eneral

Spaatz on 30 Juno;

Leigh-Mallory (y/ho v/as still responsible for the execution of

'Grossbovr' counter-measures) did direct that for an experiment

should bo left alone for a fe\T days.

and on this occasion Air Chief Marshal

modified sit Both the

A.E.A.P. Cdrs.

Conferences,
Mtg, 30 June,

Chief of the Air Staff and Air Chief Marshal Tedder disagreed

with the change, hovrever, and on 5 July the attacks v/ere

recommenced. Their point of view was tha.t so long as it

remained uncertain what v^ere the best targets to attack it v/as

necessary to maintain at least harassing attacks on modified

sites; for that these were being used v/a.s one of tho few points

Thus, on 6 July it was decided thaton T/hich t/g v/ere clear.

the 8th Air Force should continue to attack modified sites

and supply sites v/hile Bomber Command mainly attacked storage

depots, which vrere, hov/ever, given priority for attack. A

week later tho order v/as still: 1, Stora.ge depots, 2. Supply

I

Sites, 3. Modified Sites; and again Air Chief Marshal Tedder

resisted a request from Air Chief Marshal Harris that the

modified sites should be ignored.

Such differences of opinion were,

of course, partly a reflection of the inadequate intelligence

Org;anisation,

of what the Germans were doing, vThich in turn led to a
^ ,

/reluctance
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reluctancG on the part of Air Intelligence to recomraend

!  hoherent h target policy as the operational commanders

. would have liked. But it v/as also felt that the best

as

.  ■ was not beihg made;of such information as was available.

Intelligence, and operational counter-measures were still

,  : nominally co-ordinated in the Directorate of Operations

(S.O. ) at;Air Ministry;

u

but whatever the theoretical

se

^advantages of this arrangement it was not working well in

June and. early July*

knowledge; and the.matter came to a head on 8 July when

Major-General Anderson of the U.S. Strategic Air Forces

formally recommended to Air Chief Marshal Tedder that the

. organisation of 'Crossbov/' intelligence should be overhauled,

.  particularly in the sphere of target selection,

next few days a scheme v/as agreed upon between Air Chief

Marshal Tedder, the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff and

.Lieut-General Spaatz,

intelligence was henceforth the entire responsibility of

■ Air Intelligence at Air Ministry; and its collation

That this was the case vras common

In the

It meant that the routine vrork of

C.M.S.699>
End. 1A.

Ibid. Ends.

1A-11A.

became the responsibility of an officer selected by

A.C. A.S. (l). Thence it passed to an Anglo-American

committee consisting of representatives of Air Intelligence

and the:operationaL staffs of Air Ministry and U.S.

Strategic Air Forces, The function of this body was to

examine the collated intelligence daily and recommend

T/hat targets should be attacked and in what order. It T/as

knoT/vn as the Joint ’Crossbow' Target Priorities Committee

and it held its first meeting on 21 July,

its work.are, therefore, outside the period under review.

What is important for the present is that it v/as set up to

establish a well defined -and authoritative policy of target

selection, the absence of which hampered the counter

offensive during these first five weeks of flying bomb

attacks.

The results of

/At
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At the same time a change \7as made in the structure

of operational responsibility-for 'Grossbov?' bombing.

Air Chief Marshal Leighlilallory had boon responsible for

operational counter-measures’against' 'Crossbow',

its defensive' and offensive aspects it' was; little more than a

nominal responsibility.' ' His prime-task was the organisation

of'air 'support for the land battle;

inclination nor the time for any other tasks,

recognised as far as defence against flying bombs was concerned;

So far

But in both

and he had neither the

This was

and v/hen the chiefs of Staff later took'exception to pertain

changes in defensive measures it was Air Marshal Hill who

suffered their displeasure^ hot Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory,

although the former v/as nominally the latter's subordinate.

As for the offensive, Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Malloiy had little

control over the' strategic bombers, with the exception that he-

had 'general direction' -of such as v/ere; allot ted by the Supreme

Commander to suppoi't the land battle^

which 'v/ere the’main arm of the offensive against

(the components of A.E.A.'P, being fully committed to the land

And :as it was these

Crossbov/'

Diary, Histori
cal -Officer,

battle) he asked Air Chief Marshal'Tedder on 22 July if he

could be relieve'd of his Crossbow' responsibilities The
A.E.A.P.

.

Deputy Supreme Commander agreed and decided■that the

of 'Grossbd'vv' bombing should henceforth'be: done by th

•planning

e

Combined Operational Planning Goimittee, a,body on which all

the bombing forces were' represented;

tion of operations' remained his

though the broad direo

own responsibility. The

chaVige merely clarified a situation that had existed since

April, T7hen Air Chief Marshal Tedder had taken up the

position of Deputy Supreme Commander, having as such general

responsibility to 'bhe -Supreme Commander for air operations.
Operations.

was by no means fruitless.

The Allied bombing during these weeks

Of the-eighty-eight modified

/sites
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sites that had been identified, sixty-eight had been

At least tv/enty-four of these hadattacked by 15 July,

C.O.S.(44) ,
238th Mtg
17 July,

• i

been made inoperative and eight others seriously damaged.

By 10 July damage at the four most important large sites -

Mimoyecques, Sii^’acourt, Yfetten and Yfizernes - was such

that they were thought unlikely to become operational

they were accordingly with-before the middle of August;

On the same date,

three of the seven supply sites -vTere also suspended from

and in fact, no more attacks were made against

A number of power stations and

drav/n from the schedule of targets.

attack;

this sort of target.

transformers in the Pas de Calais v/ere damaged and one

chateau housing a headqufirters unit was destroyed.

As for the storage depots, Nucourt and St. Leu

d'Esserent were each attacked once in the last week in

Up to 15 July these were theJune by the 8th Air Eorce.

only depots that vrere scheduled for attack, though others

and on 3 July it had been decided thatwere suspected;

Very heavythey should be left to Bomber CoEimand.

attacks were made on St. Leu d'Esserent on the nights of

the 4th and 7th,, when nearly three thousand tons of bombs

At the time i\.ir Intelligence believed thatY/ere dropped.,

to 70 per cent of flying bomb supplies were beingup

and as after the firstdistributed through this depot;

attacks there were indications that supplies were being

moved from there to Nucourt and, after the second, that

the depot v^as unserviceable, it was reckoned that a

struck^"^). Nucourt then becanotable blow had been me

/more

(1) A signal despatched by the commandant of St. Leu d'
Esserent on the morning after the attack of 7 July
stated that all roads and approaches to the depot were
completely destroyed;
the underground w^orkings;
delayed-action bombs made it too dangerous for work to

be continued, although much of the plant had not been
affected,

of 1944.

there ¥/ere many subsidences ove

This document was captured in the autumn

r
and the presence of many
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more important than ever to the Germans and it v/as heavily’

The target area \Tas completelyattacked on the night of 10 July,

obscured by cloud, the pathfinder force failed to illuminate it

A further atta.ck by day on the

15th was also unsuccessful but Bomber Corrsuahd persevered and

hit the target hard that saiuc night.

Altogether, nearly six thousand tons of bombs were

They were at once a suitable

and the attack was a failure.

aimed at these two targets.

target for heavy bombers, particularly for Lancasters carrying

12,000 lb. bombs, and they represented a potential bottle neck

On both counts they -were morein the German supply system,

acceptable as targets to the commanders of the heavy bomber

forces than small targets such as the modified sites, where the

‘ flying bomb organisation was probably least vulnerable,

significant, too, of the part that heavy bombers Yfore playing

It is

in oounter-measures that factories that were thought to be

connected with rockets or flying bombs were once more being

seriously considered as targets for the first time since

The VolksY/agenwerke at Fallersloben (near Brunsvdek)

and it was attacked by the 8th Air Porco with

Pebruaiy.

was one;

excellent results as early as 20 June and again on 29 June.

Then, late, in June, three plants producing hydrogen peroxide

(which was used in the launching of flying bombs), were put

They were at Peeneraiinde, Ober Eaderach

(near'Priedrichshafen) and Dusseldorf;

Hollriegelskreuth (near Munich) was added on 7 July,

of these v/as attacked, however, until after I5 July.

That ■ there v/as some return for the Allied bombing

down for attack.

a fourth at

None

during these first few weeks of flying bomb attacks is.

But what was the extent of it nobodytherefore, certain.

nor, as there had been no concentra-could say at the time;

tion of effort against any one typo of target, v/as it

.possible to say v/here the Germans vjere most vulnerable.

/Certainly,
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Certainly, there v/as nothing to indicate that bombing alone

could so affect the scale of attack on London that the

close defences of the capital would be less important, much

In fact, the fighters, guns and balloonsless unnecessary.

remained the prime means of defence.

The Attack of London: Yfork of the Defences.c.

According to the most reliable statistics,

2,930 flying bombs V7erc reported by the defences between

15 June and 15 July, of which all except about thirty were

The nurAer of boobs that came overlandaimed at London,

amounted to 2,579, of vAich 1,280 fell inside the London

1,241 bombs wore destroyed by the defences, most of

them falling in Kent and Sussex and the Channel but 65 of

The rest of the bombs

area.

them falling inside London.

represented gross eirors in accuracy.

Very few important industrial and commercial

objectives, and no military ones, vi/ere directly affected

and there v/Ore less than a dozen major

This was only to be expected when the v/eapon T/as

indiscriminate in its nature and relied on blast rather

The long catalogue

by the attack

fireOr.

than incendiarism to cause damage.

of incidents consisted almost entirely of damage to

civilian property - houses, churches, hospitals, schools

Similarly, the number of service

casualties v^as barely five per cent of those suffered- by

the civil population, though the two most serious incidents

and the like

V ?»

of the period - indeed of the v/hole attack - judged by loss
/

of life, were ones in which service casualties prsdominatei

/Tliroughout

±±gt-of ■ ■■key-pointa-danagQd see AppendixIVPuj.- a
2)- See—Appendix- »

The first was at the Royal Military Chapel, Wellington
Barracks, which v/as hit and demolished at twenty minutes
past eleven on Sunday morning, 18 June, whilst a service
V7as in progress, 121 people were killed and 68
seriously injured, including 58 civilians killed and
20 seriously injured. The second was at Turks Row,
Chelsea, at 0747 hours on 3 July, when 64 soldiers,
mostly AijericaJis, wore killed and fifty seriously
injured. In addition, 10 civilians were killed.

■)
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Throughout the period the effisiency of the defences

The percentage ofas a whole showed a tendency to inprove.

bombs destroyed rose from thir-ty-three in the week 15-21 June

The improvement was alrostto fifty in that of 9-15 July.

entirely the result of the efforts of the fighters, v/hose

percentage success, doubled from apprpximately b’renty to

Guns and balloons, on the other hand,approximately forty,

destroyed only some thirteen per cent and eight per cent

respectively of their possible targets; nor were there any

signs over these five v/eeks thafc these results vfould materially

In sum, almost half the bombS' that crossed the

coast during the period were succeeding in reaching the London

improve.

area - a proportion that v/as considered far from satisfactory.

But these weeks were essentially ones of trial and

error, in which the various components of the defence were at

once bringing more forces into action, adopting new techniques

of operation and, in the nature of things, becoming familiar

with the peculiar problem that they were faced vrith.

Most of the fighter squadrons that wereFighters.

employed were dravm entirely from the resources of A.D. G.B.,

and, in particularly, of No.- 11 Group,’ v^rhich although it had

extensive duties to perform over the Nomandy beaches and the

shipping lanes across the Channel, was also responsible for

See Map No, the defence of its own area, including the 'Diver' defence

But it proved to be impossible to avoid calling on

other formations for reinforcements; for only the fastest

area.

fighters in service were able to register consistent success;

and in A, D,G,B, v;ere only three squadrons of Tempest Vs and

three of Spitfire XIVs, Air Marshal Hill's first move was

to obtain, with the assent of Air Marshal Laigh-Malloiy, one

flight of Mustang Ills from No, 316 Squadron of the 2nd

Tactical Air Force, These aircraft began to operate on

1 July and straightway began to score successes; consequently,

/a
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muoh larger reinforcement vfas negotiated whereby three

of Mustang Ills vrere trans-

They made their first flying bomb

a

squadrons - a complete wing

ferred to A.D. G.B.

By that date thirteen singlepatrols on 12 July,

engined fighter squadrons - three Tempest Vs, three

Spitfire XIVs, one Spitfire XII, two Spitfire IXs and four

Three MosquitoMustang Ills - were being employed,

squadrons were also in use solely for flying bomb work;

six others were being used partly for flying bomb patrols.

Two of then were also' partly for work over the beaches,

used by Bonber Command,

were with No, 100 Group under the control of Bomber Comand

These two - Nos, 85 and 157 -

They were required towhen flying bomb attacks began,

accompany' the heavy bombers on attacks where night fighter

and for this they wereopposition was anticipated;

equipped with one of the latest types of Mosquito  - the

Mark ZII - and the most up-to-date model of A. I.  - Mark X.

But despite the importance of their task Air Marshal Hill

felt justified in asking for their use against flying bombs;

Hov/ever, Airand they commenced operations on 27 June.

Chief Marshal Harris only agreed vdth reluctance; and

A.E.A.P. Cdrs

Conferences,
Mtg. 8 July.

eventually, under a ruling from the Chief of the Air Staff,

the two squadrons divided their efforts about equally

between bomber support and flying bomb patrols.

Improvements in the equipment that was used

consisted chiefly in concentrating the best and fastest

fighters available in the south-east and increasing their

Fightersspeed to the utmost by various modifications,

that were exclusively employed on flying bomb patrols were

stripped of armour and all unnecessary external fittings;

camouflage paint was removed from the fuselage and wings,

engines were modified toand the surfaces vrere polished;

/ use
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use 150 octane fuel and also accept higher boost pressure than

The three types of day fighter principally employednormal.

were made faster in this way by some 15-30 n.p.h. A number of

Mosquito XIIIs vrere also speeded up. Not all the twin-

engined night fighter types were modified^ however, as some

■were required for'normal dutieso

The alterations inevitably meant an extraordinary

strain upon airframes and engines, but this wo.s accepted as

speed T/as quite the most iraportant facbor in interception. For

increasing use v/as made of single-seater

fighters at night both by ordinary squadrons and by a flight

the sane reason,

of Tempests, manned by volunteers from Mosquito squadrons, -which

was placed under the Fighter Interception Unit,

aircraft began to operate regularly from Nbwchurch on 27/28

June and scored many successes^^.
As the attack proceeded and our pilots gained in

experience, so the comparatively standardised technique of in-

These

I k^,terception and destruction that has already' been outli:

was formulated. But there was no one procedure for bringing

down the missiles. On 23 June a Spitfire pilot destroyed a

flying bomb by tipping it over v/ith his wing tip;

27 June a Tempest pilot desti’oyed another by manoeuvring his

aircraft so that its slipstream forced the bomb into a spin,’

and on

Most bombs, however, continued to be destroyed by less

startling methods.

On the whole, the scale of fighter effort eind the

nuiiiber of bombs destroyed by fighters was not unsatisfactory.

The v/eather, as was to be expected, proved an important

factor. On some days less than a hundred fighter sorties

could be flovm; on others as many as five hundred. But

/the

—(d/-Fer a oor.Tplcto list of the 'squadrons cr;ipioyed on flyiiTg
-bomb patrols and their '^accesses,

^ See pp, 101 -4 ,
e Appendix
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the ratio of destructions to targets presented, steadily

and there v/as no reason to expect that it would not

continue to improve unless the Germans radically altered

rose;

(1)their tactics

The original five hundred balloonsBalloons,

had hardly been deployed before Air ilarshal Hill gave

instructions for the barrage to be doubled, the intention

being not to extend it geographic-ally but to increase its

density and thereby improve the chances of impact. The

additions entailed eliminating every barrage in the country

/except

The Germans appear to have made up their minds before
the attack began about the, best height, speed and range
for the bombs to be despatched; and there were no major
alterations in these respects throughout the attack
from the sites in northern Franco, What seems to ha.vs

been their consistently short shooting nay indicate
that no modification to increase the range of the bomb

v/as practicable at the time; on the other hand it
may be that they knev/ very little about the fall of
shot in London,

On this latter point it is noteworthy that early
in the attack it was discovered that the collation of

the obituary notices published in 'The Times' and
'Daily Telegraph' of people who had been killed by
"enemy action" gave a mean point of impact that
corresponded closely to the true one. Accordingly,
in July, noT/spaper editors vrero given instructions that
denied this potential source of intelligence to the
enemy. And it has in fact emerged since May 1945 that
the Germans -VYere attempting to exploit information of

this sort. A map attached to a G. A. P. Intelligence
Report of late July 19V+ (a. 1.12/S.1450) shows 75 plots
of the fall of flying bombs in the London area obtained
from obituary notices in 'The Times' and 'Daily
Telegraph',.the period covered being 21 June - 6 July.
The mean point of impact of the plots is at Brixton
Church, only'one and a half miles west of the true
M.P.I. for the same period. The same report includes
another map giving 63 plots obtained from German intel
ligence sources in England. The.M.P. I. of these is
just east of Waterloo Bridge, about four miles N.ISI.W.

Obituary notices vrere, therefore,
reliable guide to the fall of shot than the

of the true position.
a more

0)

reports of agents; but the Germans appear not to have
realised it,

British counter-intelligence at this time was in fact
attempting to conceal the true M.P,I. by 'feeding' to
German sources plots of the fall of bombs which together
would give an M.P. I, in central London, north of the
true position and'where the Germans doubtless hoped it
would be. These measures appear to have been very
effective.
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(1).  The move began on 2J+ June, but owing to theexcept six

short notice and the necessity of assembling crey/s from all

parts of the country it v/as completed less quickly than that

Even so, by 1 July, theof the first five hundred balloons.

thousand balloons were in position.

Concurrently, Balloon Coramand Headquarters were work

ing out the maximum number of balloons that could be flown;

and on 28 June they reported that 1,750 could be provided by

Five hundred of the additions this entailed were22 July.

intended to increase still further the density of the barrage.

The remaining 250 yvere to extend it to the v/est. The order to

move was given on 8 July, and the deployment was completed a

day in front of schedule.

Tfhile all these broad additions yrere being planned and

executed, certain deficiencies in the original deployment were

It yyas found that the northern edge of the barragerectified.

was so close to the built-up areas on the southern fringe of

the London area that a niumber of flying bombs, after impact

with balloon cables, were still doing damage to life and

A number of key points in Kent and Surrey were alsoproperty.

Immediately after the second deploy-endangered by the barrage,

ment had been completed, over two hundred balloons were there

fore moved from the north-western side of the barrage to the

(2). A further fifty balloons v/ere withdraym to allow asouth

clearance of one mile in front of a number of key points.

During earlier operations for the air defence of the

country Fighter Command had normally exercised a'dose control

over the flying of balloons so as not to endanger friendly

/aircraft;

(1) Token barrages were retained”at London, Plymouth, Southamp
ton, Portsrao-uth, Dover and the Thanes, containing 169
balloon's ih all compared to 531 before the' 'Diver'
deployLient, .

(2) One effect of this was to necessitate the redeployment
of a number of L. A.A. units.
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and barrages were frequently lowered or groundedaircraft;

But this was hardly practicable with afor this reason*

barrage as large as thrit nov/ deployed. " Moreover, the idea

behind it was to present the flying bonib vdth a permanent

Consequently, on 23 June,and inescapable barrier.A.D.G.B. Opera
tional Instruc

tion No, 2/1944, A.D. C'r.B. Headquarters issued a warning to pilots to keep

well away from an almost certainly lethal obstacle that

To assist pilots.would be in the air continuously.

Royal Observer Corps posts near the barrage were issued

with Schernuly ('Snovdlake') rockets, which were fired

Searchlights v/ere also usedwhen aircraft approached.

for the sane purpose.

But it v/as a deliberate exaggeration, made for

the pilots' salces, to say that the barrage v/ould fly

This v/as certainly the theory, but weather

The balloon and hydrogen

continuously.

forbad it being the practice,

resources of the country, by the end of June, had been

and theinvested almost entirely in the 'Diver' barrage;

heavy v/astage that would have been incurred if the barrage

had been flown during a gale or, Y/hich would have been even

dangerous, in an electric storm, could only have been

Thus, there were many periods

more

replaced slowly and in part,

when the barrage, v/holly or in part, vras grounded because of

0). The heavy responsibility of deciding whether

to fly or not fell upon the Barrage Commander, who was

located at the control centre of all the 'Diver' defences.

weather

the Biggin Hill sector operations room.

/Guns,

(l) E.g, on 26/27 June, out of 67O balloons that could have
been flovm, only 271 were flo^vn, and these for only tvvo-
hours of the twenty-four. On the following day half
the available balloons flew for six hours. On the

28/29th, 320 balloons flew for seven hours,
the barrage was grounded for approximately one-third of

the period 15 June-15 July; when in action, an average
of 742 balloons, out of an average operational strength
of %2 balloons, was flovm.

Altogether,
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That the performance of the guns was unsatis-Guns.

factory up to the middle of July was freely acknowledged by

During these first five v/eeks, thoseiinti-Aircraft Goiruaand.

tactical difficulties of controlling fire against the bombs

that have already been outlined^’^^, were at their worst, and

Y/ere likely to remain unsolved until the equipment that had

been deployed originally was replaced, especially the heavy gun

All turned, therefore, on the speedy emplacementequipment,

of static, power-controlled guns, SCR 584 radar sets, and

No. 10 Predictors,

The necessary static guns, hov/ever, could only be

found from the less vulnerable gun defended areas of the

United. Kingdom; v/hich meant a large movement of equipment

that had not been designed for nobility. Thus it was not

until 8 July that the first static, power-controlled guns were

By the same date sixtyin position in the 'Diver' gun belt.

SCR 584 sets and forty-eight No. 10 Predictors were available;

thirty-six of the latter, but none of the former, YYere in

action.

By the 15th the general position was as follows.

There were 376 heavy and 594 light guns in action in the gun

On the coast there were a further six hundred 40 mm.

and 20 mm. guns, most of them manned by units of the R.A,P.

Regiment, and also 3^ batteries of rocket guns,

gun sites had been equipped with the SCR 584 and the No. 10

Predictor, but only fifty-five poYver-controlled guns had been

placed in position, and only four of these vrere operational.

Nevertheless, /uiti-Aircraft Command could look fori-'/ard to the

early operation of a much more accurate and effective barrage

than had been possible hitherto; for not only was the new

equipment coming through but the progreunne of retraining men

in its use was beginning to show results.

belt.

All heavy

(1) See pp, 104-6 .
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Difficulties of Co-ordinated Defence,d.

But the need for new equipment was not the only

factor in the unsatisfactory results achieved by the guns.

It was also the case that fighters and guns had not been

vrorking together T/ith that smooth co-operation that was

necessary if the best possible results were to be obtained.

It proved in practice very difficult for pilots to recognise

the boundaries of the gun belt and for gunners to cease

fire in time to avoid endangering the fighters,

fighters were frequently fired on by anti-aircraft units

outside the gun belt, although the orders against this

sort of uncontrolled fire were clear enough.

Moreover,

The diffi

Fighter Command
0, R. B, .Appendix
D5, 11 July.

culties were most apparent when condition 'Pickle' applied,

i.e, when the guns in the gun belt were allowed to fire up

to 8,000 feet and fighters v/ere prohibited from entering

the gun belt except when in close pursuit of a flying bomb, and

charges and counter-charges of breaking the rules Y/ere

unhappily fre quent ̂ ̂ .

The first steps towards a solution Yi?ere taken onIbid. Appendix E,
10 July.

10 July Y/hen at a conference called by Air Marshal Hill it

VYas agreed that vdien both fighters and guns were operating

the guns in the belt would have complete freedom of action

Underand fighters would enter the belt at their o™ risk,

this arrangement there was little point in maintaining guns

forward of the belt, except for a fevY that would provide

marker gunfire for fighters patrolling over the coast; and

at the suggestion of General.Pile it was agreed that

/proposals

(l) In an intervieYY YYith the narrator Air Marshal Hill
said that on 20 June he began to carry out flying
bomb patrols himself, partly so that he could better
appreciate the practical difficulties, but partly also
to improve the team spirit of the common enterprise.
He carried out 62 patrols, using each type of single-
seater fighter, vYith the exception of the Meteor,
that was being employed in the battle.
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proposals should be submitted to Air Marshal Hill for withdrawing

into the belt most of the guns deployed on or near the coast.

These projected arrangements contributed tovrards a

more effective defence in that they established the principle of

mutually exclusive spheres of action for fighters and guns.

But vd.thin three days time they were superseded as a result of

a decision that maintained the new principle but radically

altered the disposition of the whole of the gun defences.

viii. The Bedeployment of the Guns.

In the original 'Diver' deployment, the area in which

fighter interceptions had taken place had extended from off

shore of Kent and Sussex to the southern edge of the gun belt.

Usually fighters had been directed by the controlling radar

stations on to flying bombs as they crossed the coast;

interception and destruction had consequently taken place over

land.

and

So long as this was achieved before the built-up metro

politan area was reached the fighter pilot had successfully

defended the main target; but it was obviously even more

desirable to destroy bombs before they crossed the coast, for

although a bomb might be shot down overland before reaching

London, it might still do, and frequently did, no little damage

in rural districts and small towns south and south-east of the

capital^"* ̂.

Up to the middle of July by far the most successes

/had

(1) This was quite unavoidable in the circumstances;
only added to the difficulties of the defences Y/hen
requests came in that fighters should take care not to
shoot dov/n bombs on a stated property, however.important
that property might be. more the chances of this could
be reduced by making some alteration in the static
defences, A.D.G,B. Headquarters did their best to
oblige, and small adjustments were made, particularly to
the balloon barrage. But to ask pilots travelling at
up to 400 m.p.h., and intent on their quarry, to pay
scrupulous regard to the landscape below them, was to
ask too much.

and it

•  ̂ I
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had fallen to the fighters; hut more than fifty

per cent of them had resulted in homhs falling on land.

Some improvement in successes over the sea could be expected

when the radar stations obtained longer v/arning of the

approach of bombs; not a great one, however, owing to the

small margin of speed that the fighter enjoyed over the

flying bomb. Nor, for obvious reasons, could the propor

tion improve so long as the guns remained sited well inland.

There were, therefore, these three related problems: how

to destroy more bombs all told, hov/ to destroy more bombs

before they crossed the coast, how to improve the perform

ance of the guns.

By 10 July, as already noted, the answer was

partly appreciated, i.e. to reduce the interference of guns

and fighters by giving each complete freedom to operate

within a defined sphere.. .. The decision to do this v/as

talcen by Air Marshal Hill, as commander of the air defences

as a whole, and his v/as the responsibility for its success

but it was one that represented, as it were,or failure;

the gunners' point of vievir, and was by no means to the taste

of the fighter pilots, who had indeed little cause to think

highly of the gunners' achievements up to that time^^).

The complete solution,, hov/ever, was one that involved even

more restrictions on the operations of the fighters and a

correspondingly,greater reliance on the performance of the

guns; for it involved .scrapping entirely the inland gun

/belt,

(l) Cf. a signal from the G.O.C., No, 2 A. A. Group to all his
units:

will be practically no restrictions of fire in the Diver
Belt

at his peril,

out considerable misgivings on the part of the R,A.F. ,'
in consequence of which the obligation has been placed
in us to bring dov/n the flying bombs in' numbers
sufficient to more than cover those v/hich have fallen

to the fighters as a result-of chases over the gun
belt."

As from 17 July it has been arranged that there

The fighter will enter the gun belt
This concession has not been won with-
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belt, Kioving it forv/ard to the coast (thus bisecting the area

in which fighters had hitherto been free to patrol), and giving

the guns virtually complete freedom to engage at all times and

in all conditions in their now positions.

Yet despite the unsatisfactory results achieved so

a decision to this effect was taken by Air

Marshal Hill on 13 July^"*^. The new arrangements, which Y/ere

to bo put into effect by the morning of the 17th,

follows.

vrere as

A.D.G-.B./SJ8621/ far by the guns,
0ps,5B.

/The

(l) The steps that vrore taken betvreen 10 and 13 July prelimin
ary to this decision have little or no official record.

lYhat happened, however, has been established through the
co-operation of Air Marshal Hill, Sir Robert Watson-Watt
and Air Vice-Marshal G.H. Ambler, Deputy Senior Air Staff
Officsr“'at: A.D.G.B. Headquarters at the time,
decision of the I0th to give the guns freedom of action
in their inland positions even when fighters T/ere operating
Air Marshal Hill instructed Air Vice-Marshal Aiiibler to
prepare an explanation of the intention behind the move for
the benefit of subordinate fomations of A.D.G.B.
Vice-Marshal Ambler vras not convinced that the decision was

"well made, and decided to prepare a full appreciation of
the situation.

After the

Air

In his oTrti words, In order to keep ny
reasoning impartial, I prepared this appreciation strictly
in accordance with .the recommended method contained in the
War Manual." It was finished during the night of 12 July
and sho'vved, in Air Vice-Marshal Ambler's view, that to
maintain the guns inland, south of London, was wrongj
they ought to be redeployed on the coast, which implied
action diametrically opposed to that decided upon three
days earlier,

been studying the problem and had independently arrived
at the same conclusion as Air Vice-Marshal Ambler;
on the morning of 13 July he arrived at A.D.G.B. Head
quarters at a most opportune time to confirm the plan
that Air Vice-Marshal Ambler, Y/ho had so far consulted
nobody, had formulated.

The two men immediately put the case to Air Marshal
Hill and the Senior Air Staff Officer, Air Vice-Marshal
¥. B. Callav/ay, v/ho were convinced by it,
^Yas to consult General Pile,

therefore walked over to the neighbouring Anti-Aircraft
Conmand Headquarters and returned "within half an hour"
with the information that General Pile was in entire
agreement with the proposed redeployment,
decision was taken by Air Marshal Hill at a conference
hold at 5,30 p,m, the same day.

Air Vice-Marshal Ambler's appreciation was still in
draft form but had nov/ served its

for record purposes he had a

the 14th (see Appendix g

Ho-wever, Sir Robert ¥atson ¥att had also

and

The next step
Sir Robert Watson Watt

The actual

However,
number of copies typed on

purpose.

).
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The gun helt v/as to be moved from its original

position in front of the balloon barrage to a coastal stripA.D. G. B,

Operational
Instruction

No. 15/1944.
between St. Margaret's Bay and Cuckmere Haven, with a zone

of 10,000 yards to seaward and 5,000 yards inland. Complete

freedom of action against flying bombs was to be allowed to

fighter aircraft forward.of the balloon barrage and forward

of the new gun belt, but not in the area covered by the

latter.

Not all the old problems were solved by the new

deployment; some indeed were aggravated. The security

of coastal towns had to be considered; and gaps were left

in the lay-out of the guns near Eastbourne, Hastings,

Bexhill, Ifythe, Folkestone and Dover so that the risk of

bombs being brought dovm on those places was lessened.

Restrictions, were also imposed on the guns near the radar

stations at Beachy Head and Pairlight so as to lessen the

chances of bombs falling on these important links in the

chain of defence. These gaps had the secondary function

of allowing fighters and aircraft in distress to cross over

land without flying directly over the guns. Then, such an

immense deplosanent of guns, representing perhaps the densest

concentration of anti-aircraft fire anywhere in the world.

had obviously to be so controlled that- friendly aircraft were

not -imperilled; at the same time,, restrictions on fire would

have nullified the very purpose of the deployment. Careful

arrangements v/ere therefore mads with the bomber force

commanders in the United Kingdom to ensure the safe routing

of aircraft and; in addition, non-operational flying in

south-east England was prohibited. Instructions were also

sent out to all forces to ensure that any friendly aircraft

returning to England flew at a height of at least 10,000

feet, and, in order not to confuse the radar stations, at

/no
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no more than 200 m.p.h, , making at least one marked change of

course and at no time flying in a direct line towards Greater

London.

But from the point of view of the gunners the change

solved more problems than it created. It gave them a better

sight of their targets; it improved the efficiency of their

radar sets, which were not affected to the same extent as

inland by ground "echoes"; and it enabled them to use V.T.-

fuzed shells without restriction. Above all, it meant a

simplified procedure and the chance to concentrate solely

the business of destroying flying bombs.

on

The task of the fip^hters, however, was made more

difficult by the change. Yfhereas hitherto there had been an

uninterrupted run for a patrolling fighter from the Channel to

the southern edge of the gun belt, and even beyond if the

fighter was in close pursuit, the new location of the gun belt

meant that t\7o separate fighter patrol areas had to be estab

lished, one forward of the gun's, the other between the guns and

the balloon barrage,

space, the chances of successfully pressing home an intercep

tion ¥/ere inevitably reduced.

Reactions at Air Ministry.

And as each of these v/as restricted in

IX,

It was partly on this account that the redeployment

wa.3 unfavourably received at the'Air Ministry. A, L, A, S, (Ops.)

‘  in a minute to the Chief of the Air Staff on 17 July, said:

A.D. of 0ps.(S£>.)
104/5.

"I am not in favour of the plan v>rhieh must inevitably result

in a reduction of the number of kills bj/ fighters

It is doubtful whether this reduction will be made up for by

an increased or even similar number of successes on the part

of the A.A. gunners."

But there were reasons of a constitutional as well

as military character that account for the reception of the

/new
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new scheme. Air Marshal Hill had taken the decision on

13 July; on the same day, Anti-Aircraft Command had begun

to plan the redeployment; and by the 14th a massive move

ment of guns to the coast had begun.

Marshal Hill vnrotc to tho Air Ministry to explain his

ac tion.

On the 15th, A

He stated that the now plan v;as in effect

ir

only a tactical redeployment of the resources under his

control, but as it involved a substantial change in the

plan previously approved by the Air Ministry "and tho

other authorities concerned

(2)
report his action^ \

The Air Ministry, however, held that it was not

a matter that was \7ithin the competence of Air Marshal Hill

Their point of view was that it had alv/ays

been customary for any major alterations in air defence

plans to be agreed upon in consultation v/ith the Air

Staff, as the Air Ministry v/erc constitutionally

responsible for the air defence of Great Britain.

The Chief of the Air Staff made this point at

meeting of the Chiefs of Staff on 18 July, adding

chau the Chiefs of Staff ha.d also boon consulted when

major changes were projected. He said that

while he did not suggest that the deployment should be

/ countermanded

(1)
, he felt it his duty to

a

(ii.D.of Ops.(S.O,) to decide,
1(V5, D.C.A.S. .
j.ir Ivhrshal Hill

(1) i.o, the Chiefs of Staff Committoe.

(2) iiir Marshal Hill v;as, in fa,ct, not only convinced that
the ne\7 plan offered the only hepo of materially increas
ing the success of the defences but that if he waited for

Air Ministry approval it might be a metter of days, if
not weeks, before he could move,
certainly ha.vo been some delay is clear enough from the
debate tha.t actually took place on the wisdom as well
as the propriety of the decision.

That there vrould
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countermanded, he thought the responsibility for its

or failure should nov/ rest v/ith Air Marshal Hil. It

success

is vrorth

remarking here that Air Marshal Hill's claim that the deploy

ment was simply a tactical move (which comes vathin the

province of any conmander who is fighting a battle) implied

his willingness to accept full responsibility for it.

But it is clear that the Air Staff were not so much

concerned that Air Marshal Hill had proceeded improperly

his own initiative, but that the decision had been taken

on

as a

result of pressure put upon him by Mr. Sandys' Sub-Gommittee,

T/ith the result that Anti-Aircraft Command had been given

undue preference over A. D. G. B. To put it brutally and collo

quially, the fighters had been given a raw deal in favour of

the guns because Mr. Sandys - himself em ex-anti-aircraft

officer - had wanted to give more chances to the guns;

he and General Pile had persuaded Air Marshal Hill (wj.th the

and

implication that it was against the latter's better judgement)

to order a deployment that was originally their idea('').

This was not the case. Mr. Sandys' Sub-Oomraittea

had neither formal executive authority, nor did it seek

to exercise any on this particular matter,

not only the responsibility of Air Marshal Hill, but

which sprang from the work of one of the A.D. G.B. staff

The decision was

one

officers. That the result might well mean fewer

for the fighters was an index that he was anxious to obtain

the best total results rather than to maintain the superiorily

successes

/of

Hinute 'A.C.A.S, (Ops,) - C.A.3 I7 July, .in A.D,of Ops,
104/b, ana also Conclusion (c) of the Chiefs of

Staff Meeting of 18 July; "ilgreed that the constitution
al responsibility of the Air Ministry for the Air Defence

■  of Great Britain, and the responsibility of the Chiefs
of Staff Cormittee for advising the Government on the
military aspects of defence measures, remained unchanged
by any of the special machinery net up to deal with
’Crossbow',!f .
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of his own service; Y/hich via.s, indeed, no raore than his

duty, for although he VYas an air officer, his task was to

co-ordinate the operations of all the coiaponents of air

defence in the most effective vYay,

In sura, the deployment was not delayed, or in

any way aiuended, but Air Marshal Hill's professional

reputation depended on the success that attended it. As

events turned out, it marked the end of the experimental

period and the beginning of a period when the technique

and organisa.tion of defence VYas largely stabilised.

vYill be convenient at this point, therefore, to revievY YThat

had happened and YYhat had been learned during these first

five VYceks.

It

Survey of the Period.X,

The attack of London had been made so far by only

one of the two weapons that we believed the Germans had

developed for long-range bombardment. That the other -

the A.4 rocket - was still being developed was certain;

and concurrently YYith the attack of London by flying bombs,

more, and more precise, intelligence of the rocket was being

There was little indication, hoY/ever, of

when rocket attacks VYould begin.

(1).received

There Y?as, in contrast, good evidence that the

attack by flying bombs YYould continue, on at least the scale

already achieved, unless more effective counter-measures
I  ■

V

YYcre applied or until the launching sites were physically

Our information on the organisation of the

production of flying bombs VYas still by no means as compre

hensive or detailed as vYas wished, but the consensus of

occupied.

reports indicated that the rats of production vYas not

less than 1,000 a month. Moreover, it was suspectedG.B. 0.(44) 15,
16 July.

that

/large-

(l) See pp
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large-scale production might have "begun as early as the summer

of 1943., and. that some 8,500 "bom"bs were in stock when the

Except for the Volks¥/agen works at Pallerslebenattacks "began.

the locations of the assembly and component factories were only

suspected; and in the absence of precise information, it v/as

■ difficult to affect the scale of attack by bombing this type

*of target.

This left the supply system in northern France as the

next stage v^here the German chain, of supply, and thus the

scale of attack, could be damaged most effectively. Here, too.

for most of these first v/eeks, intelligence was not satisfactory,

though more v/as knovm than in the case of the organisation of

By the middle of July, hovrever, it had beenproduction,

established that the supply sites v/ere unimportant and that the

main source of supply to the launching sites was the storage

depots, which were, therefore, the laost profitable of all the

Not all the depots haddifferent types of target for attack.

been precisely - identified by the same date; but. this T/as only

8l question of time no?/ that our agents knew what to look for.

There v/as one more stage at v/hich damage could bo

done before bombs were launched against England: this was the

German firing organisation itself. The actual firing sites.

the modified sites, were alv/ays considered a difficulti.e.

target to attack and destroy, a- view that '//as confirmed when

those that had been overrun during the first weeks of the

invasion v/ere examined; and it was against the wishes of the

bomber force‘ coismanders that Air Chief Marshal Tedder insisted

on the maintenance at least of harassing attacks against them.

In addition, the electric power system supplying the sites and

the headquarters of the different sections of the German

firing regiment were reckoned to be worth attacking.

But even though there were reasonable grounds for

hoping that the effects of bombing would increase, the main

/form
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forrn of countor-measurs remained the close defence of

London by fighters, guns, balloons and searchlights.

Ov/ing to the needs of 'Overlord' the planned deploy

ment had only been put into effect, as far as guns and

balloons Y/ere concerned, after the attack had begun; so

it T/as not to be expected that the best possible results

Y/ould be obtained until the defenders had settled doYvn in

their nev/ positions and become faiuiliar vdth a type of

attack. tha.t was different from anything that had been

But it YTas also clea.r from theexperienced previously.

beginning of the attack that the deployment v/as inadequate

both in numbers and in the type of equipment that ’vas being

Thus not only v/as the size of the groundemployed.

defences extended, vath a consequently heavy strain upon
t

supply services and headquarters staffs, but the crews

themselves were called upon to meet the attack concurrently

T/ith the rapid introduction of nevi- -types of T/eapon £ind

methods of operation.

This was true of cdl the components of the

defence, but especially for Balloon and Anti-Aircraft

By the middle of July almost the whole ofCommands.

Balloon Command was. committed to the defence of London.

Plans were in hand by the same date to reduce for the sai'iie

purpose the scale of gun defences manned by Anti-Aircraft

The fighterCommand in other parts of the United Kingdom.

for theirsquadrons were not affected -to the same extent;

normal deplojnment for the defence of London against

ordinary aircraft attack needed to be little altered to

They, too, hcwever, had their

problems of equipment, Y/hich principally took the form of

finding the extra speed that v/as required if interceptions

meet the nev/ conditions.

were to be pressed home. It Tiras this same factor of

/speed,
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speed, allied to the low altitude at viiich the bonbs flew,

that was responsible for the adjustments that were found to

be required in radar equipment.

It was also appreciated, a short time after attacks

began, that not only were improvements demanded in the various

defensive weapons, but that their combined operation was far

from perfect. Various means of clarifying the different

spheres of operation were introduced, all vath the intention

of avoiding mutual interference. On the whole, these tended

to favour the operations of the fighters; which was not

surprising, for as the defences were organised to begin T/ith

the fighter v/as the most successful of the three main weapons.

But the fighters could not erect a permanent barrier at all

times and in all weathers to the flying bombs. Balloons

could not, partly because they had to be grounded in bad

weather, partly because a sufficiently dense curtain and

sufficiently lethal cables were not available. Nor could the

not, at any rate, in their inland positions, where

their opportunities for engagement were curtailed and vdiere

even the best available anti-aircraft equipment Y/as not most

guns:

effective. Guns v/ere, however, capable of firing at all

times, provided the necessary supplies were available; and

the supreme merit of the move to the coast was that some

thing approaching a permanent and lethal barrier, which no

flying bomb, launched from the sites in northern Prance,

could escape, vras made possible. Moreover, such bombs as

the guns might destroy in their new positions would

represent a greater success than a similar number shot down

inland, for the simple reason that many Would fall into the

sea and do no damage whatsoever.

As it was, half of the two thousand six hundred

bombs that had come overland betTfeen 13 June and 15 July had

/fallen

-A>i,
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fallen in the London area. The physical damage that

was Caused to essential vra.r factories and vital communica

tions Y/as small; hut some fourteen thousand casualties in

dead and seriously injured, some thirteen thousand houses

irreparably daiaaged and over half-a-million more or less

damaged v/as no small price for London and the south-east

to pay.

That the attack v/as disturbing was natural.

There was no certain relief from attack at any hour of the

day, in contrast ̂ ?ith the almost exclusively night attacks

of -1940-41 and the early months of 1944, In addition.

the blast effect of the v/eapon yyus, seemingly, so much more

v/idely spread than in the case of ordinary bombs

caused more domestic disturbance.

(1)
, and

This was one factor

which, by increasing the rate of absenteeism, accounted

for the definite decline in production in the London

, a decline T/hich, in the case, for example, of

the radio industry, amounted to over twenty per cent.

The other main factors v/ere loss of time in actual vrorking

hours through workers taking shelter, and lovYered effici

ency through loss of sleep and anxiety,

the industrial alarm system and an increase in the labour

force available for repairing daiiiaged property was organ

ised during the second v/eek in July, and was expected to

mitigate the worst effects of the attack.

area

An extension of

/And

(1) This was a belief v/idely held by ordinary people, Ydiose
views Y/ere reflected in a minute, dated 13 July, from
Mr, Churchill to the cretary of State for Air, in
which he asked vdiy it Yvas that such a small Y/eight in
flying bombs caused damage that seemed to be eight to
ten times greater than that caused by an equal tonnage
of British bombs on a German city,
experts

The answer of the

v/as that this Y/as simply untrue: that far
from being more effective the flying bomb Y/as markedly
inferior to a British bomb containing a comparable
weight of high explosive,

■(4) Sqg Appendix—
See Appendix
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And on the whole, the population deliberatelywas

encouraged to carry on with-its normal tasks, the Ministry of

Plealth arranging for the evacuation only of the 'priority'

- children, expectant mothers, old people and invalids.

So far, no unusual or disturbing effects on morale had become

but as the attacks v/erc likely to continue, adding

always to the results of the strain under ̂ ,^h.ich people

living and working, morale v/as not likely to improve unless

the defences could appreciably reduce the number of bombs

that were falling daily upon the capital.

classes

evident;

T/ere

A great deal

depended, therefore, on the vi^isdom of the reorganisation of

,  the defences that was being carried out from 15 July, and on

the skill and endurance of those who manned them.

i
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Y, g]Eii: jiTTACK ON LOM)ON FROM I^OKTHEM FRMCB:
ii, 1^-july »« 3 September,

The first v/eeks cf the attack on London had seen
•  ' r

' "the polic^r of Gountor-^neasures in the process of ciaendmant

in t\70 important respects. First, the machinery for the

seleooion of 'Crosshov* targets was being overhauled and,
it Y/as believed, improved. Second, the system of defence

and when the reorganisation

completed, much better results v/ere anticipated,

ohe elfectiveness of the first, depended the effectiveness

had been replanned; was

On

of the counter-offensive, and thus the possibility of

a reduction in the scale of attack; on the second, the

higher rate of destruction of such bombs as the enemy
succeeded in launching. ’7e shall consider first,

therefore what form the counter-offensive took in the weeks

immediately following the middle of July, and what

upon the scale of flying bombeffects it had in fact

attack.

The Offensive against »Crossbav/< Targets. l6 July -
15 August,

Attacks on storage depots at Nucourt and Hilly

la Montague were made on the l6th and IJth by Bomber
Command and the 8th Air Force respectively, Neither

attack achieved any significant damage. O

;  '•
■

n the 18th,

the 8th Air Force sent U5 Fortresses to Peenemunde and

dropped 953 tons of bombs on the hydrogen peroxide plant and

the experimental station, " Results were fairly good,

of the tvvo hydrogen peroxida installations vms v;ell h

One

it;

.area; . and administrativebombs fell in the expei^nental

buildings both at'Peenemunde and Zinncwitz were also

damaged. Attacks on launching sites in northern

France continued to be made, chiefly by Boitber Cormnand.

But Air Chief Marshal Tedder was still far from

and on the 18th he advanced for the first

time a project for the attack of all types of 'Crossbov/*

satisfied;A.E.A.F. Cdrs,
Conferences,
Mtg, 18 July,
19^.,

/target



target on the sraae day.

Operational Planning Canmittee for examination,

attack iTOuld have the merit of damaging every part of the

Plying homb organisation, sam.ultaneous3y, or nearly so.

It v;as not launched, however, until early in August.

Meanwhile, the scale of effort against

It was referred to the Combined

Such an

’Crossbow’ reroained low, bearing in mind that it was still

reckoned second in importance only to the direot support

of the battle on land. Between 19 July and 1 August only

7,500 tons of bombs were dropped on 'Crossbow' targets,

out of seme fifty thousand tons all told dropped by the

l£irgets attacked in direct support of

the armies themselves received a lesser weight of bombs.

strategic bombers.

11,200, than oil and industrial targets.

Moreover, the tonnage that was dropped on

'Crossbow’ only partly reflected tire order of importanoe

that was given to the various types of target. These

C.M.S,599, had been very closely exarained at the first meeting of the
Encl,9A,

Joint ’Crossbow’ Target Priorities Committee on 21 July,

a result of which a short list of targets was agreed

This gave three storage depots

as

(1
upon. and s even

as ’first priority

Next carae fift^r-seven modified sites, with

the proviso that only harassing attacks should be made,

in which a high proportion of delayed action bombs was to

2)
production targets in Germany ,

targets.

t

be used. Large sites were completely suspended from attack,

except for experinental attacks by the 8th Mr Poroe,

Electric pov/er stations and headquarters targets were also

/suspended

(1) Eight storage depots were Icnown or suspected at the time,
but five were temporarily not listed for attack either
because of damage already inflicted or because of
insufficient evidence that they were yet in full use.
The three selected were Billy la Montagne, St, Leu
d'Esserent, and Bois de Cassan,

(2) In order of priority, these r'"
Ober R^derach
Peenemunde and Zinnpv^itz
Rheinfelden
Dusseldorf

H ollr ie ge Is kr eu Ih
Klausthal

Pallersleben

v/ere; -

Hydrogen Peroxide Plant *
Hydrogen Peroxide Plant an

Explosives Factory
Asser-bly Factory

d
Experimental Station

Hydrogen Peroxide Plants
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suspended. In short, the prime targets that were approved

were those for which the heavy 'bomber force comraanders had

always expressed a preference.

Yet of the tonnage that was dropped during the

rest of July, less than half was dircoted against storage

depots and only one attack was made on a production target
in ijemany

(1) •
~ the hydrogen peroxide plant at Hollriegelskrcuth,

which was barbed on 19 July by the 8th Air Force.

Otherwise, the 8th \ir Force, apart from the direct support

of the land battle, went for oil targets. aircraft and

aero-engine factories. the German munitions indnatry and

marshalling yards on the Franoo-Gorman frontier. Similarly,

Bomber Command, outside its effort against ‘Crossbow* and in

•  direct support of the armies, went for oil targets, railway
'  centres and town centres Its biggest effort. against any

one target was against Stuttgart, on which nearly five

thousand tons of bombs were dropped on three ni^ts during
■  the last week im July,

Allied Air

Commanders*

Conferences,
M%, 1 Aug,

HCT7ever, on 1 August the Combined Operational

Planning CavmitteG presented its plan for a general

offensive against ‘Crossbow* targets. It was based on

an effort of 1,900 sorties by the 8th Air Force, 1,000 by
B.omber Caimand and AOO by the Tactical Air Forces,

envisaged tlrree ph

It

of attack,, two by day and one by

night, all being completed vidthin tv/enty-four hours.

ases

In the first

phase, the 8th Air Force v/ould go for Ober Radcrach, Dusseldorf,

Pallerslcbcn and Pecnenunde, and the flying bomb storage depots at

Mery-sur-Oise and Eilly la Montagne; sir.iultanoously Bcnber

Cor.nand -would a.ttack the suspected "Crossbov/" storage

depot m the Foret de Wieppe, and also six launching sites.
t

In the second phase, which was planned to begin six hours

later than the first, the 8th Air Force vrould attack t^venty
launching sites and Boniber Co’.'mnand sixteen. The Tactical

/Air

(1) One attack, that is, against a German target Icnor/n,
strongly suspected, to be a ‘Crossbow* target. The Opel motocr
works at Russelsheim was also attadkod, on 20 July by the
8th Mh Force, But this vras not listed as a ‘Crossbow*
target Until early in August,

or
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Air Forces vrere to make their effort during these tv/o

phases, against forty modified sites,

was to he a night phaea^ when Bomber Command Ti/ould

attack the storage'depots at Bois de Gassan and

TroisSy St,■Maximin* ‘ In sum, nearly every major

The -Uiird phase

’Crossbow’-' target: and'dll launching sites which were

known or*suspectod to be active,' were to be attacked.

■ 0

The plan v;as not in fact carried out,. ■

Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Ma,llory was not anxious to

allow -the Tactical Air Forces to be taken away fram -

their prime taslcs; a moving battle was at last:

developing, with an abundance of targets for 2nd

■ Tactioal Air Force and the 9th'Air F However,

the plan allotted only a minor,part to these foroes.

orce.

The heaviest blows were to be struck by the heavy

Here the main practioal difficulty was that

for a powerful and successful blow, to be struck against

bombers.

a series of widely dispersed targets, and targets

\vhioh varied in type, good weather over practioally
the whole of northern France and northern and central
Germsmy y/as required. Early on 1 August there were

slight prospects of this for same days to come.
Nevertheless, it was agreed^ :that the- plan should be
attempted, .

Weather did, in fact, seriously interfere with
operations on the 1st, The 8th Air Force could not go

into Germany, while of fifteen launching sites. .that they
attempted to attack, only thre were baabed, two ^vith o

Bomber Command sent 719 aircraft to bomb six

modified .sites and the suspected depot at FoiCb de

but only 74 aircraft vyere able to attack.

n

success.

Ni<^pe,

For the same

succeeded

in attacking only.five, out of fifteen ■ sites ...that .they set
out to attack.

reason, on the follo\7ing day, the 8th Air Force

Bomber Command v/ere more successful .

Over three hundred tons of bombs were dropped on each of
/the „
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:  the storage depots at Troissy St, Moocimiw, and

. Boia de Cassan;

Foret de Nieppe wore also attaoked.

sloe nodifiod sites and the

The first tvra targets vrore accurately

.  hombed; but Air Chief Marshal Harris,

considered that they vrould require a.

succession of attacks- before they were

neutralised, , This.applied also to the Foret

de Wieppe, where on this occasion results were

poor.

In the next four days, therefore, Bomber

Command made tv?elve attacks against these three

targets, and one against the storage depot at

St, Leu d^Esserent, During the same period, the

8th Air Force attacked Peenemhnde and Fallersleben

in Germany, a storage depot at Mery~aur~Oise, ti,vO

depots for flying^bcmb fuel, and over twenty
launching sites , In short, while the original

plan of attack was discarded as regards its time

element, it was largely carried out within a v/eek.

I/liat the precise results were it is

impossible to say with any authority. Very heavy

tonnages vrere dropped on the storage depots by

2,650 tons on Foret de Nieppe,

3,400 on Bois Cassan, 3,100. on Troissy St, Maxin:in,

Bomber Command;

and 2,200 on St, Leu d'Esserent, At two of these,

St, Leu and Troissy, extensive areas over the

underground .storage galleries subsidedj and Foret

ds Nieppe was.so badly damaged that on 12 August

it was judged safe to suspend it from further attack.

The 15th Air Force attack on Ober Raderach “ a small

yct)0
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one of little less than one hundred tons - eichieved

little ovdng to bad weather; but at Peenemunde, the

povrer station and an electrolytic installation in the

hydrogen peroxide plant were heavily daniaged by the

8th Air Porce. Even more successful was the attack on

the VoIksTiTagenwerke at Ea.llcrsleben on 5 August,

85 Liberators made the attack^ dropping tons of

. „ bombs: nearly all the main buildings were directly

hit and heavy daraage was caused. Ihe factory was

therefore removed from the list of 'Crossbow' targets

and no further attacks were made upon it. The

offensive against launching sites met v/ith only

moderate success: nine sites vrere put out of action,

making L^A that v/ere reckoned Category A out of a

total of 94 that had been identified up to date.

All told, nearly 15 >000 t'.ns of bombs were

dropped on 'CrossboTf' targets during the week 2-9

August, three-quarters of them upon stora,ge depots,

which were still believed to be the most profitable

This representedof the various sorts of targets,

quite the most deterrained effort that had so far been

made within such a short space of time to damage vitally

the flying bomb organisation* it had not, however.

embraced the whole system; T/hich was what id.r Chief

Marshal Tedder had in mind when he initiated the project
r
■* 9 ■

of a heavy attack, Firstly, it was quite certain that

not all of the production targets in Germany had been

attacked. Secondly, there were good reasons for

suspecting that parts of the supply system in northern

Prance had not been affected; intelligence received:.0.s,(44)
645(0.),
22 July 1944* dixring the third v/eek of July indicated that the kno-'sn

storage depots vrere linked only to the launching sites

between tlje Seine and Somme; the sites in the Pas de

/ Calais
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Calais were probably supplied from other storage

depots that had not been identified, or by an

alternative system to that operative further

Thirdly, little had been done to

interfere with the rail transport of flying banbs

fran Germany to northern Prance.

(1).
south

This was not

through any failure to appreciate the importance of

stopping this traffic,

instructed before ever the flying-bomb attack began

to discover all they could about the size of the

Allied agents had been

traffic, its timing and routeing. Agents of the

Special Operations Executive were also briefed to

sabotage it where possible,

little - only two or three trains each day - so many

different routes could be used, and movement could,

But it amounted to so

and did, take place exclusively at night, that to

arrange bombing attacks upon it Tfas next to impossible.

To immobilise rail transport from Germany itself

required the destruction of a very large number of

targets, principally bridges; and the.effort coirld

/only

(1) Evidence had been accumulating that there was a
storage depot in the Foret de Nieppe, fifteen miles
south-east of St. Omer, and, as we have seen, it
was heavily attacked during the week 2-9 August,
But there was not the same concrete evidence as in

the case of the depots in the Oise valley that it
was used for flying bomb storage; and in fact it was
proved later to have been used only for rocket storage.
There was also evidence that the Germans had organised,
for the whole of the belt of modified sites, a chain
of supply points, interraediate to the storage depots
and the sites, which could perhaps serve as alternative,
though less capacious, storage depots to the main depots
such as St. Leu d'Esserent and Rilly la Montagne.
the beginning of August, thirteen such points had been
identified between Rouen and St. Omer, all of them in

or near the launching site area; they were underground
and had rail facilities,

and on 17 August it was reported that work was still
going on at seme of them, but that, on the whole,
evidence pointed to their use as storage depots for
rockets rather tlmn flying bombs, though this did not
mean that the latter could not be stored there.

26 August nine were recommended for attack as rocket
targets.

Ey

They continued to be studied,

On

./*
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'  only-be afforded if the Supreme Commander decided that it was

necessary for' the battle in Normandy, 'in■'which case the

interruption of: -flying bomb traffic would be- an incidental

Measures of railway'interdiction were actually

applied if real the middle: of'Augaist inithe'area Maastricht,

Liege and Namur, . -which was the prihcipal area for 'Crossbow'

result.

They' ■'bay have hadtraffic from'/'Germany to: northern iFrance.

some 'effect'.ji . but there is little or no evidence' that the

■scale'', of!'.attack' was sensibly affected.

The week following the heavy 'Crossbow' attacks

■was one.'.bf'increasihgly rapid deterioration of the German

'position-in'Normandy; '.‘and the strategic bomber forces

. exerted-most of their effort against targets connected with

ihe; 'battle bn land, ■ Strong attacks were made by Bomber

,  Oeramand .and'the 8th Air Force on 15th August against seven

airfields' in Holland ahd'Belgim from which aircraft
(1).

launching^ flj^ing bcfa'bs were thought to be operating

At all? of them, hea'vy daimage was' caused to the runways.

■ operation was significant for 'Gros'sbovi, but it was part of

a'■wide'r onslaught that :,5^a'S'carried;:'out on that day against

The

■I .-r.

After their battering of theairfields in North-West Europe.

previous week, the storage depots^ .were left alone, except

for a further attack on I'oret de Nieppe by 126 aircraft of

Boraber Cotanand on the night of 9 August.

Paris/Ougny and Pacy-sur-Amancon - that wore, thought to be

handling flying-baiib fuel were attacked again; the first by

Bomber Coanand on 10 August when over six hundred tons of

bombs were dropped, the second by the 8th Air Force on the

10th and.again on the 11th, when 163 tons^ of bombs were dropped.

At Paris/pugny three out of five fuel tanks were badly daiaag'ed;

The two depots

f.

at Pacy-sur-Armancon railway facilities were .badly damaged but the

■ : tanks escaped lightly. On the 12th.depots were suspended

,' from further attack. . . ;

The heaviest single blow of the week was the work
/of

(1) The airfields were at Venlo, Gilze Rijon, Brussels-
Melsbroke, Le Culot, Eindhoven, Soesterberg and Deelen.
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of Bomber Command on the night of 12 August against the

Opel motor works at Ausselshcdm wliich had been placed

on the secondary list of production targets in Germany

only a short time before,

of bombs were dropped on the towT. and the works.

Damage at the latter was described as

Nearly one thousand tons

widespread but

Ops.(S.O,)
Target
Folder

not severe". Of the main, identified components, only

the hall for loading and despatch appeared to have been

destroyed.

Altogether, seme 31,000 tons of bombs were

dropped on 'Grossbovv* targets between 15 July and 15

Insofar as most of this enormous tonnage was

dropped northern France it

August*

was in the scale of flying

bomb attack at the time that any positive effects of the

offensive could be expected to be displayed.

Scale of German Attack. 15 July >-15 August; Effects
of Allied Bombing,

The botal number of flying bombs reported by

the defences during this period was 2,667,
a total of 2,934 in the first five weeks

compared with

of the attack.

In other words, the Germans had, on the whole, succeeded

in■maintaining the original scale of attack. But there

was this that may have been significant about the

that the number of bombs reported in

the week following the very heavy attacks of 2 - 9

second period:

( 1)
August fell by more than a half

the jjarevious week,

that this decline was entirely

compared to that of

It vvas impossible to be certaiXI

due to Allied bombing,

was good during this particular week,
for the Germans tended to fire

The weather, which

may have had some effect;

most heavily in dull and cloudy weather,
as the deoline

But insofar

was due to bombing, it seemed to be due
very largely to the attaclcs

than on launching sites.

i  on storage depots rather

Some fortjr-one cf the latter

-/h&d-(l) The exact figLires were^^78S~*coiaper’ed to 35C
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had been doetroycd by bccioing up to the middle cf August;

but that still left the Germans fifty-three sites, which

' were more than enough to maintain the average daily scale

of attack. Furthermore, the fact that no attempts had

been made to repair sites Vvhich had been destroyed and

damaged was taken tc mean that the Germans "..'ere not

greatly concerned at the r-ato of destr ■..>otion and had ample

sites in reserve.
0) .

In the absence of reliable statistics ,  the

merit of such attacks was still a matter of opinion.

To a majority of the Joint ^Crossbow’ Target Priorities

.  Committee, however, it certainly c-ppoared that there was

at least no proof that the 26,000 tons of bombs that had

been dropped on launching sites between the middle of

wy. .. June: ajjd themiddle of August'had achieved anything

On 'the other hand, they wore equally

convinced t.at storage depots, communications and

production centres in Germany wore valuable targets

v;orthv/hile.

(2)

and on 15 August Air Chief Marshal Tedder v/as again asked

;  . /to

(1) About the middle of August an attempt was made in the
Deputy Directorate of Science at 'the iir Ministry to
express graphically the effect of the banbing of
launching sites on the scale of enemy activity,
results indicated that the average activity in any zone
T/here a number of sites had been destroyed, fell within
four days to 18 per cent of that previously achieved.
No firm conclusions could be drawn, howe.ver,, as in no
single zone of the launching site organisation had all
the sites been attacked; and only if this had been
done could the value of this type of attack have been
measured vv-ith an3M accuracy.
A similar assessment was also attempted for the bombing
of storage depots.
Directorate were more certain of the validity of their
conclusions, -vdiich vvere that after 1,000 tons of bombs
had been dropped on a depot the scale of attack
decreased for a week until it reached.about half that
obtaining before the bombing,
steadily.

The

In this case„ the officers of the

Thereafter it increased

(2)
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A.;5.A.P. Cdrs,

Conferenoe's,

. Mtg,l6 August,
19^.

to give a decision on the matter. Once more he

stood by his previous ruling that attacks on launching

sites must still be made;

to the strong feelin

though he so far deferred

against them as to .agree that they

should only be carried out ’.;hen bad 'w'eather prevented

attacks on other t;rpes of 'Crossbcn;* target.

The Aork of the Defences. 15 July - 15 Au^mst.iii«

The nett result of the bombing may, cf course,

have been to ijrevent an increase in the scale of attack;

but there is no evidence on tlie point,

failed to bring about any important reduction,

compared r;ith the first five v/eeks, meant that the

defences of London had still to deal \;ith a dangerous

ueight cf attack.

The Development of the Coastal Gun Belt,

That it clearly

as

a.

The ..'orking of the defence s;>/stem '..'as last

considered at the stage 'i;here the decision to move the

The redeployment began

and by damn on 17 July all heavjr guns that

had been deplojred in the inland belt,

in their ne’,; positions on the coast.

guns to the coast had been taken.

on 14 July

v/ere in action

All the light

guns v;ere in action tr/o days later, having remained in

their inland positions longer than the heavy guns to

cover ti'icir move. The speed of the redeployment vas

an achievement that was almost beyond praise
(1)

especially as the Carmand had little emperienoe of large

scale movement.

The position on the morning of 19 July was

that 412 heavy and 572 light guns wore ready for action

in the coastal belt; and there were also l68 Eofors guns

and 416 20 mm. guns of the Regiment, 28 R.A.G.

light guns, and 2pr batteries of rociast guns in position,
/ihaongst

(1) It involved tlis laying of no less than 3,000 miles of
cable for inter-battery lines alone, 30,000 tons of
stores and 50,000 tons of heaver gun ammunition v/erc also
moved into the coastal bellr. In the first week of the move
the vehicles of Anti-Tircraft Command travelled 2f million
miles.
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i’jnongst the heaver guns v/as one U.'.-, i..riny battalion.

Thencefor-'w-ards, the nurabers rose steadily until by

15 August there \/ere 592 heavy guns, including five

Array battalions (80 guns) in the coastal belt,

and 701 light guns.

U.£.

The E..',A, Regiment contribution

renained ffiuoh the- . same, 'hile.there r/ere by.then eight

rocket batteries

■,/ithin this,

and reinforcement, oomparable progre

so to spealc, basic deiDloyment

nas made in thess

prog;raJxre of replacing mobile guns by static guns and

in SCR 584 sets and No.10 Predictors, vith

v.l'rich a beginning bad been made before the move to the

had taken place.

bringing

coast This unavoidably took longer

ccmplete than' the initial r.ede-ployi'aont. ■It vasto

not until 22 July that the

v/ere in position and reac5y for action,

thereafter progress v;as more rapid,

the month 288 static guns '.vore recidy for actiorij

15 August the figure had risen to 579^

gap bek'/een''tho completion of the first moves on

17 July and the bx'inging to bean in force of the most

efficient equipment, coupled'also -,;ith the need to

become familiar ’.vith tiie ne.; positions, that accounts

for the relatively poor results "uiat ‘..'ere obtained in

the neek follovang the redeployment.

Defence against Attack from the East,

irst thirty static guns

But

By the end of

8y

It \/as this

b.

The imrranse tank of rcdeplojmient was also

oomplicatod by the need for

sj^stem further north.

setting up a neav defence

It vill be recalled that on th

nig,ht of 9 July, 'and subsequently, flying bonibs had

boon plotted as they approached London from the direction

of the Thames esturr'y, in contrast to- the majority of
/bombs

Tlneo' Lypimil ,‘ iM.ti i'j, tjj,- L CiJiiUiiaml 'li'ogi 5  ftcpci'temit

iven in TKtO
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bombs '.;hich, being fired from the sitos in the belt

Dieppe - St, Omer, came in from the south and south-

It v/as not laiam for certain until 3 August

these -'.;ere being launched from German banbers;

but as early as 12 Juljr A.D.G.B. Headquarters had

prepared a provisional plan for the defence of the

capital against attacks from Belgium and Holland,

same principles as had governed the form of the original

’Diver* deployment vere followed,

belt of balloons west of a line from Rochester

Thomeshaven;

east.

that

The

There was to be a

a belt of anti-aircraft guns east of

Fighter
G ommand

O.R.B.

..ppendix D5,

the balloons and west of a line from the north-east

corner of tne existing gun belt to Clacton;

of the guns there would be a patrol area for fighters,

which vrould be manned by squadrons operating from Mansion

under the control of the radar

Pore no

forward

stations at bandwich,

and Foulness,ss

Further pro,gre was held up for a w'eek by

the decision to re-deploy the main gun belt;

ss

but the

matter wad ag;dn examined at a meeting at Dtanmore

By then, an alternative plan had been

This, like the plan to move the guns to

i.D.G.B. Headquarters, and was

based on a similar appreciation of what was required;

for it envisaged the extension of the new coastal

on

.

the coast, emanated from j

gun

idgliter

Command 0,R.B. 18 July.
Appendix E,
18 July,191^. produced

I

See Map Ho,

belt frem St, Hargearet's Bay — its present northerly

- to the North. Foreland, and thence further north

across the Thanies, by mounting heavy anti-

limit

still.

aircraft guns on a line of ships moored in the estuary,

Anti-;drcraft Command preferred a more westerly

deployment 6h the grounds that it would allow the

continuous engagement of flying bombs by crossfire as

they passed up the river. In any case, as the

/alternative
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alternative plan depended upon the provision of tha

necessarsr shipping, nich it v;ns soon dear could not be

provided in anything like tha nocessary quantity, tho

original plccn vans adopted as far as it affected the guns.

But another difficulty arose over tho

disposition of the balloon defences that v;ero required,

Tho A.D.GiB, plan provided for t-./o belts of balloons;

one of 106 balloons ■'.dnich v/ould be an extension of tho

main barrage at its northern end, and anothor of 50? balloons

uhich was to bo deployed to the north of the Thames bem/eon

['ilbury a.nd Brentrood, Anti-Airoraft Command held,

ho'.jov,:^!-, that these u?ould' hinder the defence of tho

capital against ordinary aircraft attack, as the

balloon cables uould interfere rath the gun radar sets

that -while Balloonin and near London, The upshot wdo

rould be I'equiredCccuuand reconnoitred the sites that \

(1)north of the river ,  no balloons \;ere flov.n from that

The extension to the main barrage, bringing itturea.

up to the south bcank of the estuary in. the Q-ravesend

distriot,

August 265 balloons had been added

proceeded with; andas  by the‘beginning of
( 2)

But T/ith this exception, and also that of an

increase in the sizo of tha standing patrols of fighters

in the Thames estuary area, 'which vras raised from t,.'o

fighters to ten from jO July, the defence against attack

from due cast v/as largely left to Anti-Aircraft Command^

and General pile was given discretion to re-doploy tho

pe imuient defences east of London as he thought fit.

/These
(1) oomo 1,250 sites -;:ere reconnoitred, which regresentod
the ma;;.imum number of balloons that Balloon Command could

have flo\,n in addition to tho 1,750 alrcadj^ deployed in the
ua.in bArrago nouth ox’ the river,

(2) By this time the main bariwage was tibsorbing all '
suieplics of L.A. balloons, and the extension could only
be supplied with iv'JC.lTL balloons, which ‘.prc loss robust
and \;oxe flown from lighter cmxlos than tho L.Z. type.

*«
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ThetiG Gounistcd chiefly of the r;uns in the Thanes

and iucd'..T,y

duly .the ndvemen

*-* » and during the 1

of 64 of these v/ns hagu

soncs; t i;eek inn n

n. The

new positions that werc- takeii up were in the

quadrilateral Roohester. ~ '..hitstable - Clacton -

Chelmsford, ,hich T/aa henceforth knavnan axe a

as the 'Diver' Gun nt the same tiiac, four

mobile H.h.h. regiments of 21st Army GroUo,
Anti-Aircraft Canmand L

box'.

one

regiment, and a number

of E.A.P, Regiment a.nd naviil units also began to

move to positions in the box. By the end of

July there were I56. heavy guns, 120 40

20 mm, guns in action there,

/ s in the case of the coastal

mm. and 324

 belt, to build

up a high proportion of remotely controlled static guns

"w'ithin the box took longer than to

initial deploymentj

carry out the

but by the middle of August I36 of

the heavy cyaic; the box, vdiich by then contained

208 heavy guns all told,

ol ligh'G guns had boon' increased by the

17'+ a'-O riXii,

acre of that t

and 404 20 mm. Gunfire cou

ype. The number

same date to

ld also bo brought

lall numbor of guns on Maunsoll fortsto boar from a S-Q

moored in the estuary. and frau barges and converted

The normal searchlight dispositions

ssex had also been thickened by the

composito searchlight and L.A.A, batteries.

pleasure steamerO •

in E ■ddition of hvo

/In
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In rj-am, by the end of July a strong defence, and

by tho middle of ;.uguat a very powerful one, had been

erected to meet the attack from due east.

■>*><

c. Effect of the 'Piver' Deployments upon the A.A, Defences
of the United Kin?;dan.

The deployment that had been put in force when the

attack had first begun, had entailed the move of five hundred

balloons and 192 heavy and 192 light guns. But then, as

the inadequacy of these first defences v;as appreciated.

successive reinforooments had been brought in.

strength of the balloon belt had risen to a thousand by the

end of June and nearly k,70 thousand by the end of July,

The

The number of heavy guns had risen to four hundred by the

first date, and six hundred and fifty by the second; • and

there had been a comparable increase in that of light guns.

The effect on Balloon Gamnand had been to force the

el-iinination of practically all barrages in tlie rest of the

anti~kircraft Command, hov;ever, was notUnited Kingdom,

so seriously affected.

During the second week in July General file asked

Air Marshal Hill’s approval to very large withdrawals frc3m

Fighter
C arm and
O.R.B.
Appendix
D5, 13 July the rest of the United Kingdom so that the 'Diver’ belt

(1)
could be rendered moi-e efficient ,  He proposed to

withdraw guns first from areas to the north and west of a

line fraa St. David’s Head - Humber - Falioirk, This

amounting to 204 heavy guns, meant that the

remaining defences -./ere asmned only by Home Guards and

small cadres of regular troops.

reduction.

The risk to the distr

■s.

icts

concerned, ha.vever, w-as snail in view of the weakness of the

German bomber force. But the requirements of the gun belt

could not be met without also T;ithdrav/ing guns from the south

/ and

(1) General pile’s aim V3.s not to reinforce the gun belt at
stage but to provide reliefs for the overv/orl<ed batteries

that had been in
this

notion there since the beginning of the attack,
p wanted also to provide against the replacement for the twelve
batteries of 21st Army Group which were deployed in the belt,
but^which were liable to be p-ithdrawn at short notice,
addition, he was shortlj?' to lose ten mixed H,A,A, batteries, v/hich
v.;ere to be disbanded ov;ing to the shortage of A.T.S.

In
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and east of the line; and General Pile proposed

to obtain 276 jjuns from t’.ventyv-five tOTms in these

The risk involved, for reasons of simple

geo^fraphy, v/as higher than in the case of the more

northerly tov/ns,

to be an acceptable one;

areas.

Put it seemed to Air Marshal Hill

and he approved the proposals,

'.Then the coastal belt was established, and

beginning made with the formation of the 'Diver' Gun

'Bo2c', most of the batteries that u'ers thus obtained

from other parts of the country were imraediately

absorbed and fresh batteries for reliefs and

reinforcement were therefore needed, amounting.

a

according to ̂ .nti-Aircraft Command's calculations, to

216 guns.27 batteries Once again it was necessary

to reduce ohe gun defences of the rest of the United

Kingdom, On this occasion the datum line v/as drawn

from the Sclent to the Humber,

of it, 17 batteries \7cre '.■.dthdra\/n, principally from

the north-east coast, Bristol, Merseyside and Belfast;

eight.were wdthdrawn, from

London, Chelmsford, Ashford and Canterbury,

remaining tw;o batteries \;cxe available from resources

already earmarked for 'Diver',

From north and west

from south and cast of it,

The

hiien these withdrawals

had been made,

heavy guns and 70S light guns

Anti-Aircraft Caiimand had cacjaitted 70M

to 'Diver', leaving

1,269 heavy guns and 1,613 light guns for the defence

(1)

of the rest of the oountrj''.

The Protection of London,d.

It has au’eady been noted that during the

four 7;eeks succeeding the redeployment to the coast,

the general scale-of enemy attack was much the same as

(1) -■''.eluding guns of less than LO mm, calibre.
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i-

in the previous weeks. In another respect, too, the

the mean point of

impact of all the homhs falling in London ’::as, as

before, in the Dulwich district, approximately one

mile east 01'' Allejm’s School.

position remained much the same;

The brunt of the

; >

attack,.therefore, continued to fall on the boroughs

south of the river. The .toll of houses damaged

and destroyed continued to rise, being near one

million by the middle of August, Casualties,

ho;-,ever, i,'ere lo';ver by one .half than in the first

five -.veeks;

been going on, especially south of the river,

v/ere thoro any single incidents so destructive of life

■v.tiich reflected the evacuation that had

Nor

as some of those that had occurred earlier in tho

attack. The three most serious ;vere at Leyton,

Ksnningtcn and T/atford, -i/here some thirty ]ooopl®

were killed in each case. The period was notable

for quite the heaviest day's attack so fai' launched.

th,at of dusk on 2 August to dusk 'the follo--;ing day,

v;hen in dull, cloudy 'i/eathcr, 210 flying bombs crossed

the coast and 103 fell in London. But this ->7as an

exceptional day, not only iii

the proportion of bombs that penetrated to the capital.

For the iDoriod as a \/holc only a little over 33

cent of bon-ibs reported by the do'fences succeeded in

reaching'their tcjrget, compared to 41- per cent for tho

first five weeks of the attack.

eight of attack but in

That tfis v/as so, ;7as largely due to the

improved jperformance of the guns. Between 17 and 24

July, the first week in'^hich the guns were operating

in their new positions pn the coast, tho percentage

of bombs destroyed bj; anti-aircraft fire was only

slightly better t.-.an in tho previous most succHssful

\vcek for the guns. The next ’..-eek, however, saw a

/notable
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nota’'ole irriprovfiment. Out of nearly six hundred

possible targets, the guns destroyed IhO, which

re;presented a destruction of 2^ per cent compared to

l6 in the previous week. There was a further slight

improveraent in the period 31 July - 7 August, ¥/hich

. as a week of consistently bad \?eather and one in

which the Germans launched more baabs than in any

previous i/eek. Then, in the week 7“14 nugust, the

guns destroyed 120 of the 305 flying bcmbs that were

presented to them as targets;

their percentage of successes exceeded that of the

and for the first time

fighters.

The steady improvement reflected the

introduction of tire new equipment, but it reflected

also the success of the gun detachments in familiarising

theraseivGs with tho new drills that wnre entailed.

This was the case -.7ith the light guns as v/ell as the

he avy; for in order that 40 mm, guns could be fired

at unseen targets, the No.3 Nredictor, \.hich hitherto

had been used exclusiveIjr vrith heavy guns,

adapted and brought into use by L.A.A,

It wa;

as

Regiments,

not least among the achievements of the Command

that the soldiers' traditional prejudice against novel

equipment was overcome so quickly.

But if the perforraance of tho defences as a

whole showed a notable improvement on the first weeks

of the attack, the successes of the fighter

diminished;

had

as, indeed, it had been feared they would

when the redeployuent of the guns had been decided upon.

It was I'ecognised that fighters patrolling over the

sea would be compensated for the bisection of their

patrol area by the gun bolt only if an improved technique

of control was achieved by the radar

this, the radar stations had regularly to detect flying
/borribs

stations. Nor
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bombs at least sixty miles may, track them thenceforth

continuously and aoourately^ and provide the fighter pilot

with precise information on tire course of his target.

All this had to be done sufficiently quickly to allow

the pilot time to make interce'otion and destroy the bomb

before it reached the coastal gun belt. For once that

happened, the bonb came within the exclusive sphere of

the guns ̂ 7h0re all pilots were expressly forbidden to

trespass.

In the event, the problem was never satisfactorily

solved. The iimerioan M.E, .r, set at Fair light and its

successor the British Tj'pe 26, were the most successful

stations; but the proportion of possible targets

destroyed by seaward patrolling fighters during these

four weeks was only one in ten, compared with one in three

during the first five weeks, ^■/h3n th^: fighter patrol area

had extended from the Channel to the balloon belt inland.

ifhat was particularly significant vas that the degree of

success remained much the same ^vcelc by week, des^jite the

fact that pilots and controllers alike becOTtie very familiar

the failure was awith tho problem. In other vvcrds.

failure of equipment rather than training or individual

/Overland
(1)

skill

(1) During July the possibility of using radar-equipped
naval ships as fighter oontrcl stations was examined, the
advantage being that they could, in theory, detect a
flying baab earlier than a coastal rad.ar station,
Adnir alty were unable to provide a suitable .ship, however,
until after the main attack on London was over.
During August other measures were introduced to assist
interception over the sea, , A oliain of buoys was moored
fifteen imiles out to sea, Yd-th an interval of six miles
bet-vvean each huoy, to wjum pilots wlien they were approaching

belt and also help tliem in pinpointing their
at night, si>: slcnaly revolving searchlight beams

Also, durin£; daylight, v/hite

The

the gun
position;
served the same purpose,

'

•t

rockets were fired frcm launches patrolling in tire Le
Tr^ort - Dungeaess - Dover
passage of flying bombs.

Calais acre a, to mark the
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Overland the difficulties of interception

Basically, the problem \ias the

same a,_: over the sea, i,e, to give the fighter the

necessary information, sufficiently early, for

interception to be made and pressed home,

there much difference 'in the relative size of the tivo

v;ere not so great.

Nor Vv'as

But it vas found in practice that thepatrol areas,

gunfire from the guns on -the coast gave the patrolling

‘■0

pilots an ercoellent indication of the course of  a bomb;

and very often pilots could, as it nere, v/ait behind

the guns to fall on those bombs that passed unscathed

In addition, there vere facilities

for aiding interception over land that '..'ere absent at sea.

The Royal Observe;; Corps Centres at Maidstone and Horsham

were used for the control'of patrolling fighters

tlxrough the barrage.

the

advantage being that this cut out the transmission of

information to the Group operations room fran the H.O.C,

centres, -;hich v;as the usual procedure when piloted

R.O.C, posts, and aaircraft w'ere being plotted,

nutiiioer of searchlight units weivj also used to speed up

the passing of information to the patrolling pilot.

They were equipped with white Sohermuly rockets which

they fired to mark the course of a flying bonib,

use of red rockets bjr the R.’O.C, and solectod R.A,P,

Hireless Observer Units, and searchlight beams to

mark the southern boundary of the balloon b arrage -< by the

end of July a more feirraaao obstacle than ever - was

Searchlight'beams were also extensively used

The

continued.

to mark patrol lines.

The result was that many more flying bombs ware

shot dcvm■overland' than over the sea in these four weeks -

the relative figures rxsre 395 and 231 and there vias no

/great
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great decline from the rate of destruction that had been

(1)
achieved hy fighters in tho first phase of the attack

There vas dctually an increase in the number that

vas destroyed by fighters operating at night overland,

vas partly explained by the move of the guns to the

coast ',,hich left the landv«ard approaches to London free

for the unimpeded oporations of night fighters and

searchlights, whereas previously operations overland at

night had frequently been restricted to the guns,

it was partly due also to increased sld.ll and efficiency

on the part of night fighter crov/s and searchlight

dota.Ghmonts, aided by the ground controls,

significant that the most consistently successful night

This

But

It was

squadrons -were- those that pecialised in the work - Nos,

96, 418 and 6c5 Squadrons, using Mosquitos, and the

The first of these v;as second onlyTempests of P.I.U,

to t>,70 Tempest squadrons - Nos 3 and Ij , which fle7;

chiefly by day - in the number of bombs destrojred. The

other successful Mosquito 'squadrons,

operated as 'Intruders', -v/ere .first emplo^/ed' over tho

launching site area in northern Franca in order to spot the

hieh normally

sites that were in action. The3'' had little suoc.q.ss, and

from the middle of July usually patrolled to seaward of the

gun belt. All told, eleven Mosquito squadrons and two
(2)

U.S.A.A.P, night fighter ,  as \7ell as

detaclrments from day fighter squacirons, were called upon for

but with the exception of the four mentioned

/above,

quadrons

night patrols;

(1) 27 per cent of the targets presented to fighters overland
during the period 17 July - 15 August, were destroyed,
compared to 54 per oent over the much larger patrol area

that T/as available to fighters in the first fivo v;eeks of

the attack. It should not bo forgotten, however, that
those shot donn over the sea represented clear victories,

' whereas many of the bombs destroyed overland frequently
caused damage and casualties in the districts south and
south-east of London.

(2) These were Nos, 422 and 425 U.L.A.i-,P. Squacirons, which wore
armed with the P.6I/1 ("Black Nidow") fighter. They carried
out regular patrols, usually f our a night, fraii I6 July -
10 August,
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(1)
above, none had any notable suoooss *

One other oomponent of the defenoes

improved on its performance prior to the mddlc of

ns the balloon barrage. By the endthisJuly;

of July the ]plannod total of 1,750 L.h, balloons

and 265 Mk.VI balloons nns deployed,

remained the chief factor affecting the flying of

■Je athcr

In the last neok of July, v/hen thethe barrage.

neather v;as verj'bad, the vhole barrage v;as grounded

The following nook,for nearly one-fifth of the time,

-. ■hen the weather vas better but still far from good,

this figure fell to onc-tavontieth, while in the

excellent weather of 9-15 August the barrage -was fully

operational for the whole v/eek.

Destruction of bembs through impact with

balloon cables reflected the ex-pansion of the barrage.

Ex-pressed as a porcontago of bombs destroyed to bombs

passing into the barrage, it rose from 8 during the

second week in Juljr to 13 in the,next;

11 during the bad weather of the last week of the month

and then rose again to I8 in the first week of August

it fell to

Itogether, 1A7 flying bombs

were hrou^t do-.m by balloons during the period,

compared to 55 iu the previous five 'u'celcs.

and 19 in the second. ii. i

Ahis

V-s

.  (l)lhe success of the four squadrons was almost entirely
due to their specialisation in night patrols, and in
particular to the skill of their pilots in overooming
the difficulty of estimating range at night. Various
methods wei-e tried at various times. Aircraft
occasionally patrolled in pairs sc that the pilot of

■ one could fly to one side of the bomb, estimate the
range betvfeen it c^nd the other aircraft, which vrould
be flying behind the bomb and pas.s the information by

'Monica' -rai^ar, a set used by Bomber Command
to give warning of the appr-oach of hostile night
fighters, was alsP used by a few Mosquitos to give

Bettor Inovm still - or at any rate, more
Grating Range

range,
publicised - was Sir Ihomas Iferton
Finder, which did not, horaver, coma into service,
and then only in small numb^ers, until the last fortnight
of the attack.

s
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■

This was not due simply to the thickening of the

Certain modifications to the balloons uere

By the beginning of July

barrage,

beginning to shov; results,

experiments and trials carried out at the Balloon

Development Establishment, Gardington had reached the

stage where various devices intended to increase the

lethality of the barrage could be tried on a large

They consisted of attaching either one or ta'o

extra wires to the balloon cable. By the end of the

month 590 balloons had been fitted with one extra wire,

and 69 ’^ath two. Two developments sponsored by the

Admiralty were also coming into operation by this date.

They wrere known as hjhiskers* and ’Nets*. The first

consisted of suspending light wire in a near-horisontal

position from the cable by means of parachutes,

second was an assembly of wires fitted between two

adjacent balloons . By the middle of August, 1,54H

sites w'ere equipped with one additional wire;

wire assembly had been 'withdrawn pending further trials;

scale.

The

the ,twO'

87 sites were equipped vith Admiralty '’Whiskers* and six

The 'Nets’ up to that tine had enjoyed

the ’Y.Tiiskers' had brought dOT/n teo flying

the single -u-ire asseinblies had destroyed at

and in

with ’Nets’,

no.success;

bombs;

least fourteen, possibly as many as twventy;

twelve other oases fljing bombs after an initial impact

with light wires had crashed after a second impact later

Altogether, Balloon Gommand was atin their flight,

last obtaining a worthwhile return for its strenuous efforts

since the attack began,

of the Period.iv,, Survey

This v<as patently true of the whole field of

There was by the. middle of
/August

Allied counter-measures.
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August a general feeling amongst those v;ho Y/eve

responsible for operations, particularly defensive

,  that an ascendancy over the nevi v/eapon va.s "being

Not that there v/as undue optimism.

Air Chief Marshal Tedder pointed out that one factor

in the fall in the scale of flying homb attack during

the second week in August might have "been the enormous

transport difficulties that the battle on land v>?as

malcing for the Germans, and if the position

stabilised the attack might intensify,

nothing v/as being said, it is interesting to note,

about the position stabilising only vb.en the

launching sites had been overrun.

ones

achieved.

Little or

A.E.ii.P.Cdrs,

Conferences,
Mtg.

14 August, 192f4,

■as also, of course, the possibility

that the Germans might adopt new and more effective

tactics or modify the flying bomb to give it added

So far we haddisocrnod little that

There

speed and. range.

Prom about 20 July manyv/as new in either respect.

flying bombs had been fired in salvoes in an attempt

but T/ith little success.to saturate the defences,

Fighters were slightly less successful against this

form of attack than against spasmodic shooting, guns

The Germans also took moreYiexe slightly noro,

advantage of weather conditions than during the first

Early morning, when sea fog and

mist overland hindered the defences, vms often the

weeks of the attack.

Here too, hroever, the

advantage to the enemy \ysls unimportant.

The attack from the direction of the Thames
#

estuary, where the Gennans had certainly sprung a

surprise, had not so far been embarrassing,

to the best British figures, only 107 flying bombs

launched by air from 9 July to the middle of

/August

busiest time of the day.

Aooordin

■vvere

g
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(1)
August, all of them hy night ,

Such modifications to tho v;eapon itself as \;ere

reported consisted of alterations to its exx^losive content.

It Tvas during these four weeks that a proportion of v/arheads

was filled with i'rialen, a more powerful e:cplosive than

that which was normally used. A few homhs were also

reported to contain a number of 1 kilogramme inoendiary

bambs. Range, speed and operational height, ho\7ever,

remained much the same, though there were occasional

reports of bombs being seen at heights of 7,000 feet.

The attack had, therefore, remained static, as

it were;

notably developed.

whereas' the oounter-measures to it had

This was not so obviously true of

the bombing counter-measures as of the direct defence of

London; and at the moment of writing it is still

impossible to say ho\; far the Germans were hindered by

But by the end of July a more clearly formulated

bombing policy had been worked out;

precise relation to the state of intelligence on the

them.

one bearing a more

enemy's flying bomb organisation that had been the case

previously. Moreover, while the continued attack of

the actual launchinf:; sites was still insisted upon,

main weight of the offensive had been sw/itched from sites

the

to storage depots, which v/ere not only a probable bottle

neck in the German system of supply but T/ere more suitable

targets
.'-1.

lan the sites for attack by heavy bombers.

The only really obscure feature of the picture

Li

which the intelligence officers were constructing

remained the machinery of production,

information that was positive and trustworthy had been

obtained.

Here, little m

The one knovm assembly factory was kallars

ore

leben;

and accordingly it had been attacked. But it was certain

/
that/

(1) But see footnote, p,252.
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and the absence of dependablethat thei-e •\.ore others;

intelligence was a serious handicap to an effective
t!

.  Peenemundej Ober Raderach
(1)

counter-offe nsive

and the other hydrogen -perordcae plants, were useful

Hydrogen peron'ide, however, had only a

limited use with flying bombs, namely in the launching

procedure; and the prospects of destroying so much

of the capacity to produce it rhat not even the small

quantities required for launching would be available,

.  targets.

were remote.

But the contribution of the bombers was not

to be assessed only by the- damage that was caused to

There v/ere also therl
specific ’Grossbovv

effects of the Allied air offensive on the Gorman

targets.

eneral to be taken into consideration.economy in

Similarly, the land battle, by imposing a strain upon

o

the enemy's capacity to niake war, was malcing an

while the direct tlireat from the

/Allied

ind-irect contribution;

was most unsatisfactory, and soon after the
an attempt

(l) This
formation of the Joint Crossbow Committee

made to remedy the position, despite the lack of
accurate information, by a new method of approach,
the beginning of August the list of 'Crossbow* industrial
targets v/as divided into two parts. The first^ of
these, *A* targets, contained only factories which were
kno\;n to be engaged on the assembly of flying oombs or

rockets, or on the manufacture of an essential component,
such as the gyro unit, provided that in the latter case

the v/hole system of production of the particular
component could be identified by intelligence,
list of ‘A* targets was very limited, and most cf the
suspected factories v;ent into the 'B* list, for which
the criterion was either that they should have some
Gonnerion with 'Crossbow* and also be of general
importance to the German war potential (such as the
Opel works at Rlisselsheim), or that they should have

important secondary connexion with 'Crossbow*
production. Factories on the 'A* list merited attack
on high priority; the remainder were as signed to the
bomber forces to fill out missions in particular areas,

at one time or another placed on
Cf tliese four were attacked -

was
At

The

an

Nine factories v;ere
the *A* list, ^

Pallersleben, .Peenemundc, Ober Saderach and i/eimar,
•The second and third wei'n attacked as hy<^ogen peroxide
plcnts, the fourth solely in connexion with rocket
production. Altogether nineteen factories were included
in the *B* list, of which only one, the Opel works at

Russelsheim, was attacked.
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Allied armies to the areas from viiich bombs were being

launched v;as, of course, potentially the most effective

of all the Allied counter-moasurcs.

V/hen v;e turn to the progror.s of the defences

during this first month sucoeoding. the redeployment,

more positive statements can be made;

of ttie defences can be assessed by the simplo equation

for the success

of bombs destroyed and bombs reaching London v/ith the
«

number of bombs that the G-ofmans had launched. Clearly,

there had been a most marked improvement compared to

the early ’./ceks of the attack. The chief reason is

it lay in the more effective shooting

of the guns, though the balloon barrage had also

increased its percentage success,

factor vvas that the defensive system as a Tiiole vvas

-;?orking v;ith far more smoothness. than in the earlier

not far to seek;

But a further

(1)
phase , Dosens of fighters, hundreds of guns and

balloons T/ere nn.; operating vdth little mutual

intorferenco in an..are.a„ little more, than fifty miles

deep against targets that could cross the, area in five

to six minutes.

The guiding principle vas to restrict the

fire of the guns in the-, belt as little as possible;

and,by the middle of August even such fev; restrictions

as had been imposed rhen tho rodeployraent took place had

been abolished or modified. The safety areas that had

been institutod in front of coastal tov/ns and radar

stations w'oro reduced in size. The gap in tte barrage

over Hastings, which allowed -fighters to pass beteeen

the two fighter' patrol areas, was abolished on 11 August,

Instead, Anti-Air or ai’t Command accepted, a iDrohibition on

/fire

(i) Air Marshal Hill, in conversation -with the narrator,
has said that the difference in 'atmosphere' prior to

and after the redeployment was remarkable, Tho
recriminations which had been an unhappy feature of the

earlier period largely disappeared.
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fire above 6,000 feet;

guns above this height.

and aircraft passed over the

j3ut 7/ith these small exceptions the guns

'  uerc' free to fire v/hen and v/here they liked; and the

respamsibility for avoiding their fire fell upon the

fighter pilots. It v/as a measure of their success

in this that fcr." cages Vv^ore notified between

July and the end of August of fighters being damaged

by anti-aircraft fire. In sum, jjrovided that the form

of the G-erraan attack did not change, A.D.G-.B, were

confident that an effective system had been organised

and that the oombined efforts of all arms would result

in still better results.

The Offensive against ^Grossbovv* Targets, l6 August -
5 September.

G-encral bombing policy during what was to

prove the last fortniglot of the main flying bomb attack,

i.e. that launched fraii the belt of modified sites between

V.

the deine and the Pas' dc Calais, shov/ed little change

Gomparod to that of previous weeks. Air Chief Marshal Tedder

still had difficul in obtaining from the 8th Air Force
(1)

as big an effort against 'Crossbow' targets as ho \vished

Bomber Command's 'Crossbow' effort was also small,

the week 16-22 August, only eleven hundred tons out of

During

a

/total

(1) At the daily conference at A.E.A.P. Headquarters on
15 August Air Chief Marshal Tedder directed the 8th Air

toaattack 'Crossbow' targets on the following da.y.
At the next day's conference, however, General Doolittle
announced that his forces ^v■ere that day attacking
industrial targets in the Leipzig area; and v/hen
Air Chief Marshal Tedder asked why, in view of his
instructions, 'Crossbow' targets were not being attacked,
ho returned the question’-begging answer that there vvere
none in the Leipzig area.
prograiHme for the day, but it was agreed that on the
17th the 8th would attack 'Crossb
dumps in northorn Prance and Bolgium,
17th forbad the plan;

Poroe

It was too late to alter the

t targets and fuel
Heather on the

but it T»as carried out on the 18th
to the extent that the 8th dropped 100 tons on teo
airfields in Prance and Holland which were being used by
flyxng bomb launching aircraft and 88 tons on the fuel
depot at Pacy-sur-.irr.r-ncon, m addition, they dropped
nearly yhirteen nundred tons of bombs on railway bridges
in Belgium, airfields in eastern Prance and an aircrafis
factory at 1/oippy near Metz,

ow
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total of nearly tvvelvo thousand dropped by the two heavy

bomber forces fell oti- 'Orossbow^ targets; only  a little

more than tr;o thousand was aimed at battlefield targets,

During the next week, 25-29 August

effort was higher;

targets out of a total effort of more than seventeen

the proportionate

A,528 tons were dropped on ^Crossbow’

?

thousand tons.

’Crossboy/f bcmhing policy itself was complicated

by the reappearance of targets connected fith rocket as

distinct from flying bomb attack;

the more precise intelligence on rocket development and

the imminence of rocket attack that had been received

during the previous six weeks,

which was a result of

Thus, the large sites

at Uatlen and Mimoyecquest were returned to the schedule

of "Crossbow’ targets and v;ere very heavily attaclaed by

Bomber Command on 25 and 27 August, respectively. The

radio and armament factory at Vfoii3:yr/feuchenwald, .which

wa suspected of makihg rocket ccmpononts, was also added

to the list and was attacked by the 8th Air Force

2A August, Five 'Benito’ V/r

operating in a frequency band which, it

was expected, would also be used for tracking the rocket,

recanmended for attack in order to clear the air and

so make listening for enemy rocket signals

on

stations in the Sorame-Pas

de'Calais area,

\;ere

easier, Tv/o

of those stations were lightly attacked during the last

week in August, as

northern France and Belgium,

were five small liquid oxygon plants in

In addition, as the Allied

armies advanced to the Seine, the stora® dapots in the

X

Paris area were suspended from attack and the forward

storage depots, rearward of the‘belt of modified

were substituted.

sites.

These smaller depots wore thought to

be for rocket rather than flying barib.storage. In attacks

on rocket targets beti.een I6 and 29 August two thousand
/tons
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tons of bombs v/ere di'oppod, leaving only some three

thousand that Avere dropped on targets connected with

flying bombs, quite the smallest effort in any

fortnight since flying bomb attacks had begun.

Ttiese attacks opened A'd.th one of the rare

contributions of the Ipth U.S, Air Force to •CrossboAv’

On l6 August 89 Liberators, operating

from airfields in the Poggia district, attacked the

countern-neasures.

hydrogen peroxide XAlant at Ober Raderach and dropped

Uxoellent results Avere obtained;170 tons of bombs.

the hydrogen plant was demolished and the ojygen

plant probably damaged by blast; and photographic

reconnais'sanoe after the attack indicated that the

plant was out of action. A r/eek later it v/as suspended

from further attack.

Apart from the light attacks by the 8th Air

Force against the fuel depot at Pacy-sur-Armancen and

the airfields at Eindhoven and Roye-Any,

already been mentioned, and light attacks by Bomber

Command against modified sites, on Avhich less than hvo

hundred tons of bombs A/ere dropped, the only other

'CrossboAv' attack during the Aveek 16-22 August was made

by Bomber Command on 18 August against a storage depot

at Foret de-l‘Isle Adam in the Oise valley north-Avest

OA'^er seven hundred tons of bombs wore dropped

and the target area was v/ell covered Avith craters.

The density of trees in the area made any detailed

This Avas, havever,

the last attack that it was deemed necessary to make

against the group of storage depots in the area Paris -

Beauvais - Compiogne - Rheims, A;hich xias daily in

greater danger of being cut off from the modified sites

by the advance towards the Seine,

which have

of Paris,

assessment of damage difficult.

/During
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During the week 23-29 August a larger effort was

made against modified sites: 1100 tons of baribs were

dropped on twenty sites, vath some success in five cases.

All the sites were north of the Sommej which reflected the

Three airfields inchange in the situation on land.

Holland - Venlo, Eindhoven and Deelen - and Le Culot

airfield in Belgium, all of which were thought to be in

use by flying bomb launching aircraft, were lightly

150 tons of bombs were dropped, chiefly by theattacked;

8th Air Force,

The main attacks of the week were against
tt ir

Peenemunde and the Opel works at Russelsheizn,

Air Force sent I80 aircraft to Poenemunde on

The

8th

25 August; 319 tons of bombs ?/ero dropped and further

damage v/as caused to the hydrogen peroxide plant, ‘

was the fourth and last occasion on which Peenemunde was

attacked.

This

The same night, Bomber Command sent A12

aircraft to Russelsheim and 1,55^ tons of bombs were

dropped,. .Bombing was v.'cll concentrated on the Opel ¥orks,

very little weight falling on the residential districts

Severe damage was caused throughout the plant;

almost all major units, including three assembly sheds, were

hit.

nearby.

No further attacks needed to be made on the factory.

These attacks marked the end of theei’forts of the
I

heavy bomber forces to diminish the scale of flying boiiib

attack from northern France, They were not the only ’Grossberw'

attacks that were made before the Germans were forced to

abandon their launching sites. On 31 August and 1 September

Bomber Command sent out very strong forces to attack nine
i-'

forv?ard storage depots in the pas de Calais, dropping in all

nearly three thousand tons of bombs. These were attacked,

htm^ever, for the,part they might be playing in the enemy's

preparations for rocket attack.

vi. The Contribution of Ground Forces,

In any ease, thanks to the advance of the Allied armies,
/there
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there was not at this time as great a need for the

homhing of targets associated with flying hombs as there

As early as tiie middle of August

the Germans had begun to withdraw from the launching

sites south of the Somme, even though the Allied ground

These sites

had been previously.

forces had not yet ro.ached the Seine,

i/"

At any rate,

from dusk on that day only the sites north cf the Scsrame

remained operative,'

done was to withdraw the third and fourth Abteilungen

of Plakregiment 155(w) from their original dispositions

south of. the Somme, and redeploy them in the area north

of the river v;here the first and second Abteilungen had

(1)
been operating .

had probably been evacuated,by 20 August,

Y.hat the Germans appear to have

CBC.(^)70..
31 August,'
19^.

The end came rapidly; so rapidly, indeed, that

an airborne expedition to land troops in the Pas de Calais

(2)
on 3 September vas cancelled , By the 30th, the 11th

British Armoured Division v/as in Amiens, and the 3i'dU,S*

Army was well past Laon, The sites in the Pas-de Calais

were not occupied by these moves, but their. oammimications

with Germany were obviously about to be cut. Thus, on

1 September the sites ceased operating and personnel and

equipnent were moved east and north-east while there vms

yet time to escape.

/vii

(3.)Our intellirgpnoe also knew by the third week in August
that in the middle of July the Germans had been considering
a new programme of site oonstruotion. Sixty to seventy
new sites were to be built between the Seine and St* Omer

and a second firing regiment was to be formed to operate
them. This plan was modified (probably early in Augu,st),
confining constiniation to the area north, of the Scrane, It

was never carried out (C.O.S, 750 (O)),

(2)The attack was primarily planned not so much against
fljing bombs as to hasten the disintog.ration of the retreating
German armies in northern Prance, Nevertheless, first
priority for air support was olaimad for it on the grounds
that it was a ^Crossbow* counter-measure.
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vii, Scal(3 of German Attack, l6 Aup;ust ■- 5 September.

These last weeks showed a substantial reduction

in the scale of attack on London -amounting almost to one

third - compared to previous weekSt, Betvreen IC August and

1 September 1,115 flying bombs v/ere reported, representing

an average daily rate of 7A bombs^

considerable variations from day to dayo

heaviest attacks were in the dusk-to-dusk periods of 22/25

and 23/2A August, \/hen 105 a^^d 127 bombs respectively

were reported.

There were, hovvever,

The two

There wore two unusually light periods,

17/18 and 24-/25 .Tugust, when 15 and Ik bombs were plotted:

on both these days the weather v/as good. On the last

day of the attack from modified sites, 51 August/1 September,

only eight boiribs were reported,

hours of 5 September there was no activity.

From then until the early

Then, between

0500 and 0600 hours on the latter date, nine flying bombs, all
of them launched from He,Ills, v/ere reported in an attack

that marks the end of the main offonsivo T/ith the

exception of five bombs on the night of 50/51 August these

were the only ones reported as launched from aircraft

during these final three weeks, compared with about one

hundred and tv/enty during the previous month.
(1)

This may

have been due to the concerted attack which Bomber Command

and the 8th Air Force made oia 15 August against airfields

in north-west Lurope, includingsseven from which airoraft

Otherwise, it is difficult

to trace any relation between the scale of attack during

this period and -the ’Crossbow* counter-offensive;

as the attack ceased so early in September, it is not to

be wondered that there was no visible return for the

were operating against London,

though,

^ -

/attacks

(1) On tho night of 1/2 September t'./o coniposito airoraft
(Me,109/Ju.88) oxx;rated over the North Sea,
case the explosive filled Ju,b8 foil at Hothfiold in. Kent,
in the other at V/arsop in Olottinghe'dnshirG.
v/ere caused and only slight damage.

xn one

ilc casualties
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attacks against production targets in Germany, which

received the major part of the •Crossbow* bomb

tonnage during the period and w'hich v;ere, so to

speak, long-term targets.

The mean point of impact of flying bombs,

v/bdoh, it T/ill be reoalled, had not shwm any

significant variations during the first two months

of the attack, changed considerably during the second

In the week 11-18 August, it moved

appreciably to the north-east, falling just south of

The folloYving week shov/ed an even greater

variation, the mean point of impact falling in ChisYvick,

For the last week of the main attack it was plotted

at a point in the Lambeth-Newington area, north of

the CamberYToll-Dulwich districts Yvhere it had fallen

half of August.

West Ham,

Vihether theduring every \7eek but three,

Germans deliberntoly changed their aiming points,

or whether the evacuation of the sites south of

the Somme and tho approach of the Allied armies

affected the accuracy of their shooting, is not

knoYTn.

The Defence of London, l6 August to 5 September,viii.

The decline in the scale of attack v/ould

have meant a oorrcspending alleviation in the v/eight

of bombs falling on London even if the performance

As it Yvas, the

rate of improvement Yvhich Yvas noticed in the month

following the redeployment of the guns to tho coast

By the middle of August the

defences had reached their greatest strength.

Fifteen day fighter squadrons and si>: night fighter

squadrons of A.D.G.B, V7ere engaged entirely on

•Diver* patrols, and t\7o more night fighter squadrons

/were

of the defences had not improved.

Ywas Yvell maintained.
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The hallo on harragowere engaged on the work part tirae,

consisted of 2,015 balloons, of which over sixteen

In thehundred were equipped -svdth light wdre anaaniiint.

coastal gun belt there wnre 592 heavy and 922 light

guns, and over six htaadrod rocket barrels,

’box’ there wore'208 heavy and 178 light guns, four

In the

(

gun

1)
hundred 20 mm. guns and 108 rocket barrcl.s .

Only 17 per cent of the 1,124 bombs that

were reported betvreen l6 August and 5 Septembor foil

in the target ;xrca, compared to 33 per cent during tho

previous month and 44 per cent during tho first five

weeks. During the last four days (i.e, excluding the

small air>-launched attack of 5 September), when 192

bombs were reported, only 28 fell in London, The

most successful day for the defences w’as 27-28 August,

when, out of 97 bombs reported, no fovror than 87 were

destroyed and only four fell in London, During these

twenty-four hours the anti-aircraft guns destroyed 62

bombs, fighters 19, balloons two, and guns and balloons

shared the (destruction of a further four.
/The

(1)' The 'heavy and 40 mm," guns were manned by the f ollo¥/ing
formations; -

Belt 40 mra. GunsHeavy Guns
Anti-Air or af't Command

U.S, Army
21st Array Group
R.A. Training Establishiients
R.A.P, Regiment

80

2162,8
16 36

192

Box

Anti-Aircraaft Command

21st isxmy Group
R.A.P, Regiment

These numbers fell slightly during the. rest of the month.

The mobile 3,7" guns of 21st Army Group ware rdthdrawn
between 20 and 27 A.ugust for employment in Europe,
light guns of the R.A.P, Regiment were also largely
withdrawn from the coastal belt towards the end of August,
None of these guns, henrever, were equipped with tlie latest

types of fire-control instruments, and the barraged was

little affected by their Vvithdrawal,

136 78
72

100

The
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•

The relative successes of the three sorts

of defence on this day reflected the trend throughout

these last three v/eeks. The percentage successes

of the guns rose from kO in the second v/eek in August

to 55 in the third, 57 in the fourth, and 63 in the

final four days before the enemy abandoned their

(1) ,
launching sites , Altogether, between 16 August

and the end of the attack the guns destroyed 793-

flying bombs, compared to 669 during the whole of

the previous nine weeks.

Over the same period the successes of the

■>k

fighters showed little variation. They destroyed

15 per cent of all possible targets until the last

week, when their successes fell to 11 per cent

probably because of the small number of bombs that

265 flying bombs were destroyedwas despatched.

by fighters in the three weeks, bringing their

successes since 13 June to 1,771»

The balloons maintained the imppisived rate

of destruction that had followed the completion of

the full barrage and the eqUippiirg of the majority of

45 flsdng bombsthe balloons mth additional wires.

were brought dovm by the barrange after 15 August,

making a total for the whole of the main attack of

232.

Certain changes in deployment and tactics

v,'ere made during the period to meet the enemy's

involuntary concentration on launching bombs from

his more northerly sites. The ntanber of bembs

fired from sites s outh of the Somme T»as very anall

from as earlj^ as 14 August onwards. By the
/21st

(1) It is notoworthy that when the question of
giving the guns ccsmplete freedom of aetion had been
under discussion in July, the scientif.io staff of
Anti-Aircraft Command had calculated that the guns
should succeed in shooting dovm 60 per cent of the
banbs that entered the barrage.
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21st it was appreciated that further launchings from this

and the movement of a number cf guns

By the

25th the full extent of these redispositions had been

area were unlikely;

from the v/estern end of the coastal belt began.

182 heavy and 4.8 liglat guns were to be

st of Covehurst Bay to thicken the

decided upon:

moved from positions wes

.eastern sections of the belt and slightly extend it, and

A similarwere in fact moved by the end of the mpnth.

change was made in the balloon barrage,

withdrawn from its western end; some v/ere used in the

24-6 balloons were

area immediately south of the Thames which had until then

been defended by ySi.Yl balloons, while the remainder were

redeployed within the barrage to increase its density.

Instructions for the transfer vexe received by Balloon

and the move \ia.s completed by theCommand on 22 August;

28th,

The ne\7 concentration of fire proved a

Although the area to bedisadvantage to the fighters*,

patrolled was no longer so extensive, the warning obtained,

especially of bbmhs launched from sites near the Straits

of Dover, was necessarily shorter than i.n the case of those

in other words.fired from sites south of the Somme;

fighters patrolling to seaward had even less time in which

Significantly, while the fighters patrolling

inland of the gun belt maintained their rate of

destruction during these last three weeks, those operating

Their score fell

to intercept.

out to sea were somewhat less successful,

from an average of over 10 per cent fer the first two weeks

of August to 6 per cent for the third weak, and to 9 and 6

cent respectively for the last tv/o weeks of the attack.

Little could be done to remedy this.

per

On 23 August

A.D.G.B/S.38712/A.D.G,B, Headquarters suggested to Ho,11 Group that it might
Ops,l, Enol,^A

be possible to make interception east of Cap Gris Hez,

Ao.ii
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No,11 Group, however, held the idea irpracticahle on

it would be impossible to keep the•these grounds;

fighters out of the areas in the Pas de Calais that

strongly defended, by hea\’^;^ anti"aircraff guns,'v/ere

ibid,Enol.97A

il' theand they would sooner or later be .shot down;

patrolling fighters flew above the ceiling of the

,000 feet, theyenemy’s light flak, i,e, at about

would have little chance during daylight of seeing

flying boKib launched, and little more at dusk and dawn;

even if they did, they could not carry out an attack,

owing to the danger from flak, until the French coast

had been cleared, which ■'-/ould give them little or

advantage over the fighters already patrolling over the

even if it had been considered

no

Straits, Moreover,

worthwhile to run the hazards of the German ground

fire, insufficient aircraft were available at this time

The proposal was, therefore abandoned.

The last of these v'eig.ity objections to the

scheme arose from the fact that from 26 August the

available fornumber of day fighter squadrons that was

full-time employment on flying bomb patrols had been

On. that day Air Chiefout down from fifteen to ten.

Marshal Leigh-^vlallory had instructed Air Marshal Hill

to releare.a number of Spitfires for fighter-bomber

operations in the Lille-Arras-Douai area, which in
turn would release the 9th Air Force for the attack of

A.E.A.F, Cdrs,
Conferences, Mtg,
26 August 19^*

(1)
Five squadronsrailways further east and south-east,

accordingly withdravm from ’Diver’ work but were

retained on their airfields in Kent on the understanding

tha4 they could be re-employed in their old role if the

wereC.B.C.M?!

flying bonib situation warranted it.

Air Marshal Hill accepted this reduotion of
/the

(l) This was the number of squadrons that Air Marshal
Hill had intimated on 22nd August his willingness to
release in order to provide escort for daylight attacks
by Bomber Command against oil targets in the Ruhr^
(A.E.i'' .F. Cdrs, Conferences, Mtg, 22 August 19i)if.).
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the forces empXojred against flying bombs for two reasons;

first, the shrinkage of the Crorman launching area

reduction in the patrol area which the A.D.G-.B,

fighters had to cover; second,-by this tiiue the guns

achieving splendid results, qnd achieving them

in all conditions of v/eather.;

This was so muoh the case, that the

operational instructions that had been evolved to meet

the conditions created bjr tho coastal gun belt were

meant

a

were

still further modified in favour of the guns during

prom 26 August all safetythe last week in August,

lanes that had been estjiblished for the passage of

and distressed aircraft woreA.D.G.B,/
3.38712/
Ops ..2 Enel,

friendly fighters

abolishedj. the coastal gun belt and the gun 'box'

were doclared prohibited areas for flying below 7,000
91^1.

leaving the guns camplcte freedom of action at

Eightor airfields within

the gun areas continued to be used; but to safeguard

the aircraft it was laid dov;n that they should approach

Aircraft in distress were also

feet,

all times up to 6,000 feot-

from landwards.

provided for bj^ passing warning of their approach to

Biggin Hill or North 7;cald sector operations rooms from

the fighter control stations, and thence to the Antx-

Airoraft Couimand gun operations roans at Chatham or

Southend according as tho aircraft was approaching the

These rulesguns in the coastal belt ex' in 'bho 'box',

v/ere in being \7hen the main attack oame to an end.

They signified, of course, that for defence

against flying bombs, the anti-aircraft gun was the most

effective v/eapon;

no longer the principal

to whose operations all other

and fighters wero for this purpose,

ax-n of the air defence of Groat B

;ns had to conform. Itri'

ritain

/had
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had taken over a month of heavy attack for this

hut it was greatly to thechange to he appreciated;

credit of A.D.G.B. Headquarters that without

prompting from Anti-Aircraft Command they had seen

its necessity and revised the scheme of defence

The result was that London, the

enemy's target, vvas much more effective'ly protected,

to the extenrfc that during the last three weeks of the

accordingly.

attack only one out of every seven flying bombs that

the enemy launched actually reached the capital.
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VI. 50GKET AM) FLYING BOIvIB ATTACKS ON THE UNITED

KINGDOM, 8 Septem'ber 1944 - 25 Novem'ber 1944.

i. Introduction.

The last flying hoiribs to he launched from the

modified sites in the Pas de Calais fell in Kent in the early

afternoon of 1 Septemher?, By that date the position on land

in northern Prance was such that within a day or two the whole

of the Pas de Calais would have heen overrun. Indeed,

British forces were Beginning their drive on Antwerp;

there was little to stop them from reaching the Scheldt.

Already, the Germans had Begun to evacuate the last of the

and

sites which had Been trouBling us for so long; and as, to our

certain knowledge, no sites had Been constructed east of the

Pa.3 de Calais there v/as little likelihood of further BomBs

Being launched against London from sites on land.

The possiBility that air-launched attacks would

continue could not, of course, Be discounted. But here also

for such was thethere were good grounds for optimism;

Allied ascendancy over what remained of the German Air Force

in the Low Countries, and so sv/iftly was the whole situation

changing in the Allied favour, that few attacks were expected

from this source unless the position on land stabilised

Before Belgium and Holland had Been occupied.

As for attacks By rockets, it was known that the/■

T/eapon had reached a stage of development and production where

it could Be used operationally. But it was believed that

the Allied ground forces would soon have occupied so much of

western Europe that no firing points for rockets could Be

established -within range of London,

The first"week of September was notable, therefore,

for some most sanguine statements on what was to Be expected

from V-?/eapons On 6 September, the Vice-Chiefs of StaffC.O.S. (2)4)811
(0)

reported that' all arehs from virhich flying-bombs or rockets

/might
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Might he launched against London had been, or were about to

be , 0 cc upi ed „by All ied troops; and that "there should thus

shortly be no further danger to this country from either of

these causes, except for the possibility of the airborne

launching of flying bombs. On the following day, Mr. Duncan

Sandys, in a lengthy reviev/ of the attacks that had taken

place, spoke to the Press of the Battle of London being

"except possibly for a few last shots."

In fact, the battle v/as far from over,

next six months over a thousand rockets and nearly five

hundred flying bombs fell in the United Kingdom,

stand how this can^e about, and how far the defences were

caught unawares, it is necessary to trace the developments in

our intelligence of the German preparations since the early

months of 1944.

ii. Intelligence on the Rocket, January - July 1944.

over,

During the

To under-

In the sphere of Allied air operations the eclipse
r.

of the rocket by the flying bomb v/as complete from December

1943 - June 1944, except for a small number of attacks on the

large sites in the Cherbourg peninsula and the Pas de Calais.

The intelligence investigation into the rocket, however,
continued.

By December 1943, both weapons - the flying bomb

and the rocket - had been identified. But as the development

work on each 'was concentrated at Peenemunde, and as the

constructional works required for the opera.tions of each

being carried out in the same area - northern Prance - there

was still some confusion between the two in the intelligence

that v/as being received.

Activity at Peenemunde.

wer

a.

e

As far as was known at the time, Peenemunde

remained the centre both of flying bomb and rocket develop

ment during the v/inter of 1943, To find out exactly what

/was
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was happening there was, however, even nore difficult than

it had been in the previous sunmer. Gennan security

noticeably inproved after the raid of August,

workers were transferred elsev/here, leaving as the sole

Intelligence agents in the district the sources which v/ere

All foreign

investigating the activities of the Air Signals Experimental

Regiment, Their work on flying bombs was of great value, as

?/e have seen; but all that was learned from then about

rockets during the winter of 1943 was that firing- trials were

being carried out on a small scale. Photographic reconnais

sances during the winter also added little to what v/as knovm,

beyond establishing that Peenenunde was a production centre

for hydrogen peroxide as wrell as an experimental establishment.

All the most important questions - what was the weight of the

rocket, how was it launched and controlled, what v/as its

performance, v/hat organisation T/ould control its operations -

remained unanswered.

b, The polish Trials.

In March 1944j however, a fresh field for investiga

tion came to lights I'fhen the great attack on Peenemunde had

been planned in the summer of 1943 it had been appreciated

that it might prove almost too successful if it resulted in

the evacuation of the station and the dispersal of the vrork

'that was going on there. As it was, development work v/as

continued at Peenemunde after the raid, but a measure of

In November-December 1943, an

organisation was set up at Blizna, near Debica, about

dispersal w&s carried out.

170 rail2S 'vrest of Warsaw, for testing and firing V-weapons,

in which capacity it became as important as Peenemunde. It

T/as controlled by the S , which reflected the growing
C!

• O*

iEportance of that organisation in the retaliation campaign.

The VcuLue of the move from the German point of view was not

only 'Chat Bliana T/as unlikely to be attacked from the air

/but
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but that it pernitted firing overland and the recovery of the

nissiles for inspection.

Intelligence in the United Kingdom, however,

unaware of this new station uTitil March 1944, when, thanks to

the sources that had been covering the trials on the Baltic

coast, it became clear that a

v/as

flying bomb launching site had

been built at Blizna and that bombs were being fired#

principally from these same sources that it then emerged that

It was

trials of a-second long range weapon were being carried out at

Blizna. To establish beyond doubt that this was in fact the

The Peenemunde sources, theA.4 rocket took many weeks.

Polish S.I,S. and photographic reconnaissance all contributed;

but it was not until July that the matter T/as settled by the

identification of a rocket at Blizna shown on a photograph

taken on 15 May. Concurrently with establishing this point

much valuable information on the size, nature and effect of

the rocket, and on the amount of firing the Germans had been

carrying out, was transmitted by the Poles.

Evidence from Prisoners of War and the Sv/edishc.

Rocket,

In the meantime, fresh evidence had arrived from two

directions, one of them entirely unexpected; from prisoners

captured in Normandy and from the examination of  a rocket,

fired from the Peenemunde area, that accidentally fell near

Malm8 in Sv/eden on 13 June, In other respects,too, the

invasion of Prance marked the beginning of the solution of

the problem; for it released for work on the rocket many

of the officers of scientific Air Intelligence whose energies

had. been devoted up.to.D-Day in preparations for the

invasion.

Evidence, from prisoners who. had been associated

with P-weapon development was useful chiefly in indicating

that the rocket firing, point v/as a-.veiy simple affair and

/not
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not the big and cumbersome mortar-like erection which had

seemed to follov/ from the scientists’ estimate of a rocket

weighing sixty tons" or more.

In addition, information was obtained that led to

the discovery of three rocket storage depots, two of them

underground, in northern France; which in turn, from the

lay-out of.their buildings and storage tunnels, provided

valuable confirmatory evidence of the length and width of

the rocket.

Something v/as also learned of the unit - LXV Army

Co.rps which the Germans had fomed, specially for their

though beyond the fact, that,such a

formation was in being this side of the enemy's organisation

retaliation campaign;

was to remain obscure to us even for some time after rocket

attacks had begun.

Y/ith these advances in knov/ledge of what the

Germans were doing in northern France came new information

on the technical aspects of the rocket. Arrangements were

made for two technical intelligence officers of A. I.2(g) to

go to Sweden to examine the remains of the rocket that had

fallen there. Some useful information came from this

inspection. In particular, the impression that ha,d hitherto

been held, that hydrogen peroxide was the main constituent

of the fuel of the rocket, was corrected; instead liquid

03qygen was indicated. However, it was decided that the

most satisfactory way to exploit this fortunate occurrence

was to arrange for the transport of the parts of the rocket

to England for detailed examination and reconstruction.

All this took time and was not in fact completed until the

middle of August.

d. Further Contributions from the Polish S.I,S,

and from Captured Documents.

Until this examination was finished the two main

/sources
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sources of intelligence were the Polish S.I.S. and German

documents captured in Prance, The genius of the Poles for

clandestine organisation proved invaluahle. They set up an

organisation to reach the sites of rocket incidents before the

German search parties, and collect ary small fragments of

interest and photograph anything too large to be carried away.

They also planted agents in Blizna camp itself,

June they had succeeded in transmitting information which made

it almost certain that A,4- rockets were being fired from

Blizna,

By the end o

The Poles reported that they were about forty feet

f

long and six feet in diameter (similar dimensions to the

rockets photographed at Peenemunde in 1943),, and that radio

control.was employed. Their work was crowned by an exploit

in which their leader was picked up in Poland and brou^t to

the United Kingdom,by wray of Italy, in a Dakota aircraft with

all the documents and parts that he was able to carry

He arrived on 28 July, He was able to clarify several points

of detail in the reports that had previously been sent. In

particular, he cleared up one point that had proved very

puzzling: namely, that many of the rockets fired from Blizna

had burst high in the air. Previously, this had been thought

to mean that a proximity fuse was fitted;

Polish leader said it was clear that the bursts were premature.

In other words, although the A.4 rocket had reached an

advanced stage of development it had not yet been perfected,

/Before

but from what the

■  (l) He could not carry much, for the good reason that he had
to cycle two hundred miles from the Blizna area, to the
landing ground where he vfas to be picked up,
landing ground was in German hands by day, but was taken
over by the partisans at night,
bogged and only got off the ground at the fifth attempt.
It \¥as typical of the rigid discipline of. the Polish
movement that to the mortification of the Intelligence
officers in this country who v^ere eagerly awaiting his
arrival the Polish leader refused to divulge any
information until he had reported to his Polish superior
in London,

This

The Dalcota became
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Before all the Polish evidence, and that from

Sv/eden, had Been absorbed, valuable information was revealed

by a study of a series of captured documents on the rocket

sites in northern Prance, As a result, more firing sites

and rocket storage depots v/ere found and an outline dravring

of the rocket itself. Other documents showed what vehicles

were required by a rocket firing unit, including the fuel

from lArhich it appeared that one of the main

constituents of the fuel' was almost certainly liquid ojiygen.

vehicles;

By relating this to something that had been transmitted

earlier by our Peenemiinde sources, certain more positive

conclusions were possible regarding the weight of the

rocket and its warhead - the most important feature of the

rocket from the point of view of those who v/ere likely to be

its target.

However, it was not until August that this

emerged, by v/hich time the rocket had, again become the

major- concern of the Government that it had been in the

Oounter-measures against itsuBi'i-ier and autumn of 1943.

had reconmenced; and so'mething of the earlier atmosphere

of urgency regarding it had returned to the councils of

the ’(Vox Cabinet and the Chiefs of Staff, It is to what

happened in this sphere frara tfune to August that we 'must

now turn.

iii,, 'Renewed 'lEnteres.t of the War Cabinet,

Although the first five months of 1944 had seeh

real progress in rocket' intelligence there was so much

that was incomplete and unsubstantiated that up to the

arrival of the flying bomb on 13 dune little had been done

to aoque-int the Chiefs of Staff that rocket development

The advent of one of the two

/V-weapons

0).vigorousiy continued

(1) A.G.A.S. (l) informed the Chiefs of Staff on 28 April
that Blizha was under ' suspicion. They were also
kept fully informed of the constructional advances
at the large sites, ' ‘
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V-weapons altered the position in that attacks upon the large

But these were attacks on suspicious

constructions which it was well to destroy before they were

(t.sites reconmenced

virtually invulnerable more than upon targets known for

Ardwith theircertain to be connected Yidth the rocket.

exception active counter-measures against rocket attack

necessarily waited for the crystallization of the intelli

gence that was coming in from Poenemunde, Sweden and Poleind,

Inevitably, however, the arrival of the flying

bomb had led to a concern about the rocket and a natural

demand from the departments concerned with the defence of the

country for some statement, as authoritative and comprehensive

as possible, on the possibilitiies of rocket attack.

Dr. R.V. Jones, A.D. I. (Science), was therefore required in

He did so withthe second week in July to prepare a report.

some reluctance: all the results of the examination of the

Swedish rocket v/ere not yet to hand, photographic cover of

Blizna v/as not complete, and the S.O.E. operation to pick up

the leader of the Poles investigating Blizna, while planned,

Consequently, his report,

which was circulated to the Chiefs of Staff on 16 July,

had still to be carried out.

C.B. C.(44)24

emphasised the gaps in our knov/ledge, in particular on the

launching points for the rocket, the radio control

stations, the nature of the radio control, and also on the

production and supply system and the field organisation.

But he made it clear that the rocket had reached the stage

of series production, and that while it had not been

perfected it could probably be used operationally on a

He went on to say that there v/ere few indie a-
I

tions of when bombardment might begin.

small scale.

On the weight of

the rocket he said only that judging from craters seen at

/Peenemiinde

(1) See p,92.
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Peenemunde and Blizna its warhead mi^t weigh hetween three

and seven tors# He repeated the opinion, shortly to he

corrected, that hydrogen peroxide was the main constituent

of the fuel, and also the mistaken view, ishich the

Polish leader was to put right, that the rocket embodied

a proximity fuse#

There was sufficient in the report, however, for

the Prime Minister to come to. the next meeting of the War

'Cabinet "Crosobow" Sub-Committee on 18 July, where he was

somewhat critical of the Air Ministry's work on the rocket

and their attitude to it, suggesting that they had been

caught happing# He directed Dr# Jones to keep his

Scientific Advisor, Lord Cherwell, fully informed of all

developments in intelligence*

He was no less critical at a further meeting of

C.B.C. (44)
7th Mtg# .

The previous day, a

scientific sub-committee ¥/hich llr# Sandys had set up under *

Professor C.D. Ellis, Scientific Adviser to the Army

Council, to study the rocket, had reported its opinions,

through Mr, San.d5’’So . The report embodied intelligence

that had recently arrived indicating that the firing point

for the rocket was merely a slab of concrete

the Sub-Committee a week later#

(1) and that

C.B. 0.(44) 32

its fuel was composed chiefly of liquid oxygen and,

It was more downright thanpossibly, ethyl alcohol#

'h'.

Dr# Jones had been concerning the weight of the rocket

.4^ and advanced as approximations a total weight of thirly to

forty tones and a warhead of five to ten tons at  a range

of 150 miles# It concluded with the observation:

"Although we liavis as yet no reliable iriforaation about the

movement of projectiles westwards from Germany, it vrauld

be unwise to assume from this negative evidence that a

v-.-'-r

rocket attack is not imminent.

/At

(i) Professor Ellis actually arrived at this conclusion
by liypothesis - one of the few instances where the
scientific approach arrived at exactly the same
result as Intelligence,
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At the meeting on the following day the Prime

Minister, and also the Home Secretary, expressed surprise

that so inmediate a threat was not disclosed earlier* Th

C.B.C. (2i4)
9th Mtg.

^

were concerned lest Intelligence had failed in its duty;

for the Government was now confronted with the information

that the Germans had produced a thousand rockets (this was

the number indicated by the Swedish and Polish evidence)

which could be fired from a simply constructed platfoimi at ‘

ranges of 150 miles.

The suggestion that our Intelligence had been weak

was strongly resisted by A.D. I, (Science) who pointed out

that the most significant advances in intelligence had only

come through in the past week (he had in mind the fuller

report on the Sv/edish rocket and the arrival of the Polish

leader)• Nor would he accept that adequate warning of

attack had not been given; attacks had not yet begun, nor
♦ . ..

was the2re any evidence of the movement of supplies towards

northern Prance that would herald them*
/

however, made it clear that the scientific committee under

Professor Ellis was to be kept fully informed of developments

in the sphere of Intelligenceo

iv* The Two Approaches to the Problemo

The Prime Minister,

During the next four weeks additional intelligence

was received which, in conjunction with what was already

known, made it possible to establish finally the chief

characteristics of the rocket; and during that period close

liaison was maintained between Professor Ellis’s committee

and Intelligence* The main contribution of the former was

in confirming, by their special knowledge, the technical

data that emerged from intelligence reports; but it is

worthy of note that it was throu^ the latter that the

final arid'authoritative reconstruction was possible. This
:  ''

I

/was
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was no reflection on the competence of the scientists,

the duty of Intelligence to discover precisely -what the

Germans were doing and that this was somewhat different

from v/hat British scientists might have done in the sane

direction is not surprising.

The difference between the tvra approaches - the

scientific and the intelligence - is well illustrated by

the varying estimates of the weight of the rocket,

nwst reliable agents' reports on this aspect during 1944

It

was

The

had never put the total weight at more than twelve tons,

nor that of the warhead at more than two. There was,

however, a serious objection on the grounds of simple

common-sense to accepting weights of this order: i.e., they

indicated a rocket too small to offer a sufficient return

for the technical difficulties that wt)re involved in

designing and producing it. After all, it was abundantly

clear* by July 1944 that the Germans had invested much time,

skill and materials in rocket developmentj

intelligence reports were to be believed, they had constructed

something which delivered a v/eight of explosive little if any

greater th;in that contained in the flying bomb,  a much less

elaborate vreapon and one that was thought to be as accurate

for all practical purposes as the rocket.

The scientists' estimates diu-ing 1943 and early

yet, if the

1944 of sixty ton rockets can be explained by their ignorance

of the technique on vdiich German scientists and engineers

were working. But even when, as was the case by the end

of July 1944, there was good information of the principles

of the construction of the rocket, the methods of launching

and control, and the fuel that \7as used, their estimates

were still larger than those of Intelligence;

with reason, once granted that such estimates came within

their province.

and indeed

Thus, against a tentative suggestion

/from
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,C.B.G.(i^4) 10th
Mtg. 28 July 19i(4

from Intelligence in the last v^eek in July that the rocket

might vi^eigh no more than twenty tons, Professor Ellis: r.

maintained that this was less than the crucial size below

which the rocket v/ould not be 'vvorthwhile. Instead, he

ibid. Annex, advanced v/hat " seemed to him to be the more reasonable

estimate of 28-35 tons, including a vrarhead of five to seven

tons.

In the light of the fuller report on the Swedish

rocket, which became available shortly afterwards, he reduced

the estimate somewhat and advanced on 2 August a weight of noG.B. 0,(44) 44.

more than 24 tons with a warhead of at least four tons. A

G.B.G. (2)4) week'later he reduced it still further in the light of the
12th Mtg,,
10 August, 1944, intelligence that was being received, and suggested that the

rocket might have a range of 200 miles with a one-ton v/ar-

head and I40 miles with one of t\TO tons. In short, he v;as

forced, by the intelligence evidence to accept a rocket which

was 'unre as onab1e',

V, The Pinal Reconstruction of the Rocket,

Nevertheless, it vira.s a rocket v/ith these approximate

characteristics that the Germans had developed. The final

links in the chain of intelligence were forged, as was

typical, through the collation of several separate pieces of

The general confirmation of the agents’ reportsevidence, ■

of a comparatively low total vreight came from the discovery

from Swedish and Polish evidence that the fuselage of the

rocket vras simply a hollow metal shell which left as much

space as possible for fuel, radio apparatus and explosive.

?2hat v/as the weight of the fuel was the next problem to be

Prom the Peenemiinde sources it had been learnedsolved.

that 4.5 tons of the main fuel was required for normal long

range shooting. The exact nature of the fuel was un-

specified, but the most likely possibilities, after the

hydrogen peroxide theory 'had been exploded, were thought to

-A

/be
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be liquid oxygen or alcohol. If it v/as the former then

it could bo calculated, the dimensions of the rocket

being fairly exactly knovm from photographs and other

evidence, that the total weight lay between 9 and ^i+ tons;

if the latter, it might be as high as twenty tons. The

examination of the ST/edish rocket in July indicated the

former, which fitted in with numerous agents' reports and

Hov/ever, it v/as not until

documents captured in Normandy were examined during the

informa.tion from prisoners

second week in August that liquid oxygen could be regarded

as a.lmost certainly the main fuel,

A.D.I, (Science) would advance what he considered  a reliable

It was only then that

G. B.G. (44)
12th Mtg^

he did this on 10 August at a meetingestimate of weight:

of the "Crossbow" Sub-Coifflaittee, giving the total weight

of ' the rocket as approxj.raately twelve tons and that of the

v/arhead- as one ton»

This v/as so much lovrer than any previous authori

tative estimate that the Sub-Committee demurred at accepting

¥ithin the next fortnight, however, confirmation came

from a British source, the Royal Aircraft Establishment at

it.

Here, since 31 Jnly, work had been proceeding

on the reconstruction of the rocket that had fallen in

Parriborougli.

On the basis of the.fragments of this missile,Sweden.

and a fev/ dimensions from the documents captured in

Normandy, the occupation of the volume of the rocket was

This gave a total weight of 13^ tons,

What made this

accounted for.

with a warhead of 1900 - 2000 lbs.

particularly important was that the Swedish rocket was-A

known to be the result of series production; it was also

fairly certain that it v/as rockets of this type that v/ere

to have been handled in the storage depots v/hich had been

Moreover, there was no important

evidence from intelligence sources pointing to a warhead

captured in Prance,

/heavier
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heavier than that of the Svredish rocketo Air Intelligence

thereupon coraaitted itself to the view that the rocket v/ith

v/hich the country was threatened was similar to that \Thich

had no\7 been reconstructedo Certain modifications to the

latter giving it a warhead v/eighing up to three tons, were

technically possible; but there was no indication that they

had been made®

The position by 24 August was, therefore, that the

characteristics of the only rocket that the Germans were likely

to fire against the United Kingdom in the near future were

known v/ith sufficient accuracy for the threat to be regarded

with a good measure of objectivity: it V7as at least quite

clear that unless Intelligence had failed completely the rocket

was net the intolerably devastating projectile' thai it had been

made out to be when the threat was first apprehended,

Vi. Report by I, (Science) 2? August IgZiit,

The steps by which the pioblem had been solved, the

state of our knov/ledge of the rocket, an,d an indication of when

and on what scale attack might begin, 'vvere displayed in a

lengthy report prepa: d by A,Do In (Science) during the last

This was the most detailed statement on theweek in August®

rocket and the organisation that lay behind it that was prepared

before rocket attacks began. It v?as circulated on 27 August

to every department and formation that had a direct interest in

rocket attack;

circulation^"')

and although it was shortly withdrawn from

it thus ensured that every authority concerned

It is, therefore, a valuable doccunent,

particularly insofar as it is evidence of the extent to which

knewr what to expect.

Air Intelligence had succeeded in discovering V7hat the

Germans were planning.

The dimensions of the rocket^ were here given

/as

(1) See footnote, p,226.
A detailed toohniool ■deaeripti ■givuu ill AuUCildljL® .OTI XT5
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as i+G feet long and 5 feet 7 inches diaaetor. Its structure

T/as divided into four parts: the warhead, v/hich, it v/as

reckoned, was normally 5 feet 7 inches long and weighed one

the apparatus conpartnent, v/hich v/as 4 feet 7i inches

long and contained all the radio gear and gyrostahilisers;

ton;

then came the two main fuel tanks in the middle part of the

rocket, v/hich was 20 feet 2 inches long; lastly, the tail

containing the propulsion inst^illation, the four fins of the

rocket being attached to the tail. It was thought that the

G-ermans would use their best explosive filling in the war

head, possibly trialen. With the normal warhead of one ton

the range v/as reckoned to be 200-210 miles, which v/ould be

less if a heavier v/arhead was used.

The method of launching wa.s knovm to need no

elaborate firing point: simply a slab of concrete and a

platform about six feet square into v/hich fitted the bases

of the four finso But nothing definite was knovm about

the trajectory of the rocket after firing. There were

three possibilities; and the object of all of them was for

the rocket to finish burning v/hile travelling upv/ards at an

angle of 45°,» 'with as high a speed as possible, having

already covered some useful distance tpv/ards the target.

It viras known that the rocke j started vertically with low

acceleration, and that its time of flight at a range of

200 miles v/as about six minutes.

The examination of the Swedish rocket had revealed

a -well-equipped radio compartment, which would certainly be

used to help in tracking the rocket and probably also in

controlling its flight. In addition, there was sufficient

equi-pment in the form of gyroscopes, jet rudders and aero

dynamic rudders, for rough aiming to be possible even if radio

control was jamnaed. V/hat accuracy the German control system

allowed was not known. During 1943? several agents had

/given
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given the intended accuracy as 1 kilometre at a range of 200;

hut the Polish evidence strongly indicated that control vfas

one of the main practical difficulties* For example, on

22 July, 1944^ seven rockets wore fired from Blizna, hut hy

early evening only one had been found. It appeared, there

fore, in the words of A.D,I. (Science), that "the accuracy is

not impressive.

In sum, a good deal Y/as knovm about the weapon

To that extent, Intelligence had given some fore-

Tifarning to the Civil Defence.authorities.

itself.

There v/as also

something of value - if only negative value - to air operations

in the knov/ledge that the rocket firing points Y/ere small and

simply constructed; for this obviously meant that they vrould

be hard to identify by photographic reconnaissance and even

harder to destroy by bombing. In addition, what was knovm of

the radio control of the rocket vms useful in indicating in

what virays radio counter-measures might be applied*

But the most effective counter-measures would bo the

destruction of experimental stations, factories engaged

rocket production, and the field organisation that was respon

sible for rocket operations.^

reliable information related to Peenemunde and Blizna.

was no longer a target by August 1944 as the Russian advance

in Poland had forced its evacuation;

profitably attacked as it had been in 1943 as the experimental

vrork on the rocket was no longer so important,

information on production and the supply and firing organisa

tion that was most needed;

least was knovm.

on

Hero, the only detailed and

Blizna

nor was Peenemunde as

It Ysras

and it was precisely here that

There were indications that production v/as at the

rate of 500 a month and that about 2,000 had been built by

the end of August 192|4; but where production v/as going on

That it was vfidely dispersed, vdth numerousT/as doubtful.

/factories
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factories sending components to a few main assembly plants,

was fairly clear,

the iiaybach works at Priedrichshafen had been associated

with assembly;

The Rax works at Y/iener Neustadt and

but there were also reports of evacuation

from both places to new factories. Half a dozen other

factories had been mentioned by agents, including one at

Klausthal, v/here the explosive may have been in production,

a Siemens Y/orks at Arnstadt Thuringen making the radio

control, a factoly near YiTeimar and an underground factory in

Central Germany.

In the field,tvYo main types of rocket storage

depot had been discovered in northern Prance during July,

one above ground and one below. Judging from the siixgle

instance of the former - at Bois de Baugy, eight miles south

west of Bayeux - the Germans had relied on heavily wooded

surroundings for concealment: the others, of which there

were two examples knowm to use - at Hautmesnil, between

Caen and Palaise, and La Meauffe, near St, Lo - took

advantage of existing quarry vTorkings; they Yirere served by

a main railway. The Hautmesnil depot was estimated to

have a capacity of about one hundred rockets,

underground shelters for storing up to ton rockets

Local

Trtjre

also discovered in Normandy,

but as far as the German field organisation was concerned,

it simply indicated y/hat had been planned for the area that

had been liberated.

All this proved vety useful,

Outside that area - i.e,, by the

fourth YYeek in August, everything north of the Seine -

there were no certainties, only suspicions,

concerned six underground depots near the lower Seine and

twelve between Gompiegna said St, Oraer; some of the latter

group were to be bombed in August and early September.

Nothing y/as knovm of any storage and supply system the

Germans had built, or y/ere building, outside Prance,

These

/As
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■' ■■ ■ 'As for the formations of the German Array that v/oro

responsible for rocket operations it was certain that these

came ' under'lXV Array Corps'vdiich had been formed specially to

control'the retaliation campaign,

Corp'S - the firing batteries, maintenance units and the4r

But the components of this

equipment and location - were matters of conjecture based on

very scanty Information.' Similarly, 'little v/as known of the

number of sites that had been constructed or could be brought

into operation. Such as there wore would, of course, be

v/ithin tv/o hundred miles of London; but none had been identi

fied north of the Seine up to, the end of August.

In the absence of information of this kind it was

only- possible to advance opinions, rather thin estimates of

any precision, on the likely scale of attack that London

might suffer in the near future. In any case, the enemy's

effort would obviously depend on the'date of attack. This,

it was'believed, had been repeatedly postponed: chiefly for

But by August 1944 series

production of rbekets had been under way for some months.

Moreover, production 1ype rockets hdd been fired in Poland

technical■and production reasons.

during the'early suimier and presumably could have been fired

from'Prance if the Germans had v/ished, or if they could have

tr inspo rted them the re.' That they had not done so was thought

to be due to their desire to attack on an impressive scale.

Not even the invasion of Prance had forced the German’s hands,

possibly because one V-vreapoh, the flying borab, could be more

easily brought into operation,

Normandy, hovrever, the Allied ground forces threatened the

whole of the airea' north of the Seine in which rocket firing

Therefore, the report of

Yfith the breakout from

points had been- Constructed,

A.D, I» (Science) concluded,

rocket against us as soon as they can amass sufficient

the Germans will launch the

this may be soon, but the still existing technical- effort;

/defencts.
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defects, the relatively small warhead, the increasing

difficulties of supply, and-our threat to the operational

area, adl lead us to "believe that the magnitude of the

menace is small."

In respect of when and on what scale the Germans

might launch rocket attacks the report was not the last

vj-ord before attacks actually began,

of a phase:

But it marks the end

that in which Intelligence had been seeking to

identify the characteristics of the weapon with v/hich the

country was threatened. The search had been successful -

so Intelligence officers believed. Hov/ever, the planning

of operational counter-measures and the execution of certain

of them had gone on during the sunsaer of 1944 concurrently

v/'ith the Intelligence investigation,

vii. Counter-Measures against Rocket Attack, June-August 1944.

These are best considered under three headings:

Civil Defence, radar and radio, and air operations.

Civil Defence,a.

It will be recalled that from June to November

1943} Civil Defence preparations against rocket attack had

been an important aspect of counter-measures,

system had been devised;

A warning

reserves of Morrison shelters

y/ere concentrated near London and the Solent area;

plans covering evacuation of certain classes of the

population from the threatened areas had been prepared.

The plans were made on the understanding that London was

to remain the seat of Government and that essential war

and

production in the London area was to be maintained. But

as the investigation into the rocket continued during the

summer and autumn of 1943 without confirming any of the

earlier alarming reports about the danger and imminence

of rocket attack the War Cabinet decided in November that

all plans for Giyil Defence should simply be completed on

/paper.
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Then, vfith the emergence of the flying horcb as by farpaper.

the more likely v/eapon for retaliation, all rocket plans ¥/ere

set aside early in 1944;, and only when, at the meetings of the

War Cabinet "Crossbow" Sub-Committee on 18 July and 25 July,

Air Intelligence reported that the ro.cket was in series

production were Civil Defence arrangements again reviev/ed.

Mr. Ivforrison, as Home Secretary and Minister of Home

Security, acted quickly, On 26 July he placed a memorandumP. (2*4)412.

before the Y/ar Cabinet in which he drew attention to the

at, "1,000 rockets with a range of possibly 200 miles

T/ere believed to be in an advanced state of preparation and

report

that the warhead weighs probably 7 tons^'^'^,

is that no elaborate launching-sites are necessary and it is

therefore reasonable to assume

The latest the

that -bhe eneny will mount an

ory

•ble .scale, as he did in the case of

though the frequency , aiid density may be

•/attack on a fairljr consid;

flying bombs, eve

less. So far the Civil Defen ser'T'ices were coping satis-

factorily with i;iy::ng bomb attacks; though repairs to houses

were hardly keeping abreasc of ohe task., -On the basis of the

original plans for dealing, witli rocket attack it was, hov7ever,

quite clear that Civil Defence resources mobilised to their

fullest extent would be e.xhausted after three or four days of

/attack

(1) This was putting the position at its worst. The report
of A.D. I, (Science) (C.B. G, (44)24) on which Mr. Morrison
based this figure, said, "the warhead is probably between
3 and 7 tons". Moreover, this was not an estimate for
which A. D.I.(Science) who had compiled the report reluct
antly, had much evidence* In general, A.D. I.(Science)
•was unv/illing to transmit information that might be made
the basis for elaborate counter-measures until he was
reasonably sure that it v/as well-founded,

criticism that information might not be discovered until
it was too late for effective counter-measures to be
planned, he could, in'-the particular instance of the
rocket, reply tha't in fact 'the rocket was not the menace

it was made out to be, and tha't uhnecessary alarm 'was
caused by requiring Air Intelligence to provide, before
evidence v/as sufficiently conclusive, estimates of
explosive capacity that proved to be exaggerated.

To the
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attack at hourly intervals by rockets,

attacks would he as frequent as this was uncertain^

on the basis of calculations made by the Research and

Experiments Department of the Ministry of Home Security it

Vifhether rocket

but

.• T

appeared that if the 1,000 rockets that the Germans

believed to have manufactured were fired against London

about 18,000 people would be killed, and at least

if not thrice as many, seriously injured.

wer

as man

e

y.

Material damage

from a single rocket, assuming a 7-ton warhead, was expected

to demolish or render uninhabitable

radius of 400 yards.

all houses within a

The implications were very serious,

the Home Secretary that the econony of London would be

grievously strained if serious rocket attacks began,

especially if flying bomb attacks continued,

services might be swampedj

It see

Hospita

med to

l

the Civil Defence services

would need considerable military assistance;

force than was already engaged on house repairs would be

and the police, railways and such emergency

a much big

needed;

ger

arrangements for accommodating and feeding evacuees

in being might be overr^helmed by the exodus of people from

the capital.

as were

Nor y/ere the effects likely to be confined to the

they might well affect the conduct ofcivil population:

Allied military operations,

argued thus:

under continued bombardment, I fear that the public will

become angry, though whether the anger will be directed

solely against the eneny may be doubted,

rightly of our air superiority and military strength,

shall be expected to use our resources to eliminate attacks

on the Metropolis by the new weapons as we have virtually

eliminated raids by ordinary aircraft.

Here, the Horae Secretary

As the areas of sheer devastation grow

We have boaste

We

It will be difficu

ibid* para. 13

d

lt

/to
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to give convincing reasons v/hy this cannot be done. In iiy

vie\T, the rocket attack must from nov/ onwards be regarded

a major effort by the Germans to avoid sheer defeat,

be met by us by a corresponding effort both in active attack

as

It must

and passive defence, and not regarded as fatalistically inevi-

a by-product of enemy activity to be dealt with

by the resources of the Fighting Forces which are not othe3rwise

required to prosecute the war,"

table or even as

Clearly, the Home Secretary was not disposed to mini

mise the gravity of the threat,

did not attempt to deal v/ith,

Offensive counter-measures he

but as for defensive preparations

he concluded his paper by asking the War Cabinet to give a

decision on the vital question of evacuation, the poliqy for

Tdiich would largely dictate what v/as done in other spheres of
civil defence. He himself, also Ivir, Yfillink, the Minister of

Health, felt that plans should be made to deal with an exodus

considerably greater than that of the half million people for

\-ihom plans had been prepared in the summer and autumn of 1943;
in which case some public announcement about the rocket would

be desirable as a stimulant to voluntary evacuation before

attacks actually began.

The Home Secretary's meraoranduiB was considered by the

¥/ar Cabinet on 27 July^"'^,

it being agreed that,

Its recommendations were accepted,

plans should be made to meet theW.M, (44) 97th
Conclusions,
Minute 2, contingency of rocket attacks on the scale which now seemed

possible; and certain action should be taken at once",

Immediate action covered such matters as the evacuation of

priority classes from London; shifting production, especially

■vital war production, from London to factories outside;
evacuation of patients from London hospitals;

10,000 Goverrment employees from their present shelterless
and moving

/accommodation

(1) Tlie discussion is recorded in the Secretary's Standard
File of Tfar Cabinet Conclusions,
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accomnodation to safer premises either in London or else-

The question of advising nev/spaper editors in
I

confidence of v/hat might happen was considered;

the advisability of extending double summer time beyond

the agreed date of 13 August.

where.

as was

Mr, Churchill also did

something to prepare*the public in a speech in the House

of Commons on 2 August^

Other action that was contemplated covered the

evacuation of up to two million people from the London

and the control of a large-scale exodus on foot;

forceraent of the force already engaged on repairs;

co-ordination of civilian evacuation with the shifting of

the evacuation of non-essential Government

staffs and the allocation of the best protected accommodation

to the staffs Y/ho \70uld have to remain in London, A

ministerial ooiBmittee - the Rocket Consequences Coimnittee -

consisting of the Home Secretary, and the Ministers of

Labour, Production, Health and V/ar Transport, was set up to

co-ordinate all departmental action;

permanent officials was established to v/ork out problems of

staff accommodation.

area

the rein-

the

production;

while a committee of

y/.M. (i^4) 98th
Conclusions,
Minute 1,

/Throu^out

(1) "As long ago as 22 Pebruaiy I warned the House that
newHitler was preparing to attack this country by

methods, and it is quite possible that attempts will
be made with long range rockets containing a.heavier
explosive charge than the flying bomb, and intended to
produce a great deal more mischief, Lopdon, we may
expect, will be the primary target on account of the
probable inaccuracy of the new weapon,
advise the classes for whom evacuation facilities have
been provided by the Goverrmient, and others with no
•v/ar duties here who can make their own arrangements,
to take the opportunity of leaving the capital in a
timely, orderly and gradual manner,
means certain that the enemy has solved the difficult
technical problems connected with the aiming of the
rockets, but nonetheless I do. ix)t vYish to minimise

the ordeal to vYhich we may be subjected, except to
say that I am sure it is not one tyc YYill not bo able
to bear."

col. 477-8),

¥e therefore

It is by no

(Hansard, vol. 402, 2 August, 1944,
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Throughout the whole of August the work of planning

and preparation vrent ahead vigorously,

end of the month was as follov/s.

The areas earmarked for evacuation had been extended

to include 27 boroughs and urban districts around the

Metropolitan area, and facilities for evacuation had been made

available to all mothers v/ith children of school age or under,

as well as to the usual priority classes,

private evacuation had continued, and on 31 August it was

estimated that nearly 1-^ million people had left London;

of them doubtless because of flying bomb attacks.

Scheme" designed to regulate the flow of refugees through the

London stations was prepared;

The position at the

Organised and

most

A "Voucher

while to handle ..those who would

R.A. (Zdf) 24,
5 Sept. 1944.

/■ \ ■

move out of London by road in the event of heavy attack tempor

ary accommodation had been prepared in Rest and Reception

Centres within forty miles of the centre of London for a

maximum of 700,000 people. It v/as a measure of the Govern

ment' s appreciation of the problem that the possibility of

providing accommodation for an even larger number of refugees

I.

¥/as being excmnined.

Yfithin the general plan of civilian evacuation, and
co-ordinated with it, were other schemes for the evacuation

of industrial workers and Government staffs and their depend-

The principles underlying industrial dispersal

that only unique, or nearly unique production shbuld be inter

fered with, or production of special importance for current

operafions or production largely concentrated in the London

All moves were to be of personnel rather than plant,

with the workers going to reception factories in safe areas.

The plans for Government departments visualised

ants. were

area.

the evacuation of about 85,000 of the 130,000 employed at
headquarters in London,

well protected accommodation;

13,000 were to stay in London in

the rest were to be dismissed

/or
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or "stood off". It was intended to carry out this very

difficult transfer gradually.

Also, by the end of August, good progress had

been made in evacuating patients from London hospitals

and thus leaving large nuiTibers of beds vacant for receiving

rocket casualties. 15>734 patients and staff had been

evacuated and' 28,249 beds in London hospitals v/ere ready

A further 8,179 beds could have been made

available at a few hours notice by discharging patients to

their homes*

for casualties.

Other features of the preparations that were

being made were as folloTfs, For repair work to houses

and essential services, demolition and clearance work, a.

force of up to 120,000 men could be brought into action;

double summer time had been extended to 1? September: a

scheme had been prepared for clamping down on all sources

of information for at least 48 hours after the first rocket

attack.

In short, a good deal of time and energy had been

expended on preparations of one sort or another* How far

these would have helped London to withstand attack on the

scale for which they 'were designed it is, of course,

impossible to say. For during the second half of August

ti7o nev7 factors emerged ■which altered the ■whole situation*

The first was the success of the Intelligence investigation

into the rocket, which pointed to a much less destructive

weapon than had been appreciated in July*

the advance of the Allied armies in Prance, which increas

ingly threatened to drive the Germans from those areas of

The second vms

northern France from which it was presumed that rocket

attacks would be launched.

As soon as Air Intelligence committed itself

/to
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G.0.S.(A4) 756
(0)
22 Aug. 19A4.

to a reliably lov/ estimate of the v/oight of the rocket

Mr, Morrison asked the Chiefs of Staff what effect this

might have on the possible scale of attack, taking into

accouiit also, so far as possible, the effect of the advance

Ho himself felt that some of the preparations

which the Rocket Consequences CoinmitteG had sanctioned ’/rere

scarcely justified in view 'of the latest intelligence,

response to this request an appreciation was obtained on

28 August from Mr, Sandys who advanced as a basis for

planning the possibility of up to sixty I'ockets falling daily

on London during the first month of bombardment, reinforced

by about twenty flying bombs ̂

Defence authorities was to amend thetr plans on the principle

that the more drastic measures that had been envisaged should

be discontinued or remain plans on paper„

Then, as the first few days of September saw the

situation further improve - the cessation of flying bomb

attacks being only one of many good fea.tures - Mr. Morrison

in France,

In

The reaction of the Civil

C,B.G. (44)74,
28 Aug. 1944.

R.A. (44) 4th
Mtg.
1 Sept. 1944

on 7 September recommended to the War Cabinet that such

evacuation schemes as were actu.ally being carried out should

be stopped and all preparations suspended, except where, as

in the case of the dispersal of some of the London production,

it vrould be more trouble to reverse v/hat was being done than

The War Cabinet agreed.to complete it. Thus the period

of preparation in the sphere of Civil Defence ended on a note

of optimism that viras in sharp contrast to the sober urgency

vfith which the Rocket Consequences Gonmittee had begun its

work in late July.

.  ;

b. Radfxr and Radio,

Amongst the first counter-measures against the

/rocket

(1) This v/as much less than what had been feared from a
thousand rockets with 7-ton v/arheads, but it would have
been far from negligible4
of high explosive compared to a daily average of 48 tons
during the worst weeks of flying bomb attacks.

It represented some 80 tons
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rocket that wore contemplated v/as the use of radar.

Five stations beti,vGen the Isle of Tfi^t and the North

Foreland - Ventnor, Poling, Pevensey, l^e and Sv/ingate -

were specially fitted with Cathode Ray Direction Finding

and photographic equipment to observe the flight of

rockets; and a continuous v/atch had been maintained at

them until March 19-44» The watch v/aS'renewed on 13 June,

imediately after the first flying bomb attack.

Their equipment was the best that was readily

available at the time but it only permitted observation

■up to a height of about 50,000 feet. During the early

V iinonths of 19A4 equipment was therefore prepared for

covering altitudes be-tween 50,000 and 100,000 feet,

stations utilising it were established at Martin's Mill,

near Dover, and Snap Hill, near Pevensey, by the third

Two

week in August, By the same date, five more stations -

at Ramsgate and Dymchurch on the south coast, and Bromley,

Bawdsey and High Street on the east - had been equipped

to the standard of the original stations. In addition.

eleven Ariqy radar sets - G.L. Mark II - were modified for

the same purpose and deployed at intervals between Pevensey

and Harwich. Special aeriads, giving cover up to 400,000

feet, were also under construction at this time; four

stations were-to be fitted but were not expected to be

ready, for operations.before October.

It was intended to use radar for tv/o purposes:

early warning and firing point location. As to the

first, under the best conditions, i.e, if the attack was

from northern Prance, if there was no Jamming by the

enemy and no interference through the presence of aircraft

in the area under observation, a warning of about 3^

minutes was expected from the Cathode Ray Direction Finding

stations, one of 4 minutes from the stations at Martin's

/Mill
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-Mill and Snap Hill, and one of ninutes from the G,L.

But as to the'second - firing point location - not much was

sets.
>S-

expected from the equipment that was .available; location T/ith

a mean radial error-of t?/o miles v/as the very best that was

antioipated- Prom the middle of June units of the 11th Survey

Regiment, Royal Artillery, were deployed near London and in the

Margate - Hastings area to help in this vrork ivith their flash-

spotting and sound-ranging equipment.

To make the best use of such warning as radar might

givej the necessary telecorari unicat ions v/ere installed to give

direct speech betv/een the radar stations and the Filter

Room of No. 11 Group. Prom there, the warning

system for the general public was to be put into effect.

It was appreciated that such a system, if effective,

would be of some help to the defence of the country.

Accurate firing point location would also be useful in that

it would be a first step toT/ards the identification of the

sites from which rockets were being launched and hence to

their attack. However, it was so far doubtful, in July and

August, that much would -be accomplished in either sphere that

much of the attention of the scientists, technicians and

officers concerned was directed towards another aspect of

radio science which, if its application proved practicable,

would notably haitper the enemy. This v/as to jam the radio

control of the rocket. Radio counter-measures of this

sort were the responsibility of the Director General of

Signals at the Air Ministry who worked in co-operation with

Sir Robert Watson-Watt's Interdepartmental Radiolocation

V •

Coiamittee.

An essential preliminary step before any jamming

measures could be carried out was to discover what signals

were being transmitted by the Germans, and for what puiyose.

when rockets were being fired. As early as May 1944 a

/listening
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listening sts.tion had been set up

to identify any signals that could be associated Virith

the firing of rockets from Peeneuunde. No inforraa-

tion had been obtained fron it up to the beginning of

July, by v/hich tine an extensive prograrxie of investiga

tions, to be carried out chiefly fron the United Kingdom,

had been instituted®

This entailed listening to and janning enen'y

signals from ground stations, mostly in the United Kingdom,

Listening fron the air was

naturally directed to. the Blizna and Peeneinunde districts.

Suitable aircraft - Lightnings (P„ 38s) - for covering

Blizna were provided by the U.ScA.A.P. during July but

and fron Allied aircraft.

owing to the Russian advance in Poland they were never

During August, the Baltic area was visited byused.

Their operationsHalifaxes of No. 192 Squadron, R.A.P.

were arranged to coincide vdth periods when Air Intelligence

believed that rocket firing would be taking place at

HoY/ever, no signals v/ere intercepted.

During these sane two months ground stations were_

Peenenunde.

Pour stations of thealso listening for eneny signals,

T" Interception Service v/ere engaged on this vrorkR.A.P.

Negotiations for the establishing

of a listening station in southern Sweden were begun in

late July, but nothing yra.3 settled before rocket attacks

Nor was anything useful learned fron the British

At one tine it was thought that significant

signals had been received, but on analysis they turned out

to have no connection Ydth rocket firing.

in the United Kingdon®

began.

stations.

Neither ground nor air listening, therefore, had

andcontributed to our knovdedge by the end of August;

jaaaing measures were thereby made more difficult,

had been appreciated, however, at the beginning of the

It

/investigation
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investigation into jamiaing, that high-powered transraitters

G.B.C. (44)59.
27 July 1944.

would he necessary if interference v/as to he effective.

Accordingly, action was taken in July to provide tvrenty

Tvro -were already availablej50-kilowatt transmitters.

others could be obtained by modifying equipment in the hands

three more v/ere ordered from the Unitedof the B.B,C.5

the rest irere to be manufactured in the UnitedStates;

Eight such transmitters were in position by theKingdom.

end of August: a battery of six at Crowborough and two more

at Brighton. A large number of smaller transmitters were

also ready for operation; but they were regarded as stop

gaps until the more powerful equipments were in service.

All radio counter-measures v/ere controlled by No, 80 (^ignals)

Wing of the Royal Air Force from a special control room

which T/as established first at Beachy Head and later at

Canterbury,

Airborne janriiing had the advantage over jamming

from ground stations that less power v/as required. On the

other hand, the difficulties of installation, maintenance and

operation of the equipment required ?rere greater. But theC.B.O. (44)47.
3 Aug. 1944.

chances of jamming effectively from ground stations were

reckoned so small that great emphasis was placed upon fitting

C.O.S. (44)
259th Mtg,
4 Aug, 1944.

aircraft for this work, especially v/hen the examination of

the Swedish rocket indicated that jarming from the ground

would be even more difficult than vre had thought. By the

middle of August the action that was being taken v/as to

prepare four squadrons of heavy bombers v/hich would power

fully reinforce the one R,A.F. squadron - No. 192  - that

was available for such vrork. A small number of aircraft

had been fitted with transmitters by the end of the month.

Thus, a good deal of preparatory work had been

carried out by the end of August for combating the antici

pated attack by means of radio science. Bub the location

/of
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of nuch of the ground equipnont had been dictated by

expectation of attack fron northern France,

advances

The sv/

in that area during the last days of Aug

the

ift

ust and

early September accordingly rendered abortive

dispositions that had been made.

some of the

Hovrever, no imediate

and startling results had been expected from the equipment
that Was available. This was true for all the tasks of

were theoretically capable:

particularly true of the location of rocket firing points

and of interference with the radio control of the rocket.

v/hich radar - and radio it was

j-t could not be saidj therefore - and was not —

that all was satisfactory in this sector of the defences.

But T/ith the increasing likelihood that the Germans would

be unable to fire any rockets before the whole of northern

France was occupied it v/as possible to hope that the worst

dangers had been avoided and extensive radio counter

measures would not. be required*

Operational Counter-Measures,

The preparations in Civil Defence and radio vrarfare

e.

during July and August had their parallel in the sphere of

operations. These were of two sorts: plans for operations

v/hich would only be undertaken v/hen attacks began, and

actual operations against German targets that were known or

suspected to be connected with preparations for rocket

attack. In each case the ei-rphasis v/as aliuost wholly on

what could be done by bombing; the sole exception was the

arrangements that were made for giving warning of rocket

attack to the general public. The reason is obvious enough:

the rocket was not a weapon that could be repelled by fire

power from aircraft once it had been launched,

words, there was some chance of destroying the wasp's nest; ■

there was none of sv/atting the wasps.

In other

A-
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Public Warning System.

A scheme for giving warnings to the public had been

one of the earliest counter-measures that had been pursued,

and a system had been devised by the autumn of 1943*

problem waS' basically a radar problem;

The

for only radar could

hope to detect a rocket sufficiently early in its time of

flight of five to six minutes for a warning of sufficient

length to be useful to be sounded. The need for speed also

demanded that the number of channels through which radar

information passed before reaching the public in the shape

of an audible warning should be as few as possible,

the same reason, the warning itself had to be such that it

For

could be operated centrally for the vdiole of a threatened

it had also to be sharper and more arresting than the

siren to galvanise people into taking what shelter they

could in the short time before the rocket arrived,

system that wa’s established, therefore, was as follov/s.

The specially equipped radar stations that, from

13 June, were keeping a watch for rocket firings were

allotted landlines for their exclusive use that linked them

to the Filter Room of No, 11 Group,

To the same room' I40 maroon-firing equipments in the London

area and 21 in the Portsmouth/Southampton area were directly

linked and could be fired by operating a single sv/itch in

The procedure that v/'as laid

down was that on receipt of \Tarning by code-word "Big Ben"

from the radar stations the Controller on duty in the

Filter Room operated the svatch and fired the

areas would be put under v/arning, it being impossible f'or

the radar stations to distinguish which was being attacked.

If the system v/orked as it v/as intended to vrork a warning

of at least 1-^ minutes and at most 3^ minutes 'would have

been given to the public.

area;

The

the Filter Room,

Bothmaroons.

R. A. ihh) 2nd Mtg.
9 Aug, 1944*

/However,
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However, although the system could have been

put into operation at any tine during July and August 1944

the prelininaiy announceaent which was necessary if the

public were to knov/ what to do v/as never made,

a number of good reasons^

There were

In the first place, at best the

warning v/as only short, and there \7as some doubt whether

it vrould bo v;orthv/hile except if attacks were heavy.

Then, the systen itself could not be regarded as perfect:

it depended entirely on the extent to which the radar

stations detected rockets shortly after they had been fired,

and v/hat their proportionate success might be was doubtful.

If only there had been fair certainty of the scale of attack,

or even whether attacks would be launched at all, these

limitations might have been accepted. But in the circum

stances nothing was done to warn the public and no decision

was taken as to when the warning system might be brought

into effect. It ?/as, however, decided on 5 September, by

which time northern Prance was largely cleared, that no

warning need be given in the Portsmouth/Southampton area ■

until there v/as evidence that the enemy intended to attack

it.

Offensive Action and Plans,

Up to the middle of July the bombing of targets

connected with rocket-attack was confined to four of the

large sites - those at Mimoyec.qu^s, Yfatten, Siracourt and

- v/hich T/ere amongst the first targets

associated, with V-weapon attack in general to be bombed

Yfizerne

after the first flying bombs had landed in the United

Kingdom, Such success, attended the bombing that on

10'July the sites were suspended from further attacks

/except

(1) Wizernes and perhaps Y/atten, were the only ones that
\Tere connected with-’A»4 hocketsj' but this was not
learned until the autumn of 1944*
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except for certain special projects v/hich did not in fact

add to the damage

six -vreoks, photographic reconnaissance revealed that

construction was still going on at ¥atten and MiffloyeoquQs;

and a further heavy attack on each, on 25 and 2? August

respectively, was carried out hy Boraher Gotnniand.

results appeared inconclusive at the time; hut it was to ho

found Ydien the sites were later examined that homhing over

the Yvhole period had very seriously retarded the progress of

Altogether, 7,469 tons of homhs wore dropped

the large sites between the middle of June and their

capture hy Allied ground forces.

But it was only with the importance advances in

Than, after an interval of nearly

The

construction.

on

intelligence from early July onv/ards that other types of

At that time, hydrogen peroxide Tfas

thought to he one of the main constituents of the fuel of the

rocket as wrell as necessary for the launching of flying

and attacks on the hydrogen peroxide plants at

target were attacked.

homhs;

Hollriegelskreuth ahd Oher Eaderach v/ere carried out with

The three attacks on Peonemonde inthis in mind.

July and August were also directed against the hydrogen

peroxide plant there as well as the experimental statioru

/The

(1) These special projects were controlled hy the American
8th Air Poroe, The intention was to attack the sites
T/ith war-worn aircraft filled with explosives or jellied
gasoline. A orew of two took the aircraft off the
ground, the automatic pilot was set and the explosives
armed and the crew then baled out. An accompanying
aircraft specially equipped, took over controlj guided
the aircraft to the target and attempted to bring it
down on the site. All told, seven attempts were made
against four sites between 4 end 12 August; six
times the load consisted of 11 tons of nitro-starch,
once of 4,000 gallons of jellied gasoline. On throe
occasions pilotless aircraft - Portresses - were
brought near the target; and once one was crashed
within a half a mile of the site at Siracourt. On
the other occasions, either control difficulties
developed and the aircraft had to he dumped in the
Channel, or the aircraft exploded in mid-air, killing

The experiments,, therefore, failed to do
ary damage to the sites. But much v/qs learned from
them and eventually the technique was used success
fully against Heligoland.

the crew.
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The attack of the other main experimental station at

Blj.zna vrould have heen a very difficult operation and was

.  hardly considered as the Russians during July advanced

‘ steadily closer to the plaoo. Instead,arrangements were

made to send a mission' to inspect it as soon as it v/as in

(1).Russian hands

Altogether, with one further exception, bombing

operations during July and August were conentrated against

targets within the areas, or near to them, from which it

was expected that rocket attacks vrould be launched.

The exception v/as an attack against a factory adjacent to

the notorious Buchenwald concentration camp near Weimar,

There v/as good evidence that the factory v;as making rockets,

and it was attacked onflying bombs and radio components;

2if August by 121 Portresses of the 8th Air Force v/ho dropped

Interpretation of photographs taken after266 tons of bombs.

the attack shov/ed that a great part of both the armaments

and the radio sections had been destroyed; the concentra

tion camp had escaped lightly (as, of course, was intended);

but great damage was done to the S.S. camp and offices.

Some damage had also been done in the underground storage

area; but it Was impossible to assess its effect,

/As

(l) On 11 July the Chiefs of Staff approached the Prime
Minister to ask for his personal intervention with
Stalin to safeguard what might be found at Blizna
when it was occupied. On 22 July Stalin gave his

■  • approval and a mission of technical experts who were

' chosen from the Ministry of Supply, the War Office
and the Air Ministry vra.s despatched. The mission
reached Teheran on the last day of July; but there
it was held up and it was not until 11 August that
it left for Moscow, Fighting in the Blizna area
was still going on and the mission was not allovred
to proceed there until 3 September, They stayed
in the area nearly three -vTceks and brought back
some useful information, most of it confirming what
had been learned from the Swedish rocket.
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As for targets in Prance and Belgium, the most

remunerative appeared to he liquid oxygen plants and the

(1)
forv/ard storage depots betv/een Rouen and St. Omer' .  A

study ,of the former had been begun at the end of July v/hen

evidence was accumulating that the main fuel of the rocket

was liquid oxygen rather than hydrogen peroxide. Attention

was concentrated on possible sources of supply in Prance

There were two*and Belgium rather than in Germany.

first, it was felt that the Germans would be morereasons:

likely to make use of plants near the areas from which

rockets would be fired in order to avoid relying on the

overstrained supply routes between Germany and western

Europe I second, it v/as impracticable to attack the large

number of small plants that vjere in Germany itself.

But it .was not until the last week in August, when

there was reason to fear that the Germans would mount the

best attack they could before the Pas de Calais was lost to

them, that attacks were carried out. In these circumstances,

'short term' targets in the rocket firing areas were prefer

able to industrial targets in Germany,

tons of bombs were dropped on five liquid oxygen plants in

Prance and Belgium by the 8th Air Porce,

On 25 August, 430

On 31 August and

1 September no less than 2897 tons were dropped by Bomber

Command on nine of the forward storage depots. In

Benito' W/T stationsaddition, there were light attacks on

at Boulogne and Cassel^^^, The railw

t

ay interdiction that

was being imposed at this time for the battle on land was

also affecting the lines of supply that the Germans would

use to bring up rockets to northern Prance,

Otherv/ise, the main interest of the period lies

/in

(1 See footnote, p.I51.
See p.174.(2
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in the planning of countor-rneasures that would be applied

v«rhen rocket attacks were about to begin or had actually

The preparation of a plan was started by the

Joint Grossbov/ Target Priorities Committee early in

August, and was completed by 20 August,

plan was to reduce the scale of rocket attack in the

shortest possible time.

The launching sites themselves were reckoned

unprofitable targets;

begun.

The aim of the

but the plan gave priority to armed

C.ii.C.599.

Enel.20A,
Minute 30,

A,D. ofOps, (S.O.)
106/5:
Attack of German
Rocket

Organisation.

Plan for

reconnaissances in the area of the launching sites and near

the rocket storage depots so that any fleeting chance might

be taken of attacking any installations, vehicles

troops concerned with the transport, servicing, firing and

control of the rocket.

or

Next, sustained attacks against nine forward

storage depots and tlnree rearward storage depots in the

Rouen-Gompiegne region were recommended, and also against

a total of eighteen liquid oxygen plants in Prance and

Belgium, Seven of the latter were selected as primary

targets.

The attack of the transport communications

which the Germans ■would probably use for rockets was next

in importance. Transport by rail was to be interfered wi th

by attacks against v^hat v/as knovm as the "The Third Ring

of Rail Bridges", This consisted of thirty bridges on or

near the frontiers of Belgium, Prance and Germany:

roughly, they lay along the line Antv/erp - Li^ge  - Namur -

Verdun - Gonflans - Besancon, If these were cut, all

railw/ay traffic from Germany westward would be practically

immobilised. The more northerly sections of it wears

brought under attack during the last week in August as

part of the air support of the battle on land.

/interfeorence
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Interference v/ith road and v/ater transport was also'

M.T. vehicles , particularly those Oarjiying fusl»

Tv/elve lock gates Virere selected Ti^ioh,

if destroyed, would stop,water traffic into the launching and

forward storage areas^

Fifteen production centres in Gexraany were also

thought they were only to he attacked if forces

were available after the other and more important counter*

measures had been catered for„

Such, in outline, was the bombing plan that Vras

The armed reconnaissance of the rocket firing

points that was so pronounced a feature of it depended on the

speed with which sorties could be organised;

appreciated that unless vehicles and attendant personnel

advocated.

were to be attacked,

selected;

recommended.

for it vms

were

; • •

sighted vdiilst they were grouped round the firing points it would

only be rarely that targets of tMs sort would bo presented

to our pilots. The bombing plan, therefore, was co

ordinated with extensive arrangements made in July and August

for giving immediate warning of the areas from which attacks

were being made. The arrangements were as followsi

All radar warnings that were passed to the No. 11

Group Filter Room were to be transmitted inmediately to the

headquarters

rocket counter-measures.

(1)
of all the authorities that were concerned in

Action v/ould be taken immediately

to despatch jamming aircraft of No, 100 Group, if aircraft

were not already patrolling; No. 106 Group v;ould

despatch photographic reconnaissance- aircraft to the firing

A.E. A.F. Headquarters v/as rcsporrable

The Air Comniander-in!-

Ghief of A.B.A.P, was responsible for co-ordinating all

counter-measure s.

areas;

for organising armed reconnaissance.

The position of the firing points that were in

use was expected.to follow the first warning at an interval

/of
(1) There were twelve in all.

—systom-'-of-
—ggr- a diagram a-ho-wing the-
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of either 30 'niinutes or, 90 minutes, depending on whether

the, photographing of the cathode ray tubes at the radar

stations was necessarye The positions were to be calcu

lated by a Scientific Officer at'the No, Group Filter

Room and thence passed to the same series of headquarters

as the initial warning,

further reconnaissance v/ould be carried out,

intended that the firing point positions would be passed

In the light of this new data

It Was also

through Air Ministry to the Air Warfare Analysis Section

where the "Oboe" and ■II'

co-ordinates necessary for

blind bombing attacks would be calculated/

'G.H,

This presumed

a degree of accuracy in the detection of fifing points
which was not in fact obtained.

The first of a series of trials to test these

I  arrangements was held on 21 August. It proved satisfactory;

though inevitably the initial radaf data on which the

effectiveness of the system v/ould depend in practice, was

synthetic,

viii. Events Imiiiediately Prior to the First Rocket Attack.

Thus, up to the end of August extensive prepara-

i  tions were under way in each of the main fields in v/hich

.counter-measures to the roclcet 'might be applied. During

,  the second half of August there had been no slackening,

although the speed of the Allied advance steadily increased

and threatened the areas from which rocket attacks were

expected. Indeed, precisely because the developments in

the' land battle might force the Germans to attack more

active counter-measures- were talcen during the last week in

Bomber Goimnand carried out heavy attacks against

the forward storage depots in northern France and "Benito"

stations and liquid osygen plants y/ere attacked. Also,

: August:

from 30 August, fighters of A.D.G.B, and 2nd Tactical Air

jPorce.carried out sweeps over southern Belgium and the

/Pas de
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Pas do Calais to detect anj'- signs of iraKiincnt attack arid to

attack suspicious vehicles and installations* The crucial

period, it T^as felt, vrauld bo the first fortnight in

September^ .

But as the first three days of September saw no

. check.to the Allied advance in northern Prance or much like

lihood of one for some time to come the future came to be

regarded far more optimistically.,

in a number of ways.

The change was registered

On 1 September the Rocket Consequen<ies

Committee called a halt in the bigger Civil Defence prepara-

R.A. (2<4) 4th Mt&

A.D. of Ops. (S.O.)
104/5, Pt.II
End, 6A.

CX.S.(44) 806(0)

tions. On 4 September the reconnaissances that A.D.G.B.

had been carrying out were discontinued, and the Chief of the

Air Staff recommended the cessation of the bombing of the

German rocket orgamisationo

On the follovidng day. the future policy for

"Cro3sbo\T" counter-measures was outlined in a memorandum by

C£).S, (44) 299th Mtg, the Vice Chiefs of Staff which v/as agreed to by the Chiefs
6 September 1944«

of Staff CoCTiiittee, As a result, all bombing attacks against

"Crossbow" targets were discontinued, except for attacks, as

part of the general offensive against the German Air Force,

against airfields from v/hich aircraft launching flying bombs

were known, or suspected, to be operating,

changes in defensive organisation were contemplated since

there was a possibility of a fev/ more flying bombs being

launched from the Pas de Calais before it v/as completely

/overrun;

No drastic

(1) There was a slight difference of emphasis betv/een the
view taken by A, D. I. (Science) in,his report of 27 August
and that of Mr. Sandys' committee in a report of
28 August, The former concluded that the Germans would

be driven by the Allied advance to launch the ixicket as

soon as they could; whereas Mr. Sandys concluded that
the advance, the bombing of storage depots, and transport
difficulties, might well force.the eneuy to abandon
their plans for bombardiaentr
ficant and would hardly be vrorth noting except that it
appears to have been the cause for the withdrawal, at

Mr, Sandys' reqyest, of the report of A.D.I. (Science),
(C.O.S.' (44) 290th Meeting, 29 August 1944)*

The difference is insigni-
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but a review of the dofcncee was to be undertaken to

for their reduction and re-disposition.

overrun;

Hadio counter-measure

arrange

s wero

not to be closed down immediately, not because they might be useful

for the defence of the United Kingdom but because,
of Staff put it.

as the Vice-Chiefs

there is rather a remote possibility of attacks
G.O.S. (Vf)
811(0).

Experimental vrork in this sphere

Experimental work \ma also to be the

gauge by ■..'■hich ocni/inued production of special equipment required for
CrossboY/” Ysras to be measured,

pui'pose production v/as to be closed doYvn.

against targets on the continent".

■was therefore to continue.

defence against If not important for
this

Now, so rapid was the Allied advance, and so few the signs of
effective Gentian resistance,

rocket attack is easily understandable.

that the shelving of preparations against

Nevertheless, we are entitled

to say it ?/as premature, even granted that future operations such
the capture of the Rhine

upon by 6 September, were successful:

crossings at Arnhem, v>rhich had been decid

it appears as if the first

as

ed

opportunity was taken for discounting a threat which had always been an

irritating diversion from the last great offensive.

For it was Icnovm that the range of the rocket was 200-230 miles,
TJ-hich left within range of the centre of London the v^-hole of Holland

west of a line from Aiasterdam due south to the Belgian frontier.

This area, and part of Belgium also v/ithin 230 miles of London, was not
in Allied hands on 6 September. Thus the view, which seems to have

been held by the Air Staff, that the rocket had ceased to be a threat,
was not entirely acceptable; and in fact it was not accepted by the

Intelligence Staff at A.D.G.B. Headquarters v/ithout a reservation.

On 6 September they drew attention to the fact that the range of the
missile was known to be such that, so long as the Germans held western

Holland, attacks on London vrere possible. . . On that date the area still

A.D. G. B.
(intelligence)
Review

6.9.44

in German, hands from v/hich, .rockets could reach the capital included tHe
Y/hole of Holland west of a line from Amsterdam to the Belgian frontier,
as well as a part of Belgiurao

would see the occupation of that area;

for the launching of a rocket attack viaS at least theoretically

possible. .

The success of the ilrnhem operation

but in the meantime its use

/AsV-'
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As to hoT/ likely the G-emans v/ere to use the

area for this purpose, on 4 Septenher the Chief of the

Air Staff said, "they \7ould have to make certain preparations

C.0'.S.(44)
806(0) .

of which we have no evidence and which in present circum-

This is a surprising state-

first, it was well known that rocket

firing points and storage depots could only be detected vdth

great difficulty - such evidence of preparations for firing

as had been discovered in northern France anouhted to little

stances are extremely unlikely.

ment for two reasons;

more than half a dozen concrete slabs and two or three

storage depots of Y/hich there was little or no information

until they were actually occupied; ‘ second, Holland had not

been covered for signs of German preparations to anything

In short, the(t.like the same extent as northern France

and events werearguunent from silence v/as a dangerous one;

soon to prove it so.

ix. Reactions to the First Eockots.

It was, therefore, vdthout any prior v/arning from

Air Intelligence, such as had preceded the flying bomb

offensive, that the first rockets fell in the London area.

The first fell at Chiswick at I84O hours on 8 September, the

second sixteen seconds later at Parndon Yifood, Epping(^).

Three people were killed and tv/enty injured, ten seriously,

/at

(1) That part of Holland and Belgium west of a line Texel-
Amsterdam-Tilburg-Antwerp-Terneuzen was placed on the
photographic reconnaissance programme on 1 September. By
16 September 95 per cent of the area had been covered,
mostly in the.week following the first rocket attacks.

(2) So far, it has not been established whether these were
the only rockets fired' against London on 8 Sepitember.
Two W2re also fired against Paris on the morning of the '

8th, of which one fell in the city: they were fired
from a point on the Houffalize-St. Vith road,
battery responsible was transferred to Holland the next

day for the attack of London
first A-4 rockets to be fired by the Germans against an

According to a well informed prisoner, a number

The

These vvere not the

eneny.

were fired against Leningrad in 1943 at a range of just
over 100 miles. • Many of them burst in the air
prematurely, a fault Virhich had not been entirely over
come before the attack of London began,
government never informed the western Allies of the
attacks: probably they were unaware that the weapon
was being used-, (A.D. I.K. 364/1945) 0

The Russian
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at Chiswick, hut there vrere no casualties at Epping,

exaninatiqn of the danage and fragments at Chiswick it

Pron

appeared that the rocket used was essentially the same type

as the Swedish rocket; such differences as there vrere,

were thought to he due to the modifications necessary before

a prototype could he produced in large numbers,

head was much the sane as Air Intelligence had forecast.

The v/ar-

i.e. a total weight of just under 2,000 lbs, of which

1600 lbs. Was high explosive. The radar stations, althou^

on watch, failed to give warning of the two rockets;

later examination of the photographic records of the C.H,

but

station at BavTdsey .' shov/ed. that plots had been obtained of

Sound ranging equipment in Kent gave good

information of the Chisv/ick rocket, poorer information of

the other.

one of them.

Prom both sets of data it was thought that one

launching had been from the Rotterdam area, and the other

from somewhat further north.

c.o,s.(H) 303rd On the morning of 9 September the Chiefs of Staff
Ivitg.

considered vdiat counter-measures should be adopted,

clear from the minutes of the meeting, though these only

sketch the discussion, that they were not disposed to adopt

any elaborate counter-measures -vitLile the situation on land

It is

Moreover, only two rockets, little more

destructive than flying bombs, had fallen in the country,

and a strong counter attaqk wa.s not yet called for,

advised the War Cabinet not to make any public announcement

for the tine being (none had been made by the Germans) and

not to apply the drastic censorship measures \itiich the

original.plan for security in the event of attack had

envisaged.

was so promising.

They

It followed that the public warning system
♦* ,

would not be put into operation; in any case, the radar

stations specially equipped for observing rockets had been

selected with attack from northern Prance in mind and were

/unsatisfactory
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unsatisfactory for giving warning of rockets fired from

Holland* }iir. Sand^i^s, whio was present at the meeting,

suggested that mobile radar or sound ranging equipment should

be sent immediately to Belgium to give better information of

further firings than could be obtained from England,

typical of the tenbur of the meeting that Lieutenant-General

Hye, the V.G.I.G.S

It wa

thought that by the time such equipment

s

had been transported'across the Channel and up the lines of

»>

comraunication to Belgium the firing area Svould have been

neutralised by the ground forces. However, the Chiefs of

Staff invited the Air iVIinistry to convene a meeting of the

departments concerned to suggest measures for locating the

firing points and providing an early warning system.

First Counter-Measures.X,

No recommendations for counter-measures by air

forces were made by the Chiefs of Staff. Operations had

begun, however, soon after the first rockets had fallen. On

' the night of the 8th intruder aircraft, and on the following

morning, day fighter squadrons'of A.D.G. B. were despatched on

reconnaissance over south-west Holland, the beginning of an

activity that y/as to continue until the last rocket had. been

fired against the United Kingdom; ' P. R.U. aircraft began

daily photographic reconnaissances over the suspected firing

and aircraft of No. 100 Group, R.A.P., \^re sent up

to listen for and jam any radio signals v/hich might have

some connection y/ith rocket firings. The listening and

■area;

jamming stations of the radio counter-measures organisation

that had been established in the United Kingdom carried out

On the Continent, the Dutch resistance

raoveiflent, through the'Special Operations Executive, wa.s

similar duties.

briefed to provide intelligence of the location of firing

points and the transport of rockets and fuel. As early as

11 September a report was received in London which gave the

/location
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location of three launching sites in the Wassenaar district

north-east of The Hague,
5^

After the rockets which had fallen on the evening

of the 8th, the next were reported from Prambridge, seven

miles north of Southend, at 2130 hours on the 10th, from

Lullingstone, near Hartford, at O907 hours on the 11th, and

from Magdalen Laver, six miles north-east of Epping, at

0930 hours, also on the 11th, Only one person was injured

t

in the three incidents, in two of which the rocket was

Vs

1

reported to have exploded in raid-air,

and midnight on the l6th,la further fifteen rockets fell on

Between the 11th

land and three were reported to have fallen in the sea off

(S' f- 3 U*

All told, therefore, twenty rockets fellthe Essex coast.

in the United Kingdom bet\7een the 8th, vdien the attack began,

and the l6th. Only ten of then fell within the London Civil

Defence region.

During these nine days the foundations of a policy

of counter-measures wrere laid. ■ General I'esponsibility for

it lay, as for the flying bomb, with the Deputy Chief of

the Air Staff: the Air Staff Directorate which was the

channel betv/een him and the operational formations concerned

Operations (Air Defence) ,was the Directorate of Air

G,-in-C A.E. A.P., was ultimately responsible for the• >

control of offensive air operations against the rocket

organisation; but the rapid advance on the Continent, with

its consequent strain on airfields and communications, and

the continued importance of the land battle during September,

meant that the active participation of the Tactical Air

Forces was necessarily limited. It was, therefore, upon

/horae-

(1) The Directorate of Operations (Special Operations),
which had been specially formed for controlling and
co-ordinating "Crossbow" counter-measures and
intelligence, was abolished in October and a proportion
of its staff transferred to the Directorate of

Operations (^Air Defence) for 'GrossboVir' duties.
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C.O.S.(A4)840(0), home-based air forces that the bulk of the effort against
17 Sept. 1944.

Air Marshal Hill at A.D. G-. B. was responsible

for directing and' co-ordinating their activities;

rockets fell.

and, as in

the case of the flying bonib, it v/as the squadrons directly

under his command that -were the most active of the Allied air

forces.

xi. Counter-Measures Prior to Arnhem.

\7hat was done and planned during these early days

of the attack represents a policy of counter-measures not so

elaborate as that vdiich had been planned during August, when

a heavy scale of attack from a iiiore destructive weapon than

actually arrived on 8 September was feared,

that had. been taken towards the end of the flying bomb attack

from the sites in northern France to stop the bombing of

'Crossbow* production targets by heavy bombers was not rescind

ed, and altogether, heavy bombers had little place in the

counter-measures that were applied at this tiiae.

raents for the control of operations gave Air Marshal Hill the

ri^t to approach Bomber Conmand direct if he wanted a target

attacked that was unsuitable for his own forces;

was nothing mandatory about such requests,

made by Bomber Command on 14 September against a suspected

rocket storage point near The Hague,

dropped 190 tons of bombs in an accurate and concentrated

how far, if at all, it affected the rocket organisa

tion could not be ascertained.

The decision

The arrange-

but there

One attack was

Thirty-seven aircraft

attack;

otherwise, armed offensive action from the air was

confined to patrols by day and night by A.D.G.B, aircraft over

and near the launching area, Viliich by the 10th was known to

be the stretch of v/ooded country between The Hague and Leiden,

Between the 8th and l6th nearly nine hundred sorties were

flown by A.D.G.B. A variety of targets - road, rail and

v/ater transport, suspected storage and launching points -

was attacked by cannon and rocket fire.

/Liquid (
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Liquid oxygen plants, as providing the main fuel

of the rocket, were also considered as targets;

T/as so little evidence on which of the many plants in north-

v/est Europe were connected v/ith the rocket organisation

that a systematic offensive against them vvas held to he

unwarranted so long as the scale of rocket attack remained

Intelligence reports diu?ing September had specified

three snail plants near Schiedam as producing liquid oxygen

Their bombing, however, raised a question

which was to limit offensive action for the duration of

but there

sna.ll.

for rockets.

the attack, namely, the safety of the Dutch people,

three plants were small and were in built-up areas and
)

could not be attacked ’without inflicting casualties on

civilians.

T

Bombing was, therefore, ruled out. In it

he

s

c.o.s. (24)840(0),
17 Sept, 1944.

place, the Special Operations Executive was asked to

arrange for their sabotage.

Defensive counter-measures in the air had been

confined, up to the middle of September, to a 4-hour patrol

every 12 hours by a Portress of No. 100 Group from which

all suspicious radio signals had been jarxied,

patrol for this task was organised during the third week

in September, subject to the overriding claims of Bomber

Coimand for the support of these aircraft and their special

ly trained creiiTS on bombing operations.

A continuou

In addition,

s

Halifaxes of No, 100 Group maintained a listening watch

over the North Sea; but nothing significant v/as

heard. Prom this, and from evidence from fragments

of rockets examined in the United Kingdom, it v/as beginn

ing to appear that radio control was not essential.

’.There ixDst progress was made i/as in the provision

of equipment both in England and on the Continent for

providing early warning of attack and for locating

firing points. Certain imeasures had been put into

/operation
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operation by the middle of September;

of being carried out.

In England, three radar' stations had been added to

those covering Holland, making six bct-vveen Dover and Lov/estoft,

One of them, Bawdsey, had been converted to a higher power,

and tvro others v/ere about to be converted.

G.L. Mk, II sets were also deployed in this area.

Survey Regiment, R.A.?. , continued to employ its sound ranging

and flash spotting oquipnont in Kent, and brought  a small

nujuber of balloons into use to assist its observations.

Thirty nine Iot/ power and four high pov/or ground transmitters

for jaiiming wore also in action by the middle of September,

They were controlled from the control centre set up under

No, 80 (Signals) Wing, R. A.F,, at Eastbourne, which also

controlled listening stations at Goulsden and at Capel,

Tonbridge,

others were in process

A number of Arr.y

No. 11

near

This considerable organisation had little to show

The radar stations and the survey unit

had piovided useful data for the location of firing points;

but as these wore thought to be changed frequently, the

for its activities.

information Ti/’as little use for briefing purposes,

the existing organisation reliable as a means of providing

early warning of attack:

Nor wa

in only six out of the first twe

s

nty

incidents could a warning have been given to the public. As

for the listening and janming stations, they, like the

aircraft engaged on radio counter-measures, had obtained only
negative infori-iation.

The fact was that the original programme of radar

and radio counter-measures had been based on the assumption

that rocket attacks would be launched from northern Prance;

whereas attacks from Holland required both the radar

stations that had been specially equipped for observing
rockets and the survey unit to operate beyond the range at

/which
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v;hich reliable and efficient vrorking vrould have been

possible. The pcrfornance of radar in the United Kingdo

but vi/hat the situation denanded

in Septoaber 1944 was that an organisation sinilar to v/hat

had been prepared in England should be set up on the

Continent as close as possible to the area Y/hich the Germans

m

v/as eventually improved;

were using.

Something was being done in this direction before

the attack on Arhhen had been launched, even thou^ success

there night meaji the end of the bombardment of London. On

4

O.O.S. (44)840(0) the 17th, the Deputy Chief of Air Staff reported to the

Chiefs of Staff that 21st Ansy Group had provided  a survey

regiment - No. 10 Survey Regiment, R.A. - for employment in

Belgiuis as an extension of the existing lay-out in the

United Kingdom. It was intended to bo in operation in the

iUitT/erp area by 23 September, though landlines connecting it

to the Canterbury headquarters of the system could not be

provided until later. 21st Arny Group also agreed to

provide three G.L. lilc, II sets which, with two high-looking

Type 9 Hk» III stations, Y/ould form an early warning system

on the Continent, Sites for the former had been selected,

and the crews and necessary additional equipment were in

transit to the Continent by I7 September, The Type 9

stations were exxDected to be ready to move by 23 September,

ly the saise date, a Service unit and a nui'aber of

jamming transmitters were being prepared for Continental

service.

For the best use to be made of all these

»• measures it was essential that some form of control centre

should also be set up in Belgium, For this purpose a

special unit. No, IO5 Mobile Air Reporting Unit, was

formed in A.D.G,B, during the second week in September;

its headquarters iivere to be at ilalinos. It Was to be an

/advanced

r
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advanced element of A.D. G.B responsible for the transmission

of rocket warnings to No. 11 Group Filter Room at Stanmorc

• >

and for the correlation of all data received from the survey,

radar and radio counter-measures units that Y/ould eventually

come into operation on the Continent. The whole system was

expected to give more reliable information than that from the

units in the United Kingdom,

xii. Effect of the Attack on Arnhem.

On the morning of 17 September the airborne operations

j

against the Lower Rhine vrare launched. Rockets continued to

be fired from The Hague area througliout that day;

in England, all but one in the London region,

heaviest attack on one day since the bombardiuent had begun.

Between the night of the 17th and the morning of the 19th,

when the Chiefs of Staff held their usual v/eekly meeting to

consider 'Crossbow' policy, only one rocket fell  - at Lambeth

on the evening of the 18th,

by the War Cabinet the previous evening v/as noted.

five fell

This was the

At that meeting a decision take

This was

C.O.S. (44)
311th Mtg.
19 Sept, 1944, n

that no public announcement about rocket'attacks should be

made for a week, during which time an appreciation should be

made of the prospects of the continuance of the bombardment.

Obviously, this entailed a forecast by the 17ar Office of the

situation on land by the 25th, The Chiefs of Staff, there

fore, asked that this should be made and that the Deputy Chief

of Air Staff, in consultation with Hr, Sandys, should prepare

an appreciation of what threat would remain in the light of

the War Office estimate.

0.0.3.(44)849(0)
Annex 1,

This 'appreciation, \?hich also took account of

flying bomb attacks, was circulated to the Chiefs of Staff

on 23 September and was considered at their meeting on the

them tv7o things had happened;25th, first, the British

forces had been checked at Arnhem and there was no imediate

prospect of an advance across the Rhine; second, there had

/been
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been no rocket incidents in the United Kingdom since the

evening of the.I8th. The two, as it were, balanced each

From the first, it ni^^t follow that the attacks

would continue as the launching area v/ould remain in German

other.

hands. From the second, it appeared that the area had

already been evacuated; there TTore, in fact, reliable -

intelligence reports that rocket supplies had been moving

eastv/ards from The Hague and that the order to evacuate

the area had been given on the 17th, the day the airborne

attack was launched. It is now known that this information

was correct.

There was a further factor to be considered:

even though the launching fxrea remained in German hands,

could they maintain a firing organisation there?

Deputy'Chief of Air Staff and Hr. Sandys thou^t it would

be difficult and they reported,

The

ovdng to the general state
\

ibid. of dis-organisation especially as affecting communications

in this area it seems likely that few r.nre rockets v/ill be

fired at London”.

In sum, before any important alterations to

'Crossbow' policy could reasonably be made a further period

was required for observing how the situation developed.

The Chiefs of Staff agreed, therefore, that it would be best

to v/ait a week before any public announcement about rocket

C.O.S. (2A-) 317th
Mtg, 25 Sept. 1944-

attack v/as made; though they also placed on record their

view that in general it v/as sound policy to keep the public

They also considered the question of giving a

Up to date, the performance of

the radar and sound ranging units had been such that, if

warnings had been based upon it, only once out of I6 times

informed.

public warning of attack.

would the warning have been followed by an incident in

London, and only once out of 6 times by an incident

/anywhere
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Moroover, on three occasions

betT,Teen 14 and 18 September incidents had occurred v/here no

anywhere in the country.

The v/arning system that waswarning could have been given.

being set up in Belgiui.i was expected to improve the rate of

but in the neantine it v/as decided that noprobability;

warnings v/ere to be given in the United Kingdom.

Similarly, nothing v/as done at this stage to increase

Arned reconnaissancesthe scale of Allied counter-measures.

continued to be made by ihD.G-.B. aircraft, though on a reduced

scale owing to the effort that ii.D.G.B. made in support of the

Some four hundred sorties were made inairborne operations.

the week 16-23 September, less than half of the effort of the

A number of barges, locomotives and lorriesprevious week.

were destroyed; and on the 19th storage installations and a

suspected firing point vrere attacked by three squadrons of

iinother suspected storage depot, at Eikenhorst,

was attacked by thirty aircraft of Bomber Gorxiand on

Spitfires,

172 tons of bombs v/ere dropped in an accurate17 September:

attack which caused a heavy explosion in the target area.

xiii,(Switch to the Attack of Norwich; Rocket Attacks on the

Continent,

The lull in attacks 'on the United Kingdom continued

Then, at 1910 hours athroughout most of 25 September,

rocket fell at Hoxne, in Suffolk, The next to fall came

down nearly twenty-four hours later at Ranworth, eight miles

The next day, three more fell withinnorth-east of Norwich,

This city, therefore, appeared to benine miles of Norvach.

and from 25 September to the night of 3 October,the target;

sixteen rockets were reported from this district. No

rockets were reported during the period from the London area.

Radar inforrjation and intelligence reports first

established that the new direction of attack was from an area

Later, it appeared thatsome ten miles west of Appeldoorn,

/an
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G.0.3. (2)4)888(0)
8 October 192)4*

an area in the south-west corner of Friesland was in use and

possibly Vlieland and Terschelling in the Friesian Islands*

xiS the Dost southerly of these areas v/as just over 250 niles

fro.vi London, and as London v/ould obviously be attacked if

possible, the boi.ibardi.ient of NoriTich signified that the

naxiuun operational range of the rocket vras certainly under

250 Diles, If London was again to be attacked the Germans

would therefore have to return to south-v/est Holland.

There was no indication of such a noiie for over a

and counterweek after the attacks on Noriich had beg;un;

measures continued after the pattern of the previous fort-

667 sorties were flown by A.D.G.B. aircraft overnight.

the suspected launching areas between 23 and 30 September:

barges, railT/ay engines and lorries were damaged and

destroyed and particular good results were obtained in

No attacks against rocketstrafing railway rolling stock.

targets were made by heavy bombers. Photographic recon

naissances over western Holland continued.

During the week No. 105 Mobile Air Reporting

Unit \7as established at Malines; tv7o of the G.L. Mk. II

sets that 21st Ariiy Group had provided were set up in the

and No, 10 Survey Regiment, R.A,, 7/as deployedOstend area;

Radio counter-measures v/ere maintainedaround Antv/erp,

from ground stations in England and in Belgium, and aircraft

of No, 100 Group continued to listen, and occasionally, to

jam suspicious signals There was still no evidence.

ho\76ver, that the Germans -were using radio control.

The scale of attack against the United Kingdom

v/as such that counter-measures involving any diversion of

/force

(1) Nos, 214 and 223 Squadrons \7ere maintaining almost
continuous patrols over the launching areas at this
time and were jar.iuing suspicious signals.
Squadron va.s also patrolling purely to listen for
suspicious signals.

No. 192
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force from the offensive against Germany were unwarranted.

But on 14 September a number of French and Belgian towns began

to suffer rocket attacks. More than twenty incidents were

reported betY/een the 14th and the 25th, the majority in or

near Lille and Liege, Up to the end of the month, no

reliable reports of the areas from v/hich the attacks were

being made had been received in London, A vreek later, how

ever, by v/hich time there had been more than eighty Continental

incidents, an area near Enschede on the Dutch-German frontier

This YYas only 120 miles from Liege and lesswas indicated.

than two hundred miles from Lille, and the accuracy of attack

against both places was better than in the attacks that had so

far been made against London and Norvirich,

Not surprisingly, therefore, the viev/ was expressed

by the Chief of the Imperial General Staff at a meeting of

C.O.S. (Vf) 525rd
Mtg.

the Chiefs of Staff on 2 October that henceforth the main

targets for rocket attack might well be areas important for

21 st Amy Group, such as Brussels and ilntv/erp,

tion was made y/hen a request from 21st Army Group for the

return of No, 10 Survey Regiment from its rocket duties was

being discussed.

The observa-

About this time, hov/ever, the Supreme. Commander,

A.E.F., yras also becoming concerned at the potential threat

to his forces not only from rockets but also flying bombs;

for intelligence was received late in September that the

C.0.S.(M-)864(0)
30 Sept, 1944.

Germans were preparing flying bomb launching sites south

west and east of Cologne and Bonn, During October, there

fore, a special section was set up in S.H,A.E.P, for the

control of a Continental 'Crossbow* organisation,

radar and signals units that had been sent to Belgium to

All the

0.0,3. (44) 918(0)
23 Oct. 194f.
Annexes I and H. improve the defence of the United Kingdom were transferred

to Generail Eisenhoy/er's control, although the signals link

betv/een No, 105 Mobile Air Reporting Unit at Ivlalines and

/No, 11
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A numberNo. 11 Group Filter Eocm vms maintained,

of Fighter Command officers experienced in defence

against V-v/eapcns was transferred to the new section of

As part of the general arrangement, No. 10S.H.A.E.P.

Survey Regiment returned to its normal duties with

21st Army Group, but its place v>ras taken by No, 11 Survey

This unit could be spared fromRegiment from England.

England as the performance of the British radar stations

had noticeably improved since the end of September;

few rockets were not being observed and in nearly all oases

very

C.O.S. (4^f) 879(0),
5 Oct, 1944-,

the area from which firing had taken place v/as being

indicated.

Renewed Attacks on London.xiv.

The decision to release the survey unit was taken

7 October by which time the direction of attacks against

the United Kingdom had once more been changed,

in the bombardment of London that had set in on 19 September

had coincided with intelligence reports that the German

on

The lull

firing batteries had moved from The Hague north-east towards

and it had been from the northern half of Holland,Utrecht;

as we have seen, that rockets had been fired against

report was received from

had returned v/ith

On 3 October, however, a

an agent that certain launching crev/s

equipment and rockets to south-west Holland and that rockets

might be expected soon from an area south of The Hague.

The intelligence was promptly confirmed that same ni^t

Norv/ich,

when a rocket, which was subsequently plotted as coming

from near The Hague, fell in Leytonstone at 2305 hours.

Between then and 14 October both Norwich and

London were under fire, with more attention being paid to

39 incidents wereLondon as the period advanced,

reported, 21 the result of rockets aimed from the Hague

The accuracy of the German fire was poor.area at London.

/More
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More than half the rockets fell nearer to Southend than to

But the attack had recommenced and there was no

prospect of it ceasing until such time as south-vrest Holland

was liberated or some counter-measures more effective than

any that had been employed so far, were brought to bear.

Further Attacks by Flying Bombs.

Any increase in counter-measures had to be

considered in relation to the air offensive against Germainy

and to weight and effectiveness of attack on England,

much depended on the first that to reduce it in order to

at the German V-v/eapon organisation would be justified

London.

So

strike

only if the second v/as such as to impair seriously the

YAiat T/as needed, therefore, aboutAllied offensive effort,

the middle of October, v/hen it was clear that the Germans

would be holding most of Holland until the early spring,

reliable a statement as possible of the scale of future

This question, however, could not be answered in

terms of rocket attacks alone; for flying bombs v/ere still

It is these attacks that must nov/ be

was

as

attacks.

reaching England.

considered.

The German Effort. 15 September - 14 October.

It will be recalled that what has here been termed

the main phase of the flying bomb attack on London came to

an end in the early morning of 5 September 1944 when eight

flying bombs fell at scattered points north and east of

They were theLondon, the target at which they were aimed.

(1) of bombs which had beenlast of a considerable number

launched since 8 July, concurrently vd.th launchings from

sites in northern France, by He.11 is of I/K.G.53

operating mainly from airfields in Holland.

(2)

/The

TOre launched against
attack is difficult(1) Precisely ho\T many flying bombs

Enp-land from the air during the main
It v/as probably about four hundred, seeto say.

footnote, p, 252^ _ , . 1 4.-
(2) This Gruppe was known to Air Intelligence at the time as

III/K.G.37" The unit appears to have been renumbered
about this time, however, to i/k.G. 53 “ Legion Hondor .
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Tho optimism of the first v/cok in Soptoraber in

the United Kingdom was tempered by the realisation that

similar attacks might continue; though it ?^as thought

that their scale would be so small that no modifications

need yet be made to the existing scheme of defence. And

as during the next ten days Air Intelligence regularly

reported an intensifying of trial launchings in the Baltic

area, it \7e.s no surprise when air-launched flying bombs

again came over England^

of 16 September, the ten-day lull since the last attacks

being accounted for by the move of I/K.G.53 from its Dutch

bases to airfields in north-\7estern Germany, of v^hich

This ViTas in the early morning

Varelbusch, Aalhorn and Rheine vrere thought to have been

About fifteen He.111s participated in the

attack which took place between 0530 s-nd O63O hours.

Seven flying bombs vrere reported by the defences,

the rest fell at various widely

taken over.

Two

came down in London;

separated points in Essex.

Attacks continued to be made on most nights

and by the eiid of theduring the rest of September;

month eighty bombs had been plotted by the defences on

Of these, seventy-two came overland but

Twenty-three

tv/elve nights.

only fourteen reached the London area.

ten by fighters - two over the sea;

ten by guns of Anti-Aircraft Command - three over the sea;

two by naval gunfire from H.M. ships at sea;

shared by the guns of Anti-Aircraft Command and the Navy.

The attack continued on a similar scale in the

bombs were destroyed:

and one was

Sixty-nine flying bombs were plotted,

of which fifty-throe came overland and tvrelve fell in the

London area, a slightly higher proportion of those that

were plotted than in the previous fortnight,

against this, the defences had been almost exactly twice

next fortnight.

However,

/ as
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From 15-30 September, 29 per cent, of theas successful.

whereas in theflying bombs plotted had been destroyed;

period 1-14 October this figure had risen to 55 per cent.

Thirteen bombs were shot dawn by fighters - three over the

sea; tv/enty-three by Anti-Aircraft Command - eleven over the

sea; and two by naval gunners,

Counter-Measures, 15 September - 14 October,b.

These figures reflect a departure from the ' stand

fast' defensive policy which, in default of anything better,

had followed the end of the main attack from northern France,

■'/Then air-launched attacks recommenced the great majority of

the guns of Anti-Aircraft Command that had been in action

against flying bombs wore still deployed in the Gun Belt on

The latter,

it will be remembered, had been established expressly to deal

vd-th air-launched attacks against London from the outer Thames

Some of the renevred attacks were also launched

Others, however, were made from further

north, the bombs crossing the coast between Clacton and

the south-east coast and the Gun Box in Essex,

estuajry.

from this direction.

Harwich,

The first defensive measures to be taken - apart

from interception sorties by A.D.G.B. night fighters - there

fore involved the reinforcement of the Gun Box and the deploy

ment of additional batteries along the coast between Clacton

Altogether, between I6 and 19 September,

sixteen heavy and nine light anti-aircraft batteries were

This v/as a considerable force, but it

not the intention at this stage to establish a coastal

and Harwich.

ordered to move.

T/as

gun belt in East Anglia similar to that which had been so

The scale of attack wa.s noteffective in the south-east.

sufficient to v/arrant the great concentrations of fire that

had been employed in the south-east,

unrestricted fire during darkness - and it v/as expected that

Moreover, to permit

/the
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the German attacks v/ould continue to be made exclusively

vrould endanger the aircraft of Bomber Conmand

T/hich normally flew out and home over the East Anglian

Accordingly, the rules for engagement for guns in

the Clacton-HarvTich strip permitted ' seen' fire at flying

at night

coast.

bombs below 6,000 feet but unseen' fire only when the

No, 11 Group Controller was certain that there were no

Night fighters, hovrever.friendly aircraft in the area,

were instructed to regard the new deployment as they did

that is to say, they were not to

pursue flying bombs closer than six miles to the coast from

the Gun Box and Gun Belt:

Additional search-seaward and five miles from landv/ard.

lights vrere set up near the coast to mark the boundaries

of the area.

A.D.G.B/S.39133 A conference v/as held at A.D.G. B. Headquarters

on 21 September to consolidate these first measures and

work out a comprehensive plan for defence against the new

By that time it T/as clear that the use of what can

vrell be described as a highly nubile launching site - the

bomber aircraft - conferred a great ad.vantage on the eneny;

he could launch flying bombs from any point over the North

attacks.

\

Sea so long as it v<ras within 130 miles - the range of the

Indeed, by the 21st there wasflying bomb - from London,

good evidence that flying bombs aimed at London had crossed

But to protectthe coast even further north than Hanvich.

the whole coast of East Anglia round to the Y/ash was

Instead, it was decided to

establish a coastal gun zone, 5,000 yards deep, from

Clacton, where the existing Gun Box had its northerly limit.

It was to embrace the permanent anti

reckoned unjustifiable.

to Great Yarmouth,

aircraft defences of places like Har^vich, Lowestoft and

The total number of guns to be deployed,Great Yarmouth.

including those already in the Gun Box and in permanent

/defences,
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.•pi*.
defences, v/as 516 heavy guns and 611 light,

gun zone patrol areas for Mosquito night fighers iTere estab-

Inland of the zone, Tenipests of No. 501 Squadron

were to operate in co-operation with searchli^ts.

The order to redeploy to the north of Harwich was

Forward of the

lished.

issued to all batteries concerned in the early morning of

Some preliminary work in selecting sites and22 Septeraber.

in preparing stocks of steel mattresses for static guns had

already been done; and it was intended to coiqplete the move

On the 25rd, General Pile, allowing himself

a little grace, informed the War Cabinet 'Crossbow' Sub

by 26 September.

C.B.C. (2*4) 18th
Htg.

Committee that the deployment should be complete by the 30th,

with the majority of guns statically emplaced.

But the deployment v/as unsatisfactorily handled.

The needs of the forces in Europe limited the amount of rail-

and road transport available, and the staff work of Anti-

Aircraft Command and Nos. 1 and 2 A. A. Groups was not as well

done as in the great deployment to the south-east coast in

It was not until 13 October that the

On that day 498

heavy guns and 609 light guns were ready for action in che

Gun Box and the new Gun Strip.

way

the middle of July,

deployment was substantially complete.No.1 A.A. Group

Progress Report
No, 98.

There were iiirportant differences between the nev/

situation and that which had applied when flying bombs had

First, in thebeen coming from sites in northern France,

earlier attack all bombs aimed at London had had to fly over

whereas incomparatively restricted stretch of coastline;

an air launched attack a much wider area hal to be covered,

in the earlier case a permanent 'attack in progress'

in the new one there were restrictions on

in the new form of attack flying bombs were

crossing the coast often as low at 1,000 feet, compared to

2,000-3,000 feet in the attacks of the summer, and this created

a

Second,

had been assumed;

fire. Third,

/a
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a difficult problen of lov/~angle engagement for the 3«7

guns and for searchlights. Fourth, tho eneiufy aircraft

were approaching the points at which they launched their

bombs at very Iot/ altitudes, usually below 300 feet, which

meant that there was frequently little warning of attack,

Moreover, the radar equipment of the night fighters

operating out to sea was not at its best when searching

for aircraft at very lov/ altitudes. Frequently, contact

vras first obtained only v/hen the launching aircraft climbed

to 2,000 feet or so, prior to releasing its bomb. After

release the aircraft usually dived to sea level and flew

hard for home, which again made its interception difficult.

Various measures were adopted during October to meet some

Radar and I^T facilities wereof these difficulties.

improved at the stations at Triraley, Hopton and Greyfriars;

other stations in East Anglia were modified later. The

possibility of using naval fighter-direction ships was

exaimined; but nothing came of it until the following

month. Also to improve fighter interception, the develop

ment of a Yfellington aircraft, fitted with A.S.V. Mk. VI

to act as an airborne fighter control station was put in

hand. It T/as not until January 1945 that it vra.s ready

for operations.

To assist guns to engage at very low altitudes

a new control equipment - E,0,3 - was brought into service.

Its supply, however, was slow, and by the middle of October

only some forty guns could be controlled by it. The

normal fire-control instrui::ents v^rith v/hich the rest of

Anti-Aircraft Command was equipped were specially sited

for controlling low-angle fire, though to do this meant

some sacrifice of early warning. The problem as it

affected searchlights was met by substituting- a,spacing

of 3,000 yards for the normal one of 6,000 yards within a

/belt
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belt ■] 6 miles wide from Saffron Walden and Sudbury in the

north to Southend and Brightlingsea in the south* Over and

near this sv/athe of country patrol lines rrcre established for

Tempest night fighters*

Rules for the engagement of flying bombs by the guns

in the Gun Box and Gun Strip v/ere' agreed upon by the third

They narked a conpronise between the viewsT/eek in October,

of Bomber Command on the one side and Fighter and Anti-Aircraft

D. of Ops.(S.O.) Commands on the other,
1 Oh/5, Pt.II,
Sinclair-Morrison
19 Oct. 1944.

Flying below 6,000 feet over the box

and strip areas was normally prohibited during the hours of

darkness, and the guns were free to engage flying bombs up to

But provided Bomber Command gavea height of 4,000 feet.

prior warning to Fighter Command, aircraft could fly at any

height over the Gun Strip, though not the Gun Box, At such

tines the guns were permitted to engage only those bombs below

4,000 feet T^hich could be visually recognised. Finally, the

Fighter Command Controller had the right to restrict or with

hold fire to safeguard any friendly aircraft which vras forced

to-fly over the Gun Strip,

Yet despite the difficulties which haaupered the

defence a high proportion of the flying bombs which came over

land or approached the coast during the first month of the

attack was destroyed. Altogether, betv/een 15 September and

14 October 14-9 flying bombs v/ere plotted by the radar

stations and Royal Observer Corps; 125 of these came overland

but only twenty-six fell in the London area. Sixty-one bombs

were destroyed, and the rest fell short, chiefly in Essex,

Casualties were small: only 91 people were killed and 21?

seriously injured.

Moreover, there was evidence from Air Intelligence

that 1/K.G. 53 was finding the operations no little strain.

Up to 14. October, No, 25 Squadron - the Mosquito night fighter

unit that was euTployed up to this date to intercept launching

/aircraft
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aircraft - clained four He, 111s destroyed, tv/o probably

destroyed and tvro dai'uaged. These were not heavy casualties

for a unit thirty aircraft strong to have suffered in the

course of a nionth. But in addition it vras believed that it

was incurring a high accident rate; and not surprisingly,

for the He.m pilots were required to operate at very low

altitudes v/ith an overloaded aircraft.

Hovrever, no inmediate dininution in the scale of

German attack was expected. Throughout late September and

the first half of October Air Intelligence was regularly

reporting intensive training in the Baltic area in the

launching of flying bombs;

that one, possibly two Grlippen were being prepared to

supplement the operations of I/k. G, 53.

and there was reason to believe

The airf'ields from which the latter was operating

were an obvious target for counter-measures by bombing.

They were, in fact, the only possible targets without striking

deep into Germany at factories ooncerned in flying bomb

Varrelbusch, Zv/ischenahn, Aalhom and Milnster/

Handorf v/ere the airfields principally in use,

photographic reconnaissances were flown over them from the

production.

Regular

middle of September, and Bomber Command and the 8th Air

0.0.3.(44)849(0) Force were asked to collaborate in their attack. Few

attacks were made, however, during this first month,

Miinster/llandorf was attacked by twenty-three aircraft of

Bomber Command on the night of 23 September,•but results

Five light attacks, in which 217 tons of bombs

were dropped, were made by Bomber Command and the 8th Air

v/ere poor.

Force during the first week of October against the same

airfield v/ith better results; photographs shov/ed many

craters on the runways and t\TO He,Ills severely damaged.

On 12 October a big strike by Liberators against airfields

in north-west Germany, including Varrelbusch and Zwischenahn,

/was
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T/as plaxinod but bad weather prevented bombing.

In sum, by the middle of October, a defensive system

had been brought into operation which was succeeding in

restricting to insignificance the number of flying bombs that

In those circumstances more powerfulwere reaching London.

O.O.S.(44)333rd counter-measures by bombing were not called for; and on
Mtg.

10 October, in reply to a suggestion by Mr, Sandys that there

might have been "an imperceptible slackening-off" in counter

measures, the Chiefs of Staff made it clear that they had no

intention of interfering v/ith T/hat was being done unless the

attack increased in strength.

3Cvi. Rocket and Flying Bomb Attacks, 15 October  - 25 November.

This was the point of view of the Chiefs of Staff

and Air Ministry at this time on the v/hole question of the

They preferred to waitair defence of the United Kingdom.

for developments in the German attacks rather than approve

further counter-measures of a precautionary nature that might

For there Y\ras no certainty that theprove unnecessary,

scale of bombardment of the United Kingdom would notably

There T/as, as we have noticed, evidence that more

German units might soon be employed in launching flying bombs

from the air; but their likely dispositions T/ere such that

they could be used against Continental towns as much as

Moreover, the building of launching sites for flying

bombs in western Germany and the already heavier scale of

rocket attack against French and Belgian towns than against

increase.

London,

0.0.3,(44)918(0) England, indicated that any increase in the total V-v/eapon
23 Oct. 1944.

effort of the eneny might affect the Continent rather than

It was, of course, appreciated that the

Germans vrould continue to attack London, for political and

psychological reasons, for as long as they could,

they could do themselves more good, militarily, by concen

trating upon towns along the lines of communication of the

Great Britain.

But

/Allied
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Allied armies, especially AnWorp v/hose proper functioning

as a "base port wa,s. essential to future Allied operations.

Relative Effort against England and the Continent.a.

During, the third week of October there was little

to show how the Germans would allot., their effort. The

scale of rocket attack against British and Continental

targets was small. Only eight rockets fell in Great

Britain: all were launched from The Hague area and were

widely scattered between London and Southend, Rather more

were launched against Continental towns; and for the first

time Antv/erp v/as a target, the first rocket being reported

from there on 13 October, Plying bomb attacks, however,

up to 21 October, continued to be made exclusively against

London, The vreek 14~21 October Y/as, in fact, the heaviest

since the attacks had recommenced: 84 flying bombs were

reported of which only five got through to London,

Then, on 21 October, flying bomb attacks began

against Continental targets from the sites v/hich the Germans

were- knovm to have' been preparing in wrestern Germany,

the first three days Brussels was the target, where some

For

tvYenty incidents T/ere reported. On the night of the 23rd,

the attack switched to Antwerp which vYas to be the sole

target for the next fortnight, . Over one hundred incidents

were reported from that district before the end of October,

About the same time, the eneny’s rocket attacks against

Continental targets were concentrated on Antwerp; nearly

one hundred rockets were reported between 21 October and

In short, Antwerp had become thethe end of the month.

main target for attack by V-VYeapons,

The next fevY vYeeks confirmed this. Ey

25 November, 245 rockets had been recorded as falling in

the United Kingdom, or sufficiently near its shores to be

Of these, about two hundred had been aimed atreported.

/London
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Rocket incidents reported onLondon, the rest at Norvidch.

the Continent up to the same date, attacks having started

in strength a v/eek later than against London, amounted to 559>

of v/hich 430. fell ■ in or near Antwerp,

were making tv/ice the effort against Antvyerp that they were against

In short, the Germans

London.

The records of flying homb incidents shoifijed that

even more attention was being paid to Antwerp than to London.

The scale of attack against the latter remained fairly

Between I6 September and 21 October, when London

v/as the sole target, 233 flying bombs were reported by the

constant.

Between 21 October and 25 November, when Londondefences.

and also continental targets were being attacked, 237 flying

bombs were reported in the United Kingdom, but no less than

698 on the Continent, about eighty per cent* being aimed at

Ant\?erp^^). That is to say that nearly three times as many

flying bombs vrere being laijnched against Antwerp as against

London,

A.

(1) A number of captured German documents give the total
German effort over much of this period. They show that
between 21 October and IO/II November 865 flying bombs
were launched against Brussels and Antwerp, 733 against
Antv/erp.

They also show that 1176 flying bombs were launched against
London by aircraft of I/K.G, 53 between 7/8 July and IO/II
November,- This is a far higher number than that reported
by the British defence, which was 514* Part of the dis

crepancy can be explained by the difficulty of distinguish
ing between air-launched bombs and those fired from sites^
a difficulty which applied between 8 July and 2 September,
But it is also clear that a good proportion of air-launched
bombs failed to reach England, One German document gives
the night by night launchings over the period 28/29
October to IO/II November as 201 flying bombs. But only
120 of them came near enough to the coast to be reported,
v/hich represents a failure of forty per cent. Assuming a

similar percentage of failures for the whole period
21 Optober to 25 November the Germans then launched about

425 bombs against London compared to well over twice that

number against Antwerp,
On the same assumption, about 78O flying bombs were air-

launched against London between I6 September and
25 November and about four hundred during the main attack

from northern Prance in June-September,
The German documents also record an attack on Paris on the

night of 1/2 September with tweiity-three air-launched
flying bombs. So far as is knovm, none of these fell
anyvAiere near the target.
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b. Counter-Measures to Flying Bombs*

German activity over the v/hole period V7as to some

extent conditioned by the state of the moon, the heaviest

attacks being launched on clear nights of little

The fluctuations over the six weeks, in terms of those bombs

that were plotted weekly by the defences, were as follows

According to Air Intelligence

the long-expected second G,A.F» unit commenced operations

during the period - 31 October was thought to have been the

date of its first attack - and during the week follov/ing

or no moon.

C.O.S. (i|4)95l(6) 84, 40, 12, 108, 42, 35.
6 Nov. 1944. ■

more bombs were reported than in any other week since

16 September, However, the increased effort was not

An attack on the night of 5 November, v/hen a

number of bombs crossed the Kent coast, was thought to have

maintained.

been the work of the new unit. The novel direction of

attack was put dawn to the unit's inexperience rather to

any intention of outflanking the gun defences.

Such alterations as were made to the defences

ibid. were matters of detail. Prom 5 November a regulation came

into force, by agreement beti^veen Bomber and Fighter Commands,

by T/hich all friendly aircraft, other than night fighters.

were prohibited from flying during darkness belov/ 500 feet

over an area bounded by Southend and Cromer and extending

f/ithin the area night

fighters were permitted to engage any aircraft flying below

300 feet without first establishing its identity,

purpose of the regulation was to help nightfighter pilots

and observers, and operators at coastal radar stations,

to talce action against launching aircraft without delay.

For the same purpose various modifications were

made during November to seven radar stations - Bawdsey,

some seventy miles out to sea.

The

Hopton, Happisburgh, Trimley, Neatishead, Patrington and

Greyfriars - on the East Anglian coast: the object was to

/improve
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iaprove the range of the stations ...-at the low heights at v/hich

the He,111s v/ere operating* A very flexible system of

fighter control was introduced by which any radar station

detecting a suspicious "echo" could immediately take over the

direction of the nearest Mosquito.

Trials were also carried out during November in

controlling fighters from a frigate - H.M.S. Caicos, Early

results,were disappointing - the effective range of the ship's

radar being only:some twenty to thirty miles;

vrere persevered with.

but the trials

There was one important alteration to the system of

fighter interception inland v/here Tempests v/ere operating in

conjunction with searchlights. It was found in practice

that it was more of a hindrance than a help to have a thick

carpet of searchlights; for the danger of a pilot, flying a

single-engined fighter at high speeds and low altitudes,

being dazzled by the beams was considerable. Moreover, the

altimeter of the Tempest was not as accurate as it ought to

So, by the end of November all searchlights that

had been moved into Essex to improve the spacing between

have been.

lights were kept doused. It was found that searchlights

operating at the normal interval of 6,000 yards gave a

sufficiently good indication of the course of flying bombs

for a high proportion of interceptions to be made.

In the Gun Box and Gun Strip only minor alterations

There was a reduction in the number of light

guns deployed, v/hich were comparatively ineffective, and an

increase in that of heavy guns, which by the middle of

November totalled 54.O,

these Tfrere kept in action.

were made.

But it Was \7ith some difficulty that

Manpo¥iT8r cuts, replacement of

all men under 35 who were medically A, 1 by older or less fit

men, and the need for building winter quarters for the great

majority of sites, created grave administrative p2X)blems,

/Manning
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Manning the guns, hovrever, was simplified to some extent

as operations, in contrast to those of the summer, took

place entirely at night.

The results achieved by the defences \yere very

Out of the 321 flying bombs that were reported

between 14 October and 25 November, 248, or seventy-seven

good.

per cent., vrere destroyed. Of the rest, only twenty-five

landed in the London Civil Defence Region, though some of

those which fell short, and some v/hich \?ere shot down over

land, caused damage and casualties in East Anglia. Most

of the destructions went to the credit of Anti-Aircraft

Conxiand; and as the majority of fighter interceptions fell

to the aircraft patrolling inland.of the guns, the greater

the successes of the guns the fewer those of the fighters.

Altogether, 203^ were destroyed by Anti-Aircraft Comand,

AOg- by Fighter Command and four by naval gunners,

addition to these last destructions 127-^ of the successes

of the guns and fifteen of those of the fighters were

Mosquitos of Nos, 25, 96, 68 and

488 Squadrons, in addition to these fifteen flying bombs,

claimed nine He,111s destroyed, two probably destroyed and

In

'obtained over the sea.

one damaged. No bombing attacks vrere made during this

period on the airfields from which the launching aircraft

were operating; though a number of Intruder sorties were

flown over them.

The only other counter-measure took the form of

interference by R, C.M. transmitters with the medium-wave

beacons that I/K.G. 53 v^as thought to be using.

Counter-Measures to Rockets.c.

Just as counter-measures against flying bombs

fell largely upon the air defences of Great Britain, so

those against rockets were principally carried out by

Fighter Command. 2nd Tactical Air Force assisted in the

/work
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vrork of armed reconnaissance by attacking transport targets

over much of Holland, leaving the rocket launching

used for the attack of London to Fighter Command,

areas

But these

activities T/ere part of the constant offensive by continent-

ally based aircraft against communications between the battle

area and western Germany; and while they were useful in

straining communications atid supply between the racket launch

ing areas and Germany a detailed consideration of them is

more appropriate to the subject of the air support of the

Allied armies.

The heavy bomber forces were not used in this

period directly against rocket targets,

been the case that there

oil plants, railvmy centres and the

Even if it had not

y/ere many better targets - notably

enemy aircraft industry -

claiming their attention, there v/ere two factors that would

have reduced their 'Crossbow' effort to very small proportions.

They were, first, the paucity of targets conriected with the

production of rockets;

suitable targets in the launching

Something vras learned during October about rocket

second, the difficulty of finding

areas.

production from a factory in Luxembourg vAiich had been making
one of the components. It.appeared that the Germans had

C.O.S. (2|4)
905(0)
15 Oct. 194^.

planned to praduce over 12,000 rockets by October 1944 with

an eventual rate of production of 1,000 a month,

tion had certainly fallen short of this;

Produc'

nevertheless, it

was likely that at least 2,000 rockets had been produced by

the end of September and that something approaching the

planned output each month was being achieved. Therefore,

allowing for an expenditure of some seven hundred rockets

on trials and operations up to the end of October, a

substantial reserve existed for the scale of effort

time.

aC.O.S. (44-)
951 (0)
6 Nov, 1944«

t that

/Documents
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Documents discovered at the factory, supported hy

evidence from prisoners, suggested that a vary important,

if not the only component assembly plant v/as located at

Nicdersachsv/erfen, near Nordhausen in the Harz Mountains,

It was at any rate the only assembly factory of T/hich there

was positive and irrefutable evidence and inevitably the

question of its attack arose.

It had been under consideration for some time as

a producer of Jurao Jet engines, and the difficulties of

attacking it were knovm to be very great* To reach the

plant was not the main problem so much as to damage it

It consisted of two parallel tunnels about

one mile ]ong v/hich had been constructed in former gypsum^l)

effectively.

quarries and lay for the most part under some tvro hundred

to three huuidred feet of this mineral. , The only bombs

available to the Allied air forces Tvhich might penetrate to

the tunnels tore the 12,000 lb. Tallboy" bombs used by

Bomber Gomiviand. Production of the bombs during the autumn

,  of 1944 was small and such as there were were needed for the

attack of the ’Tirpitz', whenever the opportunity arose, and

ibid, para, 32. for certain vital communication targets in Germany, The

attack of Niedersachswerfen was therefore shelved.

The great majority of targets in the areas from

which rockets were being fired at the United Kingdom were no

less difficult for heavy bombers, but for different reasons

The eireas themselves v/ere knov/n, lying between The Hague

Much ofand Leiden and The Hague and Hook of Holland,

this country was heavily v/oodod and^the precise location

of firing points and storage depots was not always known.ibid, paras,
27-30

And v/hcre the hand of nature v/as not an obstacle that of

for certain possible targets lay in or nearman Tra.s;

built-up areas and could only have been attacked by heavy

/bombers

(1) hydrous Calcium Sulphate, from vdiich Plaster of Paris
is made.
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bombers at the cost of civilian life. The less devastating

attacks of fighter-bombers against targets of this type were

also prohibited, out of concern for the Dutch population, for

most of this period.
i

In these circumstances the offensive took the form

of sweeps and reconnaissances in which fighters and fighter-

bombers attacked targets of opportunity rather than specific,

pre-selected objectives,

2nd Tactical Air Force than Fighter Command; first, because

to be effective a large number of sorties was needed - and

This was work better suited to

2nd Tactical Air Force v/as a much stronger force than Fighter

Co HU! and; second, because 2nd Tactical Air Force was contin-

entally based v/ithin easy reach of the areas to be attacked,

whereas Fighter Command squadrons had to fly over  a hundred

miles across the sea before they reached western Holland.

The sorties flown over Holland and north-west Germany by the

two forces reflect the differences: for the period

15 October - 25 November they were only six hundred by
*

Fighter Command and nearly ten thousand by 2nd Tactical Air

Force,

Much German transport was destroyed in this offen

sive;. forty barges, forty locomotives, over two hundred

railwray vehicles and nearly Wo hundred to tor vehicles vrere

claimed as destroyed, by the two forces. It is unlikely

that the German rocket batteries were unaffected by these

attacks - though there is no evidence either way at the time

of writing - but those by 2nd Tactical Air Force were not

carried out specifically for that purpose. Insofar as they

were affected it was as a by-product of the larger purpose

of preparing for the final offensive against Germany, Their

real strength in and near The Hague v/as not directly attacked.

This v/as far from being a, satisfactory situation to

Fighter Corniuand, It was appreciated that the scale of rocket

/attack
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attack was lovf and did not warrant any important diversion

of bomber forces; it \7a.s appreciated also that the heavy

bombers and tactical air forces had more important tasks

than the bombing of 'Crossbow' targets® But there was

intelligence evidence during October that the Germans vrore

accumulating supplies of rockets near The Hague which might

be the prelude to a heavier attack. Air Marshal Hill

FC/S*39039,
Enel. 28a.

argued, therefore, in a letter to the Deputy Chief of Air

Stai*f on 24 October that a small offensive effort immediately

might avoid a heavier effort later at a time when it might

be embarrassing to the conduct of the offensive against

Germany,

There were, in particular, two areas near The

Hague T^hich were believed to be actively employed both for

firing and storing rockets. They were at Bioernendaal and

Ockenburg Klinier which adjoined and together covered about
• •

600 X 500 yards well away from any important built-up area.

They were, recomiiended as targets to Bomber Command on

17 October, By 10 November their importance was Judged to

have diminished and they were withdra»Tn from the list of

targets. They were not attacked during these three •weeks.

Pi^iter Command had no better response from

2nd Tactical Air Force to requests made on 16 and 18

October for the attack of -two stations at Leiden, through

which rocket supplies v/ere thought to be passing, and the

Hotel Promenade at The Hague v/hich wras used as  a vehicle

park.

However, a better argument than the wisdom of

insuring against heavier attack for direct action against

targets near The Hague came to hand at this time in the

form of an increase from 26 October in the German fire

against London; though the fact that this occurred is

.  proof of the validity of the representations of 24 October,

/In

: r
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In the Welve days from 15-26 October only nineteen rocket

incidents had been reported in the United Kingdom,

from rockets aimed at London but only b,70 fell in the London

Civil Defence Region.

All wer

But on the 26th alone, eight inciden

e

ts

were reported and nine on the following day;

a further twenty-seven incidents had occurred*

T/as not only heavier than any hitherto made in a similar

period, it v/as also more accuratOo

and by 4 November

The attack

Thirty-three of thq \ . .

incidents were in the London Civil Defence Region and a further

seven within tv;enty-five miles of Charing Cross,

point of inrpact of these forty rockets fell in Poplar.

The attack did not slacken.

The

In the fortnig

 mean

ht

folloT/ing 4 November it increased a little, sixty-tvTo

incidents being reported in the United Kingdom, Accuracy,

ho^rever, fell away, only twenty-six of the incidents occurring

in the London Civil Defence Region. During the week ending

25 November the accuracy of fire again improved as did its

forty-five incidents were reported in the Unitedvreight:

Kingdom, thirty-three of them in the London area.

Casualties in the troeks follov/ing 25 October rose

In the seven weeks up to that date rockets had

killed only 82 people and injured 16|. in the United

Kingdom;

sharply.

whereas in the month follov/ing 406 people v/ere

killed and 1002 injured. The first single incidents causing

heavy loss of life were recorded during these weeks. Seven

'

incidents each caused the deaths of more than tv/enty people;

v/hile on 25 November there v/as a terrible incident in New-

Cross Road, Deptford, v/hen at tv/enty-five minutes past twelve

a rocket hit a crov/ded IToolworth's store^ One hundred and

six-ty people v/ere killed and one hundred and eight injured

that time the rocket had been publicly

/recognised

(1) A list of the most serious rocket incidents is given at
Appendix
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4^-

recognised by the Govemnient, On 8 November the German

Horae Service for the first time announced that V.2' attacks

were being made on London. Tv/o days later, Lir. Churchill

made the long-delayed announcement, v/ithout specifying that

London was the German target. No decision had yet been

taken to give warning of attack to the general public,

one thing, nine G.L. Hark II sets v/hich were a part of the

For

C, 0.3,(2,4)983(0)
21 Nov. 1924.

systera by which rocket v/amings might have been given \^re

transfeired to S.H.21.H.F. in the middle of November to

complete the radar cover of Brussels and Antwerp,

if they had remained in England the prospects of establishing

within a short time an efficient warning system were not

The difficulty was not, as it had been earlier in the

attack, that particular rockets mi^t escape observation,

though this still occasionally happened, as that  a large

number of unnecessary v/arnings would have been sounded in

But'even

good.

London,

The general position, hov/ever, by the middle of

November \Tas such that v/hen A.O.G.-in-C., Fighter Command,

again raised the question of direct attacks on the launching

areas near The Hague the response v/as more favourable than

as. 621 Enel, 38a.

.»•

before. Air Marshal Hill T/rote to the Air Ministry on

17 November, making his letter the occasion for a thorough-

review of the difficulties under which Fighter Command had

been operating,

had to be carried out by Spitfires in daylight whenever

weather permitted, and as winter approached their scale of

effort was being seriously affected.

He pointed out that armed reconnaissance

Moreover, the

majority of sorties had to be flown at lov/ altitudes if the

pilots -were to identify suitable targets and attack them

viTith cannon and machine-gun fire;

where the Gerraans had deployed a laarge number of light

anti-aircraft guns T/as a dangerous proceeding.

and this in an area

Altogether,

/arrae d
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armed reconnaissance seemed to him to be ineffective unless

combined with other forms of offensive action.

Here, Bomber Coanand and 2nd Tactical Air Force

could help, though so far they had done very little,

number of sorties were also being flov/n by bomb-carrying

Spitfires of Fighter ConTneind vlioso pilots vrere, hov/ever,

under strict instructions not to bomb if there was ary risk

of causing civilian casualties.

It T/as particularly in this last connection that

Air Marshal Hill wanted a revision of policy,

that the positions of certain targets were Imown accurately

A

He maintained

and that the civilian population had been moved away from

rocket launching points. In his view, therefore, it was

question of balancing the certain injury to British civilian

life and property against the possible injury to Dutch

civilian life and property";

attacks should be permitted in spite of the risk,

asked for suitable rocket targets and the airfields used by

aircraft launching flying bombs against England to be placed

on a higher priority for attacks by Bomber Gonmand,

a

and he asked that bombing

He also

The v/hole question was considered at a conference

on 21 November under the chairmanship of the Deputy Supreme

Comiiiander, Air Marshal Hill and members of the DutchFC/S.39039,
End, 46A,

Government were present. The latter agreed that if bombing

attacks on launching points and storage sites were indeed

considered necessary and likely to prove effective th^

T/ould raise no objection at this stage,

was therefore given authority to undertake such attacks

even against targets near built-up areas, provided he

considered them "reasonably discriminating".

This applied only to Fighter Corxiand and its

fighter and fighter-bomber aircraft,

made in 'Crossbow* poliqy as it affected 2nd Tactical Air

Air Marshal Hil

No alteration v/as

l

/Force
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Force and Bonbor Comand. Air Chief Marshal Tedder put

the claims of the battle on land on 2nd Tactical Air Force

higher than the needs of rocket counter-measures. However,

the current operations of this force included attacks on the

railway bridges at Deventer, Zwolle and Zutphen, which

carried corxiunications to The Hague, 2nd Tactical Air

Force was therefore considered to be making a contribution

to defence against rockets.

As for Bomber Goimaand, their operations were to

continue to be governed by the instruction from the Combined

Chiefs of StaDf whereby the greatest possible effort,

particularly by visual bombing and it was this sort of

attack which was needed for ’Crossbow' targets - was to

be made against oil targets and communications, especially

those affecting the Ruhr, This did not absolutely rule

out attacks against other targets, and the airfields of

I/K.C.53 T/ere still on the Bomber Command list of targets.

But these vrould obviously not be attacked if conditions

were favourable for attacks on targets v/ithin the scope

of the directive from the Combined Chiefs of Staff, In

any case, according to Air Intellig..nce at this time, the

scale of flying bomb attack on England weis likely to remain

low.

Although the medium and heavy bombers thus

remained inoperative against both rocket and flying bomb

targets, the decisions of 21 November nark the beginning

They mark also a newof more active counter-measures.

interest on the part of Fighter Command in the rocket

attacks. Hitherto, apart from its comparatively small

effort in armed reconnaissance, its task had been largely

passive; i,e, to utilise its system of intelligence and

coiaaunications for the warning system which, in one

important respect, the warning of the general public, had

/not
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'■M
not been put into operation. Henceforth, it was to attempt

a specific task, one v/hich was unique in the history of the

Command and one more usually undertaken by a bomber force.

namely the attack at its source of an or,rranisation itself

attacking the United Kinp.dom,
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VII. ROCKET AND FLYING BOMB ATTAC3(S ON THE UNITED KINGDOM.
25. Novemljer. 1944 - 29 March-, 194-5.

Fighter-Boiaber Attacks against The Hague. 25 November -
1b PecembelT ^ —

1.

During the first fortnight after Fighter Command

had been allowed greater liberty of action the weather

poor and only spasmodic attacks could be made,

improved during the first week in December and a more

sustained offensive was undertaken*

No. 12 Croup of Fighter Command, being more suit-

was

Conditions

ably located than No, 11, had by now been made responsible

for operations against The Hague area, and a list of targets

suitable for attack by fighter-bombers was issued to it on

29 November, It included a suspected storage area and aFC/S.39039/Pt.1,
Enel. 47A.

depot for motor vehicles in the Haagsche Bosch, suspected

storage areas near Wassenaar, at Voorde and Huis to Werve,

and a vehicle park and storage area .and billets believed to

be occupied by rocket-firing troops in the Hotel Promenade

at The Hague,

these targets on 21 November;

Light attacks had been made on some of

and between then and 4

December, 13^ tons of bombs wepe dropped in small bombs of

250 lbs. ('') The accuracy of the bombing was considered

but many of the targets were v/ell concealed,

particularly in the Haagsche, Bosch, and observation of

very hi^;

results was often difficult or impossible. Nevertheless,

the eneiiy was at least being harassed, and many targets

which had hitherto enjoyed complete immunity were now being
,  •

attacked for the first time.

/Attacks

(1) Bombing-sorties were mostly flown by Spitfire XVI
aircraft; occasionally the Spitfire XIV and Spitfire IX
were ej^loyed. Each iype usually carried two 250 lb.
bombs in wing racks and a jettisonable petrol tank under
the fuselage to increase its range. This bomb load was
eventually increased on occasion by 1 x 50Q lb, bomb
when arrangements were made for aircraft operating from
the United Kingdom to refuel 'in Belgium.
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Attc'.cks on'these targets continued during the next

An attack TiVas,-also niade on 10. Deceiaber against

the main railway station at Leiden, through which rocket

supplies were knovm to pass;

fortnight.

four Spitfires dropped eight

250 lb, bombs of v/hich at least four hit the target,

together, bet?reen 25 November and I6 December nearly three

Al-

hundred sorties were flox^n by Fighter Cpnmand over Holland

and 25 tons of bombs \rere dropped,

2nd Tactical Air Force was also indirectly assisting

in the offensive against The Hague area by attacks against

German communications south of the Zuider Ze Railway lines

were cut south-west of Zwolle by fighter-bombers,  a bridge

e.

north-east of Rotterdam was destroyed, and Leiden station was •

bombed by Typhoons, The important communications points at

Deventer, Zwolle and Zutphen were attacked by medium bombers.

ii. Rocket Attacks, 25 November - 16 December, 1944.,

Offensive action by Fighter Comnaand during these

and by thatthree weeks Viras small in weight of bombs dropped;,

token alone not much could be expected from it in reducing

the scale of German attack. But it was in this way that the

new policy of counter-measures could be iBost strikingly justi

fied; and there was, therefore, no little interest in the

size of the German effort at this time.

In the first week of the period, 25 November -

2 December, forty-five rocket incidents were reported in the

United Kingdom;

next, twenty-nine.

Fighter Command's efforts increased.

in the next week, thirty-five;

Activity, therefore, decreased as

and in the

But whether the tv/o

were directly connected was not demonstrable,

perhaps evidence against it that the scale of rocket attack

against Antwerp increased as the Ardennes offensive gathered

In other words, it was possible that in order to

increase the rate of fire against the main Allied base in

It was

strength.

/Belgium
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Belgium r/hile the G-erraan offensive v/as in progress the scale

of attack bn other targets had to be reduced. However, it

was also noticeable that the accuracy of attack against

London fell a\Tay after Fighter Coranaand began regular bombing.

In the first week of the period over half the incidents

occurred'in the London Civil Defence Region:

tv/o, only a third. Perhaps most significan

in the next

t was the fact

that whereas up to the beginning of December the eneiiy

effort was fairly equally divided between day and night,

in the follov/ing fortnight only about one-fifth of the

incidents were by day. It seemed fair to assume, there

fore, that the more determined efforts of Fighter Command

in daylight had forced the Germans to fire nnstly at night.

All rockets launched against the United Kingdom

continued to come from the general area of The Hague;

a wider dispersal of launching points was discerned at this

time.

but

Three districts were in use; one south of Leiden,

one in The Hague - Tfassenaar district, and one three or

four miles east of the Hook of Holland, It V7as thought

that supplies of rockets were brought to Leiden by rail,

and were then taken by road to field storage depots

the launching areas for final assembly.

near

Liquid oxygen

was believed to be conveyed by rail as far as The Hague

itself. Intelligence on the German field organisation

made it fairly clear that operational control v/as being

exercised by the S.S. which was knoTm to provide at least

one of the eight firing troops in action. Certainly tv7o,

and possibly three of these were thought to be firing

against England, the others at Antwerp,

iii. Continued Offensive against The Hague; Request by
Home Secretary for Stronger Counter-Measures,

Fog affected operations in the Tireek 17-24 Decesiber

and only eighty-three sorties were flown over The Hague

Ay
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■by Fighter Gonjiiiand.

single attack that had yet been aounted.

of thirty-three Spitfire XIV aircraft of Nos. 229, 453 and

602 Squadrons against Harlot, a block of flats near the

They inoluded, hov/ever, the heaviest

This v;as the vrork

Haagsche Bosch, \Thich v/as-believed to be the- headquarters of

the rocket firing troops in that district. The Spitfires

each carried one 500 lb, bonb in, addition to tv7o of 25O lbs.

Photographs were talcen during the attack, T/hich v/as nade on

Christmas Eve, from an accompanying Mustang, but they showed

only one direct hit. Later photographs, however, shovred that

considerable dai'aage had been done and shortly after the attack

the building was evacuated. ^ One Spitfire r/as destroyed by

anti-aircraft fire.

The German effort against London during this weak yr&s

there were only twenty-eight incidents, seven in

As in the previous, fortnight iWDst of the

also low:

the London area.

firing was at night,

were heavy casualties.

There were no incidents where there

However, on 22 December, the Home Secretary suggest

ed to the Chiefs of Staff that more poT/erful counter-measures

should be applied against The Hague,area. His was the main

responsibility for the security of the civilian population,

and certain developments in that sphere threatened an effect

out of all proportion to the, moderate scale of rocket bombard

ment, These originated from doubts which had been expressed

about the safety of the London underground railways under

rocket attack. It was feared that rockets night penetrate

the tunnels running under the Thanes and cause flooding mth

heavy loss of life, especially at ni^t when thousands of

people were sheltering in ’tube' stations. Accordingly,

during December the transmission of special warnings to the

London Passenger Transport Board was considered so that the

under-river floodgates of the 'tubes' could be closed during

attacks.

/Mr, Morilson
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Hr. Morrison vras anxious^ therefore, that rocket

attacks should he reduced below even the present low effort.

C.0.3. (44)1046.(0),
22 Dec. 1944.

He recognised that the scale,of attack had fallen during

the first three v/eeks in Decenber, and this he credited to

the attacks of Fighter Coanand and 2nd Tactical Air Force;

but he suggested that heavy bomber attacks upon The Hague
r

launching areas would reduce it still further. He also

argued that as, according to the Air Ministry, the morale

of all the German firing troops, not only those attacking

England, was being affected by the attacks of Fighter

Command and 2nd Tactical Air Force, heavy bomber operations

against rocket targets would contribute to the security

of the lines of communication of the Allied forces in

Belgium as well as to the defence of the United Kingdom.

The Hone Secretary's views were considered at a

meeting of the Chiefs of Staff on- 23 December, who stronglyC.O.S. (44)
410th Mtg,

reconunended that heavy bombers' should not be employed

Their reasons vrere -two-against targets near The Hague.

first, they were sure that the attacks would mean

ajuongst Dutch civilians and the des-

fold;

heavy loss of lifi

truction of much Dutch property without achieving anything

more than a temporary interruption of rocket firings;

second, for the eight to ten known or suspected targets

to be attacked effectively some twelve hundred to fifteen 
'

ibid. Annex II.

hundred sorties by Lancasters would be needed, and this

effort, it was felt, could not be Justified.

Consideration of Stronger Counter-Measures.IV.

Nevertheless, the possibility of widening the

scope of counter-measures by bombing was much to the fore

During December the Deputy Chief of Airat this period.

Staff asked the Economic Advisory Branch of the Foreign

Office and the Ministry of Economic ?/arfare to review again

the liquid oxygen factories that might be providing fuel
FC/S. 39039/Pt. 1,
Enel. 61A.

/for
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for rockets. A detailed paper was prepared and circulated

It enphasised that Geraany required

liquid oxygen for industrial purposes and for high-altitude

on 18 December 1944.

flying as yitsII as for rockets and that it was ijnpossible to

say what Y/ere the requirements for each purpose or what

factories provided then. There were indications that the

Germans would probably rely for liquid oxygen for rockets

plants producing at least fifteen to tvventy tons  a day,

supplemented by deliveries fron such of the smaller plants
/

lay within fifty niles of rocket launching points,

in Holland eight plants that the Germans might be using, five

in western Germary and five elsewhere in Germary,

the German plants, however, could be positively identified

on

as

There we

None of

as

re

producing for rockets and, consequently, none were attacked.

Those in Holland continued to be studied and one, at

Loosduinen(i) was eventually bombed by fighter Comiiiand, but

the evidence was never conclusive that the Gerraans used these

plants for rocket fuel.

Another type of target which if successfully

attacked might affect the scale of attack from The Hague

studied in January 1945:

tions system between Germany and western Holland.

this vms the road and rail com

A rep

was

unica-

ort

C.0.3.(45)
36(G).

on the subject by the Deputy Chief of Air Staff was presented

to the Chiefs of Staff on 13 January, Leading from northern

Germaiy to enemy-occupied Holland there were four main railway

and four main road bridges, all of which crossed the river

Ijssel between Doesberg, near Arnhem and Kampen,- near Zwolle.

All were strongly constructed, some four hundred yards in

length, and heavily defended by anti-aircraft guns,

their destruction, the employment of the tactical air forces

appeared nmst suitable;

For

and it was estimated that about six

/hundred

(1) See pp. 276 - 7 .
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hundred sorties by fighter-bonbers or four hundred by

incdiura bonbers would be needed to destroy the railway

bridges and a sinilar effort for the.road bridges*

then, the interdiction would not.be conplete*

E

It wo

ven

uld

be necessary to prevent attempts to repair the bridges or

'to convey supplies across the Ijssel by pontoon bridges or

barges; the possible diversion of road traffic to the

northern route across -the Zuider Zee causeway would also

have to . be...reckoned v/ith, For. such extensive operations the

approval of the Supreme Commander was necessary; and neither

the Air Staff at Air Ministry nor S.H.A.E.P. considered that

they were justified. Consequently, plans for the full

interdiction of supplies to The Hague were left at the paper

stage against the possibility that their execution vrould be

necessary if rocket attacks substantially increased.

Niedersachswerfen was also re-exainined during

By this tine GermanJanuary 1945, as a possible target*

G.O.S. (45)47(0)
16 Jan. 1945-

jet-propelled aircraft were considered to present  a real

and it v/as as a producerthreat to Allied air superiority;

of jet engines rather than rockets that the factory was

placed on the current target lists for Bomber Conmand and

the 8th Air Force on high priority* It v/-as felt that

although to destroy it vfould probably be impossible, damage

to the approaches, and to the storage sheds and workers

dv/ellings on the surface might affect production. For

two months the best i.ethod of attacking it was examined*

C.0.3.(45)103
(O), 12 Feb.1945-

A detailed model of the target area v/as constructed and

studied by officers of Bomber Comiand and the 8th Air Force

who concluded that the output of the factory could not be

It night be reducedstopped v/ith existing types of bomb,

by continued attack of the railway system in and near the

target area; but this would have meant a very considerable

diversion of bombing effort from targets more profitable
c.o.s.(45)
63rd Mtg.

/to
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to the general offensive. On 8 March,the Chiefs of Staff

finally agreed that attacks upon the factory would not he

v/orthT/hile.

Thus, no radical change was „nade in the policy of

counter-measures, vdiich remained those carried out by Fighter

Coixiand, supplemented by 2nd Tactical Air Force,

applied until all attacks upon the United Kingdom, both by

rockets and flying bombs, had ceased*

Figjiter-Bomber Attacks against The Hague, 17 December
1944 - 16 February 1945«

Up to the middle of January the striking force that

Fighter Corxiand maintained for attacks against The Hague

amounted to four squadrons of Spitfires, Nos, 453, 229, 303

All operated under No,. 12 Group, chiefly from the

No operations were flown against the

The intruder resources of the Command were at

this time fully committed to the support of Bomber Command;

and althou^ the question of using intruder pilots under

training was considered nothing came of it.

This

V.

and 602,

Coltishall sector.

area at night.

FC/S.39039/Pt.1,
Mis, 22-27.

During the first month of this period operations

were affected by the weather: only some three hundred sorties

were flovm, of which nearly one-third had to be abandoned.

As this vms also the period in v/hich there v/as heavy fighting

in the Ardennes the effort of 2nd Tactical Air Force was

largely confined to the support of the Allied ground forces

and few operations v/ere carried out which might have

affected The Hague area.

Attacks were carried out, as weather .permitted,

in accordance yd.th a list of targets agreed upon betv/een

Air Intelligence^ and the Director of Operations (Air

Defence) at Air Ministry and Fighter Command,

initially comprised eleven targets:

The Hague, Wassenaar and Hook of Holland v/hich

for storing rockets preparatory to firing, one headquarters

The list

seven wooded areas near

were in use

/building
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building at The Hague, one supply depot - the Leiden goods

station - one liquid oxygen depot - the Staats Spoor

station at The Hague - and the billets and vehicle park at

the Hotel Promenade at The Hague, The list T/as supple

mented during the next tv7o months as intelligence indicated

. fresh targets; and by ’the middle of February there -were

seventeen targets betv/een the Hook of Holland - The Hague -

Leiden v/hich v/ere judged to be connected v/ith rockets and

whose attack had been approved. The main consideration in

clearing a target for attack, v/hen its connection with the

German organisation had been established, was the danger to

Dutch civilians, ■ Very great care had to be taken in brief

ing pilots, selecting aiming points and planning the method

and direction of attacks in order to minimise possible

civilian casualties.

During November '19A4) there had seemed to be a

possibility of carrying out attacks on particular launching

It wassites at times.v/hen rockets were about to be fired.

hoped to make use of the vareless traffic beti^een the

headquartens and sub-formations of the German rocket batter

ies, which was being intercepted by 'Y’ units in Belgium, to

obtain warning of attacks by individual launching sites.

FG/3.29039/Pt.1,
Enel, 5OB,

A study of the intercepts up to the end of November indicated

that a warning of about an hour vrould usually be obtained.

which was sufficient for aircraft either of Fighter Command

or 2nd Tactical Air Force to be over the site at the time

Further study showed, hovrever, that thereof firing.

Y/ould be little or no indication of which of the sites

and while the wireless?/ithin a battery v/ould be firing;

traffic proved a valuable source of information on changes

in the dispositions of the German firing troops it was

never used as. a basis for operations against particular

sites.

/During
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During the weeks December - 16 January, Fighter

Conmnand. only operated on fifteen days and a high proportion

of the sorties that v/ere flov/n had to be abandoned, in T/hich

case bombs were either jettisoned in the sea or brought back

to England. Altogether, 258 fighter-bombers vrere despatched

of which 92 were unable to find their targets. In addition,

68 armed reconnaissances were flovm in which machine-gun and

cannon attacks were made on rocket storage areas and rail and

road transport near The Hague. A small number of bombing

attacks, four in all, were made at squadron strength (twelve

aircraft); but the normal strength both for bombing attacks

and armed reconnaissances v/as four aircraft. There was also

the attack by three squadrons on the Harlot flats, which

in use as headquarters^”*^»
With the exception of the latter attack and four

were

attacks upon the Hotel Promenade at The Hague, all bombing was

against storage areas. The Haagsche Bosch, where eneny

activity was believed to be heaviest and v/here rockets were

actually photographed from the air during December as they lay

in side roads cut through the trees, was attacked on five

Pour attacks were made on two more storage areas

at The Hague - Voorde and Huis le Verve;

Wassenaar, north-east of The Hague, received nine attacks.

Altogether, just under fifty tons of bombs were dropped

during the period, mostly consisting of 250 lb. bombs.

It v/as very difficult for the fighter-bomber’pilots

The Hague area was

and while losses due to eneny fire during

the month amounted to only one Spitfire it was highly dangerous

/for

occasions,

three areas at

to assess results at the time of attack,

heavily defended^^),

See p. 268.
2) At the end of January 1945, the positions of 105 light

anti-aircraft guns and 44 heavy had been identified in
the area Hook of Holland - Leiden.
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for pilots to como belov/ 3,000 feet either to bomb or to

observe results* Nor, since cost of the bombs vrere dropped'

in T/ooded country, was photographic recoruiaissance after an

attack really fruitful What appeared undeniable, hov/ever,

was that the effort against launching areas ought to be as

sustained at least throughout the hours of daylight, and,

if possible, by night also* Night sorties, as v/e have

seen,'were not possible at this time owing to the commitments

of Fighter Gomi-nand in support of Boi#jer Command's attacks

against Germany*- Moreover, a sustained effort by day

during the winter months meant that a large number of

sorties against specific objectives would be failures

owing to bad weather*

The scale of attack during the second half of

January remained lowa Only nine bombing attacks v/ere

carried out, all of them against rocket storage areas, A

tenth attack v/as attempted but had to be abandoned owing

Armed reconnaissances fared no better;to cloudo seven

were attempted but only tvro were carried out. The T/eather

was particularly bad towards the end of the month and no

operations ’were carried out during i^he last week. The

most notable attack on a suspected r'oeket target during

this period was in fac’-, no'c the vforlc of Fighter Command

but of 2nd.Tactical Air Force v/hich, on 22 January, sent

four squadrons of Spitfire fighter - bombers to attack a

liquid oxygen factory- .ilblas^erdam,- The target was

destroyed. 2nd Tactical Air Force w/a-s mere active at

this time against communications east of The Hague than it

had been at any time since the middle of December 1944.

However, the first half of i-ebruary 1945 sscff these
'll

attacks, and those of Fighter Command, increase in response

C.O.S. (45)122(0)
21 Feb. 1945.

to a decision of the Wax- Cabinet on 27 January that Fighter

Command should intensify?' its attacks on The Hague area and

/ that
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that 2nd Tactical Air Force should supplement the attacks on

communications which Fighter Command wus already planning.

Two more Fighter Cormaand. squadrons - Nos. 603 and 124 -

to participate in the offensive and

be

list of secondary.a

gan

targets, more suitable for attack in bad weather than the

targets near The Plague, vms prepared. These vrere stretches

FC/S.39039/Pt.II, of railroad
Ends. 20a and
22a.

and railway junctions in the rear of The Hague,
in the area Gouda - Utrecht - Amersfoot: the junction at the

latter place was particularly important.

The results were apparent from 3rd February which

"vTas the first clear day for nearly a.fortnight,

succeeding fortnight, 3-16 February, thirty-eight attacks,

involving 286 sorties, were attempted against targets near

The Hague, compared to sixteen attacks and 74 sorties in the

previous fortnight.

In the

With, the exception of three armed

reconnaissances all were bombing sorties;

carried out, some through mechanical troubles but most because

forty could not be

of bad weather.

■ Altogether, thirty-one bombing attacks

out, mostly against rocket storage

Bosch was attacked

The H

were carried

aagsche

on seven occasions, the Staalduinsche

areas.

Bosch, near the Plook of Holland, on five, and Ruist en

Vreugd at TPassenaar on tPiree; four more attacks were carried

out on storage areas at The Hague and Wassenaar,

Hotel Promenade at The Hague vras attacked three time

and the

Ins.

accordance v/ith the new policy four attacks were made on

secondary railway targets.

But the target against which the greatest effort

a type which had not previously been attacked

suspected liquid oxygen plant in a

former trajmway depot at Loosduinen, southi-west of The Hague,

As a result of the close study of the possible sources of

liquid oxygen supply, that had been made in 1944 it had

was made was of

by Fighter Gonmand - a

/appeared
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appeared that no major offensive against likely plants was

0.0.3.(45)36(0)
13 Jan, 1945.

possible, but in December Fighter Command had been asked to

consider the attack of throe factories in Holland which held

promise as targets. Alblasserdam - v/asOne of these

attacked by 2nd Tactical Air Force on 22 January, vath great

'.iinother, at i jmuiden, consisted of two buildings in

the middle of a large factory area and precision attacks upon

success.

The thirdit would have been exceptionalljr difficult.

possibility - Loosduinen - v;as a difficult target so long as

care was taken to avoid Dutch casualties, as there was civilian

It Y/as, therefore.property, on three sides of the factory.

with some .reluctance that Fighter Command undertook its attack^

efepecially as there was no reliable evidence that even complete

the Intelligencesuccess would affect rocket supplies:

PC/S39039/Pt.1,
Sncl. 58a.

officers at Fighter Command believed that all the oxygen that

was required for the existing scale of rocket attack could be

transported from Germany.

Tvio attacks v/ere made upon Loosduinen on 3 February,

In all but one attack theone on the 8th and two on the 9th.

■'.V
bombing runs vvexe made over the one side of the factory that

and the technique of the pilots has been

trickling their bombs tOTards the target' .

Altogether,

seventy-eight fighter-bombers, carrying nearly thirty tons of

bombs, atteirpted to atta.ok the factory but only about one—third
of their bombs fell in the target area,

attack the factory was sufficiently badly damaged to be ignored
in the future.

was free of housing;

Yvell described as I

For this reason five attacks had to be made.

However, v/ith the last

In attacks on other targets fifty tons of bombs were

dropped, chiefly on the tvro storage areas most used by the

Germans, the Haagsehe Bosch and^the Staalduinsche Bosch, at

The accuracy of bombing

only seven tons of bomSs were estimated to haveJ  V

/fallen

which over thirty tons were aim^

Yvas high:
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fallen outside the two areas. Moreover, 500 lb. bombs were

frequently dropped, Y/hereas previously loads had consisted

almost exclusively of 250 lb. bombs. The change had been

made possible by an arrangement with 2nd Tactical Air Force

that Fighter Command aircraft could land to refuel and rearm at

an airfield at Ursel,near Ghent.

But T/hat damage had been done v/as hard to estimate.

Occasionally, heayy explosions in the woods indicated that

rockets had been detonated; and it was laiown that even slightly

damaged rockets had to be returned to Germany for repair before

they could be fired. ¥hat was the number of these, however,

It Y/as, in fact, rather from the indirect

evidence of changes in the scale and character of attacks

London than from direct evidence of damage, in and near The Hague

that the effect of the offensive could best be assessed.

T;as not known.

on

?/ith the. exception of the fighter-bomber attack

Alblasserdam and two unsuccessful attempts by medium bombers

to deny communications across the Ijssel at Zwolle and Deventer

the efforts of 2nd Tactical Air Force

on

over the period 17 January

- 16 February took their usual, form of attacks on communications

south of the Zuider Zee. Over three thousand sorties were

flown and impressive numbers of barges, railway locomotives

and rolling stock, and motor vehicles vrere destroyed, and

railway lines were .cut at no less than 139 points. But as

G.0.S.(45) .
122(0),
21 Feb. 1945. in

the case of the operations of Fighter Command, the precise

effects of this upon the enemy's position in Holland could

not be estimated, nor upon his rocket organisation in particular.

Again, it \7as in the attacks upon England that any evidences of

success would be apparent.

Vi. Rocket Attacks. 17 December 1944 - l6 February 1945.

a. Enemy Activity.

During the last fortnight of December 1944, the scale

of rocket attack on London remained low. Only 57 rockets

/were
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were reported corapared to 80 during the first half of the

month and 86 in the second half of November. The majority

of rockets continued to be fired at night, only fourteen

incidents occurring during daylight,

relief for London as casualties from rockets falling at night

tended to be less thaji in daytime incidents,

the German fire also remained poor: only fifteen rockets fell

within the London Civil Defence Region,

fact, slightly higher than during the first half of the month

176 killed and 352 seriously injured compared to 128 and -

chiefly because of two serious incidents in Islington and one

in Chelmsford in v/hich 124 people were killed and 168 injured.

This alone meant some

The accuracy of

Casualties v/ere, in

They 7®re, however, less than half of those of the last fort

night in November when the firing troops at The Hague had been

operating undisturbed.

On the Continent, in contrast, the scale of rocket

attack increased, especially during the last week of December

v/hen the Ardonnes battle 7vas at its height. Altogether, 217

rockets v/ere reported, all fired at Antwerp, compared to 143

in the first half of the month, a small number of which had

been fired at Brussels and Lie^.

The comparative lull in the attack of London was soon

broken. Beginning with the first week in January 19453 the

number of rockets.reported weekly in the United Kingdom jumped

from an average of 34 for December to 59-

during the rest of the raonth v/hen 167 incidents v/ere reported,

making a total for the month of 226, compared to 137 for

On 26 January there were seventeen incidents,

thirteen of them in the London area, the highest so far

The first half of February saw? still

Up to and including the l6th, 145 rockets

There was no declin

December.

recorded in one day.

heavier attacks.

e

and again on one day, the 13th, there werewere reported;

With thisseventeen incidents, eleven in the London area.

/increase
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increase in;fire there v/as, for Host of the period, an improve

ment in accuracy,

reported incidents were in the London area,

the.proportion rose to exactly a half;

during the first fev/ days of February.

During December 19^, only one-third ^f

During January 194

and this v;as maintained

Then however, during th

5,

e

week 10-16 February, which saw the heaviest v/eeks' activity

since the rocket attacks had begun, only a little over one-third

of the incidents were in the London aiea.

'./here the total number of incidents was comparatively

small no great significance attached to these variations in

What was undoubtedly significant, hovrever, was the

change in the distribution

night.

accuracy.

of the German fire between day and

Whereas in December only .'one-third of the incidents in

the United Kingdom had occurred during daytime, in January

nearly sixty per cent were in daytime, and a similar percentage

in the first half of February. It appeared, therefore, that

despite the greater activity of Fighter Command over The Hague

area the Germans were not restricted to the hours of night for

firing so much as they had beexi v^hen the fighter-bomber offensive

opened.

With the improvement in accuracy, the higher rate of

in daylight attacks casualties during this

Between 1 January

755 people T/ere killed and 2,264 seriously

injured by rockets, a weekly casualty role twice as high as that

of December.

fire and the increase

period sharply increased ct.mapared to December.

16 February^”' ̂and

There v/ere thirteen incidents, mostly in east and

north-east districts of London, in each of v/hich more than twenty

people were killed.

The greater weight and effect of the attack during

these first weeks of 1945 must be. placed against the background

/of

(1) The weekly casualty figures of the Ministry of Home Security
which are used throughout the narrative actually relate to
the period 3 January - I5 Ttebruary.
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of the counter-offensive. During Jaijuary- the Operational

Research Section at Fighter Coranand Headquarters carefully-

collated the scale of rocket attack and of the fighter-boaber

offensive against The Hague. A siiople balancing of the -two

sets of data -was hardly sufficient evidence to support any

positive conclusions a,jout the effect of the offensive. It

did appear, however, that it v/as only in the period 4-15

December, when T'ighter Command had been able to make sustained

attacks on The Hague, that the weight of German fire had been

affected. Moreover, duriig that period the accuracy of fire

by day had been considerably, and by night slightly affected;

though on the v/hole it seeired that neither sporadic nor

sustained attacks by day had much effect on the eneti-^y's scale

of effort or accuracy by night. What was needed Viras a sustained

effort both by day and night, and a recoraraendation to this effect

FC/S39039/Pt.II, had been made by the Chief Intelligence Officer of Fighter
Enel. i6a.'

Command on 22 January, 1945*

The shortage of suitable night fighters made it

impossible to conduct a. continuous counter-offensive, but, as

we ha.ve seen, from the beginning of February the weight of

attack by day against the Hague area was notably increased.

Sven so, the scale of rocket attack remained higher than at

any time previously. This was not to say that the counter-

At the least it might be saving Londonoffensive v/as failing.

from still heavier bombardment; for even though assessment

of the results achieved was not easy it Y/as beyond doubt that

damage was being caused to targets in The Hague area that were

known for certain to be connected with rocket attacks.

However, it v/as net certain which targets or what type of

targets were most precious to the enemy; and on 15 February

FC/S39039/tt.II, 1945 the Chief Intelligence officer at Fighter Command recom-
Encl. 39A.

mended a new target policy which en-fcailed concentrating for a

/week
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week on one of the three main targets - Haagsche Bosch, the woods

near Ockenburg, and Staalduinsche Bosch

the effort of the Caijmand

- rather than spreading

The recoramen-over a dozen targets.

ibid.

Enel. 55A.
dation was accepted, and the new policy was applied from 20

February. Its results v^ill be considered at a later stage.

b. Defensive Peactions.

In the more clearly defensive aspects of counter-

raeasiires there v/ere some notable developments between the middle

of December and the middle of February,

stations in the United Kingdom,through No.105 Mobile

Heporting Unit at Malincs, were detecting a large number of

rockets sufficiently early for warnings to have been sounded in

the London region.

By this time the radar

Air

If a warning of fifty to sixty seconds had

been acceptable to the Civil Defence authorities the existing
system would, have sufficed. But something better would be

required if ever the scale of attack becaiiie such that public

v/arnings v/ere essential, and at

Robert Ifatson 'fatt's Interdepartmental Radio

to investigate v/hat would-be

to four minutes.

a meeting on 15 January, Sir

Committee was as

• *'

ked

required to permit warnings of up

In the meantime no public warnings were

C.B.C.(45)
1st Mtg.

:  t

sounded in London.

0.0.3.(45)36(0),
13 January 1945.

However, on 2 January, the 7/ar Cabinet decided to put

into operation the scheme for issuing special warnings to the

London Passenger Transport Board so that the floodgates of the

'tube' railways could be closed,

on the afternoon of 8' January.

Warnings began to be given

During the ensuing months 201

warnings were passed, of which only nine were false;

four rockets fell in the London region without Teamin

and only

g.

The reliability of the Vi/arning system also came under

review in connection with a project of .inti-Aircraft Command to

attempt the destruction of rockets by

was first raised outside Anti-Aircraft Command at

gun fire. The question

a meeting at

/Fighter
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Fighter Gonnand Headquarters on 19 Deceaber, where General pile

indicated the possibilities of predicting the passage of

rockets through a pro-defined area v/hich would be covered

by anti-aircraft fire and the rockets thus exploded in raid-

Its success depended on the accuracy of the predictionair.

of the trajectory of the rocket and on the efficiency of the

G.L. radar sets which -would bo employed for the purpose. G.L.

sets had improved in performance during the latter half of

1944, but for the purpose in mind it was essential that they

should receive, a preliminary v/arning from the G.H. stations of

the R.A.P. Glose co-ordination of the two types of radar was

therefore necessary to give this longer warning and also ensure

that virtually all rockets w/ere observed.

A. report on the subject was given to the ¥ar Cabinet

'Crossbow* Sub Committee on 15 January 1945, by Sir Robert

He held that the requiren^nt of comprehensive

warning, this being taken as 80 per cent of all rockets, could

be met but that at present warnings of only 60 to 75 seconds

could be given on those rockets that v/ould fb.ll in London,

T/hich left only fifteen seconds for computing where the rocket

would fall. Re-siting certain stations might lengthen the time

for computation, but -this v/ould give rise to certain practical

and increase, the danger of jamming by the enemy.

Watson Watt.

difficulties

C.B.C.(45)
1st Mtg.

>

On the chances of a successful engagement there were

Professor C.D. Ellis put them at 1 in 100varied opinions.

Sir Robert Watson Watt thought them 1 in 1,000.in theory;

Consequently, until more effective results could reasonbly be

claimed the Sub-Gommittec agreed that it v/ould be premature

to ask the permission of the War Cabinet for the necessary

Anti-Aircraft Command were asked to continuefiring trials,

their investigation of the scheme and Sir Robert Watson Watt's

committee v/ere invited to examine means for improving existingibid.

/methods
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The propositionmethods of predicting the course of rockets.

0).to be examined again in MarchT/as

Radio v/arfare yt&s the sphere of another important

It will be recalled thatdevelopiuent in defensive raeasures,

a good deal of care had been taken to build up an organisation

for interfering vdth the radio control vrhlch it was expected

and listening for radiowould be applied to the rocket*

signals and jcaiming them both frovi ground and air had been

theamongst the first counter- :ieasuros to bo applied,

middle of December 1944^ hovrevor, there had been no evidence

that anj/ rockets fired against either the United Kingdom or

In conse-the Continent contained radio control equipment.C.O.S. (44)
1038(0)
18 Dec. 1944- queries, existing and proposed radio counter-measures -were

All. listening and jamming stations in thelargely abolished.

United Kingdom were taken off the rocket watch and the trans

mitters on the Continent were transferred to operations in

support of the bomber offensive, though they were earmarked

Similarly,

which had been employed

for a speedy return to rocket work if required,

aircraft of No, 100 Group, E.A.F

in rocket counter-measures, were released for bomber support,

• )

but they were so maintained that their reconversion would

As a further precaution, a smalltake only a short time,

listening watch was maintained in Belgium,

vii. The Last Air-Launched Flying Bomb Attacks, 23 Movapbey; 19.44.-
14 January 1945»

Energy Activity; Attack of Manchester.a.

Air-launched flying bomb attacks on London were

last considered at a stage when a second German unit had

begun to take part in the offensive. The week following

its appearance the scale of attack was heavier than in any

but then, in the last tv/o vreeks of theprevious week;

period, 11-25 November, there had been a sharp decline in

After the last attack of this period

/activity

the German effort.

(1) See pp.
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activity ceased for more than a v/eek, probably because of the

full moon, and it Viras not until the night of 4 December that

launchings again took place. These v/ere the work of a third

0,0.3,(44)983(0) G.A,P, unit T/hich Air Intelligence had previously identified
21 Nov, 1944-.

The strength of these three Griippen,

which together formed K. G. 53> viras about one hundred aircraft,

which should have meant a maximum strength for sustained

operations of between sixty and seventy aircraft, each of

v/hich could launch one flying bomb,

that number of bombs v/as regularly launched.

4“11 December, attacks ¥/ere made on four nights and onl;f

37 flying bombs were reported^ ^,

one night of heavier activity than usual:

December when 29 bombs vrore reported.

as- under training.

In fact, nothing like

In the weak

The follo¥Ting week sm

this was 17/18

Otherwise there was

activity on oaly kwo nights, and the total number of bombs

reported during the week ¥vas 45. Thereafter, with an

exception to bo noted shortly, the Germans operated on only

four nights - 3/4» 5/6, 12/13 and 13/14 January, On the

night of the 12th, 28 bombs, were reported;

And with the attack of the 13/14 the last

air-launched flying bomb landed in the United KingdomC^),

That this form of attack had come to an end was not, of

course, appreciated at the time.

on the rest o

23 all told.

A close watch was kept

nly

on Schleswig and north-v/est Germany from which the German

units had been operating;

v/ithout further attacks being made Air Intelligence reported

/that

and after a month had elapsed

(1) There is no record from German sources of the total
number of flying bombs launched from the air after
11 November 1944.

not likely to have been less than before that- date,
when it was approximately forty per cent,
should be added, therefore, to the number of bombs re

ported by the defences between 11 November and I4 January t
arrive at approximately the total number launched.

(2) It fell at Hornsey at 0213 hours on the morning of the
14th.

The number of launching failures is

This factor
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that while bad weather, unserviceable airfields and a full

moon could account for the inactivity of the first weeks of

the month some general limitation, probably of aircraft fuel,

had brought about the continued inactivity,

seemed hardly likely that

Certainly, it

a shortage of flying bombs had

brought air-launchings to an end, for firings against

Continental targets continued on a large scale - during the

period 25 November 1944 - 15 Januaiy 1945, 1,654 flying bombs

Moreover, there was good intelligence evidence

that the enemy held large stocks of bombso

were reported.

Nor Was there any

evidence that the aircraft and aircrew losses of K.G,55 had

not been replaced,*

'  But before K.G.53 ceased operations it had mounted

an attack which, while it caused little material damage,

sharply displayed the potential threat from air-launched bombs

if the Germans had possessed all the resources for a sustain

ed offensive. The attack took place in the early raomong of

24 December and was directed at Manchester. Thirty bombs

were reported by the defences and from this, and from inter

cepted wireless traffic, it appeared that probably about

fifty He,Ills, nearly the maximum operational strength of

All the bombs reported

came overland, and while a number came down over thirty

miles from Manchester and only one fell within the city

boundary the attack was quits as accurate as any that had

been launched against London;

K.G, 53, took part in the attack. .

six bombs came down within

ten miles of the centra of Manchester and eleven within

fifteen miles. The casualties v/ere 37 killed and 67

seriously injured. The attack was launched from off the

Yorkshire and Lincolnshire coasts betv/een Skegness and

Bridlington;

at 0625 hours.

the first bomb fell at 0521 hours, the last

The position of launching eind the direc

tion of attack outflanked the guns deployed on the East

/Anglian
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Anglian coast; and although seven homhs passed over the

Hurdbor G-un Defended Area and 'were engaged, none were shot

No launching aircraft or "bombs- v/ere intercepted bydoT/n.

filters.

b. Defensive Reactions,

The Germans undoubtedly sprung a surprise. There

had been no prior intelligence that the attack would be

launched and there were no defences in the North of England

Nevertheless, the attack

As early as the previous October, when

Air Intelligence had reported that additional units of the

suitably placed to intercept it„

was not unexpected,.

G.A.P. were training to launch flying bombs, Anti-Aircraft

CoiTiniand had begun to prepare detailed plans for a rapid

deployment along the coast north of the Yfash,: and No. 5 Group

of Anti-Aircraft CoiBmand had carried out preliminary

naissances for the selection of suitable gun sites. bn

2 November, No, 5 Group was ordered to reconnoitre the

recon-

coast betv-reen Skegness, and \7hitby and by the 19th a plan

of deployment had been completed. It provided for what

was termed a Gun Fringe between Skegness and Y/hitby v/hich

v/ould be manned by 59y batteries of guns,. No moves had

been ordered, hov/evsr, before the attack on Christmas Eve(”^)«

But all this preliminary y/ork proved useful when

on the same day as the Manchester attack, and following it.

Air Marshal Hill ordered the immediate deployment of sixty

heavy anti-aircraft guns between Skegness and Filey,

days later four troops of light guns were ordered to move

to sites in the Gun Fringe and four troops of searchlights

were deployed to provide navigational aids to night fighters

and bombers flying over the Fringes

Two

Similar rules for

G.o,S.(45)36(0)
para* 53,
13 Jan. 1945.

ibid* the engagement of targets as applied in the Gun Strip and

Box further south, v/ere introduced* On 11 January a

/full

(1) According to the Anti-Aircraft Command historian,
permission to deploy was not granted '
repeated requests,"

in spite of
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full schorac for the Fringe, involving 212 heavy

approved by the Chiefs of Staff,

but never carried

Schemes were

guns. Was

also prepared,

out, for coastal gun zones for the defence

of the areas Tyne-Tees and Forth-Clydo, By the end of

January I945, there were 88 heavy and I6 light guns deployed

in the Fringe which extended from Skegness as far north as

Flamborough Head. Heavy guns were steadily added until the

Fringe reached its greatest strength during the first week in

March vhen 152 heavy and I6 light

The majority of these guns

guns available in No, 5 G-roup and few calls

the batteries on the East Anglian coast. '

guns were ready for action,

was found by redeploying

were made upon

There, throughout

the attacks on London of December and January, the strength
of the defences remained much the At the beginning of

the period, 25 November, there were 346 heavy guns and sight

light in the Gun Strip and 138 heavy and 56 light in the Gun

same.

Box, At the end, 14 January, the position was unaltered

except that the Gun Strip was stronger by twenty heavy guns.

And it was these guns that were the principal

defence against the German attacks on London, Of the 138

flying bombs that were reported as being launched against

London during this period 83 were shot down by anti-aircraft
fire. Maval gunners shot down three and fighters eight.

Over five hundred patrols were flown on patrols inland,

over the sea and on intruder work by Fighter Command.

He,111s were claimed

Th

as destroyed and one damaged by

ree

Mosquitos over the North Sea and one He. Hi was believed to

have been destroyed and one unidentified aircraft damaged

on 5/6 January by intruding Mosquitos

north-T/est Germaine used by K.G.53.

Altogether, 79 flying bombs, excluding the Manchester

attack, came overland during this period, but only I5 of them

mnaged to reach London and explode there.

over airfields in

Outside London

/only
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only one person was killed and six seriously injured.

London the easualtios were 61 killed and 151 injured;

In

four

incidents accounted for 48 killed and 105 injured,

approxiaatoly three hoabs were being launched against London

not, by any token, an'

Thus,

for the death of one ’Londoner':

adequate return for the effort erployed.

Heavier Attacks' against The Hague, 17 February -
16 March.

-  viii.

Bad weather during the third week in February

coincided with the change in the target policy of Fighter

Gonnand whereby bombing was to be concentrated on  a snail

number of targets; and it wa.s not until 21 February that

Ten attacks hadthe Haa.gsche Bosch came under heavy attack,

been attempted on the previous two days, nine against the

Haagsche Bosch and one against the Hotel Promenade; but only

In one case, the primary target couldtwo were carried out.

not be bombed and instead attacks were made on road and rail

transport in North Holland along the line of comraunication

be We on the causeway over the Zuider. Zee and the Hague area.

In the other, six Spitfires of No. 124 Squadron successfully

dropped their bombs in the Haagsche Bosch in a typical

attack in v/hich the pilots dived down from 11,000 to 5j000

feet before bombing.

Late on the 20th the weather began to cldar and the

Fighter Command made the most of

Twenty-Wo bombing attacks were carried out on the

next Wo days were fine.

them.

only five attacks were21st, and seventeen on the 22nd;

against areas other than the Haagsche Bosch,
*

number of sorties flown on the Wo days was 214 aJih forty

The total

Only one aircraft was lost.tons of bombs were dropped.

Bombs Y/ere dropped in all parts of the forest,

v/hich vYas nearly tY/o miles long and. half a vaile wide at its

Y/idest point, but particular attention v/as paid to the north-

/vrest
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west corner,- v/here a group of buildings known, as the Pilnatad

was in use as a storage, depot. It-was first attacked on the

ViToming of - the 22nd by twelve. Spitfires, of Wo, -453 Squadron.

Most Of the bonbs hit the target and very heavy explosions -vrere

caused; and v/hon; No, 602 Squadron attacked shortly afterwards

the pilots were assisted by a column of smoke rising from the

,  buildings. Their bombing-was, also accurate. The buildings

continued to burn throughout the" day and photographs taken

later from a Mustang of Wo. 26 Squadron showed that about

eighty per cent of then had been destroyed.

The following day, the 23rd, the weather was bad and

only one sortie, on which no bombing was possible owing to

cloud, was flown. It vfas veiy gratifying, however, after the

effort that the .Coimuand had made on the previous two days, to

observe a marked decline in the scale of Gen'i-jan attack. Prom

17-23 February the attack of London had continued on just as

heavy a scale as in the first weeks of the iiionth:

71 rockets were reported in the United Kingdom of which 31

fell in the London region. But then, betvfeen dusk on the

23rd and the morning of the 26th, only one rocket fell in the

United Kingdom - on the morning of the 24th. Photographic

reconnaissance on that day showed that, for the first tine

since December, vdien photographs first revealed rockets inPC/S.39039/Pt.II,
Enel. 69A.

the Haagsche Bosch, there were no rockets to be seen in it.

The sai;ie photographs showed four rockets in the Duindigt

area contingent to the Haagsche Bosch to the north, v/here

there was a racecourse from which rockets vrere known to

When firing was resuraed on 26 February,

after the 62-hour lull, radar evidence indicated that the

while on the sajne day a

photograph taken from a Mustang of Wo. 26 Squadron showed a

rocket in position for launching in the woods east of the

have been fired.

rockets had cone from this area;

It seemed a fair enough inference, therefore.racecourse.

/that
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that storage facilities in'the Haagsche Bosch had been

badly dai-iaged that they had been'vacated at least terapo

so

rarily

’  and that while now arrangements were being made launchings
had had to cease.

It ¥/as some days before this evidence had been

sufficiently studied for a new target policy to be for^iulated,

Meanv/hile^j the main target remained the Haagsche Bosch,

particularly the northern -part near the' racecourse. Prom

2if“28 February, 88 attacks' v/ere attempted, involving four

hundred sorties, all with the? Haagsche Bosch as the primary
target. The v/eather was cloudy and twelve operations had

Tv/enty-oight others were made against

secondary railway targets, v/idely dispersed over the

to be abandoned.''"•

coixumications system between Gouda, east of The'Hague■and
Alkmoer in North Holland. Throe attacks v/er'e made on the

Ockenburg storage aT'Ca at The Hagne and- one on Ruist en

Vrougd at Wassonaan, north-east of The Hague,

on the Haagsche Bosch and Ockenburg were made with cannon

and machine gun fire,

the Haagsche Bosch,

Four atta

The rest, forty in all, were agai

cks

nst

In many of these attacks, after bombing

the primary target, our squadrons carried out low-level

reconnaissances o'ver western Holland, attacking road and rail

transport. The most successful was by No. 602.Squadron, who ,

on the 25th, destroyed a large number of vehicles in an M, T,

park north-west of' Rotterdam,, The total v/eight of bombs

dropped in all these operations was seventy tons, of which

forty 'were dropped on the Haagsche Bosch and twenty-five on

railways. Bombs of 250 lbs, were exclusively employed.

On 28 February, the Chief Intelligence Officer at

Fighter Command recommended certain alterations to targets.

He did not suggest that the Haagsche Bosch should be renxjved

■ from the list of targets', although there was still no sign

that rockets -were' being stored there. The aiming points

/for
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for attack, however, v/ere so selected. tlaat the northern portion

of the area, including part of Duindigt, would be covered*

There was photographic evidence available by this time that a

limited number of rockets - up to six, compared with twenty to

thiriy that had sometimes been seen in the Haagsche Bosch -

was .being stored under camouflage, netting in Duindigt.

A second, was to be the rest of

This

area was to be. one target.

Duindigt, and a third was to be the storage and maintenance

Fifty per cent of the effort ofarea of Ruist en Vreugd,

Fighter Conanand was to be devoted to the first, thirty per cent

In the event of badto the second, and twenty, to the third.

weather raily/ay targets were to be attacked rather than other

This policy was approved and all concernedFG/S.39039/PUII, storage areas.
End, 69A.

were informed on 1 March 1945*

It was recognised by the Intelligence section at

Filter Command that there was an element of doubt about the

Haagsche Bosch target; and strenuous efforts were made to

identify amother storage depot which might have taken the very

important place which the Haagsche Bosch had hitherto occupied

For even if the Germans hadin the German organisation,

completely evacuated the Haagsche Bosch, which was not abso

lutely certain, they had found other means for maintaining

the scale of attack on London - in the week following the

resumption of firing, 26 February - 5 Majrch, 70 rockets were

reported in the United Kingdom, 33 of them in London,

compared to 7"I and 32 in the week before the lull. But

until new storage areas were found it was considered worth

while to maintain the attack on the Haagsche Bosch,

had certainly proved very useful to the Germans in the past

and it might be possible to damage its facilities to such

an extent that it could not be brought into use again.

It

The northern portion of the area, where there was  a net

work of roads and also a bridge across a wide and deep

/anti-
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anti-tank bridge betvTeon the forest

particular offered good opportunities
Germans (1).

and Duindigt, in

for denying it to the

Consequently, on the first tv7o

attacks continued to be made almost

Haagsche Bosche*

exclu

Thirty-four attacks we

<3ays of March

sively against the' *f ■

which eight could not bo made because
re attempted, of

of the weather;

against the Haagsche Bosch

areas, including Ruist en

On the 3rd, half the twenty-eight attacks that

were made were aimed at the Haagsohe Bosch

twenty-three were carried out

and three against other storage

Vreugdt

the rest at

, the latter being

the storage area for rockets fired from the nei^bourhood

Ruist en Vreugd and Staalduinsche Bosch

of the Hook of Holland,

But the 3rd was most remarkable for one of the

rare interventions of 2nd Tactical Air Force directly

against a rocket target*

during Februaiy that this force should attack the

Bosch with medium bombers ishen it had the aircraft to

Arrangements had been made

Haagsohe

spare;

and between 0900 and 0920 hours two wings, Nos* 137 and 1.39,
of Mitchells and Bostons bombed the area*

There was much to be said for such an attack* A

much heavier vrelgtit of bombs could be dropped simultaneously
than by fighter-bombers: heavier bombs could be used and the

area deeply and extensively cratered* Altogether, fifty-six

aircraft were employed and sixty-nine tons of bombs were

/dropped

(l) This reasoning was not unopposed* According to the
o^ioer in charge at this time of .Intelligenco 3F at
Filter Conatand, the section responsible for the
recommending of targets, officers of the Allied Central
Interpretation Unit at Medmenham, "vdiioh was responsible

.  for the study of reconnaissance- photographs, piotested
against the- continued attack of the I^gsohe Bosch
the grounds that photographs showed no rockets there
after 2k Februaiy*

on



dropped^ Unfortunately, the hombing was very inaccurate*

As far as codld he judged the nearest homhs to either of the

two aiming points were some five hundred yards away, and the
•  V '

biggest concentration of bombs was over a mile away in a

Severe damage to Dutch property and

heavy civilian casualtiejs were reported and a strong p3?otest

The causewas lodged by the Netherlands Bnibassy in London*

K)A35039/Pt,II,
Sncl* 7A3*

O.O.S,(45)191(O) densely populated area#
20 March 1945* "

of the accident appeared to be the application of an incorrect

allowance for wind which resulted in abnormal bombing errors*

Instructions were given by A.0*G*-in-C*, 2nd Tactical Air

Force that no further attacks by medium bombers were to be

made against The Hague*

Nor was the Haagsche Bosch ag^n attacked by Fighter

All the intelligence at this stage pointed to

DUindigt as the only profitable target, though it was also

clear that extensive storage facilities did not exist there*

There was some evidence that Staalduinsche Bosch, Euist en

Vreugd and Ockenburg were being used, but not extensively*

A target of a different character that was also selected

early in March was the headquarters of the Bataafsche Petrol

eum Company which was believed to be in use as billets and

offices by the firing troops in The Hague area*

was made upon it on 4 March, by four Spitfires of No*. 602

It was a difficult target - there was much prop-

Command*

One attack

Squadron*

ibid.

erty on "two sides of it - and no bombs hit the building. More n.

successful attacks were to be made later* Otherwise, from

the 4th to the 8th of the month the effort of the Command was

devoted to. the three storage and firing area,s mentioned

above, with seoondsry raddiway targets being attacked when the

,  weather was poor# , ^together, forty-seven op^ations were

n ■ :flown,’ twenty against Euist en Vreugd, twelve, against

Duindigt, and the rest against Ockeriburg and the Staal

duinsche Bosch* Weather, as had been only too often the

/case
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case during the last four months, seriously interfered*

of the operations on the 6th, 7th and 8th could be pressed

home and sixteen of those attempted on the 4th and 5th had

On eight occasions the primary target v/as

obscured by cloud and the railway system in the triangle

Hague-Rotterdarn-Utrecht was attacked instead.

On 8 March, in the light of the latest intelligence,

a new list of priorities was issued by Fighter Command.

None

to be abandoned.

The

II, first target v/as to be Duindigt, which remained the only area

the secondwhich satisfactory information was available;on

PC/S.39039/Pt.
Enel. 75A.

wood at Ravelijn, a mile to the north of the racecourse

at Duindigt, where recent photographic reconnaissances ‘had

the third v/as the

v/as a

revealed a small number of rockets;

Bataagsche Petroleum Company's building in The Hague,

the railv^ay systemThese were the only targets selected;

east of The Hague was to provide secondary' targets,

cent of the effort of Pieter Command was to be

The third

Seventy per

devoted to Duindigt and the rest to Ravelijn.

target, the Bataafsche Petroleum Corapaigy, v/as to be the

object of a single attack, if possible by a full squadron,

In fact, it was notwhich Y/ould S2Q i’ts destruction,

attacked until the latter half of March, by vdiich time the

target policy of Fighter Command had again been altered;

and from 9-16 March inclusive, with the exception of three

attacks on Ruist en Vreugd on the first day of the period,

all attacks were against Duindigt, Ravelijn and railway

communications.

A considerable effort was brou^t to bear during

aircraft landing at Ursel, near Ghent, afterthe week, many

a first attack, re-arming and refuelling there, and carrying

second attack before returning direct to England.

Altogether, 108 bombing attacks and 26 armed reconnai

attempted, involving 586 sorties, and 110 were carried

/out

out a

ssance

were

s
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out, though not always against the primary target. Secondary

railway targets, particularly bet’.Ycen Gouda and Utrecht, wore

attacked as much as the storage area at liavelijn, nearly tvrenty

Some seventy tons of

bombs v^ere dropped on the Duindigt area, and it v/as there that

there was the most obvious return for the efforts' of the

Much of the target area \ra.s heavily pitted Virith

craters (it was remarked at the time that it looked as if

Bomber Command not Fighter Command had been attacking it) and

on several occasions heavy explosions followed bombing,

crown it all, from 13 March there v/as evidence, v/hich v/as

confiriTied by photographs on 18 March, that the enemy had

abandoned the area.

tons of bombs being dropped on each.

Command.

ToC.O.S. (45)191(0)
20 March 1945,
para. 23,
FQ/S.39039/Pt.II,
End. 97A»

Throughout all this period, 16 February - l6 March,

2nd Tactical Air Force had been supporting operations on land,

and apart from the ill-fated attack on the Haagsche Bosch on

3 March their efforts had only indirectly affected the German

rocket organisation. Nearly fifteen hundred sorties had been

made against coiTmunications in Holland leading to The Hague#

a railway bridge between Zwolle and Enschede had been destroyed

and over fifty cuts in raidway lines had been made. The usual

extensive toll of railway and road transport vehicles was

claimed.

ix. Scale of Rocket Attacks, 17 February - 16 March,

During these four weeks in which so much thought

and effort had been devoted to the counter-offensive against

The Hague a dividend seemed to be discernible not only in

the photographic evidence of the evacuation of, first, the

Haagsche Bosch and, second, the Duindigt area, but also in

a reduction in the scale of attack oh London. This was

not apparent in the first week, 17-23 February, when the

comparatively heavy attacks of the first half of the month

were maintained: 71 rockets fell in the United Kingdom that

/week
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vrcek, 31 of them in the London Civil Defence Region,

in the next vreek, during Tv-hich a lull was forced on the

Germans hy the bombing of the Haagsche Bosch, the number of

rockets reported in the United Kingdom fell to 57.

But

There

was something of a recovery in the v/eek 3-9 March, v/hen

65 rockets vrere reported; but in the week 10-16 March,

during which Duindigt v/as abandoned, there were only 50

rocket incidents, the lov/est weekly total for over a i^nth.

For the whole period just under half of the

In the week 3“9 March,

the percentage rose to as high as sixty, only to be followed

in the next T/ith a fall, coincident -iTlth the fall in the

scale of attack, to one of forty.

It was perhaps not insignificanf that whereas in

the first v/eok of the period two-thirds bf rocket incidents

rockets reportod fell in London,

occurred during daylight the proportion-fell as the counter

offensive aghinst The Hague continued,

only forty per cent of rockets were launched in daylight,

in the third'thirty-seven/'and- in the fourth twenty-six.

Moreover, the hours of heaviest activity v/ere in the early

morning before dawn, and the lightest the last hours of

daylight and the earliest of the night,

V7as not that the presence of Fighter Gommand aircraft over

The Hague almost throifghout the day- was- forcing the Germans

to fire at night - this had seemed a fair enough inference

in December but had been invalidated in January and February

In the second -week

The implication

when -the majority of rockets had been fired in daylight

despite the fighter-bomber offensive - but that the eneiry's

storage facilities had been so affected by the counter

offensive that rockets v/ere having ■ to be brought up to

launching points during the night and fired as quickly as

-In other words, no reserves of rockets werepossible.

being' held in the field.

/The
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The perceptible slackening in the German offensive

T/as not accompanied by a relief in the number of casualties.

The fall of rockets in London v/as, as before, chiefly in

eastern and north-eastern districts - the point of greatest

concentration during the period was in East Ham - and a numberG.O.S. (45)191(0)
20 March I945.

of serious incidents swelled casualty lists to figures compar

able T/ith those of previous creeks. In the four vreeks preced

ing 14 February, 473 people had been killed and 1,415 serious

ly injured by rockets in the United Kingdom, of whom only 1?

were killed and IO7 injured outside London. In the four

T/eeks following that date 58O were killed and 1,220 seriously

injured, of whom 50 were killed and 121 injured outside

London. Eo\7 much depended on freedom from really serious

incidents was underlined by the fact that whereas II4 rockets

fell in London during the four vreeks, six rockets alone killed

3O8 people and seriously injured 318.

v/ere caused by a rocket which fell on Smithfield Market in

Farringdon Road, E.C.1, at ten minutes past eleven on the

morning of 8 March:

inj ured.

The heaviest casualties

110 people were killed and 123 seriously

No alterations vrere made to the v/arning system dur

ing the period beyond the deployment near Lov/estoft of an

extra G.L. MK, II radar set. Sir Robert Yfatson Watt's

committee continued its examination of what an effective

public warning ?/ould entail but the only warnings that

given were to the London Passenger Transport Board(l).

were

/x.

(1) The details, which are interesting as indicative of how a
public warning system would have v/orked with the equipment
available at the time, vrere as follows:-

No. of Inci

dents in UdC.

No. of Inci

dents in
T/arnings False
Given

Incidents

Warnings in London
London T/ithout

Y/arning,

243 123 228 8 3
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The Last Flying Bom’b Attacks from sites in G-orraan- ■

occupied territory, 3-29 March,

Intelligence Prior to the Resumption of Attacks.

The lot of Londoners during Larch was made no

easier by, a resiuTjption of flying :;homh attaclcs after an

X,

a.

interval since 14 January. Attaclcs against Antwerp had

continued throughout the period, all from sites on land in

western Germany and, late in January, from the Rotterdam-

Dordrecht area. But there had been no sign of a resuiTrption

of air-launched attacks, which were the only means of attack

ing the United Kingdom unless the Germans increased the range

of the flying bomb beyond the 130 miles which had so far been

Evidence began to accumulatethe limit of its operations,

in February 1945# that it v/as precisely this that the Germans

It appeared that by reducing thewere attempting to do.

weight of the wing of the bomb, by using a large proportion

of wood instead of steel in' its construction, and perhaps

also the weight of the warhead by replacing the usual steel

casing with v/ood, the amount of fuel that could be carried,

and therefore the endurance and range of the bomb, had been

A, I. 2(g), Report increased. Wreckage that vra.s recovered in'February from
No,2313 and 2320.

flying bombs that had crashed in Belgium indicated that

both sorts of alteration had been.'embodied in production.

On 25 February the Chiefs of Staff were informed by Air

Intelligence that in view of these changes attacks on the

.United Kingdom .might take place, and that, if London was to

be the target, the Germans vrould have to construct launching

There was so far no evidencesites in south-west Holland.

G.O.S.(45)51 St
Mtg,

that they had done so, but comprehensive photographic

reconnaissance of the area v/as being flown.

Staff were told that assuming the trials of the modified

weapon were successful, operations could be expected to

start about one. jnonth later,.

The Chiefs

ijl/hat the scale of attack

of

/might
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might be was doubtful. As far as v>ras ImoTm. only one regi-
*

ment had been trained to fire flying bombs and at least half

of it was committed to the attacks on Antwerp, Hov/ever, Air

Intelligence estimated that sufficient crews might be deployed

to launch attacks on London on 'a scale of some thirty flying

bombs every twenty~four hours.

On the day follov/ing this meeting of the Chiefs of

Staff photographs talcen over south-west Holland showed that

tv?o launching sites, oriented on London, were being oonstructed,

one near The Hague at Ypenburg airfield, which was no longer

in use, the other in a factory district at Vlaardingen, six

miles west of Rotterdam, In each case the Germans had taken

groat care to conceal the components of the site among adjac

ent buildings. Both sites, therefore, v/erc difficult targets

and no attacks vrere made on them for some tiauc to came.

b. Defensive Preparations.

On 26 February a conference was held at Fighter

Command Headquarters to consider what could be done about the

now threat. It was significant of the change that had

occurred since the question of defence against flying bombs

had arisen over a year before that novr vrithout question the

guns were allotted the main role. Flying bombs aimed at

London from sites on land in south-west Holland could be

expected to converge on the capital over the coast betvroen

the Isle of Sheppey and Orfordness, Accordingly, the basis

of the plan that v/as made was the reinforcement of the gun

defences of this area, v/hich was already covered by the Gun

0.0.3.(45)191(0), Box and the southern sectors of the Gun Strip, by ninety-
20 March 1945.

six heavy guns, i.e, twelve batteries,

found by redeploying twelve batteries from the northerly

sectors of the Gun Strip, half of v/hich would be replaced

by mixed H, A. and A. T.S. batteries then under training.

Instructions for the move were given on 27 February and

These vrere to be

on

/the
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the following day four of the batteries were ready for action

in the Gun Box, By 4 March a further two batteries had been

added to the Gun Box and three to the southern Gun Strip;

and this was the extent of the reinforcement that was carried
Nos. 5 and 9 A. A,

Groups, Progress out.
Report No, 186,

On that date there vrere 196 heavy guns and I6 light in

the Gun Box and 304 heavy and 8 light in the Gun Strip,

The rules governing the fire of the guns were

designed to give them almost as much freedom as they had

enjoyed in the later stages of the deployment on the south

east coast in tho previous August, A permanent "attack in

progress" was declared by day and arrangements were made

v/ith Bomber Command whereby the Controller at No, 11 Group

Filter Room could remove all height restrictions on gunfire

if flying bombs were reported and if there was no large-scale

friendly activity near the gun zones. The procedure came

into effect on the night of 28 February. To reduce the

chances of friendly aircraft being fired on flying was

restricted over the quadrilateral North Poreland-Gravesend-

Orfordness-Ostend,

Considerable fighter defences were planned; for

the expectation of thirty flying bombs every twenty-four

hours implied a scale of attack approaching half that which

had caused so much destruction in the summer of 1944»

Six Mustang squadrons v/ere selected to operate by day, three

between the guns and London, three to seaward of the guns,

No, 616and their engines were boosted to give extra speed;

Squadron, v/hich was equipped with Meteors, was transferred

from 2nd Tactical Air Force to Filter Command for patrol

duties overland. 'Ey night, two Mosquito squadrons were to

patrol to seaward and the Tempests of No, 501 Squadron over

land. To improve radar reporting, the Admiralty was asked

to return the fighter-direction ship, H.M.S. Caicos; but

this proved impossible as there v/ere few ships of this kind

/to
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to meet extensive naval requirements. For the same purpose,

a direct link v/as laid ‘beti.reen radar stations of 2nd Tactical

Air Force in Belgium v/hich covered the Dutch coast and

No, 11 'Group,

Cc The Attacks: Success of the Defences,

The German attack began in the early morning of

(1)3 March, The first flying bomb to be reported penetrated

the defences and fell in Bermondsey at 0301 hours. Six more

were reported in the next three hours, follovred by a lull until

the middle of the afternoon. Then, from 1430 until 2230

hours, seven bombs were plotted. Another lull ensued until

shortly before 11 o'clock on the follov/ing morning, v/hen three

bombs were plotted in the next hour,

longer pause before the next bombs came over, which was not

There was an even

until 1100 hours on 5 March, So far,, therefore, the weight

of attack had been nothing like that anticipated.

Of these first tvTenty-one flying bombs, seven pene

trated to London and exploded there, and ten -vrere shot dovm

by anti-aircraft fire - not as high a proportion of destruc

tion as the anti-aircraft gunners had achieved either during

the later stages of the attack from sites in France or against

air-launched flying bombs. But thereafter the porfomance of the

guns exceeded even their previous best. From the evening of

5 March until the early afternoon of the 29th, when the

attacks ceased, 104 flying bombs were plotted. Activity did

not continue daily - there were five days, 9-13 March, when

it ceased altogether - and on days of activity the average

less than ten^^\number of bombs was No less than 81 bombs

/were

(1) It should again be noted that the nurnber of flying bombs
reported by the defences is smaller than that launched
by the Germans, No precise figure for the latter is
available at the time of writing but the addition of a

factor of twenty-five per cent to the number reported
gives a figure that is unlikely to bo far from the truth.

(2) Detailed statistics are given in Appendix ,
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were shot doTm, 76 by Anti-Aircraft Goramand, four by

fighters of Fighter Comniand, and one shared by gunners of

the Royal Navy and Anti-Aircraft Oomiaand. For the whole

of the attack, therefore, out of the 125 flying bombs that

came close enough to the coast to be reported 91 were shot

down, 86 by Anti-Aircraft Command. Only 13 bombs came dov/n

within the London CiVil Defence Region, T\'renty others

The totalescaped destruction but fell outside London,

number of bombs the Germans launched is unlikely to have

been less than one hundred and fifty; therefore, only

some nine per cent of their effort reached the target area.

26 killedCasualties in the United Kingdom were very small:

and 106 seriously injured, of v/hom 22 vrere killed and 83

The last flying bombs to fall in

London exploded at 0754 and 0755 hours on 28 March at

injured in London.

The lastChislehurst and V/althara Holy Gross respectively.

to fall any'vhere in the United Kingdom was shot down by

anti-aircraft fire and fell at Iwade, near Sittingbourne,

The last to approach theKent, at 0959 hours on 29 March,

coast v/as also shot dovm by anti-aircraft fire off
K 4

Orfordness at 1243 hours on the 29th,

The scale of attack proved to be so much less

than had been expected that v/ith the exception of one

Mustang squadron and the Tempests of No, 501 Squadron,

defence against it v/as left enti2pely to Anti-Aircraft

Command and the reporting system of radar stations and the

The other Mustang squadrons T\rhichRoyal Observer Corps,

had been originally allocated to flying bomb defence

reverted to escort duties with Bomber Command early in

March and No, 6l 6 (Meteor) Squadron returned to 2ndC,0.S, (45)191(0)
20 March 1945.

Radio counter-measures againstTactical Air Force,

signals from the transmitters v/ith which a proportion of

flying bombs v/as fitted were applied throughout the attack.

/Bombing
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• Bombing countor-measures directly against the

German flying bomb organisation in south-v/est Holland were

very few; indeed, the success of the close defences of

London v/as such that they v/ere not urgently required,

was knov/n about the means of supply to the launching sites;

there were certainly no storage depots comparable to those

that had been established in 1944 in northern France.

Vlaardingen and Ypenburg appeared to be the only launching

sites that -were being employed against London; though shortly

after activity had ceased there v/as evidence that a third site

near the Delftsche Canal had also been used.

Vlaardingon and Ypenburg vrore attacked, the first by Typhoons

of 2nd Tactical Air Force, the second by Spitfires of Fighter

Vlaardingen was attacked on 23 March; one of the

Little

Both

Command.

essential buildings was destroyed and shortly afterwards the

Germans dismantled the launching raiiip. Yperiburg was first

attacked on 20 March by four Spitfires of No, 124 Squadron,

and, later on the same day, in separate attacks, by Nos. 451,

453, 603 Squadrons and again by No. 124, te/enty-four Spitfire

taking part in all. As a result, in this case also, an

s

essential component of the site was destroyed,

tvro attacks wore carried out by tvrelve Spitfires of No, 451

On the 23rd

S quadron. The bombing was accurate; and photographs taken

after the attack shovired that the launching ramp had been dis

mantled.

This last flurry of flying bomb activity against

London during March %vas clearly a failure,

see in it any serious military purpose, other than the test

ing of a modified type of flying bomb,

argr Allied forces, other than a single Mustang squadron,

from the offensive against Germany:

used against it \iere part of the air defences of Great

Britain and v/ould have continued in that role v/hethor or

not flying bomb attacks had been launched.

It is hard to

It did not divert

such forces as were

/xi.
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The Last Rocket Attacks on London, 17-27 March.xi.

Attack against G-emian Railway CoEmunications.

The nionth of March 1945 saw also the end of the

a.

rocket bombardment of London. The situation was last

considered at the stage which had been reached by the

middle of the month when Fighter Command had for some time

been attacking the storage areas at Duindigt and Ravelijn

which were the only ones for which there was any reliable

Hov/ever, photographs taken

during the second week in March strongly indicated that the

evidence of employment.

Consequently,,  Germans had been driven out of both areas.

in default of any other targets in The Hague area \-vhich

could be attacked v/ithout probable hurt to civilians, an

entirely new policy was decided upon, one which was to be

applied until the eneiny's attacks had ceased.

It took the form of concentrating upon the attack

of the railways leading to The Hague, particularly upon

the stretches of track betv/een Haarlem and Leiden, Utrecht

PC/S.39039/Pt.II,
End. 90A.

and Leiden, and The Hague - Gouda - Alphen, along which

rocket supplies Yiere known to pass. The policy v/as not

The large building of the Bataafscherigidly applied.

Petroleum Company at The Hague remained on the list of

targets; and a garage - the Kurhaus garage - at Scheven-

ingen, v/here meilerv/agen, the long vehicles specially

constructed for carrying rockets by road, T/ere believed to

Also-, Duindigtbe housed, was also selected for attack.

and Ravelijn received a small number of attacks be-tween

17 and 19 March, as an insurance against resumption of

activity there, and from the 24th, by v^hich time there was

evidence that firing, though not storage, had been resumed

in the Duindigt district armed reconnaissances were flovm

Ho'wever, during the rest of March,\daily over the area*

no other targets associated with either the storage or

/the
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There v/as a report latethe firing of rockets were hoinbed.

in the month that a large hall at Eynshurg, near The Hague, in

happier times a flower market, v/as being used for storage;

but the evidence was not held to be sufficient to justify its

attack.

The Bataafsche Petroleum Company’s building was

attacked on 18 March by six Spitfires of No. 602 Squadron.

The attack appeared to the pilots to be very accurate*

500 lb, and twelve 250 lb. bombs were dropped and only one

Six

cluster missed the target. Later, photographs indicated that

ibid. Enel,103A. the damage wan not as great as had been thought; though an

intelligence report of 25 March stated that the German organ

isation occupying the building had been evacuated, A

further, and heavier attack was made on 30 March by No, 603

Squadron. Tr/elve Spitfires took part, each refuelling and

re-arming at Ursel after the first attack and bombing again on

‘the homev;ard journey. Over ten tons of bombs were dropped;

ibid. End, 102A. at least six direct hits were scored on the building and

eight near misses.

The Kurhaus garage at Scheveningen was also accurate

ly bombed in the heaviest single attack made by Fighter

Command during the ■vshole of its offensive against The Hague,

This took place on 22 March when 2i|. Spitfires of Nos, 603

and 453 Squadrons, each carrying one 500 lb, bomb and Wo

Theattacked the garage section by section.250 lb • >

squadrons refuelled and re-armed at Ursel and attacked again

In all, over twenty tons of

The full extent of the damage was not

but a ramp leading from the roadway to the first

just over three hours later.

bombs were dropped.

apparent;

floor of the garage collapsed under the bombing and the

A nearby transformerapproaches were heavily cratered.

Intelligence officers at Fighterstation was also hit.

/Command
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ibid. End. 103A,
para. 9

Gommand were doubtful v/hether the Germans had been driven

out of the gai'age but no more attacks were made upon it,

liTith these exceptions the efforts of the Command

were entirely directed against railways. Between 17 March

and 3 April, which T/as the last day on which any bombing

attacks were made, a total of 1,572 sorties.were flown by

Fighter Command against western Holland,

hundred were against ?;ail\7ay targets;

Nearly fourteen

the rest, including

the attacks on Ypenburg, were against specific objectives

directly connected dth the German firing troops.,.) - Against .

the latter targets some seventy tons of bombs were dropped

compared to over four hundred tons on railways,

of bombs dropped in this period of less than three weeks was

in fact higher than at any other stage of the offensive,

partly because the vreather was better and partly because

more use was made of Ursel.airfield for refuelling and

arising, which allov/ed double attacks to be made and 500 lb.

bombs to.be carriedc

The weight

re-

The effect of the offensive. was next to impossible

Many cuts v/ere made in stretches of track -

according to the interpretation of photographs no less than

three railway bridges and tv/o road bridges vrere

destroyed and fourteen mor^ daimged,

was taking place on Dutch railways at this time (it

significant that 'V’diile 8if M/t vehicles were claimed as

destroyed by Fighter Command during this period the

of. railway vehicles was only 14) and it \ms hard to say

whether this was because the Germans did not need or want

to use them or because they could not,

of railY/ay remained unrepaired after being broken;

others were repaired shortly after bombing.

There was, however, some evidence that the

Germans vrere at least inconvenienced by the attacks.

to estimateo

220;

But little movement

was

score

Certain stretches

C.O.S.(45)262(0),
16 April 1945,

/Since
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Since the autumn of 1944 the Inipelligence officers concerned

had accepted that Leiden Tfas- the only railhead for rocket

and the stations there had not been attacked only

because^ of. the congestion of civilian property in the noigh-

.  But on 1,8 Ivlarch 1945 photographs talcen by

• No. 26.Squadron of Fighter Gqromand revealed both at Leiden and

• The Hague the easily recognizable long railv/ay wagons on \vhich

supplie s;

(1)
bourhood

rockets were transported. Five days later a similar train

was photographed in Rotterdam station, and others were seen

PC/S. 39039/P'fc* bl, at Amsterdam in the latter part of March,
End, 103A.

The evidence was

slight enough but it bore the-interpretation that the direct

JLines from-western Germany throu^ Am.ersfoort and Utrecht to

Leiden v/ere being interrupted and that other routes, and

possibly railheads additional to Leiden, were being improvised.

On the basis of this intelligence the effort of

Fighter Command ■ during the last fev/ days of.March and the

first -three days of April was concentrated on the railways

Leiden-Yfoerden, Hague-Gouda, Aiiisterdam-Hilversum and Ainsterdam

/  - Utrecht, Special attention was paid to a bridge at

■Elinwijk v/hich carried the Utrecht-Yfoerden railv/ay over the

See Map -Ng,

Merwede Canal and to a junction of tracks on the line Yfoerden-

Brendi jk, • Repair work was vigorous at both places and

although raqny hits \-vere scored photographs taken on 2 April,

when the offensive was almost over, indicated.that.the lines

v/ere still serviceable.

Throughout the period 2nd Tactical Air Force was

operating further to the west in support of the advance

across the Rhine and also scored many hits on railway

Again, the damage that v/as caused wouldcommunications.

not make the Germans' task in bringing up rockets for firing

but to v/hat extent the rate of fire was affectedany .easier;

Ay

■* .

(l) Leiden main station is flanked on one side by  a hospital
and on the other by houses.
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by these attacks, as by those of Fighter CoimiaM, is still

not knovmt

Enemy Activity; Reactions of the Defences.

After the abnormally lov/ scale, of attack during

the week ,10-16 March when only 50 rockets had'fallen in the

United Kingdom there was a slight recovery, and between

17 and 23 March 62 rockets v/ere reportedt

On the 25th, 26th and 2yth, 7, 9

and 2 rockets fell,, the last at 16/f5 hours on the 2yth in

Kynaston Road, Orpington, making the 1115th rocket to be

b.

24 March was a,

day free, of incident.

, .

reported in the United Kingdom, And that was the end.

Of these 80 rockets, 34 fell in London, represent

ing a gross accuracy similar to that of earlier v/ecks, and

making a total of 518 rockets in the London Civil Defence

The tendency to fire princi-Region since 8 September 1944*

pally at night v/hich had been notiqed tov/ards the end of

February and v/hich was an index of the effectiveness of the

only thirty-six percounter-offensive remained veiy marked:

cent of these last.rockets fell in, daylight.

Casualties v/ould have been light during the period .  ,

compared to earlier weeks but for the ill-fortune which saw

the last rocket but one fall on a block of workers' flats.

The flats v/ere hit at 0721Hughes Mansions, in Stepney,

154 people were killed and 49 seriouslyhours on the 27thj

Casualties for the last fortnight totalled 308inj ured,

killed and 604 seriously injured compared to 394 killed and

763 seriously injured in the previous fortnight,

brought the total casualties from rockets for the whole

period of attack to 2,5i"l killed and 5869 seriously injured

in London and 213 killed and 598 seriously injured elsewhere.

These

The system for warning the London Passenger

Transport Board remained in operation to the end of the

Only five rockets escaped detection during theseattacks*

/last
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,  last days and v/amings were transmitted in all other cases.

If these had b5en given to the gener'al public in London it

meaht seyenty-five warnings for

four rockets falling in London.

a total of thirty-

In other words, approximate

ly Wice as mar^ vmrnings than vrere strictly necessary would
have been sounded. This was one of the factors affecting the

Radio Committee on the0.0.3.(45)262(0), findings of the Inter-departmental
para. 16.

feasibility of an effective public warning system,

time of some four minutes could have been obtained

reliance on existing G. H. stations but the number o

A warning

by

f framings

given to the London area for rockets that fell

have been over sixty per cent of all warnings sounded. A

reliable; system would have needed

outside wou

more-

considerable scient

ld

ific

of special equipment;and technical effort for the development

and in the general circumstances this

unvirarranted.

was held to be

A similar verdict was passed on the scheme of Anti-

Aircraft: Command for shooting at rockets ’.vhich was again
considered during the' last week in March. On 21 March,

Duncan Sandys, the chairman of the
C.B.C. (45)7 General Pile wrote to Mr,

War Cabinet 'Crossbow' Sub-Conmittee, and asked for permission

to cariy out experimental firing as the' time available was

He did not advance any scienti

fic estimate of the chances of detonating rockets as there
were so many imponderables 0).

set had recently been developed and he

chances of predicting where rockets

clearly becoming very short.

but an improved G.L. radar

considered that the

would fall were

/sufficiently

(1) General Pile cited the
tween a ^ unaccountable inconsistency be-

British analysis which proved that the
temperature of the rocket reached 1200°
that

surface

^  ̂ C and the fact
an unexploded rocket which had fallen in England

had a w^head casing covered in paint which showed __
signs of scorching. There was also no satisfactory
explanation of how it happened that a number of rockets
exploded in the air.

no
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sufficiently high to justify opening fire* A meeting of

the 'Grosshov/' Sub-Coranittee v/as held on 26 March as a

result of which a panel of scientists was set up to prepare

an agreed statement on the probable chances of success.

They reported the same day that on the assumption of Anti-

Aircraft Command that 400 rounds Y/ould be fired against any
j. ■ '

one rocket the chances of securing a hit were at best 1  in

Immediately General Pile again asked for permission to

fire, pointing out the possible value in the future of the

30,

C.B.C. (45)8, ■
Appdx, to Annex 1,

ibid. Annex 1, experiment and stating that he would attempt to treble the

number of rounds fired and thus treble the chances of a hit.

C.O.S.(45) ,
83rd iitg.

The proposal came before the Chiefs of Staff on 30 March

when it was decided that the chances of success were too

small to justify the possible adverse effect on public

morale, and permission was therefore refused.

Withdrawal of the German Batteries; Cessation ■G,

of Counter-Measures.

3 April it was obvious that, further rocket

attacks on the United Kingdom from Holland were unlikely

(though it was to be late in April before there vYas

positive. evidence that the launching troops had been with

drawn) ;. and on that day Air Marshal Hill stopped all

fighter-bomber attacks against v/cstern Holland and substi-

tued armed reconnaissances. These were maintained by

sections or pairs of fighters until 25 Ayjril. Plying bomb

attacks were even less likely in view of the photographic

evidence that the sites at Vlaardingen and Ypenburg had been

dismantled and that no new sites were being constructed.

Both flying bomb and rocket attacks against

Antv/erp had also come to an end at much the same time as

those , against London-;, in each case the last were fired on

23 March, The flying bomb sites in the Deventer-Hengelo

0.0.3.(45)262(0)
para, 3-6

area of Holland, which vrere the last an action against

Antwerp, were destroyed in the last days of March, To

/complete
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complete the picture of retreat and abandonaent there v/as

good evidence that K.G. 53* "vvhich had last launched flying

As forboabs in the middle of January, had been disbanded,

ro.cket-firing troops, as early as 21 March units previously

attacking Antwerp had begun to v/ithdraw to avoid being

Rhine ̂ . It wasibid, paras.9-11* trapped by the Allied advance across the

believed at the time that they had instructions to retire to

Nordhausen in the Harz mountains v/here the higher headquarters

of the rocket organisation had been concentrated.

April, in consequence, was a month of reduction and,

finally, of standing■dovm of all formations egnaged in rocket

counter-measures. On the 13th the watch for rockets was

0.0.3.(45)262(0) discontinued at all C. H. radar stations. On the 20th the
16 April 1945.
C.O.S.(45),
105th Mtg.,
20 April 1945.

Chiefs of Staff agreed that all flying restrictions over the

They also

instructed the Joint Intelligence-Sub-Committee to report the

possibilities of further attacks on England.

flying bomb defence zones could be cancelled.

On receipt

-of the report, v/hich stated that there was no, risk of flying

bomb attack and only a very slight chance of rocket attack,

they approved the discontinuance of all counter-measures.
C.O.S. (45),
115th Mtg, ,
2 May 1945.

0) The . crossing of the Rhine at Reuiagen by the U.S, Ariqy
was the occasion for the most accurate rocket firing
of which there is any record,
17 March and on the 18th eleven rockets fell in the
bridgehead, seven v/ithin five miles of the bridge.
If one vifild shot is excluded, the mean point of
impact was less than two miles duo west of the
bridge.

Between dawn on
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AF'EBiNSIX 1 ; KOTB BY TPIB VICB-OHIEP OP TPIE HgERIAL G-SNBRA.L

""staff oh Qm.mj LOHG R~afaElioGKET DEVBLOK/nilNT

C.OoS»(A5) 184 Co)

11th AERIL, 1943.

¥M CliBII'lET

CHIEFS OP STAFF COIMITTEE

GER1.IAN LONG EAITGE ROCKF/T DEVEK3B;IETT

Note hy the Vico Chief of the Igperial General Staff

It is felt that the Cliiefs of Staff should he iiiade aiTaro of

reports receivod in the War Office, since the end of 1942, of Geniian
experinents Tilth long-range rockets® Five reports have come from

several independent sources of varying reliability, and their nuriber

indicates a foundation in fact, hov/ever inaccurate their details may he®

Pai'ticulai's of these rockets, and an appreciation of the

potentialities of siich a weapon, are at Annex of which the essential

points are;~

2o

(a) Each rocket might carry an aj.nount of explosive at least
equal to that carried by the Genaan 1,000 kgo (2200 lb)
bombs

(b) The extreme range v/ould soon to be about I30 mileso

(c) OTiing to the inaccuracy of the rockets at long ranges
efficient attack would necessarily be limited to an area

target, such as London,

(d) Fnile we might hope tliat the preparation of the projector
installations vrould not be successfully concealed from

aerial observation, should vre fail to detect and destroy
them an attack could fall mthout any Tjarningo

(e) Bad vjeather conditions are no deterrent.

an

Even though v/e have no proof or even indication of action to

employ these rockets against us, so far, it is considered that the
indications are sufficient to justify talcing certain actions in view of

the po^Terful moral and surprise effect of such weapons^.

3o

In general the main thing is to forestall any employment of this

v/eapon, and we must therefore try to ensure, by aerial reconnaissance,
tliat the preparation of projector installations is detected at an early
stage, and that detection is followed by action to prevent these
weapons being brought to a state of readinesso

I therefore recomiTiand tliat:-

(a) air photographic cover obtained of likely areas should
continue to be closely examined for signs of projector
installations: a plan for fixture cover and interpretation
should be worked out carefully;

4o

(b) all South Eastern Observer Corps and R0A.0 flash spotting
stations be instructed to report any unusual^phenomena
which liiight be cormected with rocket projectiles,
initial ranging experiments vrould pirobably have to be

/(c) a detailed

since

caxTied out before fire for effect-;
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(c) a detailed plan should ho prepared hy vdiich a concentratod
attack on projector installations could be delivered at
short notice from the air;

the Ministry of Hone Security should be given mming of the
possibility of this fora of attack and the precautions being
taken. I do not consider it desirable to infom the public
at this stage, -when the evidence is so intangible;

the Mnister of Defence should be inforaed.

(a)

(e)

(Intld.) A.N.
V.C.I.G.S.

War Office,
9th April, 1943.

AMEX

GmUd<! LONG RANGE ROCKET DEVELOH^iMT

1. Historical.

As far back as Septeiaber 1938 xinconfirned reports were received of
the development of v/eapons to project by electro-mgnetic means
projectiles of a v/eight from 100 to 3000 tons to  a very long range,
London being specified as the eventual target,
unlikely and nothing has been heard of then since the end of 1939.

These v/ere considered

By July 1940 there had been sufficient reports on the dsvelo;pment
of rockets by the Geiraans for the possibilities of such weapons, even
though relatively shord: ranges vrere then involved, to be considered as
an aid to invasion.

.  By the end of 1940 the German Aray had in service a heavy rocket .
v/eapon, with a bomb weighing 180 lbs. and a range of just over 1 mile.
A fev/ months later a slightly lighter weapon with a bcaub weighiiig 70 lbs.
and a range of about 3? miles vns in service. Variations on these two
have been introduced since.

Since the beginning of this year there have been unconfiraod
reports of heavy rockets vath a range of 130 miles, again vath England
specified as the target.

Latest Reports.

The general trend of the reports received from various sources

in the first three months of this year, although all as yet unconfiraed,
suggests veiy strongly that the Geraans have been doing considerable
development vrork on the subject of long-range rockets. The reports
mention rockets containing 5 tons of explosive, and with ranges of 130
miles. Gyroscopic and radio control have both been mentioned.

Technical opinion considers that it is possible to attain this
range, but that while the weight of the completo rocket vrould be of the
order of 91" tons, the weight of the explosive head is unlikely to
exceed l^ tons, containing about l600 lbs. of explosivsw Such a
rocket would have a diameter of about 30 inches and a length of about

The projector would have to be some 100 yard$ long, unless
an extremely accurate method of directional control in flight has in
fact been developed.

2.

95 feet.

/3. Appreciation
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Appreciation of potentialities*

(i) Tfioile the exact fom of this .projectile is not lcno¥m it
should be recognized that the basic .problem is tliat of

.projecting a large weight of H.Eo a long distanoGo
following estimations are based on one particular
possibility vdiich has been studied in some detail by GoPoDop
but the order of mgnitude of the resulting fi,gures v/ould

apply to any fom the projectile raay takes,

Th..-

3o

( ii) The effectiveness of the explosive head of  a rocket must be
contenttaken as comparable with that of a bornbj and the H

of a head weighing tons night be about IbOO Ibo, isGo
slightly more than that of the norr,ial 1000 kgs bomb
total dai:ia.ging effect would, hov/ever, be greater o?/ing to
the heavier weight of the .projectile and its higher
terminal velocity« The effectiveness of the.se long range
rockets as a weapon nust, therefore, depend p>rd.ncipally
on the degree of accuracy which can be achieveda

p,

The

(iii) The principal advantages of long range rockets compared,
as an offensive weapon, with action by bomber aircraft
are: -

(a) The rocket attack cannot bo the subject of an early
warning as can aircraft*

(b) The rocket cannot be intercepted in flight by fighters
or attacked v/ith A^Ag Y/eaponso

(c) Bad Y/eather conditions are no deterrent*
can be used when aircraft vrould be grounded*

(d) Thera are no losses in trained personnel in the fomi
of air crevTS.

(e) Heavy attack in daylight is possible*

The .principal disadvantages from v/hich the long range
rocket suffers are:-

(i) The total expenditure of much labour and material in
metal and propellant ■■with each shot fii-ed*
case considered it v/ould amount to a total of nearly
10 tons, includin,g at least 4 tons of propellant, for
ever^/ 2800 Ibo effective 'weight of borab fired,

(ii) The relative inaccuracy as compared with bomber
At 130 miles range, the mean lateral

deviation is estimated to be at least 2-^ miles either
side of the target, very probably more, depending on
the degree of accuracy in manufacture
50^ zone 'would probably be at least 8 miles, and the
smallest profitable target for a concentrated attack
would be an area of about 64 square miles,

(iii) The substantial labour involved in installing each
projector, '.which, unless very carefully concealed,
cannot be expected to remain free from attack*

A rocket

In the

aircx’O-ft.

The lateral

Disadvantage (i) can perliaps best be illustrated by
conparisoncf alOOO rocket attack 'with a ra.id by 500 heavy
bombers carrya.ng an average of 2^ tons each, both attacks

The total expencl-ltureeffect*thus having equal H
of material for such a bomb raid, i,n roiuid figures wili

p

be: -
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2^ X 500
lo9 X 500

8 X 50

Bombs

Fuel

Aircraft

= 1250 tons

=  950

=  lf-00 tons (assuiae IC^ loss)

2S0d tonsTotal

On this scalo of raid some 250 - 300 air-crov/ personnel
would also be lost (based on scale of ICfo of aircraft lost)o

The comparable Gxpendituro in long range rockets vo.ll bes"

92' ^ 1000 = 9500 tons

Disadvantage (iii) is brought out by considering the forras
the projector could take, assuiaing control in flight is not
provided,

(i) Eniployment of a favourably sloping hillside, on vMch
a path to ca.TTj the projector rails, at least 100 yards
long, must bo p>i^Gpared,
be laid on the target, and there would be no traverse.

There seem to be three alternatives:™

In tMs case the path must

(ii) Bbring of a shaft down into the ground at a suitable
angle, a.gain laid on the target and again permitting.

Preparations in this case might beno traverse,

effectively'- concealed.

(iii) Ecployment of a structure in the open, with  a track
length of 100 yards, strong enough to carry the moving
load of 9'g- tons and to support itselfo Assuming an
angle of about 4-5° from the ground is nocossaryj 'bho
height of the "muzzle" end of the structure vrould be

about 200 feet in the air® Such an arrangement with
the provision of suitable gea.r could be adapted to
peniit of traverse.

Each of the three tyipes of installation v/ill require a crane

for the handling of the projectile, and since transport of

the rocket complete vrill be difficult ovd.ng to its length , ,
(95 fto)5,somo sort of assembly point v/ill be required in
the neighbourhood.

4o Conclusions.

(i) A rocket roughly equivalent in effectiveness to a 1000 kg.
bomb with a range of 130 miles is technically possible, but

considerations of accuracy linri.t employment to the attack of

area targets,

(ii) The Genaans have been pursuing develo;pment towards the
production of v/eapons of this type,

(iii) In terms of material expended it is a wastof-ul project, but
given certain conditions e. hea-vy attack on a big target
might be considered profitable,

(iv) If the preparations •'.vere not subjected to serious inter
ference, an attack could be launched "//ithout any early
warning, and there are no means of intercepting it.

(v) The only satisfactory counter-measure appears to be
destruction or damage to the projectors before they can
be used®



APFEMPix 2 . i by m. dtoicm saudys. Jon'T^p
PARLJjmiMY 3E5RST/i£Y. MPII
DIVISION OP KSSPONSIBILITDiiS IK im^ESgIG-Jf.CI0N3 INTO

Clj-At.I OF SUPPLY. ON THE

ammi iongimg-s rockets

Am?.ex -bo 0,0.8.(43) 525 (o), 19 Juno, 1943.

Division of Responsibilities

STJBJEGT RESPONSIBILITY DOR ACTION

lo IntelligenoG-r,

(a) Repoicta SfiTca Agents,

(b) InfoiTiation from
prisoners of ’<ra.ro

(c) Reports from the
Continent on economic

aspects*

2o Photographic Interpretaticna

The MqIo Branches concerned a.nd. the

Ministry of Bconaaic Warfare Tm.ll

continue to supply Mro Sandys v/ith
all available information o.n this

subjecto Mr« Sandys vdll pass on
sp;ch items of this information as

r^B.y be necessary to the Committoes
concerned v/ith the different aspects
of the problem,,

The Intelligence Staff, Air Ministry

Do of l7roT''.^lT~continue to infoirn
Mre Sandys of any conclusions they
may reach as a result of the
examination of aerial photograph,s
relating to this probleim and vdll.
fiimish him mth such other advice

or assistance vdthin their .sphor'o as
he may requii'e®

Operational,

(a) Reconnaissance Plights,

(b) Bombing attacks upon
development establislimonts,
factories or projector
emplacement s,

The Air Ministry Trill be responsible
for the co-ordination of all the,se

operational aspects of the problem*
For this purpose, a Caumittee has
been set up under the Chairmanship
of A.C.AoS*(OpSe)o The Air MirAstry
vd.ll receive from Mr. Sandys
recommendations for action under

(a), (b) and (c)j, which will be
addre,ssod as follows;"-

(c) Operation of R.D.F, and
Signals equipment and
sj>ecia3. training of
personnel.

(a) D. of I.(0)

(b) A,G.A,S.(Opso)

(c) D,G. of SigSo

(d) Fighter interception of
enemy .spotting and
x'econnaissance _planes.

/Ao Radiolocati'-’n.,
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SUBJECT EESPONSIBILITT K)R ACTION

4o Radiolocation* The liinistry of Aircraft
Production in consultation -vTlth

the other Departments concerned^
■ivlll be responsible for the
necessaiy technical planning and
for the provision of any addition
al equipnent required. An Inter-
Departmental Committee has been
set up for this puipose under the
Chairmanship of Sir Robert
TiTatson-Natt.

(a) Technical study of radio
methods of locating the
site from which the rocket

has been projected,

(b) Technical study of the
possibilities of diverting
or Jamming the rocket, if
radio-controlled.

(c) Technical study of methods
for communicating -^ra.rning
and operational data to all
authorities concemed.

(d) Preparation of plans for
putting into effect methods
evolved irnder (a), (b) and
(c) above,

(e) Supply and erection of any
additional equipnient
roquirodo

5* Deception; Security and Civil
Defence.

These aspects of the problem -will
be dealt v^ith by an Intor-
Departmental Committee of the
Home Dofence Executive luider the
ChaiKiianship of Sir Pindlater
StevTart,

(a) Preparation of plans to
deceive or, failing tlriat,
to confuse the enemy as to
the effect of his fire.

(b) Recommendations on policy
to be adopted in regard to
public vra.x’nings, security
and censorship,

(c) Special Civil Defence
measxires.

6. Mr. Sandya mil be responsible
for co-ordinating action under
the various heads above and for

rendering periodically to the
Chiefs of Staff a consolidated

report setting out the progres
made over the ’vhole field and

recommending any further action
necessaryo

o

Co-ordination,



AKPENJ^IZ 3 !  FOEMATIOH OF A DmECTORilTE W THE! AIR
'ivIINIS’flg Ip BE CONGERJ.3ED 'JITH INTELLIGMCE a® OPERjp

TioiTAL ASPECTS OF ‘CROSSBOW*

As the result of rocoinmendations by the chiefs of staff the
Minister of Defence has decided that the Air Ministry in the person of
the DoCoA.So shall ccntrtdisQ the work of the joint intelligence
committee and the operational staffs concerned with coui:itor’-^asures
against rocketSy pilotless aircraft and glider Tjoinhs dili’ccted against
the United Kingdoiiio

2o TO assist the D.C.A.S, in this task a special directorate has
The responsibilities of the Director arc as follov/s;-

(i) to co-ordinate within the Air Ministry'- all intelligence vrork
with all 'work connected with evolviig aaid putting into

effect counter-measures to meet the eneiigrts cmplo^nnent of

rockets, pilotless aircraft and glider borubs directed against
this countr^'o

been formed»

(ii) as E.ffecting the defenco of this countiu.’-, to stud^r in con
junction \vdth the intelligence staff and appropriate
tecl'inical end scientific experts, the development of

rockets, i>ilotless aircraft and glider bombs,

(iil) as affecting the defence of this countr;!/, and ii conjunction
v/ith the Intelligence stirff and appropi'iatc teclmical and

scientific experts to study and appreciate the construction 
'

and development of projector sites suitably planed for the

bombardment of targets in this countiy,

(iv) to keep in closest touch with the intolligonco staff and
particularly to advise on the operational requirements of

air roconnalssauce and other forms of intelligence,

(v) as a result of those studies and in conjunction with the
intelligence staff to a.pprecla.te the scale and nature of

these special forms of possible bombardment of this countrj-
and the probable timings of attacks*

(vl) to consider 'fLth the approTjrla.tc Directors and as necessary
vrith other Departments and appropriate advisers all possible
nieans of countering or delaying these special forms of
attack.

(vii) in conjunction with tho appx’opriatc D^-rcctors and Departments
to prepare outline plans and through A,C.A<,3o (Opsc)
institute executive antion for;-

(a) offensive counter measures by air force

(b) defensive mea.sures so far as Air Miiiistry
responsibilit3' is concomedo
forms of adr defence as well

measuresa

s.

This inclu
radio cou

des normal
nter

(viii) TO I'eviev; at frequent intervals the progress and results
of offensive counter-measures and, in tho light of these

reviews, to malco recommendations as to further action*

/B:q3ert scientific.
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Bcieritific advice.

The Dii'’ector is authorised to call on outside authorities foi’

vdifubever expert technical and scientific advice he considers nece

A great deal of advice on these subjects has been aiffordod in the pasa; by
the teclxnical auid scientific experts and specialist establishments oi'

the MiiT.istxy of supply as well as by M,A,P,
the experience of these authorities should not be v/asted or the useful

functions which the3r have performed in the past be checked or obandonedt

The pirectoi- should, therefore, see that the maximum value is obtained
by continuing to consult them on matters appropriate either to the
intelligence aspect of the problem or on the technical mid scientific
aspects of countei’ measures as appropriate,
is required from authorities in the Ministry of supply, application
Y/ill be made to the joint parllamentar^r secretary of the Ministrj^ of
suppler tlirough his Military staff officer.

3,
ssa r,7.

it is most desirable that

rhero advice and assistance

Special Duties,

in order to facilitate co-ordination betvreen the intelligence
staff and the Operational staff, the hus been appointed
chairman of the spcci.al sub-committee of the J,I,C. established to
consider all intelligence matters connected -with this subject, so for
as the v/ork of this coinmittee is concerned, the pii’cctor v/ill report
jointly to the J,I,C, and to the D.C,il,S,

SO far as his purely*" Air Mii-istry duties axe concerned, he
will report to the DtC»l«S» bsut' for the initiation of approved coimtor
measures he will deal with the appropriate operational directors through

/.cC,i\,S, (Ops,), on matters of Intelligence he V7ill deal with the
Directors of intelligence (o) or (r) and A,D.I. (Science) as appropriate, gs."
or if he considers necessaiy, directly v/ith A,C.A.S,(l).

Ooriiposition of the Directorate.

4.

5.

The Directorate ndll initially consist of;-

1 Air commodoi’e (Directoi-)
1 Vfing comroander (Assistant Director)
1 squaclron Loader
2 i^llght officers or section officers

Oivilian asslstantso

6,

Ail’ Gommodore pellji', m»C» been appointed Director, and wing commander
Lamb is filling the appointment of Assistant Director, Action is being
token to establish the Directorate,

Location

until accoi'arnod£.ition can be found in the Air Mii^-istx^!-, Y/hitehadl,
the Director is pro'/is-ionallj^ accomfiodated at Horseferry Read,
7.

D,C,A,S.

23rd November, 1943*



AirmroiX 4 ; POSSIEM Egl^CT OF FIJBTG BOIffl ATTACK ON

Tim pn/ASioN 03? Wh-mi ’

HSAJjQmUlTIilRS C033AC

The Secretarj^'y
Chiefs of Staff Committee,
Offices of the Yfar Cabinet» 20th December 1943«

DITEDBI BEPORT BY C0S3AC Oli TUB! EFfECT OP ^CROSSBOiy^

ON ^OVEHTjOHD^

OBJECT,

In accordance with the instructions of the Chiefs of Staff:"

(a) To consider what effect an attack by ’CROSSBOW'* on the
ports on the SOUTH Coast would be likely to have upon
the launching of ’0?/ERL0ED’,

(b) If it is considered that the effects would be serious, to

exajiiine vdaether any steps could be taken to mount ’OTERLORD’
from bases out of range of ’CROSSBOW’; and, if so, by v/hat
date a d.ecision to do so w'-ould ha've to be made.

1,

ASSmtPTIONS,

It is difficult to estimate the full ®ffeot of this form of

attack in default of firrther intelligence, particularly on the folio-w

ing point

2,

Cl •

(a) '/Thether, in fact, the -vreapons can be directed on targets
other than those which are indicated by the present
information as to the alignment of their construction,
i<,e, on LO'KDON (90^) and BRISTOL (lOjg),

(b) Whether the extreme range is limited to IkO miles.

The limits wdthin vMch lower ranges are possible,

(d) The capacity for sustained attack,

3, For the purposes of this examination, the following assumptions,
based on COS (43) 7S0 (o), have been made:-

(a) That 100 'CROSSBOW' sites vrould be used against '0?/35IRIDRD',

(b) Tliat 100^ effort is equivalent to 2,000 tons of bombs
per 24 hours sustained throughout -bhe 24 hours,

(c) That a warhead of 1,200 lbs is used,

(d) That the accuracy of the attacks would not exceed that of
■previous GAF bombing eittacks on this country.

(c)

(e) That the extreme range is limited to 140 miles,

be directed onto any area vdthin(f) That the •'weapons can

range.

/AR33IAS LIABLE
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ARSA3 LIAEIiS TO ATTAGIO.

the map attached at Appendix *A® shov/s the
The per-

On these assim^^tions^

areas of EI'IGLAjMi) witliin range of knovm 'CROSSBOW'  ^ siteso
centage figure gives the proportion of sites vrithin range of each areas

^!-o

that LORDOW and POETSJv©UTH are 'vithin the 100^
zone, the TIlAiiSS Estuary in zone, IPSiAECa
IGfo zone, SOUTHM.ffTOl'T and the SOLHiT in the 30fo zone and BRISTOL and
PLIMOUTH in the 10;i zonoo This last zone includes the coast from
L'MU'TCtTON Westvaixls to PLBIOUTH inolusiveo

It ’rill he seen.5o
and PELIXSTOvTE in the

PART I

EPPSCT OP 'CROSSBOW ON i.SSAUIiT AND FOILOW-UP

Bffect of Attack on Launching Assault and Pollo’o~"Upo

6o During the assemhly pei-iod prior to em’barlation, the ports he™
t\:/een NEWLAWEN and PLBiOUTH^'^dll be filled to capacity 'vvith ships and
craft talcing part in the Assault; the heaviest concentration being an
IXlRTSI'iEOUTH and SCUTILWTON v/here the threat ’vould bo considerablec

The bertliing and assembly plans for these ports vri.ll thereiore ̂ require
revision in order to introduce an acceptable degree of dispersion®

of this vdll require time to investigate®
the THAIi'IES and BRISTOL CHANtlEL

The
The Eb.ll implications
follovr-up forces assemble for loading in
areas and consist of Landing Ships and Craft, H»T. Ships and coasters®
A fair degree of dispersion is ensured, but hero again further dlat’
poraion vrlll be nepos,sa3y,-

During the loading peaciod the LST AND IDT hards afford a con
siderable measure of dispersions The marshalling ai’eas lor the ̂
embai’kinp" troops are -within 5 or 10 miles of the embarkation pD.ai'-.s
but are generally outside the port towns themselveso The rnain^ assaubly

’ the Naml forces and craft aftor loading are in the vxciniuy
the SOIILIT and SPITHEAD in the case of

fair degree of dispoi’sion for craft®

8, It is concluded that o’vdng to the small size of the ships and
craft composing the assault forces and the degree i
embarkation points and in the naval assembly areas, ‘CR0u&B0W_ aouack
vrould not preclude the launching of the assault fi-om the SOJTIi Coasuo
There must be, however, a risk of casu-xlties both to embarlcing personnel
and to craft, nmibers depending on the scale, density, axid conuinuity of

is dosirabla therefore to invostiga-te the^^possibiiioy
Assault from outside the ^’ Ofo zone, i»e®, vVEST of

7

JT»

areas xor - ^ -

of the largo ports,
SOimLUIPTONi

e®go,
their extent ensures a

the attacks it

of launching the
SOUTimiETONo

Courses of Action Open®

Tvro courses of action must be considered!"

(a) To remove the threat by mounting
out of range of 'CROSSBOY/',

(b) To reduce the threat by reducing the concentration^of
forces in the -viilnerable central sector and effecting
the maximimi dispersion to the less vuilnerable sectors of
the SOUTH Coast®

Course (a).

the assault from bases

9.

out of range of 'CROSSBOW comprise those on the J)UEi
Coast to the ̂ ,7EST of PLB®UTH, on tho WIST Coast those ™H of and
i-xicluding the BRISTOL GmiKNEL ports and on the EAST Coasu tho^e lORT

/of SOUTHWOLD®

lOo Bases
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of B0UTI-Pi70LD,

It has not boon possible in the time availablo to carry out a

dctailod examimtion of the potential bases on the’FAST and ffflST Coasts
NORTH of the -CROSSBOW' areas Generally speaking^-, hovreverj either by
reason of their size cs? their present functions they possess small
berthing and accommoda-bion capacityo This would entail splitting
•oho assault fo-rces into small units vd.th a consequent adverse affect on

training^ and may also encroach upon existing acti-vatie

11®

iJ9

In general also the almost complete absence of hards and the12®

difficulty of finding suitable assault training areas and beaches would
lia.yo an additional serious affect on the training of the forces®

To launch the assault from such bases it would bo necossarjr forIJ'o
tlie forces on -'che EAST and ®ST Coasts to sail  a considerable time before

D day, oeiiairly v/ell before a relia.ble weather forecast foi- D day
could be made, in order to allow for bad Yi/eather on the pas
LiiTOS Il'ID and for delay due to the probability of enemy interference on

EAST Coast by minelaying, light' surface craft and air attack® In
if not impossible, to ensure

ge roundo
bu.

'cne

these circumstances it vrould be difficult,
the necessary accurate timing of the assault*

The above conditions vrould necessitate turning 'CVERIDRD' into

a long sea voj^-age operation for lYhich a large proportion of the assault
forces (in particular the LCT and support craft) is unsuited® The
initial assa'cilt could therefore be oifly on a very reduced scale and
could be undertaken only against weak opposition®

11-0

From the above it is concluded that 'OPERLORD* cannot bo

launched in its present form uniess the assault forces finally assembue
on and sail from the SOUTH Coast®

Course (b)®

It T/oiA.d be po
by i-eduoing the concen
Considerable dispersion could be achieved by spreading the short range
craft over the whole SOUTH coa.sto

15®

ible to reduce the threat to the assault forces
ration in the central SOUTH coast sector’®

16. ss

ti

From a preliminary oxa-mination it would appear possible to

spread the forces based on POETSIOUTII and some of' those at SOUTHAI.CFTON
to the PT.YiWnuCH area and -ports further vfflST v.'-horc some resei-we capacity

This

17 o

and those based in the Tfm3S to the IPSWICH area®exists;

course, hov/ever, has the follo’/ang implica
J..

■ions:

(a) The landward arrangements for assembly and loading
v/ould liave to bo completel.7 re«pi.ai'medo It is doub-eful
if the execution of -the ac-t’aal T/ork could be coimpleted
in the time available®

(b) Considerable fresh woi’k on fuelling and maintenance
arrangements in the South-West Y/ould be necessary.

(c) More hards may be ix'quired if sites for them can be found®

From the above it appears doubtful if it v/ould^be practicable
in the time available to revise the plan to any appreciable extento
It is therefore conc'luded that, in the main, the existing plan for
launching the assault and follovY-up must stand, but that the maximum

craft must take place
casualties during

18®

degree of dispersion of ships and short-range
during the period priorc to loading, and. the risk of
embarkation and assembly be accepted*

/FMIT II
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EFF&;CT OF ‘CEOSSBOT/* ON TIRS BUILD-UP /J® STORES M07®£KMT

The build-up is sailed partly in naval ships and craft from the
same areas as the assault and partly in MT ships and coasters from

LONDON, SOUTH/ilviFTON and the BRISTOL CHANILEL po'rts,
being the SOUTILaUd’Oii-PORTSIviOIJTH area,

stores ship is practically entirely from the same ports.

The considerations in parase 7 and 8 apply to the sailing of naval
ships and craft from the SOUTH Coast as in the case of the assault
forceso

round and consequent sloT,d.ng of the build-up.

The loading of the I® and Stores shipping depends on adequate
civil doo.k labouro

maintain the build-up and stores shipment through LONDON and
SOUTILii/IPTON for ’OTORLOED' in conditions niiT-dlar to the raids of 194-0/41o
If^ hovever, *CR0SSB0T7' results in a 24 hour bombardment sustained over

a number of days, the difficulty of housing, feeding and transporting
dock labour to their v/ork and the intermption of essential services

and communications, v/ould probably make it impossible to maintain the

full scale of build-up and stores shipment through those ports.

19

the centre of gravity
Stores shipment by coaster and

20o

Any movement the Westward would result in a longer tur?ri«
.5-
GO

21 o

It is considered that it might be just possible to

It is therefore necessary to examine whether it would be

practicable to handle the MT and Stores shipping v/lthout the use of the
ports of LONDON and SOUTHMiPTONo

22,

To do this will involve the increased use of the BRISTOL CILiiWEL

A detolled examination vdll be

It can hov/ever be

23«

and possibly the use of the MERSEY,
necessary to determine whether it is practicableo
said at once that the diversion of this proportion of the MT shipping
to Western ports would liave the follomng repercussions

(a) It would either necessitate the provision of considerable
extra shipping or Yrould result in a decrease in the rate of

build-up.

(b) It would involve considerable changes in the plans for the
concentration of Army formations and their movement to

ports of embarl’ntion,

(c) It would invol.ve new arrangements for the staging and
asse:'T.bly of tr-oops and ;probably additional constructional
vrorka

(d) It -would raise complications in the assembly and control
of convoys and probably also in the arraaigoments for the
sea and air escorts.

It is recornnended that a detailed exaraination be made24=

immediately.

P®iT

SUlffl'.IARY OP CONCLUSIONS

(a) ffihat it is not possible to launch 'CVERLDED* in its
present form unless the forces assemble on, and sail from,
the soul’ll Coast.

25o

/(b) That
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("b) That 'CROSSBOT/* attack \7ould not preclude  “ though it nilght
prejudice - the launching of the assault from the SOUTH
Coastj the probability of casualties to embarking personnel
and craft makes it desirable to move the assa’ult forces, if
practicable, W3T of SOUTHMlPTOI'Ic

(c) That the movement of assault forces to bases out of range
of 'CROSSBOW' ’uould have serious repercussions on training,
mth consequent loss of efficiencyo

(d) That the movement of the assault force to the Y/estv/ard
would have such implications as to make it doubtful v/hether

ttie landv7ard arrangements could be revised in the time

available, and consequently that, in the main, the existing
plan for the assault and follow-up must stand, and the
risk of casualties be accepted. Within the limits of
practicability, hov7ever, the maxirflum degree of dispersion
must take place in the period prior to, and during,
embarkation,

(o) Since the handling of WS and Store ships depends largely
on civilian personnel, it is undesirable to rely on the

full capacity of the ports of SOlITHi'JvIPTON and LOlffiON for

this purpose. In viev/ of the iraplications of this on

the provision of shipping and rate of build-up, a detailed
examination of the proposal should bo made forthwith.

(f) That if the plan is to be altered a decision must be made
at once in order that the provision of land'mrd facilities
for emba.rkation and fuelling and maintenance arrangements
in the South-West area can. be initiated. HoT/ever, no
movement of naval forces need take place until the assembly
period, unless the nature of the throat has previously
declared itself. ‘

F.E. MORCM

Lieutenant-General,
Chief of Staff to the

Supreme Commander (Designate)
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HOI'-IB DSgBNCE EXECUTIVE, ON CIVIL FfiEPMAglONS AGAINST gLYIWG

BOMB AND ROCKET ATTACK

Norfolk House,
S.Wolo

l8th PeBruary, 1944o

’’CROSSBOW"

CIVIL PREPARATIONS

lo ItCTRODUCTION.

The fundamental difficulty in making plans and preparations to

meet CROSSBOY/ attack is the lack of any fiim information as to the

precise nature of the threat mth v/loich Tire are facedo The enemy is
knoTm to be developing a number of weapons of the rocket or jet
propelled type, and, while we have now a fair amount of information as
to the potentialities of some of these, we cannot be certain which of

them vdil be turned against the United Kingdom. It is, hov/ever,
becoming clear that there are really only two weapons in the field so
far as.the immediate future is concerned -■ the long-range rocket and
the, pilotless aircraft.

To talce the latter first, the Air Staff are satisfied that the
enemy intends to use this T/eapon against us as soon as ho is in a
position to launch an attack on a sufficient scale to make it worth
while. The weapon is simply a pilotless plane v/ith. some form of
automatic control, and the weight of the Tra.r-head' of high explosive
will probably be of the order of 1 ton and is certainly not likely to
exceed Ry tons. At the time of writing the Air Staff give the follov/ing
estimated scale of attack, assuming no serious interference by bombing
with the constructional work on the projectors (an unlikely assumption)

By mid March not exceeding:-

(i) an initial "blitz" equivalent to 400 tons of bombs spread
over a period of 10 hours. This is approximately the same
scale of attack as that experienced in the blitzes of April
and Ifey, 19^41.

(ii) two repeats of (i) above at 48 hour intervals,

(iii) thereafter, 600 tons a month of which 400 at most can be in
one "blitz" of 10 hours.

If sustained attack is adopted, 20 tons per.day.

To the above must be added the weight of bombs which might be dropped by
the G.A.P., which is now thought unlikely to exceed 250 tons in a heavy
attack, or 100 tons on two or three nights per. vaek.

The maximum combined scale of attack by pilotless aircraft and
bombers is, therefore, considered unlikely to exceed the equivalent of
some 650 tons spread over a period of ten hours, and the maximum
sustained rate, some 120 tons on tvTO or three nights por woolw

It Y/ill be clear that there is no fundamental difference betyreen
attack by pilotless aircraft and by ordinary bombing planes, except tliat
the attack might be continuous throughout the 24 hours; the weight
of the -war-head is not likely to be greater than that of^the heaviest
bombs, and the speed of approach (estimated at 300-400 miles per hour)
is not such as to \dtiate altogether the existing public v/aming system.

/This is not
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This is not the case v/hcn 7/e come to consider the long-range
rocketo Our infonrration on this subject is much less definite than

that on the pilotless aircraft, and this notyd-thstanding that it v/as the

first throat to emerge® There is, however, little doubt that the enemy
is preparing to use a v/eapon of tliis IcLnd against uso Bombardment vdth
such a 7/capon presents a very different problem from that of the air-raid

or even the attack vrith pilotless aircraft. Like the latter, it could
be continuous day and nightj but the size of each individual "incident”

might be enoimously increased, and moreover the high speed of approach
vrould render the existing public wanaing system useless®

Partly because the long-range rocket vra.s first in the field, and
partly because for the reasons given it faces us v/ith a much more

difficult paroblem, yre have tended to concentrate on it rather than on

the pilotless aircraft vdien considering "GROSSBOT/" plans. The greatest
difficulty has alvra.ys been the lack of any firm appreciation of the

_probability of attack, to set against the cost in effort and material
of malcing ourselves ready to meet it; but the problem is primarily one
of insurance, and vdiatever the probability of attack the possible con
sequences of non-insurance are so sei-ious as to justify the payment of
a reasonable premium.

Broadly speaking, preparations to meet the new danger are of tvro

types - firstly, there are those measures v/hich mil have to be
implemented immediately the attack starts, v/hatever its strength or
duration, and secondly there are the measures v/hich Y/e Ysill be forced
to take in case of serious and persistent bombarljnent. Preparations of
the first type must be complete; for example, the warning signal Yri.ll
have to operate from the time the first projectile is fired, and must
therefore be held ready to go into operation at any moment. The Gabinet
have approved a noimber of such preparations; but, as regards plans to
meet prolonged bombardment, thej?- have decided that these can for the
moment be kept at the paper stage, and tliat imterial and effort must not
be diverted to them to the detriment of other v/ar needs.

In considering vdri.ch is the most likely objective against Y/hich
the enemy mill direct the nev/ Y/eapons, it should be realised tliat the
fire Y/ill admiost certainly be inaccurate; it lie.s been estimated that

” the missiles only vrould fall mtliin a
The margin of error of these dimensions

large target as the most likely objective, and it

rouglily no more than 30)% oi
circular area if miles in radius,

clearly pomats to
is generally agreed tliat, Y/hile there are other important targets
Vvrithin range, the weapon is most likely to be used first against London.
The basic assumption throughout this paper is that London Yri.ll be
attacked. The’ Air Staff are, hoY^ever, of opinion that Bristol is
the second probable targets Portsmouth, ’'Southampton, Poole and
T/oymouth arc all possible objoctivos.

SEC'dRITY,II,

InfoCTig.tion of G-ovomment Officials.(a)

The Gabinet have ruled th3.t those Ministers reponsible for

prepairi-ng plans to meet the GROSSBOTf danger should be given discretion
to infoim such of their officials as they thinic necessary of the

possible employment by the enemy of novr forms of weapons to attack
London and the South-East of England. In conveying tliis information,
it vra.s to be. made clear that it y^s not certain that such an attack

would take place, and that consequently preparations involving diversion
of effort must be kept to. the absolute minimum.

Much has appeared in the Press on the subject of the enemy’s
neir vreapon, but this 1ms all been unofficial, and, if it were to get
about t'hat the Government themselves werb disturbed by the now threat,
the effect on public o;pinion might be serious, and the enemy vrould be

/ forov/ai-ned as
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forGv;arucd as to our preparations. In implomenting the Cabinet decision

Departments generally have therefore mado every effort to keep the number
of people 7dth full kno’vledge of the danger as aniall as possible con
sistent pith adequate planning.

In the particular case of Regional staffs, it is clearly
necessary that Departments should be governed by  a common doctrine?,-
difficulties are bound to occur, if, of officials of the same standing
attached to different Departments, some knov/ of the nev/ danger and
some do not. It has therefore beeja agreed that all Departments should
tell their "Regional representatives" in the areas likely to be subjected
to attack (Regions 4-, 6, 7 and 12)* In some cases it lias been
necessary to go further than this - for example, the Ministry of Home
Security have had to tell all Regional Commissioners, since, •'vhile some
Regions mil not themselves be likely to suffer boimbardment, they itiay
vrell be called upon to provide Civil Defence reinforcements for a less

fortunate Region* Similar considerations apply in the case of the

Regional Controllers of the Supply Departments, the Ministry of Production
and the Factory and Storage Premises Control, any of v;hom may be called
upon to make emergency arrangements to carry on production vdiich may
have to be moved from the target area either beforehand or as a result

of the attack* It is also very likely that, in planning, inter

departmental contact my be necessary at levels lover than the Region*
To meet this point it lias been agreed that Regional representatives
should themselves be responsible for initiating such contacts,
subject to general directions from their Departments, they should have
discretion to inform their ovm subordinates of the danger v/hen inter
departmental contact at a level lo’ver than Region is clearly- desirable;
the Regional representatives mil be •v/am.ed to tell any subordinate to
whom they impart this Icnowiedge that it should not be passed on to any
one mthout their authority* In the same way. Service authorities

desiring to make contact v/ith their opposite numbers on the Civil side
ivill go through the Regional representatives of the Civil L.G,pa.rtments.

and that,

0^) Control of the PreS3*

(l) Under Long-Range Rooket Attack*

In view of the fact that there may, if the worst happens, ,be

some delay between the explosion of the first rocket projectile and its
notification (see III belo'w), it 7/ill only be possible to safeguard
ourselves adequately against the publication of material of use to the
enemy by issuing prior notice to the Press vfhen the use of the -neYir

Editors have already been informed by the Hcame
Conferences and in a confiden-

7/hen ■

7veapon appears likely.
Secretary of the new danger at t77o Pre
tial letter, and it v/ill simply be necessaiy to remin/i them of this '
the time comes -and to ask them not to print anything on the subject
other than official announcements for a period of 48 hours after the

first attack; . this v/ill give a breathing space in which the Government
decide the form which the necessary public announcement, on the

subject' should take, and consider what fhrther guidance for editors

ib required.

can

There are three possibilities;-

(i) 7TC riajr get clear evidence that rocket bombardment is about
to staid;;

(ii) vre may get no such evidence, the first T/arning being the
detection by radio location of the firing of the' first
projectile;

(iii) v/e may know nothing at all until the first projectile
arrives*

or

/Draft private
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Draft private and confidential letters to editors have nov been

preparedo The first of these 7d.ll be used if there is no prior warning
of the a.ttack, and ’.vill siraply ask editors to publish nothing about it
for a.t least 48 hours* The second d.raft, for issue if and v/hen it is

decided that rocket attack is iraridnent, asks editors to niaintain press
silence in the saiue 7?ay for 48 hours after the first attack; and it
adds tliat, since it i;:ay in practice bo difficult to distinguish betv/een
the bursting of the projectile and that of a bomb (or an explosion at
an aiiffiuuiition dunip or cordite factory) all possible precautions should
be taken to ensure that nothing is published about any unusual incident
77hich might be due to the rocket* A third draft on lines very similar
to the second will be used if the varning to editors is made at the

sajue time as a public announcement about the nev/ danger*

(2) Pilotless aircraft attacko

In the event of pilotless aircraft attack there are tvYo

possibilities -

(i) vra may get clear evidence that pilotless aircraft attack
is about to start;

(ii) 7/e may Imov/ nothing at all until the first projectile
arrives.

(i) As it is possible-that this form of attack might not be at
once distinguished from an air raid,, or might occur at the same time

as an air raid, it v/ill be necessary to take steps to modify the
existing instructions to the Press on the subject of the reporting of
air raids,

is being prepared by the Ministry of Home Security and the Ministry of
Infoimation in consultation, and this v/ould be issued on information

As in the

A draft letter to- Editors covering all the points involved

.  being received that pilotless aircraft attack v/as iimrainent,
case of the long-range rocket the letter v/ill impose a stop on publica
tion for 48 hours*

(ii) For the arrangements in the event of attack \/lthout v/aming,
see under III*

(o) Fostal and telegraph censorship*

It 77ill not be possible to guarantee the prevention of any

lealoage of infomation to the enemy about the effect of liis fire throu^
postal and telegraph clxomels, and the most v/e can hope to do is to
delay such leakage as long as possible.

(i) In the case of mail, the min danger of leaJcage is in letters
to Northern Ireland - there is 10^ censorship on letters to
Eire and neutral countries, and, in the case of letters to

U.S.A. and the Dominions, the time of transit is such tlmt a

considerable delay vrould automatically be imposed,
and Telegraph Oensorship 7/111 not be able vrith their
existing staff to impose 10Q/'2 censorship on all letters
from Great Britain to Northern Ireland, because of other

comiaitinents of operational impor-tance; it v/ill hov/ever

bo possible to impose a selective approximate IQOfo
censorship on mils from any part of southern England,
7vhich covers all the likely targets,

(ii) Telephone communication betY/een Great Bidtain and Ireland
presents considerable difficulties, since Allied and
nei.itral diplomats are permitted to speak in their own

language. The Foreign Office have hov/ever agreed tha.t.
during the period of the eraorgency. Allied (except U,S*)

/and neutral

Postal
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and neutral dlplon^atic callers vn.ll be told by telephone
operators that their calls to Ireland can only be accepted
if they are made in English; and instructions will be

given by the Postal and Telegraph Censorship Department
to intermpt any such calls in a foreign languagOo
The Press have private telegraph lines to Ireland not
subject to normal censorship control and special measures
to prevent leakage of information through this channel
have been taken*

(iii) In the case of telegrams, at least % hours delay already
(but not foreign government or

telegrams to the Iberian Peninsula, Swodeno,
Other overseas personal telegraias

exists in personal

coinraorcial) t
Svn.tzerland and Turkey*
to insecure destinations can be made subject to a similar
delay, for a period v;hich might in all cases bo extended
unofficially to a limited extent v/ithout undue conment.
In addition, the Foreign Office have agreed to issue to

Allied (except UoS<.) and neutral diplomatic staffs in
London a circular asking them to refrain from any refer...^nces
to the CROSSBOYf attack in their cypher telegrams, and

vmrning then that these telegrams may be delayed*
and Telegro-ph Censorship Department vd.ll give instructions
for outvjard YLllicd (except UoS*) and no\itral diplomatic
telograjas (overseas and to Eire and Northern Ireland), in
cypher or foreign language, to be delayed for hours*

Postal

(iv) Travellers to Eire and neutral countries also constitute a
possible danger, particularly when the3'- make the journey
by air. Leakage through this chnnnel could only bo
stopped by delajdng the travellers, and the objections to
this are substantial.

In short, while, there is little hope of eliminating altogether
the risk of leakage, it is fairly safe to assume that infornxition of
value to the enemy vri.ll take some time to gat there* The problem of
Ireland is diffiault; but on the other hand it is understood that the^
enemjr lias not in Eire an organisation comparable to that which exists in
neutral countries capable of collecting the minor indiscretions of

individuals and piecing them together to obtain an important piece of
infoimation.

It is relevant.here to consider the arrangements v/hich Postal

and Telegraph Censorship can make to maintain their work if and when
London is heavily bombarded,
outgoing surface and air nails vrill be diverted to provincial centres
such as Ivlanchester, Liverpool and Bixminghaia for examination; until
such diversion becomes nocessaiy, the intention is that, so long as the
staff no’v working in London are ablo to . reach their places of work, they
should continue to do so. In the case of telecamunications, the

telegraph censorship examiners vrill work in the protected accommodation
available at the Central Telegraph Office and at the cable stations ••
there is of

centres in the provinces,

point of transmission*
untonablo, the censorship vrill bo carried out at the emergency cable
stations which exist in the outer London area, and if necessary also

at the W/T Stations belonging to Cable, and Yfireless Ltd,, in East
Anglia and the ¥est of England; and if these too are put out of
action, the telegraph censorship vrill despatch its staff to operate at
the actual cable heads on tho South West coast unless it should be

decided that the Cable Cempanies should operate at sane new

points. Postal anf. Telegraph Censorship ha’vo rsquestod the^ General
Post Office to discuss tlrcsc changes of location for tolc-gxaplm-c
op; rations vrith Cable Cesmpanios
the censorship plans can conform;

In the case of postal communications,

course no possibility of routing to convenient exaaiiimtion
since the exai-rination must take place at the

IP the cable stations in London are rendered

intermediate

, both British and foi®ign, so that .
in these discussions there will bo

/no specific



no GpsGific reference to "CROSSBOV,'*', and the approach vdll be mndo- •i.lth
reference to the Prdme ln.niGter®G recont etatenent in Parliancnt that an

intcncificd boinbardnaont of London i,o to be expected
chip vd.ll Gontime to be conducted in London as long as possiblej and
If the Lond-on contre bocsxic mtcjnablo the oxtcmal telephone cirsuits
V(dll at that stage have to be routed outside Lojodon for oCiaoorBliip at.
provincial centrao®

Tolophonc- conoor^

IIIo ERI.0R YfAimim OR ATTACK, MD NOTIFICATION OF FIRST PROJECTILE.

The Air Staffj, in consultation vri.th the Joint Intelligence
Coramitteey are responsible for co-ordinating reports from photographic
reconnaissance and intelligence sources, and vd.ll keep the Chiefs of
Staff informed of the situation. It seems therefoi’e reasonable to hope
th£.'.t at sene stage the Chiefs of Staff vd.ll be in a position to say that
the attack v/ith the ne’v v/oapons is imminent. If this should be possible,
the Cabinet at that stage vdll be asked to consider the question of a
public announcement (see Section V belov/) and the issue of the appropriate
letter to editors (see Section Il(b) above). If the public announcement
is in the event made, the Ministry of Hone Security mil at once take

steps to bring the special public vr).ming system for long-range rockets
(see Section IV balov/) into operation.

On the other hand it is possible tiiat, if the enemy decided on a

short expermental attack in the near future, this v/ould cone vdthout it
being possible to give any prior vro.rning»

(l) Long-range rocket. There are tvro possibilities:

(a) the firing of the first projectile mi.ght be detected by
radio location at one or more of the special Radar
stations on the South coast;

(b) the Radar vjatch might fail to record the first projectile,
in vjhich case the first vre should knov/ of it vrould be its

arrival at its target.

If the first of these alternatives happens, H,Qo, A.D.G-.B. vdll

at once inform Hone Security War Room, %vho vdll thereupon vatch for any

reports of abnon:ial explosions. Such an explosion vdll be reported at
once to Fighter Gaumand, and as soon as it can be confirmed that it vra.s
in fact due to a rocket the laain operating Departments vdll' be told; at
this stage' the Ministry of Inforr.iatlon vdll issue the appropriate letter
to editors, and the Ministry of Home Security 'vdll prepare the 'public
announcement for ii'xiediate issue.

If on the other hand the Radar v/'atch fails to record the first

the initial v/amirig vdll be the abnormal explosion caused

the Ministry of Information have arranged
projectile
by its arrival at its target;
to hold up any reports of such explosions until they have been checked
with the Ministry of Home Security, and the latter Department have
arranged to report any abnonnal explosions to the Air Ministry and the
Ministry of Infomation, Confim'nation vdll be obtained as soon as

possible that the abnonml explosion is due to a rocket, and thereafter ^ -
the saiae procedure as before applies. These arrangements vdll
operate for notifying the firing of the first projectile whether or not
there has been any prior v/aming.

)

In the case of pilotless aircraft,
the first we should knovir of it vrould be

The attack might not be at once

(2) Pilotless aircraft,
attack without prior vira.rning,
the arrival of 'the projectile,
distinguished from an air raid, or n'light occur at 'the same time as an
air raid. In the event of an isola'ted incident occurring which was

suspected to be due to pilotless, aircraft arrangements have .been made
’whereby the Ministry of Home , Security vrould inform the Miidstry of

/informtion of
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Inforciation of the fact that an incident was suspected to have been

caused by pilotless aircraft and the Ministry of Infomation vould take
steps iiaaediately on receipt of this infomation to aisk the Press not to

publish anything about the incident for 48 hourSy as the incident vra.s
being investigated© The same procedure would be adopted in the event of
an attack involvd.ng a number of pilotless aircraft incidentsj whether
first reported as an air raid or actually in conjunction mth an air
raid©

Vic TfiffiNIRG SIGNAL,

As explained above, the existing air-raid ■'.■ra.ming system will,
it is hopedy prove effective in the case of the pilotless aircraft {see
Section I above)© In the case of the long-range rocket, however, it is
desirable that some special Taming signal should be provided since the
speed v/ith which the rockets will travel v/ill be so great that a warning
could not be given in time by means of the ordinary air raid varning
machinery© It has been argued that, on the sounding of such a mming,
the public might give vay to panic in a ruch for cover, ’vith consequent
loss of life; but on the other hand there will undoubtedly be strong
public demand for* a warning of sorae kind, which will enable people to
take cover and on balance save many lives© The tine betvfeen the
sounding of the warning and the arrival of the rocket must of necessity
be very short, since the rocket is estimated to reach its target some
three minutes after projection© The arrangements which has been made
is that maroons vTith whistles attached vlll be fired automatically on
selected A©A© gim and Balloon Barrage sites and cei'tain Police Stations
by means of a network of comiauni cat ions controlled from Fighter Comaand;
rocket flares vlll follow in a few seconds, so that the Teaming vlll
be both audible and visible© In addition, one wail of the sirens may
be used as a reinforcement of the maroons, A warning system on these
lines is provided for the London area and the Portsiuouth-Southampton
area©

Most of the arrangements for this special warning signal have
been completed, and it could be put into operation at any momento
will clearly be essential to inform the public of the warning before
it is introduced, and. this mil be done if and when the public
announcement is made (see Section V below)©

In addition to explaining the nature of the warning,, the
announcement will einphasise that the warring period is not likely to
last more than one minute, and therefore that the best thing to do is
to take cover .irauediately on hearing it; it vlll also have to bo
pointed out tliat there can be no "All Clear", and the suggestion made
that one need only remain under cover for a period of 3 minutes after
the sounding of the vraming, unless in the meantime a second warning
has been sounded©

It

PUBLIC AMOUNCmfflNT,V.

Up to the present the Cabinet have ruled that no public announce-
The Px^ass havement on the subject of the new weapons should be made©

been infomed in confidence that the Covemiuent is considering measures
to deal vlth them should they be used; and. a good deal of information
on the subject has appeared in the Press in correspondents’ repoi-ts,
■particularly those from neutral countries© Miilo «uiy official
amxounceiuent on the subject is still clearly preniature, there are
advantages to be gained by imking it in advance of the actual attack;
the shock of a new and terrifying attack would be likely to be greater
the more unexpected ■ it was, and v/hile the unofficial material in the
Press has no doubt done something to prepare the public against this, -•
there is no doubt that an official statement will be taken much more
seriously.© Since any considerable refugee movement from a place
size of Ijondon vrould present an unmanageable problem, the annomcement

/could also
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could also be used to exhort the general public to stand fimo An • .
anjrLouneenent of sorae kind will of course be essential before the public

warning system can be operated* (See Section VI above)a

A draft announcement has been prepared, and vjill be submitted to

the Cabinet for approval at the stage when the Chiefs of Staff decide
that the attack is iimainent,. It has been kept in skoloton f'om so tlmt
it can be altered suitably according as it goes out as a Press notice or

is embodied in a speech in the House or a broadcast statement by a
Minister.

VI* EVACUATION.

The Cabinet have agreed that there should be no organized
evacuation other t]ian of the classes' for Y-fhom evacuation

plans have been operated in the past, in relation to the risks of air
raidso These classes are (a) Unaccompanied school-cliildren,

mothers \d.th children of school-age or und.e]; (c) expectant mothers,
limited numbers of umccompanied children under 5.[^1

The schaae for evacuation by private arrangement, -under Y/hich

free travel and billeting allov\ra.nces are pro-vlded for those v/ho can find
their ovm accommodation, is in continuous operation and Yidll be
allowed to continue.

I
It covers a Y/ider range of 'priority classes

than the organized scheme, including aged, infirm and blind persons, and
it YYOuld reduce to some small extent the -population of the threatened

areasQ

Organized evacuation can be put into operation at short notice
in any evacuable area* But under Cabinet approvad, detailed plans lor
the organized evacuation of priority classes from London (ioCo Greater
London evacuable area), Southanipton, Portsmouth aa-id Gosport have been

These plans cover the registration, assembly and transit
to the London teminal stations, (so far as it is

completed*
of the evacuees

practicable to settle details at this stage), and their removal to^
pre-arramged reception areas in accordance vath prepared raiPr/ay tirae
tables. The plans so far made provide for the removal of 100,000

from London and 20,000 from Southampton, Portsmouth and Go^ort
If the daiYiand for evacuation sho-uld

pe-rsons

combined in a period of ten days*
exceed these numbers, further plans v/ill be prepared, to operate after
the initial movement has been coiipletedo

all schools situated v/ithin 8
those vathin

Simultaneously'- vath evacuation,
miles of central London will be closed, and possibly also

the danger areas at Portsmouth and Southampton; ^ ^
in the remainder of the London area, subject to further consideration
later in the the light of developments.

schooling Y-all continue

MAINTENAI'v'CE OF MACHINERY OP GQVERM.-IMT.VII*

the Cabinet considered v/hat B^eps v/ould beSome time ago . j ^
necessary to L-iaintain essential Y/ork at the headqua-rters offices oi
GovenMent Departments if London were subjected to heavy "CROSSBOW .
bombarck^ent; they then agreed that the "black" plan for the evacuation
of Governi-nent Departments should not be revived, but that the
accommodation of the citadel type available should be investigated, and
arrangements made for the essential v-/ork of Government Departments to
be continued in London in the event of .CROSSBOW attacks*

Starting from the principle of no "black" move, it then becomes
necessaiT to consider Y/hat are the likely problems vre Yd.ll have to
meet* Assuming a steady and continuous "CROSSBOif" bombardiment, vre _
may have to face the gradual devastation of London, building up, Yathan
a period of time which vrould depend upon the Yjeight of attack, to a pome

/at Y/hich the
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at 7/hich the available Civil Defence and restoration services are no

longer able to cope mth the situation,. Since the weapons are not

accurate ones^ the enemy could not select particular areas of London

as his target, and the projectiles v/ould probably be spread at random
ovei' the whole Greater London area; therefore while individual Government

Offices might receive a direct hit, the vreapons vrould not be concentrated
on Wliiteliall, The main problem is not therefore the damage to individual
buildings so much as the gradual disintegration of London Y/hichj ' through
the gromng disorganisation of essential services such as road and rail

transport,, would make it increasingly difficult for Government staffs to
attend their offices. The solution is therefore to revive the plan for
keeping essential staffs at their offices day and night and standing off
all non"-essentlal staff.

A survey has been made of the amount of protected accommodation,
including citadel accommodation, available in Government offices; as a
rough standax’d, the degree of protection in such accommodation is that

provided by the strengthened basement of a building fully or partly
framed in steel or reinforced concrete Vidth strong floors,

amount of citadel and other protected acconmodation available for
Government staffs is not sufficient to house all the essential staff,
even though the latter has been calculated as the minimum of personnel
necessary to keep the machinery, running for a short emergency (two to
three weeks). Though a fev/Departments Ixave a suxplus of protected
accommodation, the majority have a deficit; in many cases this could
probably be squeezed into the available accommodation, but in others the

Since there is no question

The total

amount of the deficit is too great for this,
of constructing further protected accomiiiodation, such essential staff
cannot be squeezed into the available accommodation will be housed in the
next safest part of their building; thus, v/hen the time comes to
stand“Off non-essential staff, and reduce v/ork to the essential rniniimim
each Department will transfer as much of its essential staff as possible
into the protected accommodation and put the rest of the essential staff
in the next safest placeo

as

Y/hen the time comes for non-essential staff to be stood off an

arrangement on the lines of that made in the early days of the v/ar vvill
be intmduced whereby staffs are told to report at surburban railmy
stations or Post Offices,
at the Employment Exchanges nearest their homes, for instruction.

or, in the case of Ministry of Labour staff.

Each Government Department with any essential staff has been
it may eitherasked to revie'w its arrangements for feeding that staff;

maintain an eimcrgency stock in'its canteen or, if it has no canteen may
obtain Army •Corapo’ packs sufficient to feed the essential staff for 4

Departments have also been asked to revierv: their arrangements
for heating drinJ.es etc. in the protected accommodation.
days.

Y/hen any Govermment office is hit during rocket bombardment, it
’Will be re-housed by the Ministry of YiTorks in the normal 7way. The
Minj.stry did at one time maintain in London a 10^j reserve of accommoda
tion with a complement of furniture and provided vri.th adequate tele-

This %Tra.s ’whittled dovm. by increase of staff to some-coEEviunications. _ . ,
tYiing nearer h-fo, and in view of the new danger it is clearly advisable to
increase it once more to the old level. The Minister of Works has
renuisitioned further reserve space and the minimum v/ork necessary to_
make the accommoda.tion suitable for occupation on an eimergency basis is
in hc.nd and as each group of ne’wly requisitioned buildings is made
habitable, the Post Office is providing telephones^’;ith a switchboard
and exchange lines, on a small sca.le to meet imrnediate needs on firat
occupation. The additional accommodation obtained is not of firso-
class standard, and consists mainly of blocks of large houses since there
is no further steel-fraimed acconmodmtion wdaich coxad be taken.

/As
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As indicatod above, tho rough standard of protected accommodation
is . the strengthened basement of a build3.ng fully or partly frojmed in
stool or reinforced concretoo

of course very much safer than this;
Accommodation of the citadel tjpo is
:  the Cabinet have alvra.ys held that

citadels should be p-covided for the essential nuclei of the main
operational Departments, since the essential v/ar communications  of tho
departments must be protected as far as possible against sustained
heavy bombardment - mth their associated deep tunnels, the citadols
provide security for telocoramunicationso Citadel accommoda.tion  v/as

Included in tho general survey described above, but only the Service
Departments, the War Cabinet Offices and the Ministiy of Home Security
have citadels - except that accommodation of the citad^ "type has been
prov5.ded for tho main military headquarters in London, namely SoH.AcEoP.
and E.T.O.U.S.Ac and a limited amount of deep shelter accommodation is
being prepared as reserve accormodation for the London Regional War
Room, Combined Operations ■ et.Ce

It, T/as indicated,abov9 tl-iat essential staffs have been calculated

on the ass\imption that the eimergoncy v/ould be of tvro to three ’.veeks'

duration; for a more prolonged emergency the figures are of course
much .greater - if indefinitely prolonged it could in fact scarcely be
much loss than the total staff of the Departments; and might indeed
have to be greater. Prom the point of vio\T of present planning the
short period is the most important and the one for v/hich the completion
of plans is essential; until CROSSBOW bombardiTient starts, vre cannot say
vdTat is likely to happen after a long period of it - it may v/ell be that
it mil not bo possible to cariy out an^rthing like normal administration

from London v/ith reduced staffs, especially since the situation in
London muld throw heavy additional burdens on a nijnber of departments*
A partial solution of the long-term problem Y/ould be for those depart
ments vn.th strong Regional organisations to de-centralise, and

preparations to this ond are in lioiid; but a bombardiaent of the
severity contemplated over a long period would raise many other serious
problems besides this particular one of maintaining the CoveiTiment
mchine*

VIII. S-IELTERS.

There are no. special shelter problems to be faced under attack

by pilotless airci'aft. In the case of the long range rocket^ homvef,
in view of the shortness of the period betv/een any public warning of the
firing of a rocket and its actual explosion, it would not be possible,
even if sufficient deep shelters were available, for the general mass
of the public to reach them in tirao«
W3.11 most probably aim at the mximum blast effect with this weapon -
in view of its inaccuracy concentration on maximum earth shock is not
likely, since bombs so devised are geneiully used against small targets
such as big buildings not vulnerable to blast. Against blast^ ̂
Morrison and x^inforced surface shelters offer adequate protection, and
fortunatel.y shelters of this.type are mil dispersed.

It is thought tliat the enemy

The Ministei’ of Home SecuztLty has concentrated in London a

greater proportion of tho existing stock of Morrison shelters,
London reserve has been made up to 68,000 ana. an additional 1^4-, 000

stored sufficiently close to London to enable a large proportion
The Cabinet have

The

are

of them to be moved rapidly into the London area*
authorised the Minister to place orders for the mnufacture of an

additioml 100,000 shelters,, and 50,000 of these mil, it is hoped,
bo delivered in time for the anticipated emergency. They have also
authorised the Minister to complete mth all possible speed the
strengthening of all surface shelters in .London and this work is
proceeding.

For the present it has been decided tliat the deep tube
shelters shall not bo made available to the public and the Ministry
of Home Security liave in hand a scheme for blockiiTg up the puolac

/ent ranees
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•hich could "be put into effect atentrances to these shelters, a scheme
short notice3

CrVTL DEFENCE SERYICES.IXn

The adequacy of the available Civil Deferace Servooes
obviously depends on the vjeight and concentration of the attack viiich
the enemy is able to bring to bearj broadly spealcing, if an attack
approachesininbarBity anything like the estii'nates which have been imde,
it is clear that the Civil Defence Services available in the vulnerable

areas, and in particular in London, vrould very soon be exposed to^a
severe strain T/liich night v;ell prove beyond their capacity® It is
not considered that any fmxlaiaental change in the operational control^ _
of the existing Civil Defence Services is required, but,special attention
is being paid by the Ministry of Hone Security

(i) In consultation v/ith the Ministry o
Office, to the possibility of reinforcing from other areas
the Civil Defence Services, the Police and the National
Fire Service, and

(ii) in concert vdth G.H,Qo Hone Forces, to the possibility of
provision of military assistance (including Hone Giiird
assistance) for rescue work, traffic control, etc*
Section X for mlitary assistance in demolition, clearance
and repair)*

DEMOLITION, CLSARAImCE Jm REPAIR.

f Health and the Home

(See

Xo

The Ministry- of Works estimate that there are approxLnately
70,000 building and civil engineering operatives in London, of which
1^1-, COO could bo added iiiiaodiately to the labour force at present
raigaged on demolition and clearance and repairs to public utility under
takings, houses and factories® In addition, approximately 10,000 men
should become available ov/ing to unemployment caused by the incident.
This total of 24,000 v/ithin the London Region could be transferred to
essential works as the need arises. It is considered that these

arrangements will cover urgent demolition, clearance and restoracion of
cervices, as, wdth the conditions envisaged under rocket bombardment,
it is uiilikely that much repair to buildings vroiild be possiblq*
Machinery also exists for a further 40,000 men to bo.drafted into the

four T/eeks and the Ministry of Home Security, in conjuncoion
providing emergency -quarters for

Region in
vri-th the Ministry of Works, ax-e

10,000 of these men.

Arrangements have been made by the Ministry of Works for the

urgent construction (if and when required) of _hutted ca^s at various■ooints on the East and South coasts and at Bristol and Cardiff to
house buildingotrade workers vdiom it may be necessary to import as ^
reinforcements. This shelter would become available in a matter ox

Pe-rmanent caiaps of this type already exist at Fareham and
days®
Farlingtoru

it willIf civilian resources become stretched to the lirniu,
obviously be necessary to turn to the militaiy for assistance.
Home Forces have imde arrangerneirts to whichfwo phases. Phase 1 is the recreation^of^Special lorce London, whic
ms made available to the Regional Comissioner in the 1940 “
air raids on London for demolition, clearance repair, PMso 2
the reinforcement of any of the Loridon ^rb-DiSorics with extr^
imUitaxy assistance from outside London
by G-«H,Q, on the recoimaendation of Headquarters, London Di^., ^
Arrangements for the movement, location, equipment and control ox
reinforcing tiT)op3 hav3 been made.

GoHoQ ,,

/a third pha- SO
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A third phase vn.ll consist of organised assista;ncG "by Home
Arrangeraents have bean mde v/ith the ¥ar Offica for the issue

of special instructions in the event of the services of the liorne Guard

being required to suppleraent the niilitaiy assistance to be given in
Phase 1 and Phase 2,

Guarda

ACCOiCiODATIOM OF THE KOHSTiESS.

Rest Centres in the London Region provide accoianodation, vdth

feeding facilities for 150,000 people. To suppleraent this provision},
all available buildings suitable for the accornraodation of homeless

persons on the lov/est practicable standard (e.g. Schools, Churches,
Cinemas etc.) have been listed, A proportion of these providing
accoianodation for over 500,000 people (l87»500 in the County?' of London

. and 515^000 in the remainder of the Region; have been pre.pared ^
'reception centres and plans made for their use in case of need.

Billeting accommodation in the Region is estimated to be

sufficient for the reception of 1,250,000 persons of which number

750,000 could be accommodated in the .part of the Region outside the
County of London,

Both Rest Centre and housing accommodation are, of course, liable
to be considerably reduced by the effects of bombardment,
other hand, any substantial exodus of population, voider the Government
Evacuation Scheme or otherwise, vri.ll tend to ease the presure on housing.

XI,

as

On the

The problem has also been considered for Portsmouth, Gosport and
There is available in Southampton rest centre accommoda-Southamptoilo

tion for 13,000 persons, and for Portsmouth and Gosport the figure^is
10,000a The homeless vrill be accommodated in these rest centres in the
first instance, and subsequently billeted,
and persistent, and billeting accommodation in the target areas were
saturated, the existing arrangements provide- for homeless persons to be
■transferred from rest centres in the target areas to rest centres and

Tenipora.ry hostels in the form of hutted

If the attacks are hea-vy

billets in the hinterland,
camps have been previded in the neighbourhood of Southampton and
Portsmouth to supplement accommodation for the homeless. These are
primarily intended for essential workers, -who must be kept v/ithin reach
of their places of work| tho tonporazy hostels provide aooomaDdation for
8,000 persons equaJ.ly divided be-iwiToen Southampton and Portsmou'bh,

RELIEF OF DISTRESS.XII-.

In the event of "CROSSBOW" bombardment the ministry of labour
and National Service and the Assistance Board vri.ll be concerned vri.th
making money payments;-

(a) Of war daj'aage compensation to persons vAio are in urgent
need of replacement of clothing, furniture, worl<men« s
tools etc,;

(b) of war injury allowances
of Civil Defence volunteers;

(c) to persons who lose their employiuent as
destruction of their place of work;

to civilians and certain classes

a result of

evacuees" (other than uiiaccorapanied schoolchildren
be billeted with board and lodging) who are

(d) to
v/ho -will
evacuated under the Govenxient scheme and -who, alter
being billeted by the local authority are in need of
cash payments for laaintenance;

(e) to
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(e) to "refugees", vis^persons ̂ Tho flee on Liasse to the country
and who, being unable or uroyilling to return to their homes,
are billeted by the local authority and are in need of

cash payments for maintenancao

Considerable numbers of people may have to be dealt vdth, and the
Assistance Board in particular vdll have to carry  a greatly increased
load. The Board have therefore made plans which provide for;-

(i) The loan of about 1,000 staff from other Government Depart
ments, most of whom have recently had preliurLimiry training
in their work;

The transfer of staff from other Regions to bombarded areas;

(iii) The suspension of all less essential yrork;

The introduction of a special emergency procedure for
payments;

Special arrangements ’.vith the Ministry of Works for
alternative accormiodation v/hen offices are put out of action;

(ii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi) The obtaining of emergency supplies of cash at any houro

As regards the payments referx-ed to in Section XII (a) and (b)
above, these are made bj^ the Assistance Board at the administrative
centres set up by local authoidties as vrell as at offices of the Boardo

As regards payments to evacuees a.nd refugees - Section XII (d) and (e)
above, these are made in the first instance by the Ministry of Labour
at their Local Offices or at special pra:nises taken for the purpose;
procedure provides for dealing vdth large numbers y/ith the greatest
possible speed and the main problem y/ill be that of finding premises for
additional pay stations y/here they are needed in the reception areas and
of allocating staff to the pay stations. Unless and until the attack

takes a very intensive fona the Ministry of Pensions ydll continue

payment of Special Temporary Alloyroaices to widovYS, but if circumstances
make it impossible to continue such payments the Ministrj'- of PensiocB'^
Regional Staff vdll reinforce the staff of the Assistouice Board aM the
y/idoyrs of those killed vri.ll be dealt with through the general Assistance
Boax-d 'machinery.

the

XIII. REFUGEES.

A Committee of the Departments principally concerned has

examined the problem v/hich will be presented by large scale refugee;
movements from London in the event of "CROSSBOYi?" bombardment; the
Cornmittee proceeded on the follo''«j.ng assumptions; 

—

(l) that every effoi’t will be. made by. encouragement and
exhortation to induce the population to stand firm, but
that nevertheless it is necessary to make such arrangerrents

practicable to deal with the possibility of a large-as are

scale exodus of refugees from London;

(2) that it would be undesirable and in any case most difficult
to attempt to arrange for any substantial organised evacuation
of any classes of the population other than the priority
classes; ioC, women and children, for y/hich detailed plans
have been completed; and

(3) that the nature of the provision which should be iim.de to
ibility of such an exodus of refugees

on the one Imnd,
deal with the po
should be ;;ovemed by two considerations;
tliat it must be such as is necessary to enable public order

/to bo
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to "be mintainedj to prevent panic novonaents fron
developingj and to avoid public scandal or criticism of
the Govemiaent on the ground of inadequate preparations
or forethought; and, on the other hand, that it must not
be so attractive as to encourage the movenont of
refugees out of the Motropoliso

It is thought probable that by far the greatest number of
refugees mil have recourse to rail transport, and the main problem
therefore is that of coping Yri.th a rush on the main line termini,
particularly those in the northern anduvestern parts of the capital.
It is not considered tliat it muld be practicable to shut dom these
termini entirely, or to close then to passenger traffic; the problem

.  therefore reduces itself to the control of' croYjds at rallv/ay stations,
and this vrill be handled by the police in consultation mth the Ministry
of 'War Transport and the railmy authorities* A special problem arises
in the case of the tube railv/ays, in viev/ of the fact that' many of these
are used as shelters from raiding at night; it T/ill not bo practicable
to stop all the trains and use the tubes merely for shelters, and on the
other hand there yrould be serious political difficulties, in vie-vY of the
use of the tubes for shelter at present, in the -vra.y of the prohibition
of their use by the public during ‘CROSSBOW* bombardment. If it is

practicable to get the number of shelterers mthin lii^iits, the best
course frora an operating point of vIqyy vrould be to continue to run
something like the normal service; and the police and other authorities

concerned are considering the question of the arrangements necessary
for tills puipose.

It is not considorod that it v'/ill be necessary to take any
Theres.pecial measures to control refugees leaving by road transport,

only remains therefore the problem of an exodus fron London on foot.

It mil be quite impracticable for the police to prevent an^r such large
scale exodus; all that the police could do vroul.d bo to shepherd
■pedestrians along the ro-ad in such a v/ay as to prevent traffic congestions,
to disperse them along as ma.ny roads as possible so as to avoid the
effect of a continuous stream of refugoo traffic, and, as they proceed
towards the outer perimeter of London and beyond, to get then so far as
possible turned aside into Rest Centres.

For the accorii;iodation of refugees, use will have to be mnde
of the Rest Centres and Reception Centres in and near London; in the
out-County portion of the London Region there is accomodation of this
kind for 3&V,000 persons, and in the Home Counties there is further
accoimodation Yd-tlrln 40 miles of London for 216,000 persons in Rest
Centres; there is also a reserve of accommodation such as cinemas,
village halls, churches, etc., Y/hich can be used if the need arises.
It is considered that tills accomiriodation should be sufficient to cope
vn.th the problem.of a refugee exodus, pro-vid.ed every endeavour is made
to persuade those ’who have been temporarily/- acoonmodated there to,.
return to their homos, V/herc this cannot be effected, and the Rest
Centres become overcro';.rtied, it yjIII be necessary to resort to billeting,
as far as practicable in the neighbourhood. It will be necessary in
■places where there are genuine homeless people,, as distinct fron refugees,
to distinguish so far as poss-ible be-eween the tvro classes;
former are entitled to be billeted, and require as sympathetic treat
ment as

principle stated above, receive no more ’than the bare iiiinimujii.

Y/hile the

can be given, the latter should., in pursuance, of. the general

Some of the-second and thi.rd,.l-ine Rest Centres and
Rece-ption Centres Yvhich may bo used for the accommodation of refugees

not equipped for the preparation of hot meals on the scale
Therefore arrangements' liave been ma.de by the Ministry of

are

required.
Food for Semi-Mobile Kitchen malts to be set up Y/here required to
distribute meals in ho’b coirbainers to the Rest and Reception Centres

The princ-iplc 'has been adopted that theacconunodatlng refugees.
/Ministry of
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Ministry of Food ^?ill distributo the neals to the buildings in Virhich the
refugees are accor.modatGd, Otherwise there irould bo the danger that
large nuribei's of refugees mght be attracted tovards the kitchens and
Energoncy Feeding Centres and that it vrould be iiupossible to provide
accomiodation for these people in such areas.

As regards other cities in the South of England, the places most
likely to be evacuated are Portsmouth, Gosport and Southajuptono
available provision of accoinaodation and food for refugees from these
;places is the same in general oliaractoi’ as in the case of London, and
could be operated 7dthout serious difficulty.

The

XIV. FOOD.

The major problems which ’CROSSBOW’ may bring for the Ministry of
Food are first the mintenance of food processing and of v/holesale and
retail distribution in event of vddespread damage to factories, ware
houses and retail shops in the London or other large target areas, and
secondly, the organisation of emergency feeding services (including
shelter feeding) for people witliin the target areas and for refugees v/ho
may move elsev/hereo

The following plans to meet the above eraergencies have already
been completed:

(l) Arrangements have been made to Liaintain the output of processed
foods by stepping upproductipn elsev/here or by bringing into operation
shadow factories, where available, if factories in the target areas
should be daaaaged or destroyed.

(2) A full review has been made of the bulk stocks, held by the Ministry
in the target are;
mrehousing space v/ill permit the stocks of certain kejr foodstuffs in
London are being limited or disxDersed vjithin the area.

(3) Special arrangements have been made to ensure the supply in the
London area of the three min perishable foodstuffs:- milk, mea.t and
bread,
able should the supplies of fresh milk and fresh meat fail,
of ’.■videspread destruction of plant bakeries in this area, a nation-v/ide
scheme for the mobilisation of bread for London and the adjacent Home
Counties has been ;prepared.

So far as the heavy pressure on cold storage ando c«

Adequate reseiwes of condensed milk and canned meat are avail-
In event

(k) Arrangements for the maintenance of wholesale distribution in the
event of widesprea-d destruction of traders premises in London have been

So long as transport (either- road or rail; and labour arerevie-vedo
available wholesale distribution both v/ithin London and to the areas
nomally seiwed by London v/ill be maintained from emergency depots

It has alvra-ys been the Ministry’s
as a special

precaution against failure in distribution ¥/ithin the target areasj,
stocks of essential foodstuffs (i.c. flour, sugar, tea, canned meat,
condensed milk and margarine) have been increased in the Southern part

already established outside London,
policy to secure the widest dispersal of food stocks;

of England.

(5) Flans have been prepared in conjunction with other Departments
concerned for large-scale emergency feeding in London and the adjacent

Reserve equipnent has been concentrated in safe areas near
A schejne has been prepared for the rapid expansion ofRegions,

the capitalo
the shelter feeding services in London.

already made for the provision of reserve stocks for(6) Arrangeme nt c
the essential personnel of Government Departments and also for key

for Supply Depar’enents in the London area have beenfactories vrorkin rr
o

reviev/ed.
/(?) ibrf&ngements
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(7) Arrangements have been niade v;ith the Hone Guard Directorate for the
feeding of Hone Guard units called upon to assist the civil Authorities.

Arrangements are also being made for any additional measures necessary
for the feeding of personnel moved into London by the Ministry of Works
or by the Civil Defence Servicesa

POSTAL law TBLBHiOKE GOMvrUIilCATIONS.XV.

In preparing to meet the danger of ’CROSSBOW’ bombardment the
Post Office have:-

(1) Accelerated the transfer of certain key cables in the London
TolocDmaunications network to deep level tunnels.

(2) Arranged for the photographic apparatus used by the Post
Office in connexion with outgoing Airgraphs to be dispersed
between tiro buildings and for the photographic apparatus at
Messrs® Kodak’s v/orks at liarrov/ used in connexion vri-th in

coming Airgraphs to be similarly dispersed.

(3) Reviev/ed the machinery necessary for decentralising the work
of the Post Office Savings Banlc and Accounting Departments
should it become impossible for them to function in London.

(4) Revievred the special transport airangements for getting
telephone and telegraph operating personnel and key
officers to their posts in the event of normal transport
failing.

(5) Confinaed the state of readiness of emergency scheme for
essential trunlc telephone services in the event of the

London Trunlc excliange being destroyed or seriousl5'- daiiiaged.

(6) Ensured that arrangements for the staffing of reporting
centres for civil servants (see Section VII above) arc
understood so far as the Post Office is responsible for

them,

(7) Und.
Authorities, the position v/-hich rrould arise
become necessary to transfer the Poreign Mails Division
and the Ships Division of the Post Office from London to
the Provinces.

review, in collaboration vd.th the Censorship
should it

er

HiODUGTIoNXVI,

The Prime Minister has given authority for:-

(a) the removal from London of
(or part thereof) which represents the only capacity of
its kind|

(b) the general reduction of stocks
articles in the London area.

anir paiiicular manufacture•P

of very important

The Supply Departments are as far as possible taking rhe action
sidered necessary under (b) and as regards (a) the action directly
related to ’CROSSBOV/’ is the acceleration of the construction of three

valve factorieis by M.A.P. as tigII as the dispersal by them of cexi:ain
■production tuiits outside the Loncl.on area, and the earmarking of
reserve accommodation outside the ai'ea. . Under their noriial placing
arr-.ngei-nents Ei'aploimient Exchanges vdll divert as necessary workpeople
v/ho becoBxe unemployed - so as to meet deamnds for labour elsewhere.
The individual Supply Departaents vm.ll take up direct ’vitn the
Ministry of Ls-hour as occasion demands any questions of transferring
labour between particular factories.

con-

/XVII. TRilNStPORT.
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r/II. TSMSBDRT.

The Ministry of ’7ar Transport have considered the probable
effect of ’CR0SSB0¥’ boiabardnc-nt on transport in the London area^ and
the steps v/hich they can take to mitigate this.

As regards railways, experience during heavy raids has shovm
that v/hile damage v/as extensive, it could, with few exceptions,, be
repaired fairly rapidly; the types of damage creating the longest
interruption were damage to bridges or viaducts, tunnels and povi/er
stations# It has been possible to safeguard the electrified rail-vjays
against dazmge to power supplies to some extent by linking up to
alternative sources of supply, though the varjring cycles in use on the
different systeras prevent the achievement
of poY/er supplies bjr linking with the grid,
problem with which the railmys ’.d.11 be faced arises in connection vl.th
the flooding of the deep-runnin,
rcuvcr runnols; the water*-tight bulMietuls which isolate the under“>rivor
sections of tubes during air raids take four minutes to close, if time
is allor.-ed for the olearanco of trains,
the waridng poried will bo lauoh shorter than thisc

complete interchangoabilit3ox

tubes through breaches of the underrr
<_3

and in the oaso of the rcckot

It right, therefore

r
The only serious no?/

- bc' ncGGosary to close the under«rivor tunnels penaanontly if and -.Then
rocket bombardment begins.

In the case of road transport, the road system is .0 Tridely
dispersed that, Y/hile it 'would undoubtedly suffer heavily in a highly
concentrated bombardment, occasional and scattered projectiles vrould be
unlikely to 'produce a sufficiently general effect to stop road movement
otherwise than purely locally,
the curtailment of the povror supply for trams and trolley buses, and
even this difficultj* might be net very quickly from alternative sources

of povror.

The Yrorst effect vrauld probably be
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mm CA3INET

CHIEFS OF STAFF CaivHTT}!tijj

"CROSSBOW"

Supploaentaxy Report hy ABsietcait Chief of* Ai;? Staff (latolliKenco)

MODIPnD PILOTIIESS AIRCIhYBT:

SITES

iifter a gap of 7 daysj photographic cover of a muriber of

modified pilotless aircraft sites in the PAS EE CALiiIS area, North of the
River Somme, was ohtained on 11th Juneo Immediate interpretation  of
I^hotographs of 9 of these sites shov^/s:-

(i) I/!uch activity at 6 siteso

(ii) Rails have been laid on the ramps at A of these sites
and are now heavily camouflaged«

(iii) The square building is complete in 6 cases.

lo

The discovery that lauxiching ramps, corqplete with rails, iiave
been erected on prepared foundations in a period v/hich in one case

certainly, is not more than 7 days, and our Icnovirledge that the square
building can progress from the foundation stage to completion in something
under a fortnight, tends to confirm the belief, alrea.cly stated, tliat the
Germans ai’e using pre-fabricated structures for these two essential

It also confirms the theory tloat, once these

2,

elements of the sites,

foundations are laid,sites can be brought to a state of structural

completion very quickly.

3c The foundiitions for the launching ramp aird square building are
complete at 20 of the h2 modified sites so far found in the PiiS DE GSHiIS

This number includes the A on which rails have been observed.area.

It is therefore possible that at least 20 sites aligned on LONDON could

now be structurally complete. Arrangements ha.ve been made for photographic
cover to be obtained of a.11 modified pilotless calrcra.ft sites ana all

supply sites in the PAS DE CAIAHS area North of the SOJ/ilE, today if
It is hoped that the results of imnediate interpreta-wea.ther permits,

tion v/ill be available on the morning of 13th June,

.  A report has also been received from a ueually reliable
that, oh 9tlv^l0th June, a train consisting of 33 wagons, each 18 metres
(58-1 feet) long, and each loaded with 3 "Rockets" passed tlirough GHENT,
The dest^ination Y/as given as TOURGOING. iiccording to the same report,
further trains vrere expected. Taken in conjunction vd.th photographic

Prom the

sourc
A.

evidence

e

, some credence can be given to this report,
description given, it is possible that the objects seen were the
fuselages of pilotless aircraft, .and not rockets for delivery to the
large sites.

Without further evidence no definite conclusion can be ̂ arrived
at in record to the intended sca,le £Uid timing of an attack on thio
country, but the indications are tha.t the Germns are maming energetis
preparations to bring the pilotless aircrai't sites into operation at an
early date.

3.

Offices of the War Cabinet, S.Wolo
12th June, 13hX\-«
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13th JUNE, 1%4

¥AR CiiBINET

"CROSSBOW’

Report hy the Chief of the i\dr Staff

Last night the eneni7 launched an attack hy pilotless aircraft

against this counti'y# Pull and accurate reports of the details of
the attack are not yet availableo Prom information obtained from
Radax.plots and the Royal Observer Corpsj it appears that up to 27
pilotless aircraft xaa^r have been employed. The ATOather was bad at
the time, malcing accurate visual observation difficult; the eneny
opei’ated normal aircraft intermittently over the SoE, and Se7^» coast and
the movernexit of our own aircraft made accurate plotting difficult.

2o According to reports, the first wave of pilotless a^ircraft

appeared off Polkestone between 0^07 and 044-0 hours and penetrated Lent,
Surrey and Sussex, four penetrating as far as Greater London, The

reported to consist of thirteen aircraft, appeared over
and South Foreland between 0458 and 0520

second wavs,
the Channel betv/een Dungene
;  Nine of these operated over Kent, Surrey and Sussex,
third Txave, about which there is still considerable uncertainty, is
reported to consist of two to four aircraft, which made landfall be
tween Lyme Regis and Bridport from 0501 to 0535 hours. There \ras some
movement of our own a.ircraft in this area at the txme, and since no

incidents have been reported, it may turn out that the aircraft reported
Yrere not all pilotless aircraft.

ss

The
hourSo

38 The aircral't were first reported to be coming in at a height of^
about 1,000 feet end rising gradually to a height of 4,000 feet, ̂̂ Their
speed w'as estimated at bekween 230 and 250 m«p,h. and the path of
flight of some of them was reported as being erratic.

Reports from the Royal Obseiver Corps describe the aircraft as
long nose, small win^fs and sho?xin.g a brilliant white light
This cori'esponds generall;x with the description of the
aircraft based on a report on wreckage of a German pilotless

4 8

having
behind,

pilotless
aircraft recently examined in Svredeh,

cl

Incidents i-eported by the Ministry of Home Security as being
due to pilotless aircraft occurred at:-

(i) BETHNAL GRES2I where the L.N.E.R, Railway bridge over Grove
Road Wcis demolished and 200 persons rendered homeless,
Ca.su£uLties were 2 killed and 28 injured,

(ii ) STONE (near DARTPOED)

(iii) PEITT (near SEYENOiifS)

(iv) CUCKPIELD (Sussex)

5.

where slight damage, but no
casualties, was caused.

It is not possible to state Yxhethex- these pilotless aircraft
attacks were delivered from the few "ski" sites which remin not ^ ^
completely dsmiaged, or from the newly discovered modified sites wnicn
recent photographic reconnaissance has shovm in some cases ke

approacliing a state of completion, permitting disch^-ge of pilotless
Radar plots indicate, however, tnat most oi the pilotles^

bo

aircraft.

/aircraft
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aircraft operating over the South East area were prohahly launched from
sites in the Pas de Calais immediately north of the Somme,
this £=pea tliat activity at the modified sites wa.s recently repoiiod and
where some sites appear to he reaching an advanced stage of completion.

It is in.

7o In view of the difficulties attending the attack o.f the small

and Y/ell camouflaged sites, the Chiefs of Staff recently considered the
desirahility of attacking the supply sites uiiich are su^ected of
constituting the servicing depots and rail heads for the modified

launching sites.

8o I no';,' feel that it vTould he advlsahle to recormiiend to the

Supreme Allied Commander that these supply sites should he Irieavily
attacked immediately, and that all launcliing sites capable of operation

I am of thesliould also he attacked v/heiiever effort can he spared,

opinion that, in view of the pi’eserit Inaccuracy and light scale of
attack of these pilotless aircraft, the air effort diverted should, at
present,' he limited to vdiat can he spared without prejudicing in any
wajT- ''thh urgent needs of the battle of Prance.

(Intld,) C,P.

Air Ministi^'-, ScWel
13th June,
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DEPEITOES

Headq_uarters, Air Defence of
Great Bi’itain?,

15th 19Vi-=

DEFEI'ICE OP LONDON AGAHL3T PLYDIG BOMBS

As a result of a ne\7 compi-ehensive exanination of the defense,ve

problen raised ly the ener:y8;S use of Plying Borahs against LONDON, it
was decided, at a meeting held at this Headquarters on the 13th July,
19A4g to carry out a arrangement of the defensive plan \;ith a con“
sequent alteration in the rules for the co-ordination of action

fighters, AoAo guns and balloons.

The new rules, v/hich conre into force Woe,f, O6OO hours,
17th July, l%-4, have no\T been set out in this Headquarters* OperationaA
Instruction NOel5/l9Vt- copies of which are attached heretOo

It is a matter of ui-gency and great in-portance that these rules

should be fully understood by edl concerned, and it is thei-efore desired,
in this letter, to point out the main altero.tions inTOlved, These
alterations are set out belovT, but the detailed i-ules must be obtained

from the Operational Instruction, and not from the broad statements set
out in this letter. The alterations are;-

(i) The cancellation of previous instructions detailed ii this

Hea.dquarters* letter ACGB/So38&3/Opso5B dated 22nd June,
194^-, Involving the use of cO.de v/ords "PLffiBY, "PIQvLE” and
"SPOUSE",

2,

3o

(ii) The r-erpiOval of the "DIVER" Gun Belt from its original
position inirnodiately in front of the anti-"DIV:SR" balloon

barrage to a coastal strip between ST, MARGIiRET'S BAf and
CUCKIVERE HAVEN o

(iii) complete freedom of aaetion against Plying Boi-ibs will be
allowed to A,A* guns at all times and in all conditions,
within the boundaries of the new "DI'v/ER" GJ.n Belt,

(iv) complete freedom of action against plying Bombs will be
allow'-ed to fighter aircraut forvvard of the balloon baarrage,
but excluding the area of the "DIVER" Gun Belt,

llov/ed in sub-paragraphs (iii) and(v) The freedora of action
(iv) Involve:-

(a) the prohibition, subject to certain exceptions, of
all flying vlthin the "DIVER" Gun Belt, up to a
height of 10,000 feet.

(b) The prohibition of engagement of plying Bombs directed
at LONDON by shorebased AoAo gunfire outside the
"DIVER" Gmi Belt,

The strict co-operation of all Commands in the application of

these xules is of the groa-test importance, and v/ould bo appreciated by
this Headquarters,

4

W.B, OAHWAY
Air Vice Marshal

Senior Air Staff Officer,
Tin DEIENGE OP GRB/1 BRITAIN



AIR EEFJ3I^fCE OF ($EAT BRITAIN OEEEi\TIONi\L INSTRUCTION

NOTLSZim

ACTION BY CO-OlffilNjITION OF FIGHTERS
i

GUNS im BilLLOONSA« A»?.

HT DEFENCE OF LONDON AGi'iINST FL^riNG

BOMBS

INFOmuITION

INmODUCTION.

Tho defensive resoxirces available to Headquarters, AoD,GoB» to
counter the eneray attack on LONDON by Flying Bonibs cornmenced deploynent
on 16 June, 1%J+, and thereafter have been in action in areas allotted
to the I'espective arns under rules crystajLlised in this Headquarters
letter AcD,GoB,/So38621/0ps.5B, dated 22nd June, 19A4o

In the light of e^qperience gained, a review of the defensive

problem ra.ised by the encry’s use of Flying Bombs ha.s been carried out,
and as a result, it ha.s been decided to rearrange the defensive laea.sures

■ against Flying Bombs directed at LONDON, and to adjust the rules for the
oo-ordihation of action by the various arr.is concemedo

It is considered of tho highest iirportance that the action of

fighters and A«A, guns against Plying.Bombs should be co-ordinated and
controlled vath the greatest care, and all relevant authorities are

therefore requested to co-operate to the fullest extent by prohibiting
tte engagement of plying Eoribs by fighters, AoAo gunfiie, and smll arms
fire unless covered by the rules set out in this instiuctiono

I

2o

3.

BITSNTION

TO define the rules for the co-ordination of action by fighter
edrerad’t, AoAo guns and barrage balloons in the defence against Flying
Borlbs directed a.ga.inst LONDON.

k-o

EXBCUT'ION

Definitions#

In this Instruction, the terms set out below v/ill bear the

following raeanings;-

(i) Flying Bombs - Enerry Flying Bombs, previously referred to
or knovm as "DIVER" aircraft or pilotless

planes#

5.

(ii) LONDON "DIVER An area in which the anti-"DIVER" defences
Defence Area# of LONDON T/ill mainly be expected to operate#

This area lies within the follov/ing points

CLi.CTON*-ON-SE,A

KNOaCE

North Coast of BELGIUH and FRANCE

to ST. YAIERY EN CADZ
BRIGHTON.

SLOUGH

ST. ALBim

/(iii) "DIVER'
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Balloon Area An area in which a special deploy
ment of balloons for defence against
Flaring sornbs has been effected.
This area lies within lines joining
the folloT/ing co-ordinates;-

W,06921- - md583 - R»1580 -
TO, 1079 - TO,0067, - ¥Q7859 -
¥Q.7460 - WQ.737I - ¥Q,7872 -
¥Q,7975.

./■b' (iv) "DIVER'' Gun Belt - An area in which a special deploy
ment of AoA, guns for defence against
plying Bombs is effected, and in
which A,A. guns have special freedom
of action,' This area lies along the
South coast between ST, llARG-ARET'S
BAI -and CUdaCEKE HAVEN, and exteaids
in depth betv;een lines running
parallel to the coast, 10,000 yards
out to sea, and 5^000 yards inland,

-■ The sea, cxrea betvTeen the coast of
Englcmd and the coast o;_' Belgium and
prance and between lines joining
CLACTON to MOCICE and BRIGHTON to
ST. VAIHRY EN CAUX,

(v) "DIVER" Sea Area

Half an hour before sunrise to half
an hour after sunset.

(vi) "Day

An area in Y/hich it is under con
sideration to deploy balloons for
the Eastern defence of LONDON
against plying Bombs, This area will
lie to the ¥est of a line
CHELf;E?0RD (Ydvl.1525) - TKAIvISSH/iVEN
(iYM.1800) - ROCHESTER (TO. 1887) -
WOULDHAM (¥©.1583),

An area in v/hich a special deploj)--
ment of A,A»' guns for the Eastern
defence of LOilDON against plying
Bombs is to be effected. This area
lies within lines joining;-

(vii) Eastern "DIVER"
Balloon Area.

(viii) Eastern "DIVER"
Gur BOX.

CLACTON-ON-SEA (¥?lvi.6l32
Y/HITSTABES
HOULDHAivi
ROCHESTER
TimiESHAVEIY
a-ffiDISPORD

TO . 5585
TO .1583
WR.1887
Y/M.1800
Y©I,1525

Application of this instruction.

The rules as set out herein apply only to the defence against
The area, therefore, in which they

6
pljring Bombs directed at LONDON,
apply is limited, and is referred to in this instniction as the
"LONDON "DIVER" Defence Area".

7, The engagement of plying Bombs outside the LONDON "DIVER" Defence
Jjrea. is under consideration, and, pending Instmctlons being issued,
vmll be subject to the norraal rales for the engagement by A.A. guns 01"
hostile aircraft, ao set out in A.D.G.B. Operational instruction NOo5/
192;Jf, except

/(i) no A.A.
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(i) no A,A, guns or fighters ̂ Till engage a plying Bon* so as
to be likely to cause it to faJ-1 v/ithin.a built-up area or
on Installations of national importancej

(il) by night, a plying Bomb v/ill alv^ays be treated as an
’'UMSEEF'target under the terms of A,D.G,B. Operational
instruction No«5/l9-^i4.

Effective Date«

8o The rules set out in this instruction vill be brought into
effect as from 0600 hours, 17th July, 1944-»

General Ruleso

9c Nothing set out in tills instruction T/ill be talcen to override

the general instructions set out in S,0,158, except in regai-d to the
control of fighters where it is specifically so stated.

Except v/here specifically stated, nothing in this instruction
affects the engagement of hostile aircraft by fighters or A.A. guns.
10.

lie ^The areas betwreen BRIGHTON and CLACTON-ON-SEA v/hlch are
siiecified as being safety lanes for the approach of Iovt flying friendljr
airci’aft^in accordance with paragraph 10 (iii) of A.D.G.B, Operational
Instruction Noa5/l9^4 and S»Dc533^ APPendix >E’ should no longer be
regarded as such safety lanes. Steps are being talcen to coiaend these
instructions as necessarjr.

12 o

out in S.D.158 (part i), paragraph 38 (ii) and are therefore prohibited
from engaging plying Bombs in any circumstances.

Restrictions on plying.

The "DIVER" Gun Belt and Eastern "DIVER" Gun box up to a height
of 10,000 feet are being declared a prohibited area for flying, in
encordance vd.th the rules set out in S,D.158 (part 2), paragraph 10(i)
and (iv), esrept that;-

(i) The prohibition will also apply to fighters, in pursuit
of the enemy,

(il) Fighters engaged in anti-»DrVEE" operations majr cross the
"DIVER" Gun Belt at any height through a corridor over
the towai of HASTEiGS, and lying betvreen lines drawn at
right angles to the coast at co-ordinates M,2326 and
vffia2728.

Restrictions on Gun pire.

Troops NOT trained in A,A defence are subject to the rules set

13.

2Ih, Yfithin the LONDON "DIVER" Defence .Area no shorebased A.A. guns
will engage plying Bombs, except

(i) Those A»A. guns in the "DIVETi" Gun Belt or Eastein "DIVER"
Gun BOX v/hich are connected to an A,A, Command G.O.R. and
subject to control therefrom,

(ii) APy giins outside the "DIVER" Gun Belt that have been
specially deployed or nominated in an anti-"DIV?ER" role,
such deployment or nomination to be made onl3r with the
consent of Headquarters, A.D.G.B.

15. A,A, guns, no matter where deployed, v/ill NOT engage pljring
Bombs so. as to be likely to cause them to fall in built up area.s or on
installations of national ijuportajice.

/16, Witliin
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16, Y/ithin the "DIVER" Gxm Belt, A,As guns specially deployed in an

anti-"DIVER" 3Xile will NOT engage any aircraft above a height of 8,000
fecto

iloAo guns will NOT engage plying Bombs in the ID^STBTGS corridor

detailed in paragraph 15 (iii) above, expept, by day in good visibility
vdicn no friendly aircraft is within 2 miles of the taxget.

17o

18, A,Ao guns vj-ill be restricted wiicn this is nccessar3>- for the

saifety of aircrtift in distress. These restrictions vTill be imposed as
necessary by the controller at an appropriate, fom^ard control point, who
is to be responsible for ensuring tha.t' aircraft returning towards the

English coast which ho knows or suspects are in distress arc. not engaged
by AoAe firco por this purpose, the follo\/ing special circuits are

being provided;-

Toprom

Eoachy Head C,H,L. Controller Nevr Haven C.OoR.

Be^daill G.O.R.
Hastings G-»0*R»
Rye G.O.R.

pairlight M.E.W, Controller

Hythe Type 16 controller Littlestone C«0.Ro

Dover G.OoR*

Littlestone G®0oR»

Dover GoOcRo
Dover A.S.R. Controller

SPECL<\L RULES POR CO-ORDINATION OP ACTION BY PIGHTBRS iBID A,A,. GUNs

AGilfflST PLYING BOIffiS.

preedom of action for fighters.19o

pighters \d.ll have complete freedom of action in all-condition
against plying Bombs in the LOILDON "DIVER" Defence i\rea;-

s

(i) porv/ard of the sea\-rard boundary of the "DIVER" Gun Belt,

(ii) Betvreen the "DIVER" Gun Belt and the "DIVER" Balloon /jrea,

the Eastern boundary?- of the Eastern "DIVER".  (iii) porv/ard oi
. cun BOX,

subject to such restrictions as may from tune to time hecorne necessary
to counter plying Bomb a.ttacks from bases in BELGIUli. Such restrictions,
vdieii considered necessar^.r, will be speciaJJy notified.

Marking of Gun Belt and Balloon jjjyea.20

(i) "DIVER" Gun Belt,

Marker floats .are being moored in the positions set ̂out
belov/ and those, besides acting as ox-bit positions for

fighters, should give pilots out to sea an indioa.tion. when

they are approaching within a few miles of the "DIVER"
The positions are■as follows;-

Wo5927, W..5123, RR»4819, \ffi.37l3, ^<.2605,
Vffic2102,.W.1598, WIoOQSQ, YW.0297.

cun Bolt,

/(ii) "DIVER
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(ii) "PITER" Balloon Area,

Red »snov/flalce* rockets will liG fired from selected ReOcC,

posts near the "PITER" Balloon Area, as a v/arning to pilots
that they are approaching the balloon barrage»
the \Tido dispersal of R.O.Ce posts, complete relifuice should

not be placed on this warning bj?' pilots, and by night this
warning is being supplemented ty exposure of searchlightso

preedorn of action for gunso

owing to

21,

subject to the px’ovisions of p^aragraphs 9-12 and 15-19 above j
A»Ae guiis v;ill have complete freedom of action to engage pl3'-ing Bo^'^bs
in the "PITER" Gun Bolt and Eastern "PITER" Gun b°x in any weather
conditions both by day aiid b^?- night, aaid will not bo e3q,3ected to with
hold fire owing to the presence of friendl3;- fighters in the vicinity
of the plying Borabs,

in this respect, hovrcver, attention is dra^vn to the provisions of
para-graphs 18 and 19 above.

RULES FOR SKIPS AT SEA,

Ships at sea v?ill not engage plying Bombs \7ithin the "PITER" Soa

Area, except

22,

(1) By day; and

(ii) in conditions of visibility of not less than  3 miles; and

(iii) provided the pl3'-ing Bombs are clearly recognised;

(iv) no friendly fighter is v/ithin 2 miles of the pl3’-ing Bomb,

Illustration of areas referred to above.

and

Attached at yippendiz »A* hereto is a map setting out for ease
of reference the various areas referred to in this instruction, and
defined in paragraph 5 hereof.

23 »

Cancells-tion of pi^evious instructions.

The Instructions set out in Headquarters* A.P.G.B. letter,
reference iDGB/S.38621/ops,5b, dated 22nd June, 19'^i-4, end the signals
referred to iii po.ragi’aph 1 thereof, v/ill be cancelled and destro3red
Woe.f, the introduction of these rules.

24.

V/.B. GliLUMm:.
Air Tice-lviarshal

senior Air stuff officer
Am PEPEI'ICE OP (SIEAT ERITAD^

15th July,
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AIR on TIE I^EPLOri'El'IT OP TIE iiNTi-i^.IEOF^iil’T EEPE^S

Seplowient of Defences ap:alnst Plyiiip: Boiabs

The nev/ iJlan for the deployraent of anti-aircraft and fighter
defences to counter the flying homb was not subraitted to the Air
iiinistry for approvals The Eia.ttei* appears to have been raised at the
Fourth Meetin^:-^ of the Cabinet Crossbow Cormriittee on the 7fh July Yvhen
"Sir Frederick Pile said that in general the gums vrere onl^r unrestricted
in the worst ?/ea.ther and record -showed that on the average each gun wa.s
only firing 10 rounds per day due to the Eiany restrictions which had

had to be placed upon thora. In pcrticulco.', coastal guns were frequentl^^
restricted fran firing at a bomb v/hich was not follovred by fighterso
He felt that it v/as essential to work out some Eystein by v/hich guns v/ould
be less restricted as otherwise the enoxrnous effort 'which had gone into

this g-un deplo^Tiient would be largely wa.sted.

After further discussion the Chairmam aamounced his iritention

of paying an early visit to the gun belt and thereafter discussing the
problem further with Sir Rocleric Hill and Sir Frederick Pile."

At the next meeting, on 14th July, "Sir liederick Pile said

that an entireljr now deployment of guns had now been decided upon

In paragraph 10 of his Fifth Report the Chairman of the Cabinet

Crossbow CoimrdttGG says "In the light of the operational experience
gained up to date, the lay-out of the defences has been revieYrad. As
a result it has been decided to rnalce a nun-iber of...iirportant changes in

cur deployn^ent plan for guns and fighters,
report on this subject,"

2,

3.

I shall circulate e. sepajra.te

It seems tlierefore that as you say, the re-deployment has been

raade largelj* as a resiilt of representations by General Pile and tha.t
co-ordination between A.,D,G,B» and AoAxo CoEimand -vTO-s effected at a

meeting of the tyro Coiimianders-in-Chief vd.tli the Cho.irm£in of the Sandys
CoEvrdttee, Since by dts terras of reference, the Cornmittee is charged
merely with reporting on tho effects of Grossbovf, and on the counter
measures to -meet it, the re-deplo3noent appears to ha.ve been decided upon
without proper authori-t;y.

4o

The advantages and disadvamtages of the new plan have been set

out by Air I\lai’sIoal Cormnanding, A.D.G.B, and G,C,C.-in-C, ,  A.A, Coimaand
in CoBoC. Papers Nos,(A4) 23 and (A4) 21, Neither of these reports
remarks on the effect of the gun belt area on aiL->cradt malclng cont,act ̂
with flying bombs over the Channel and having to give up the cha.se bexore
they Ixave had time to close the range. Results sho'w tint b3~ xar tne
gi-eater proportion of flying bombs destro3red b3r dxxy fighters come dam
on land and it is fail* to assrome tha.t the actual engagements talce place
in or shortly behind >what is now to be a prohibited zone.

5o

Reference is made in the A.D.G.B. report to the difficulty of

iclentif3£ing aircraft in distress, and fighters returning from patrol
over the sea, but the solution of this problem does not seem to be
provided for in the inmediate fut-ure. In the meantime, the nev/ plan
was due to be introduced as from C6CC hours today.

6,

I am not in favour of a plan vriiich roust inevitably result in
a reduction in the number of kills by fighters since it is doubtful
whether this reduction will be made up for ~hY an mcreased or even

similar number of successes on the pcxrt of the Ae-ti-, gunners.

7.

AoD.GoB, have now for the first time informed us of the plan and
I oja infoimiing A,D,G-,Bo tliat, forapproval,

8,

set out above, approval cannot be gi^n.
have asked for covering

the reasons

A.C.A.S.(CpSo)17th July, 19^1!-,
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APPENDIX 10, EEP0RTJ)F ATTAGK_0N THE UNITED KINGDOM BY FLYII\l& BOMBS
12 im'to 29 FiARGH i9A5

This form of attack was in.three distinct phases. Except for

one attack in the lfe.nchester area on the night of 23/24 December 1944,
London was the min target.

Phase (1). 12 June 1944 to 1 September 1944- “ Innd-launched
from the coast of Prance between Dunkirk and

Etratat,

(2). 4 September 1944 to I4 January 1945 - Air-launched
mostly off the coast of East Anglia.

(3). 2 JVIarch 1945 to 29 Jferch 1945 - Land-launched from
Holland,

This report deals with these three phases as a whole,
period 9,251 Plying Bombs were in operation, 5,890 crossed the coast,
2,565 reached the London area and 4,262 were destroyed,
2,420 incidents reported in the London RegLon and 3,403 incidents on
land elsewhere,.

During the wh

There were

ole

Casualties ('Operational Pigu.res');-

Seriously in,jured and
detained in hospital

Killed

London

Elsewhere
5,375 15,258

1,504462

In addition to these figures. Service casualties reported were:-

207London

Elsewhere

280

95 197

SECRET

SECRETG.337024/1B/5/52/30
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SECRET

APPMDIX 12 - Fi\LL OF ELYIWG BOMBS - COUNTIES

Region County No. of Plying
Bomt) Incidents

Total for

Region

1 Durham 1 1

2 Yorkshire 7 7

3 Northamptonshire
Derbyshire
Rutlandshire

Leicestershire

Not tinghamshire
Lincolnshire

4

3
1

1

1

2 12

4 Essex

Suffolk

Hertfordshire

Bedfordshire

Norfolk

Cambridgeshire
Isle of Ely
Huntingdonshire

412

93
82

10

13

5

3
2 620

6 Hampshire
Oxfordshire

BuckinghaiTishire
Berkshire

80

4

27
12 123

10 Cheshire

Lancashire

Shropshire

6

8

1 15

12 Kent

Sussex

Surrey

1,444
886

295 2,625

TOTAL INGIDEHTS 3,403

SECRET

SECRET-.337024/icl,/5/52/30



APPENDIX 1 3 ; SERIOUS FIXING- BOiVIB DTCIDENTS IN THE

UNITED KINGDOM

CASUALTIES

SERIOUSIX

OTIUEED

LONDON AREADilCE TBE

KILLED

19Vf
"TH'j'unec 20)58■WESTMINSTERj ¥elldaigton Baxracks,

Rqjral Military'- Chapel,
KENSINGTON, Clydesdale Road
ST, PANCE/iS, Wliltfleld St,
SOUTHWARK, Union Street
■WEST HiM, Barking Road./feeckton Road
PINS3UEI, Killick Street
CAMBERWELL, Gle'be Estate
■WESTICNSTER, Melbourne House'Bush House
T0TTENHi1£ COURT ROAE, Howland S-creef
RJIH/M, HanTOod Terrace/Baglq7's Lane
EULHffl/I, Lewis Trust Buildings, Lisgar
Terrace

BEEIvDl'roSET, Gainsford Street
CHELSEA., Turks Row

TfILIESDEN, Ivy Road
HATES, H.M.V, Works
LEYTON, Norlington Rojid/claude Road
BETHNAL GREEN, Grove Road
LEWISHAM, Southend Lane
BEGKENIiAivI, Elmers End Road
HilCKNEY, Maroon Place
WILLESDEN, Kilbum Street
LEYTON, Vansittart Road
KENSINGTON, Earls Court Road
CBBERWELL, Lordship Lane
WAiLTHilffiTa?, June* of High Street and

Hoe Street
BEEI-IONDSEY, Rotherhithe St*
BATTERSEA, Beauchamp Road
EELTH/M, Twickenlaam Road
WILLESDEN, Coolege Road
ST. limYLEBONE, lharncliffe Gardens
HAMffiRStlETH, IrThite, City Estate
EAST B/iRNET,. Oakleigh Road
BARKING, St* AiUdrys Road
HORNSEY, Barrington Road
EK'fflNTON, Pore Street
COULSDON, Olden Road/Dale Road
STc PAIfaiAS, Grafton Road
SUTTON, Progmore Gardens
HAIvIPSTEAD, Kingsbury Road
TOTTENHAM, Pairfax Road

1120
48)63H

21 250232
1200

19 June
19 Ju,no
19 June
22 Juno
24 June
28 June
30 June
30 Juno

1 July
1 July

7921
38 542204

31170020
16 270631

35141740
1410
1215

2,8 150
2920
12151535

5142358

371318501 Ju3^r
3 July 100747

64 50a

10 2513135 July
7 July
9 July

10 July
13 July
18 July
23 July
24 July
27 July
28 July

5 Augo
l6 Ai.ugo

183h.1459
1230
12j45
0945

18 47
814

3515
33102033
38120917
30150243

1805 2434
2)4301332
36161640

0952 6217

4310092417 Aug#
17 Aug®
20 Augo
21 Ai,ugo
21 Aug*
23 Augo
23 Aug,
l6 Sept,

9 Octo
18 Octo
31 Octo
15 Novo
15 Novo
25 Novo
10 Deco

25121330
It111204
25201247

2017
0245
0801
0555

5829
2412(.

19021
1713
20170056
29122329 10170650

18 200030
0058

1811
29120504
30131903

1945 2211BECKENHAM, Pairfield Road
LA},'IHETH, Richboume Terrace
S0UTHF2ARK, Horsman Street
EALING, Belvue Road

2226■~T”jun,
5 Jan#

12, Jan©
12, March

36342245 1710
0155 2212
0923

/ELSB'^JHERE

Service Casualties



1
CiiSU/iLTISS

DATE TB.CE ELSE?fflERE KILLED SERIOJSIir i
HTJUPED i

19 June

22f June

30 June

3 July
15 July
30 Ju2^r

0205

0630
0337
0231
0012

0305

EEIGATS, Surrey
CHARING, (Nev/lcaids Gainp) Kent,
YTESlERHiL',1, Kent
HARDEN, Kent
POETSEA ISE'LID, Hants
WAIPOED, Herts.

10 17
2847

30 9
811M

15 35

18)33

-)2K

30 Julj)'
5 Augo
6 Augo
19 Sept.
10 Oct.

24 Dec.

2347 HJANSCOMBE, Kent
SNODUND, Kent
DAROEOED, Kent
HOMCHUECH, Essex
HATFIELD, Herts.
OLDEfll, Lancs.

13 22

1858 11 21

1710 10 12

Oii-33 10 8

80500
0615

.  30
26 37
1s

H  Service Casualties
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SECRET

3EGRET

- 3 „

im 1%5 TOTAL
FOR

Sept. ,Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Peb. Mar. WAR

G-RODP 9

CRDIDd-l

BAI^STEAD

BARibES

BEDDINGTON J: WALLINGTON

GARSH.ALTON

COULSDON & PURLEY

EPSCiM aVELL
ESHER

IGENGSTON

MALDEN cS: COaiBE

MERTON & MORDEl^

MITCHAII

REGHivIOND

SUPLITON

SUTTON & GHEAlvI

WIICELEDON

1 1 2 4
1 1 2

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1 2

Group Total 12

15TOTAL FOR REGION 27 87 L,6 . 113 114 114 517

SECRET

G.357024/EJW/5.52/30. SECRET



APPENDIX 1 5 ; SER-IOUS ROCI^ET INCIDEI-TTS DT THE UNITED

KBTG-DCM

SEtllOUBia:

IKJUPID

KlUaEIDLONDONDATE ; TLVIE:

1%4
1 Nov.

1 Nov«

5 No Vo
10 Nov.

11 Nov,

19 Nov,

19 Nov,
22 Novo

24 Nov.
25 Novo

30 Nov,

1624CAMBEKii/ELL, Priem Road
DEP'TPOKD, Shardeloe Road,
ISLINGTON, Grovedale Road
STEPNET, Goulston Street
GREEMICH, Shooters Hill
WANDSVTORTH, Hazelhurst Road
EROIvJLET, Soutl'iborough Lane
EEimTAL QffiEN, Totly Street
POPLAR, McCullara Road
DEPTPOED, New Cross Road
GREENWICH, Sunfield Place

CAIviBERYffiLL, Varcoe Road
HAdBIEY, Carlei^ Road
SOUTHYARIC, Great Dover Street
ISLINGTON, Mackenzie Road
ISLINGTON, Stroud Green Road

0510

1830
1713

BiRO

1838
0831
2116

4731

8532
9719
2124
2333
6323
^1-2519^-a

18 532032

1225
0110

160 108

1623

9206 Doc,

7 Dec,

14 Dec.
26 Dec,

31 Dec,

0235

0124

1718
2126

2340

822

50Ik-
68 99

3415

1945
20WEST HAM, Plaistovf Road

HAGHBIY, Woodland Street
LAMBETH, Westminster Bridge Road
DEPTEOED, Adolphus Street
ISLINGTON, Salterton Road
WEST HAM, Freemason Road
POTTERS BI&, Southgato Road
EAST BiiRNET, Calton Road
TOTISNHAJI, Osman Road
SOUTBYARK, Borough High Street
BATTERSEA, Uslc Road
WEST H/iM, Grosvenor Road

YffiST BEI, Barney Street
DEPTFORD, Finland Road
ST. PANCR7E, Tavistock Place
WOOD GREEN, Pellhcua Road
TOST ILFi, Queen Street
CiliBERTOLL, Trafalgar Avenue
H/JvEvlERSMITH, Woraiholt Road
LEITON, Cro’svnfield Road
WALBI/JvBTO'F, Black Horse Road

TOST Hii/I, Upperton Road
DEPTFORD, Folkestone Gardens
POPLM, Ide Street '
FINSBURY, Farringdcn Roa.d
LEITON, Alhert Road
I3ESTQN, Gt, West Road
ENFIELD, Broa-dfield Square
STEPNEY, Hughes Mansions

ELSEYfl-ffiRE

1230
1612

2029

1930
0600

1258
1052

1315

1954
17Li..
1602

002iJ^

4 Jan,
4 Jan,
4 Jan,

9 Jan,

13 Jan,

13 Jan,
20 Jan,

20 Jan.

20 J an,

22 Jan,

27 Jan.
28 Jan,

10215
2641
51L|-
3629
3515
2621

5912

4823
7630
4315

28 2

15300306
0826

1608

1852
1000

2159

23^t4
lk20

1 Feb.

2 Fob.
2224
54319 Feb.

13 Feb,

13 Feb,

Li- Feb.

4015
2328

18 29

4129
14 Feb,

102516 Feb.

19 Feb,
3518

8316 Mar,

7 Mar,

7 Mar,
8 Mar,

16 Mar.

21 Mar.

25 Mar.

27 Mar,

0310

0323

1247
1110

0638
0936

3252
4025
123no

1823
9833

1007
2301
0721

49134

6~Nov,
16 Nov,

19 Dec.
19'+5

IFTan.
13 Feb,

2319LUTON Works) , Bodso
COLLIERS ROW, Essex

CHEIi-BFORD, Essex

0950

0740

0130

3212

3559

414
RAINHM, Essex
E/iROLD WOOD, Essex

2310
1847

3412



APPEKDIX 1 6 : EB'PECT OP PUING BOIvIBS OK CIVIL DEFENCE
BY MINISTRr OP HOME SECUEIIY

Confidential

Ministry of Hone Socxirity,-
\7liitehall,

London, S»TiT»lo

nth August,

LESSONS PROM EECEMT RAIDS - FLUNG BOMBS

Behaviour and Effect1. s»

The Plying bomb is designed for maedmurn blast effect and there is no
The blast effect is

There is
fragmentation of the type with tliick cased bombs
roughly equivalent to that of a thousaaid kilo parachute bornbo

little or no crater, except occasionalljr in soft ground or when tlie bomb

power-dives. Pull descriptions of the bomb and its behaviour have already
been circulated.

One of the principal causes of casualties is from broken glass,
accentuated by the fact that much of the glass protection put up at the
beginning of the war has been removed, or is no longer effective.

Splintering of glass has often been saved by having the ?rindows v/ido open
and, in the case of sash windows, an aperture above and beloviT the tvro panes
of glass.

A directPrame buildings have again stood up Troll to blast effects,

hit on ordinary brick or stone buildings has generally caused conplete
collapse, Y/hen the bomb has fallen in a busy street in daytime, there have
been a considerable number of glass casualties and many people amcious to
give them first-aid, but not always competent to do so. Such action,
however vroll meant, may not bo very happy for the casualties.

Work of the Civil Defence Services,2o

All reports show that the work of the Services has. never boon better.

They have been helloed by the fact that incidents are single ones, but it is
only tbJTOugh long and intensive training that arr almost clock-work precision
has been reached.

The lessons virhich have been learnt so far are mainly a re-emphasis of

Many incidents have been cleared up within an hour.

old ones.

One inportant variation of normal practice has been introduced in
ReportingLondon with success to meet this par-ticular form of attack,

of the fall of "fly" is canned out'from N,P.S. observation posts or from
posts established by local authorities on top of control Centre_buildings

individua]. depots or sometimes Wardens’ Posts, the report being passed
direct to the Control Centre, On receipt of a report of the fall of "fly

a flj^’ing squad is immediately ordered out, consisting of . one or two hea*y
rescue parties, one or two light rescue parties , one or tv/o anibulances and

If the observation post is connected

or

sometimes a mobile first aid post,

with a depot. Services are sent out direct and at the same time a report is
On arrival at the incident ary-made to the Controller of the action taken,

parties and vehicles found redundant are at once returned, to their depots or,
if additional parties are required, they can at once be requested in the
normal way.

/it haa

1, Instances have occurred, of bombs' falling very close to,^or e.ven on, the
site of a previous incident, but -with a considerable tii'Ae interval,

the: equivalent would be 1 or 22, Organisation peculiar to London Region;
rescue parties.
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"been found easier to spot the foJLl of "fly" than ordinaiy
honbs and becECuse, so far, no concentra.tion of the attack has boon effected
it is safe to send out paortics o.t once \?ithout waiting for details,

advantEige of this procedure is the speed with which Services can arrive at

the incident, probably in. a matter of a fevr minutes only after the "fl3'" has
fallen,

speedjr arrival, of Services is a great help;
ing liiorale.

It h,ClS

The

In (ki^rlight, when crowds are likeljr quickly to congregate, the
and most valuable in naintain-

If he can accowipany

On the other hand, he nay go
In some cases Incident

An Incident Officer is also at once ordered out,

the flaring colunm, so much the better,
straight out from the nearest Wardens* Post,
Officers ore being attached to fire stations from which observations are

In this case he at once goes out v/ith the first a.ppliance sont.

This practice has the advantage of providing a fuller qualified Incident
Officer immediately on the scene of the incident, which is an obvious

advantage.

made.

This adaptation of nomad procedure is very suitable for flj’-ing bomb
For a concentrated type of attack it

clear picture
tactics where the fall is spread,
v/ould be dangerous to disperse forces in this way without
of the vfhole situation.

Further, this procedure does not in any way affect the functions of
The observation post
Details as to dcnia-go

Wardens as regards reporting, reconnaissance, etc,
can spot tho approxiiviate location of the Incident,
and casuadties can only be obtained on the spot in the normal way.
be remembered also, that under foggy conditions the observation posts might
be unable to function, in which case Wardens should irxaediately report the
approximate location of the "fly" and should then proceed to mclee thexr
normal reconnaissance and reports.

It should

The quick adoption of this teclmique to meet the special conditions
good illustration of the flexibility of the Civil

the importanco of ta,ckling fresh problems
of "fly" attack is a
Defence organisation and emphasises
on their merits.

, in countiyr districts, the adoption ox this
though the value of observation posts if

difficulties have been eDQperienced

It should be noted that

technique may be ii'prac tic able,
they can be established remains high as
in locating "fly" in countz^'- districts, especially at night.

Help from other Soxvices.3.

received from British and idlied troops^
fan caused few fires,

oS, have been free to

Valuable help has been
Home Guard and the N.F.S, The flying bomb has so
the maiority of which have heen snail j so that the Wpt

Svii Defexice. In London the W.F.S, have helped in reporting from
thh^ oLervation posts, and being very highly trained in quick turnout,

otZn ̂ le to Arrive at the scene of the incident before^ the mobile
Civil Defence Services. It is, of course, iirpox-taxit that _ miey work m^r
the general direction of the Civil Defence Services,_especiau.ly

 if rcreuo
work^is to be undertalcen. Although the rescue services xiave never been
stretched so far, the value of training in light rescue to Home Guard and
N F.S. has beendvell proved, especially in cases where they happen _

at the incident first. These t^ro services have also given- in-
at tne inciaeni especially^ tho salving and removed

are

arrive

vaduable help in all sorts of other y/ey^s,
of furniture.

Control of Public,4o

There has again been a tendency for sightseers to crov/d round a

S £rs:=fvitcd to keep oonir i _ casurdties endangered,

/5o Rescue

I'fc is

Services is not to be haiipercd, ana
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Rescue and Casualty Sesarviceso5.

Rescue and first-aid v/ork have follovred the normal lines# The value

of mohile cranes to deal yvith heavy dehris is again emphasised#

So far the strength of these mobile Services has been entireljr
adequate to deal with the situation# It is rare that up to lO^o of the total
resources of London Region have been engaged during any one period of 12 hours
and more normally about

Valuable assistance has been given by the reinforcing groups from
Mobile Regional Columns,

The following points have been noted as of general interest:-

(a) Rescue of casualties from the top storeys of high buildings
is' quite often required, especially if a fly has exploded on the
roof#

(b) All types of shelter have proved excellent against this
form of attack and the p^ublic has again become highly shelter

conscious# Rescue parties should bear this fact in mind at

all incidents, even in the day time,

(c) Although flying bombs fall singly and do not, therefore,
create the multiple incident of the tjqpe caused bj^ a stick of

ordinary bombs, the area of damage, especially in simll domestic

property may be large enough to necessitate the rescue work being
divided up into sections as with a multiple incident#

(d) If a "fly" falls in a busy thorouglifare a number of people
may be buried or trapped by debris in the street, or in shops.
An extended and mo.st careful search may be required and a great
deal of debris may have to be turned over. Sometimes party
walls have been left standing,in a most precarious conditions,
and leaders may have some urgent and difficult decisions to
take,

(e) The great importance of properly labelling casualties is
again stressed,

(f) The importance of seeing that casualties are taken to the

right hospitals, and especiallj’' are not sent to hospital un

necessarily, is again enphasised#

(g) The severely injured have been man-handled bj'' persons who
are untra.ined in first aid and in the gentle handling of

casualties;

patient's chance of survival 6.iminished,

(h) Severely injured casualties have been Kioved before the
application of first aid (l,e, fractures have not been
immobilised, etc.) thus increasing pain and shock and en

dangering the p>atient's life and limb,

(i) Severely injured persons have been carried for appreciable
distances to hospitals, and to first aid posts, by unauthorised

although ambulances were present at their loading point
This untrained stretcher bearing was,, in some

instaaices, associated vd.th imperfect and inadequate blanlceting,

(j) Casualties have been whislced off on foot and by car from the
incident by the public and unauthorised persons before the CoD,
Services could reasonably be expected to arrive. The number,
nature of injury, namie and destination of these casualties are
in such cases difficult if not uipossible to ascertain until

/perhaps

pain and shock have thus been Increased and the

persons,
at the incident.



perhaps hours later,
first aid post ojid hospital staffs and has also led to the distre
of relatives and friends whose enquiries could not he ansvrored as

soon as they v/ould have been in a controlled casualty evacuation,

(k) In the interest of the casualty it is very important that the
leader or deputy leader of all Heav^?- Rescue Parties (in London) or
Rescue parties should bo skilled in first aid^
doctor at the incident, the responsibility for the gentle handling
and first aid treatment of all seriously injured persons will rest on
him*

This has iirposed an increased strain on the
c«c

In the absence of a

(1) Experience has shown that it is better, normCvlly, to send a light
.  mobile aid -unit first to an incident and to hold the mobile first aid

unit until the situation is cleeu'er from the more detailed reports,

:  It is also important to release any mobile aid units directly their
work is finished. There has been a tendency, at times, to hold them

too long,

(m) N.P.S. vehicles should not be used for the conveyance of
seriously inj\ired persons to hospital, save in the most exceptional

Slightly injured persons who cannot or should not v/alk, and
who would otheCT/ise .require a sitting case car.for transport to a

first aid post, can be moved in such vehicles if they ai-e available,^

cases.

6, Reconnaissance

(a) Rescue. Reconnaissance of demolished property, has, fox* the most
part, been .vrell carried out.,, with the result that rescue parties have
been able to go straight fer trapped people and get them out,

not, of course, been so easy.-in places'..like churches., hotels.
Service Depai’tments have

It ha

restaurants,, shops, and Service hostels,

s

been asked b^r. Headqutxrters to. tiy-to ensure some system of registers
in Service hostels available to- the Tfdrdens and this should be

arranged between local authorities and local foimatidns,
part;^'' lea.der haviilg just seen. the.’’Reconnaissance" film,
enabled him to set about his reconnaissance in an ordered waj’-.

One Rescue

said thad it

(h) Search of less-d^oged buildings. ' The necessity for careful
search of less heavily?' damaged buildings, i,e, those with roofs,
windows or doors affected, has been brought out on a great many
occasions. Casualties who have been injured_by broken glass have
been found inside houses, shops, etc,, 'some distance from the scene
of major daiifiage. It is highly important for a thorough search to
be made as quickly as possible of all property which has been affected

and that this search is carriedif only by the brealcing of winoTraeven

out systematically.

It is equally iiportant for a thorough search to be made at the
same time for casualties outside buildings, especially if the incident

occurs in daylight during working hours. The number of casualties
from glass majr be considerable and may be found over an appreciable
area.

Incident Control,7.

controllers. Heads of Services or A.R.P.O.s visiting incidents should
be careful not to interfere with the work of the Incident Officer unless
there is; some excellent reason for such action, .

from the presence of N,P,S.Additional parking problems may arise
trailer pumps and towing vehicles and Service vehicles, particularly those

If hospitals or institutions have
, considora-blo number of

Marshalling and parking of these

vehicles may present a special problem for the Incident Officer.

belonging to the United States Forces,
to be vdiolly or partially evaluated there^ m^ ̂be a
single decker bus type ambulances. " ’ Lorries

/engaged in
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engcagod in dcToris clearaace niay also be present and ropuiro to be fitted
into the general arrangements so as to avoid interference with the i.'ork of
the C.Do Services and their vehicle'^-o 0

Incident Inquiry Points have again proved of the utmost value.
importen.ee of cleai’-ly and conspicuously indicating their location is again
emphasised

Th

is the importance of ea^ acco to inquirers0ssas

e

There are a good many sources \diich the Incident Inquiiyr Point has
to tap if it is to keep its iiiformc.tion accurate and up-to-dc.te, and it is
not alv/ays ea^ for the Inquiry’- Point personnel to do this while at the saiae
time competing with all their other work,
haj3 put into operation a plan under v/hich his office obta.ins inforrmtion from
the police, hospitals, first aid posts jnd Rest Centres, sorts it out and
sux^plies it to the approj^riate Incident Inquiiy Points,

In one Borough the Chief Warden

This notion is taken

as, often as is necessary, which may be severed, times during the 2k- hours.
This system does not do away with the need for the Incident Inquiry Point
tapping its ovm sources of information, but it may bo found heli^ful in keeping

a certain amiount ofa cross-check and it should save the Inquiry Points
labour.

Checking of InfofEig.tion as to Missing Persons.

A system has been devolO|)ed under which, a.s soon. a.s toown casuadties
have been dealt v/ith, a coriplete list of the occupants of houses, flats^ etc,
affected by the incident is made out. Each person is, then, so fax as
possible, accounted for, and when this check has been completed the list
should, contain only those who axe miissing. It does not, of course, follow

■ that they are actuo-lly buried, but it means that for the time being at any
rate, they reina.in unaccounted for, and unless anj’’ further information is
available they may ha.ve to be assumed to be trapped. This list should also,
as"fax as it is practicable, include names of persons laiovm or thought to^be
involved in the incident in the street or in the vicinity, _To obtain this
latter information ma.y be extremelj’’ difficult and sometiraes inpossible, but
in a daylight incident, especiadly during w^orking hours, eiforts should be
made to track dovm such persons because they may quite easily, have become
involved.

8o

Y/ardens.5.

Since the bombing goes on throughout the 24 hours, continuous maraiing
of Wardens* Posts has been necessary and the Service has been under consider
able strain in consequence. Valuable help has been provided by rexnforcements
from Regions outsido the present range of the flying bomb axd the situation
is satisfactory. The iniporteuTce of wrking on a. rota system in order i.o
allow proper rest periods is again stressed.

Household registers have been invaluable and, for the most paxt,
seem to have been vrell kept and effective, though evaxuation^.ces the
problem of keeping the registers aceuxate much haxder. In this coimection
considerable help can often be obtained from local tradesmen, especicdly
those dealing in rationed goods, since they arc aware or prolongca abscnco irom

The need for service personnel inhoive tlxj.'ough the ration book system,
billots keeping proper regi^'^'^^^ again stressed.

been good.The standaxd of report ing hau

Supervisory Staff.10,

The continuity of the raiding has rdso caused considerable fatigue^
and, indccdj strain on Controllors end the more senior officials _ juad occlmicca
supervisors, particularly if insufficient deputies have boon available to
cst-ablish a proper rota. Every' effort ixist bo madn xor a proper .Sj-> ;
relSfs.; Cmtlnued lack of sloop together with added strain will inevitably
taJeo its toll if ctxc is not exerdsod,
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11 0 Raid SpotterSg

The voduG of raid spotters in this particular form of a.ttack has

proved high. They fore an essential complement to the alarm within the

alert system. Not only can the actual tirrB which people r.io.y have to spend
in a shelter be kept very low if an efficient raid spotter system is operc-ting,
but the confidence felt by workers in the spotters helps greatly to reduce
mental strain and to encourage people to concenti-ate on their jobs during
alert periodso

12o Post Ecaid Services and work of W,V.S.

noothly, though the question ofThe post-raid Services have v/orked
billeting and alternative accoinraodation has not alwaj^'S been ea.sy to solve duo
to shortage of facilitieso

CiT:

One London borough has developed to a high pitch the principle of
Under present conditions,

e»go
making Post-Raid information available on the spot,
vath raiding more or less continuous, this system has much to conraent it.

(a,) Persons are ahle to retrieve their belongings, quickly -without
interrupitions,

(b) Loss of tiiiie and possibly increased anxiety (duo to freonent
alerts and bombs) is a.voided to some extent, Attenckinco at some
centr^-1 place, e,go the Tovm Hell, however good the orremgemonts,
cannot avoid those disadvantages sa.vo for those people living in
the vicinityo

T.'ith theMeals have frequently been arranged at the Rest Centres,^
object in viev/ and mobile canteens have also been most useful on the

fly" altacks began.
sarae

spot. In wot weather, such as has predominated since
all these points help consider-a.bly to a.void further daiiiage to personal
belongingso

list of available

select their
Another point of interest ha.s been the display of a

billets in Rest Centres from which bombed out persons can

billet and they are advised to go to friends as far as possible.

and been aTho ¥/.V.S. I'lavo helped greatly in every variety of j/ay
tower of strength. In this same borough they ha.vo been inva.lua.hle in cen-

houses to find out who is v/illing to tale in bombed-out families.vassxng

thus x->roviding a thoroughly up-to-date register,

In addition to manning Incident Inquiry Points, they have also^ helped
staff ■ information burea-ux and have further, visited each house in the area

"fly" incident in order to find out if there is any service
This particular form of help has been especially

to

affected by a
required by the occupiers,
appreciated.

The whole of these aia-angements, which have worked admirably, have
as the first consideration.been developed with thought for the people

And with the idea of teiking everything to;them as far as it is possible.

It is realised that this is a-counsel of perfection and may not al-wrys
doubt tha.t where it ca.n be done tho extra orouble
The psj'-chologicaJ. vaJLue is high.

.There is nohe practical,
involved is v/ell reiJaid,

Cenered ¥ork of the Civil Defence Services.13 o

As has been indicated, tho work of the Civil Defence Se^ices has
been of a veiy hirfi order Indeed, It is vei^^ cleon that the lessons of
tho Pebruaiy 'iid March raids have gone well homo, particulcnly as regards
incident control. The turnout of Services has boon remarkably quick ana,
apart from fatigue due to the continuous nature of the a.ttark, tho work nas
proved well within the ccq^iacity of the establisliments<,

/It is
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It is interesting to note that the genoral puhlio ha.vo been universal
in thoir praise and adiaira.tion for the y/ork of tho Civil Defence SorviceSs

Probably tho raost difficult problon to be faced is that of competing
This is^ of coursej an entirelyviith the first aid repairs to houses.,

separate part of the \7orlc and urgent stops have been taken to increase the
supply of labour in. Londoiia The blast damage finm these bombs is cxtensivei
one flying bomb may dainago in one way or another 1^000 houseso The problem
of first aid repairs is one of very considerable magnitude and the im;pox‘tai:ea
of executing repairs quickly remains as high as over.

0»G* AliLEt^o

Inspectox'* General*s Department,
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Ministry of Hone Security,
Hone Office,

T/hiteliall,
London, SoWol

8th January, 1945

Home Security Circular Noo 3/1945
LESSONS mOM ROGIOST ATLiiCKS

Attacks hy long range rockets have now been experienced for

some Yifeeks' and it is possible to set out some points of interest about
its effect on the operation of the Civil Defence Services®

1.

Reporting of location of incidents®

Reporting the fall of a rocket presents more difficulties than

the flying bonb and ordinary forms of attack, unless the flash or

plume of smoke is seen® The noise of the explosion can be heard for
considerable distances and is quite often lass loud close to the

incident than further a’vay® It may "36, in fact,  a misleading guide®

Observation posts remain valuable with this form of attack, but
the absence of mrning and knowledge of the direction in which the

missile may fall makes it difficult to focus attention on the correct
area at the right time® The T/ardens’ express reports have, to some
extent, resumed their importance as a first accurate location of an

incident, especially at night® In any case they ;prov5.de a check
on any observation post reports®

Since there are, at times, smaller siibsidiary craters caused by
parts of the laissile, care is needed that the real seat of' damage is

These subsidiary craters have been rexDorted as UoX® Bombs

2.

3e

4o

located*

or shells*

In country districts, a form of cross che.cking betY/een sub~
Sub-

5.
controllers of neighbouring areas has been found helpful*
controllers should investigate every possible source of information,
and should remeber the importance of speed in getting in an express^
repor*t, in viev/ of the time it may necessarily take services to arrive
if' the incident is "out in the country". Since the, incident may be
isolated time should not be spen'; in compiling a lot of details for the

Thefirst report. They can be completed and despatched later,

urgent need is to get services to the incident vd-th the least delay.

The operation of Services.

There

a.eain
6, The flying squad technique continues to work well,
have, however, been certain difficulties in country districts, ^ ^
because of lack of warning v/hen personnel are either sleeping at their
depots or at home. And, oh occasions,. ovjing to considerable periods
of inaction, cars, ambulances, etc, have not always started up very
easily. In fact, the location of a rocket in a country^district,
unless falling in an urban area,‘ may be a matter^of considerable

TIigtg is no olovious solution, to this prohlsnij but 3.11

o

difficulty, _ , .o m
personnel on duty in areas ViThcre rockets are liable to fall should

that their transport is in order and Yvill start.see

If rocket attacks should be experienced in fog, additional
aDiost certairdy be experienced in locating the

7c
difficulties Yvill

site of the incident.

/8o In built-
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8, In built-up areas especially very considerable numbers of
Services are often required which throws an additioi^al strain on the
Incident Officorso

been present including post-raid services*
fore mnts very careful mtching.

Cases have occurred in which over 100 vehicles h

The parking situation th
ave

ere-

The following t’;/o exaiaples of bad incidents show the number of
vehicles present in each case;-

(a) 15 heavy rescue parties
6 light rescue parties
8 ambulances

10 N.F.S. pumps
3 mobile cranes

9 tipper lorries
1 mobile cleansing unit
1 mobile laundry
2 canteens .plus a meals service vehicloo

(•b) 17 heavy rescue parties
5 light rescue parties
15 ambulances

10 N.F.S. pvuaps
if cra.nes

12 tipper lorries#

9o In country districts the despatch of a flying squad on the

express report being received has proved higlily satisfactory^'#  A typical
flying squad may be composed of;-

1 light mobile unit
1-2 Rescue parties
2 Ambulances

The size of the squad should be regarded as flexible and will be governed
by the Sub-Controller's local knov/ledge.
rocket incidents may often producej, in built-up areasy more buried

casualties than the flying bomb and also a considerable number of

This point is imp)ortant in

It should be remembered that

seriouslj'' injured i#e# hospital cases,
regard to the number of ambulances required and the distance to the

nearest hospital,
is the obviouS' answer,

may be iiaportant to' get them aVi/ay at once to hospital' as soon as they?'
are released.

It has been found tha.t, on the wholCj, more ambulaiices are needed than

mth flying bomb incidents.

If the hospital is reasonably near a shuttle serv

Such action adds to the strain on the ambulance servi

ice
If there are a number of trapped casualties it

ce.

10, There have been occasions when incidents have occurred near

Searchlight Companies, On request or their ovm initiative they have
floodlit the area surrounding the incident and have thus greatly
facilitated the quick arrival of services. Such action is additional

to the floodlighting of the incident to assist the vrork of rescue to
v/hich reference is also made in these notes#

Casualties# ■

The type of casualties expefienced remains appreciably the same,
is T/lth the

,;Minor or

11,

though the proportion of seriously injured to killed, is,
flying bombs, greater than -y/ith ordinary types of bombs,
major injuries from glass continue to bo a considerable cause of
casualties.

A few instances of burns, probably from the liquid oxygen or
hydrogen peroxide as used in the propulsion of the rocket, have been
experienced.

12

/ijo Some
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Seme difficulties over records.of casualties are still occurring j
either because unofficial helpers or friends take them to their owi

doctor or sca:ie local surgery, or sometimes because records have been
duplicated dx\Q to a casualty being treated at both a first aid post and
a mobile first aid unit, MoPoO«44 beirig com,;pleted at both*

It should be remembered that if a l3,rge incident in a busy
thoroughfare is experienced in daylight, or at a time when there may be
many people about, a considerable number of aiabulances may be required
at the outset to deal Tilth surface casualties,

has been a marked improvement in casizalty handling.

15=

14=

Generally speakiiig there

Incident Control.

15. At larger incidents, it' has again been necessary, to have more than

one Incident Officer, especially where the incident may be split by the
crater.. In such cases it is important to have a senior Incident Officer
to GO”>ordinate the vdiole incident' in accordance v/ith the principles
already laid down,:. . In one case where only one Incident Officer was

attempting to control, a split incident ambulances arrived and Tvaited at
one side while the' serious casualties Tvere ready to bo moved on the
other.

l6. The use of Incident Control vans, when available, has continued

and they have, been valmble, ■ . '

Field telephones have been used with advantage, and on one

.. . ' occasion linked the incident- to a nearb^r telephone point, thereby greatly
assisting the Incident Officer* s v/ork.

The impportance of industrial premises braving their O'm trained

Incident Officers has again been brought outo At  a recent incident the

local authority Incident Officer had to assuiao responsibility for an

area covering both private and industrial premises, and vra.s sotiewhat
handicapped by lack of knowledge of the Industrial premises and their
P.A.D. organisation. The closest co-operation between local authority
CoDa and industrial P.A.D. organisations is again emphasizedo

17 o

18

Incident Inquiry Points.

SinceThese Points have again proved their Importance and value,

there is no ■'.vaming speed in setting up the Point is very important to
preven'o the Incident Officer being swamped v/ith enquiries,
problems have arisen, though the ii'aportance of providing cover, warmth and
seating accominoda.tion for enquirers is again empliasized. If the number
of enquirers is large, or if the incident is split, more than.one Point
my be necessary. It is ii'iiportant to avoid queues and delays as far as
possible; but, if they are mm voidable,. everytMhg should be done to

A mobile canteen vdth cups of tea or

19.

No ne\Y

look after the enquirers,
chocolate is of especial value.

It must never be forgotten that the. Inquiry Points ara intended
to be a source of infomaation, in addition to their priimrs'' role ̂ of

If there is more -fchan one Point co-ordination must

20.

giving infon’aationo
be arranged.

Rescue ¥ork.

There are no outstanding new lessons so far.. ; As the approach of
the rocket cannot be heard, passers-by and others are taken unaT-vare^ and
are miable to talce shelter, - Sending a light rescue party (or outside^
London, a team of wardens'trained in- first aid) for a quick search of the
surrounding area in the early stages of an incident ha.s proved very

and enables lightly" injured casualties to receive attention
The teaiu should if possible have transport.

21 o

helpful
quickly.

/22, The
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Tho use of cranes has again proved valuable and at tines

They nust; however^ be used v/ith discretion, and should
not be regarded as a substitute for skilled rescues
personnel bo diverted from their prjmaiy task at the outset and tui-ndd on

to filling skips*

22 s

essential*

Nor should rescue

Care is still needed in preventing unauthorised persons from
walking about on debris* All debris should, at the start, be treated
as if covering casualties, since, v/it.h the lack, of warning, the number
of passers-by is unlikely to bo knovm. .Loud speaker cars are of great
value* ^ ,

23.

The importance of making a careful plan so that the searching of
a site is systematic is again emphasized* Premises must bo marked vjhen
they Inve been seai’ched® A convenient method is to chalk a large S in
a conspicuous place* Each house or building should be so Kiarked*

91
^-4-0

Co-operation botv/een the NeP.S. and rescue services where fire

At one incident two people vrere
rescued alive after A hours in a semi-basement under bunring debris.
The N.PoS. successfully kept the fire under control, avoided flooding the
basement, and kept much of the heat and sraoke from the trapped persons*

25»
has occurred has been excellent

Lighting.

26* Lighting of incidents at night under this forra of attack has

heen developed vdth great benefit to the general operations. Not only
have a nuiuber of special lighting sets been made available on call, but
the co-operation of anti-aircraft searchlight units has proved invaluable*
1-lhen using searciilights it has been found best to aim at a diffused gloxr
produced by training the searchlight over the incident, preferably on to
a wall or house, rather than throwing the beam direct on to the incident
itself9

Tracing casualtieso .

The tracing of casualties, especially in. daytinie, continues to

prove a major dlfficultj'-* It has naturally been, increased by lack of
warning because more people may be in streets and buildings9 .

It is laost iinportant that householders'* record cairds are kept up’
They have as usual proved quite invaluable.

27o

28.

to-date.

General Points.

In addition a fev; points of general interest have been noted and29.

are given below*

(a-) Use of Tipper Lorides*

Tipper lorries have been employed 'Ydth great advantage on
the perimeter of incidvcnts, working: tovra.rds the centre
shovelling up and removing light debriso This practice,
provided it is not going to interfere in any way ?/ith the

v/ork of the rescue parties, is yrorth extension where
suitable, _particularly in helping to get roads cleared and
to enable ambulances to get closer to the actual seat of

daiBage*

(b) Patrolling an area*

This work is normally a police responsibility, but v/ith

their reduced numbers, sufficient are not alvjays .available.
The absence of the Home Guard, now that they have been
stood down, for assistance in patrolling at n:Lght has

/provided
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provided a problem sspecially v/here there has been a lot of

damaged property and salvage and furniture removal has not yet
been possible# The Fire Guards have voluntarily done
admirable work in patrolling at night, ?/ith the numbers of

wardens now available it may not always be possible for them

to do this work as well as their o^wi, although reinforcements
from other parts of the district may be able to help# The
point is of iniportance however and wants mtching. In one

area an experiment is being undertaken in forming squads of

five wardens, each provided vri.th motor transport despatched
from a central point to the incident, and havdslg. been given
definite instructions as to their task, beforehand.

(c) House to House Visits,

Members of the ¥.V,S. have again mde a practice of visiting
each house in the area affected to see if any help vra-s

required. This is proving a most excellent practice and has

led to the discoverj'' of tinrecoi’ded casualties and is

greatly appreciated by the- householders. The Housewives
Section have also set up a Headquarters near an incident and

organized parties to help householders clear up their homes.

Such parties should bring brooms, brushes and dustpans,

(d) Post Raid Services,.

The talcing of post-raid services' to the householders, as was

often done during the id-ying bomb attack, lias again proved
valuable where it is practicableo

(e) Trapped casualties liable to suffocation.

Cases do occur sometimes v/hen casualties are trapped and

may talce some time to release, and in the meantime iiiay.be
exposed to escaping gas fumes or in any case dust, .and
sometimes fire and smoke,

it is possible.to get to such casualties remote breathing
This point is worth bearing in mind as it might

There might be occasions v/hen

apparatu
be the means of saving their life. Circumstances, of course,
T/ill entirely dictate v/hethef this course of action is

possible.,

(f) Survey of Scene of damage, .

In country districts especially, it is important for a

responsible officer to cany, out an early survey of .the
damage so that the requirements in tarpaulins, additional
feeding facilities, etc. can be appreciated and demands

. The facilities availablepassed to higher,authority, _
locally may be inadequate and the sooner rexnforcements can
be arranged the better, especially■if appreciable distances
have .to .be covered.

(g) Post .Raid reouirementso.
has shoYSl' theIn country districts again, experience

advantage of having a rest centre officer always on duty
at Main County Control, who is at once informed or the
character of the incident. He. can then check up w'rch his

to the needs of* the situation and ta-ke
Close liaison is equally important

of other Government Departments who

local officers as
any appropriate action,
7/ith the representatives , , , . ,
may be involved, e,g. Ministry of Pood, Assistance Board,
These contacts are essential also at Sub-Conurol level.

/It is
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It is interesting to note that Sub-Controllers have ha.d to

make as many as 23 telephone calls on these different require
ments, quite apart from messages ordering out services^ The

point to remember in country districts is that mutual
assistance may be required and may take time to arrange and

get to the spot,

(h) Rest Centre Service.

Owing to lack of warning it may very easily happen that, in
country districts especially, by the' time the.' incident has

been located and reported, there ■'will be a number of homeless
to whom a rest centra’is not at once available. It is

clearly important to reduce this time lag as much as possible,
especially in rural areas, where the-rest centre officer may
have some distance to travel to reach the incident. ■  Sub-
Controllers should pass an immediate report to the rest
centre officer, so that he can take immediate action and
ailso go himself to the incident. In addition it is a useful
safeguard for the Ivlain County Control, on receipt of the
express report, to ■warn the rest centre officer on duty, so
that he can check up the position and ensure that the
necessary action is being taken,

(i) Mobile Canteens.

Householders are still shov/ing the same reluctance to leave
their homes before their belongings have been salvaged.
The provision, urgently, of a mobile canteen is a great
helpo It serves as a rallying point to, the people and often
helps the officer making the reconnaissance, to check up on
the feeding and other facilities required.

The comfort and accommodation of workmen brought in to carry
out first aid repairs is a matter of importance and is not
alv/ays easy in a rural district. Feeding ma^i' have to be
arranged, but at the contractors expense.

Work of this kind often forms an extention of the rest
centre service and all emphasises the importance of rapidly
getting a proper picture of the 'whole situation.

30p It is possible that every now and again a really bad incident
■v/ill be experienced in daytime and it has to be remembered also that,
with the rocket damage to services, i.e, wmter, gas->* ®l®ctricity,
telephone, etc. Is much more likely -than was the caco with the flying

With the vh-nter also, v/hen people have fires, the risk of fire
breaking out as a result of damage must be increased to some extent.
So long as the scale of attack remains the same and no real concentra
tion is achieved, the Services available should prove adequate, even
though a bad incident may call for the full resources of a nui-nber of
neighbouring areas. The general lessons, as has been shown, vary
little from those of the flying bomb. Perhaps one of the most
important points to -watch is the location of the spot at which the
missile has fallen. In country districts, especially, this is not
easy, and it is therefore highly important that Services are at all
times ready to turn out with all possible speed and that their vehicles
are ready and can be started up and got a\my 'with the minimum of delay.

It may be said 'rith confidence that, despite reductions, the
work of all Services Ixas been Biaintained. at a very high level and there
have not normally been any und.ue delays in reaching the incident and
starting operations. It should be remembered, ho’wever, that ■\riile
speed in clearing up an,incident is of the highest importance, it is
equally essential to exercise care and thoroughness before decid^ing

/that the

bomb.

31 o



that the task is completod.

This circular is issued hy direction of the Ministry of Home32.

Security.

Y/.B. BROM

Issued to all local authorities and Chief Officers of Police in England,
Wales and Scotland.




